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"The History of the Iron Industry

in the Forest of Dean region 1562-1660"

Abstract

The indirect process of iron smelting in Britain entered on a

period of expansion from the 1540s until 1560 on the Weald., then over

the whole country. By 1600 nearly 18,000 tons of pig was made in

England and Wales, by the 1650s 22,000 tone and. by 1720 about 25,000.

In the l560a the process arrived near Dean; that region made about

1,500 tons of pig before 1610 and from the 1650s until the end of the

seventeenth century about 5,000 to 6,000 tons a year.

Growth was quickest while the better miivig districts were adopting

the new system; then followed adjustment to the rate of re-generation of

economically accessible fuel. This applied universally but Sweden,

competing with better ores and cheaper labour, restricted the rate of

profitable expansion in Britain after mid-century. Technical improvement

could somewhat counteract this: the capacity of British furnaces quintupled,

while forges doubled theirs and economies in rawmaterials and labour were

considerable. The control and flexibility of the new process, facilitating

the production of crudely standardised grades of iron and the separation

of furnace and finery, promoted growing centres of manufacture.

The wireworks, high quality ores and natural conditions focussed

innovation in Dean. This was profitable but the involvement of crown

and. court and a backward economy created conflict: its rational. solution

was state management in 1653 but the feebler crown evaded the problem by

abolition of the ironworks in 1674. The woods were not improved bit at

least the industry still obtained fuel from them.
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Technically, capitalist organisation was essential; in practice the

industry had to adapt to the agrarian rhythm of part-time contract labour.

Foreign competition resulted in the creation of efficient management in

large partnerships at the top, without greatly affecting the organisation

of work at the base.
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PRXFACE

Any student who was fortunate enough to begin research at the Institute

of Historical Research in London in 1950 was not only likely to end up with

many friends but with a very large number of obligations. If I should

have missed out at least some of the many to whom I owe stimulation, advice

and. references to source material, I hope they will forgive me. To the

late Professor R.H. Tawney, to Professor F.J. Fisher and to Professor

S.T. Bindoff I am beholden for much help and excellent advice but above

all for the in.finite patience with which they continued to encourage me

to complete a piece of work which has taken far too long. I owe parti-

cularly long and useful series of references to source material to

Professor G.E. Aylmer, to Professor M. Beresford. and to Mr. Paul Kerridge

and other important material for this work to Professor R. Ashton,

Professor D.C. Coleman and Dr. E. Kerrid,ge. Professor B.C.L. Johnson,

Professor T. Ranger, Mr. J.P. Cooper and. Mr. P.W. Haunton were kind enough

to permit me to consult their unpublished work; Mr. H.C.B. Mynors and.

Dr. R.A. Peiham supplied some very useful offprinta and Mr. Mynors kindly

lent a set of his own transcripts. ' Last but not least I owe much to the

endless kindness end generosity of Dr. Cyril Hart who, time and again,

put at my free disposal his encyclopaedic collection of photographs and

sources for the history of the forest of Dean and who, in the warmth of

his enthusiasm, befriends anyone with the slightest interest in his forest.

Like so many others I have been privileged to exploit the public

spirit with which many private owners of great manuscript collections

open thel.r archives: I am obliged. to the duke of Beaufort for permission

to consult his manuscripts in the National Library of Wales, to the duke
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of Devonshire for permission to read at Chateworth, to the ea of

Salisbury for permission to use the archives at Hatfield and to the earl

of Bath for allowing me to use his collection in great comfort at Longleat.

Chester Herald and the College of Heralds allowed me to use and quote the

Shrewsbury manuscripts in their keeping; the archivist at Lambeth Palace

supplied the fitting pieces from their share of the Talbot papers. The

National Library of Ireland, Sheffield Central Library and the Chatsworth

archives between them returned a small gesture by the gift of some very

useful photostate of material.

I have met with nothing but kindness in the public arch.ives which I

have consulted but would like to ths* some more particularly. Mr. R.E.

Latham in the Public Record Office must have wasted a good deal of his time

in teaching me to read and use sixteenth and seventeenth century manuscript

and in helping me over the more awkward bits of Latin; Miss M. Janoey

at Hereford County Record Office gave me a draft of her description of the

Foley MSS and of the family ramifications; the National. Library of Wales

at Aberystwyth turned themselves upside down one Saturday morning to find

and. produce what might be of use to me in the short time I had available.

Yet for all their kindness it seems almost inviduous to single them out

when everyone I have come in contact with has been extremely helpful.

Much of this work has been made possible by financial help from a

number of institutions. For a year I held a research grant from the

Houblon-Norman fund; for something more than a year I held a research

post with a team financed by the Fagersta Brukena Aktiebolag to enquire

into the English trade in iron and they generously permitted me to draw

upon some of this work for my own use; I have also had several short-term

research grants from the University of London, from the Queen's University
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of Belfaet and from the Univeraity of Edinburgh which enabled me to add

considerably to aq- knowledge of the Dean industry in this period.

My erstwh.le colleague, Dr. N. Stephens, turned a great deal of jumbled

information into an admirably clear map. I owe much to Professor I.E.

Connell who tried to show me, with great patience, how to write a little

more clearly and fastidiously.
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CHAPTER I

Introduction

The Charcoal Blast Finnace in Britain

The forest of Dean lies in the angle formed by the confluence of

Severn and Wye in south-western Clouceatershire. It borders on Monmouth-

shire, across the Wye to the west and merges into the countryside of

Herefordehire to the north. Its position, on the Welsh frontiers of

civilisation, tended to make it into an economic backwater; its wooded

hills, waterlogged soils and steep-sided valleys preserved its isolation

and its woods. Most of this area had been crown forest during the early

middle ages and the most densely wooded and least accessible part remained

under the forest law after the reduction of the forest bounds about 1300.1

The forest law accentuated its segregation; but much of its attractive

mineral wealth in iron and coal lay under the forest, even when it had been

reduced in size. The minerals, especially the iron which had been worked

at least since the Roman conquest, provoked incursions into both woods

and isolation: during the medieval period Dean was one of the principal

iron producing regions in the British Isles, if not the first. 2 But in

all this time British techniques rem4ned primitive so that, even in Dean,

(n1ig and smelting were conducted on a small scale and intermittently

until the last quarter of the sixteenth century. At ).east in the crown

1. C.E. Hart, 'The metes and bounds of the forest of	 Prans.Brist.
& Glos.Lrch.Soc., LXYL (1945), 166-194.

2. Schubert, Iron. pp. 38-9, 72, 98-103; Rhys Jet*lne, 'Ironntking
in the forest of Dean', Trans. Newc. Soc., VI (1925-6), 42-7.
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forest, law and custom had restricted agriculture similarly to a low

level of exploitation. In the second half of the sixteenth century the

more intensive employment of land and resources in Britain led to the

d.rini ng of f ens and marshes, to the enclosure of woodlands and to the

westward, movement of population and industry; in the seventeenth century

this was accentuated. The emergence of some large scale industry, the

establishment of corporate enterprise, technical progress, enclosure and

rackrenting were part of the same trend. The impact of intensification

upon a compact, peculiar and backward region like Dean, would alone merit

more detailed ermninR.tion. It was complicated by the change from the

most primitive to the most advanced methods of ironproduction which had

begun in Sussex in the last decade of the fifteenth century; 3 in the

last quarter of the sixteenth century the new techniques were introduced.

into Dean. In less than forty years the forest of Dean became again one

of the foremost iron producing regions in the British Isles, a centre of

large scale industry and of technical invention. Former studies of this

phenomenon have emphasized either technical or antiquarian features:

however interesting, the exact dimensions of Dean furnaces and the

q,uidditiea of Dean mining laws do not account for the growth and importance

of its iron industry.4 This study is an attempt to describe the intro-

3. Schubert, Iron, pp. 161-2.

4. The best brief history of the Dean iron industry is Rhys Jenkins,
'IroninRki ng in the forest of Dean' Trans.Newc.Soc., VI, 42-65.

The moat recent are Schubert, Iron, pp. 183-8 (in addition to n.l
above) and his 'The king' s ironworks in the forest of Dean',
Journal of the Iron and Steel Institute, CLXXIII (1953), 153.
H.G. Nicholls, The forest of Dean, (London, 1858 ) & Ironmaking
in the olden times, (London, 1866); Hart, Miners, have their uses.
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duction of blast furnaces and flidrg forges into the Dean region, to

disuss their operation and. to trace their acolinatisation to the economic,

social and natural environment.

Until recently the principal iron ores smelted were all compounds

of iron and oxygen. 5 These were found embedded in and mixed with stone

and earth, the so-called gangue; often they also contained amall quanti-

ties of other impurities, deleterious like sulphur and phosphorous or

beneficial like manganese. To obtain useable iron, the impurities have

to be removed and the compound itself has to be reduced, i.e. split and

freed from oxygen. The gangue will generally fuse when heated, especially

in the presence of a flux such as lime, long before the melting point of

iron is reached. Heat will also split the compound; in the presence of

a strong reducing agent, i.e. one with a high affinity for oxygen such as

carbon monoxide, the iron will be liberated. In Europe the earliest

methods of smelting iron were all variants of the direct process, so-

called because it produced a form of wrought iron straight from the ores.

In Britain all direct process heartha are known as bloomeries; this

indicates that the principles of their operation and the possible end-

products did not alter much between their first introduction and their

virtual disappearance in the eighteenth century although a variety of

different patterns evolved in time and their efficiency improved. In

the bloomery a mixture of charcoal and iron ore, sometimes with a flux,

5. Mgnetites (Fe 0 ), not normally occurring in Britain, red ha.eniatites
(Fe 0 ), limonhs or brown haematites (2Fe 20 3K.p) and aiderites or
spJho ore (FeCO ). (j. Percy, Metallurgy, h, 'Iron and Steel',
(Lon&n, 1864); ncyclopaedia Britannica, 11th and 14th edn.s,
'Iron and Steel').
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was charged into a hearth and. there heated wider forced draught. This

created a temperature between 800 and 1,200 degrees centigrade, well below

the melting point of pure iron at 1,500 degrees. Combustion in a partly

enclosed apace produced some carbon monoxide which reduced some of the

iron; the temperature was sufficient to fuse most of the gangue, still

containing much unreduced iron ore: contact between carbon and iron was

too brief and the temperature attained generally too low to smelt all

the ore or to absorb any carbon into the iron. The fused mixture of

gangue and ore formed an acid slag bath which retained most of the phos-

phorous and, if traces of manganese were present, any sulphur in the

mixture. A spongy mass of pure iron mixed with slag collected in a

depression left for this purpose in the bottom of the hearth. The lump

could. only be lifted out bodily, so that the process of smelting had to

be stopped. altogether. The iron was then hammered, re-heated. and

hRmmered again, to expel the brittle slag arid. adhering ashes and to con-

solidate the lump into a bloom of iron. The endproduct was iron in a

high state of purity, easily forged by the smith. By increasing the

proportion of charcoal to ore as well as operating at the higher range

of temperature and extending the period. of contact between iron and

charcoal, a steely iron which contained. a small amount of carbon could.

be made, 6 especially from ore contR.lning some manganese. If the

6. The hardness of iron is mainly, though not entirely, determined by
its carbon content. Wrought iron contains up to 0.1 per cent of
carbon, steel up to 1.6 per cent and pig iron more than that. The
arrangement and distribution of carbon in iron also affect the
nature of the metal: irregularity and chiges in the crystalline
structure of the carbon increase brittleness.
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temperature was raised too far by accident, some of the iron sight be

fused; the resulting cast iron was, for the bloomsmith, a failure.7

Wrought iron and steel were the varieties chiefly required.

Bloomeries were small and cheap and therefore easy to move; they

could rely on the superficial pockets of high grade ores available

in Britain; they could also tolerate impurities in the ore more easily

than their successors. The immediate conversion of iron ores into

steel or wrought iron is a highly satisfactory method: since the

middle of the nineteenth century there have been many attempts to

produce a predetermined grade of iron or steel directly from the ores.

For all the theoretical elegance of the bloomery process however, its

practice was far from perfect. Small particles of slag often remained

enclosed in the iron which, even with powerdriven hsuniners, was not always

completely consolidated. Similarly the carbonisation of the steely iron

directly produced in the hearth could not be controlled with much

accuracy. The endproduct too was determined by the ores locally

available: the process permitted very little controlled modification.

While it was mostly used for small implements, the blacksmith could

select his iron with care and elim i nate some defects by careful forging

and. by welding together different qualities. But the blooinery also

reduced only a small proportion of the iron available in any ore:

7. The description of the direct process is based on Percy, Metallurgy,
II; L. Beck, Geschichte des Eisens, 5 Vols., (Braunschweig, 1884-
1903) I & II; Schubert, Iron; J.W. Gilles, 'Der Stammbaum des
Rochofens', &rchiv fuer Eiaenh*ttenwesen, XXIII (1952 ), 407-415;
0. Johannsen, Geschiohte des Eiag, 2nd. ed., (Dueaseldorf, 925);
J. Yernaux, La mtallurgie li 1goise et son expansion au XVII siecle,
(Lige, 1939), pp. 25-7.
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except for purely local use, only the highest grades of the most valuable

ores repaid smelting at al].. 8 Finally the total output of the bloomery

was fairly low, even for the larger types developed on some of the rich

Continental fields. 9 This was partly determined by the need to wah-ndle

the spon mass of smelted iron from the hearth to the hainnier and backs

if the lump had to be divided and treated piecemeal, all but the first

piece would have required reheating from cold. The process itself

imposed the final limits. Increased output needed a larger hearth,

requiring a stronger blast to keep up the temperature. It is easier to

pass a strong current of air uniformly through a comparatively narrow tube

than through a disproportionately wide one; an excessively shallow charge

of ore and. fuel moreover would have been too briefly exposed to the

reducing effects of the carbon monoxide. Therefore output could best

be increased by building taller furnaces carrying greater burdens • The

stronger blast required to heat this prodnoed a higher temperature near

the nozzle leading into the furnace, approaching the melting point of

iron. Simultaneously the greater height of the furnace meant a more

efficient use of the heat, which dried and pre-heated the charge before

it reached the zone of maximum temperature; it also left the ores

exposed to heated carbon for a longer period. Thus the taller furnace

8. Blooniery cinders contain up to 50 and 60 per cent of iron; the
blast furnaces used them not merely as a basic flux but as an ore.
Poor ores yielded only 7 per cent of iron in the bloomery. The
yield was less than 20 per cent from ores containing more than 60
per cent of iron. (Schubert, Iron, p. 139, n.3.)

9. Stueckofen, Blauofen and F].uesofen were the names of bloomeries,
up to 14 feet high, and of superior design, producing malleable,
steely or liquid iron at will.
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worked at a higher temperature which facilitated the absorption of more

carbon by the iron. With an increase in its carbon content, iron melts

at lower temperatures: the attempt to design more capacious bloomeries

will therefore inevitably end with the production of molten iron.

Wrought iron too can be fused at a lower temperature if heated in

the presence of small quantities of arsenic or other materials; this

process had been employed for long to manufacture iron castings. Cast

iron objects were thus no novelty when, in the late fourteenth or early

fifteenth century, liquid iron run straight from the smelting furnace,

began to be cast commercially in Europe. 1° But good castings could not

be made equally well from all liquid iron produced by a furnace nor could

the preparation and storage of moulds on the casting floor keep pace with

the steady flow of molten iron. Thus an excess of molten iron was

inevitable which could only be cast for general future use. This form

of iron was too hard and brittle to be worked up cold - but then even the

bloom had bad to undergo some further beat treatment before it was fit for

sale. Cast iron could be fined to wrought iron in a hearth remln1scent

of an open bloomery. When this process bad been developed, furnaces

could be built and employed economically to make only liquid iron.

Because wrought iron could only be made in two distinct stages by it, the

method was called the indirect process.

The blast furnace may have been developed in north-western Europe

in the mid-fifteenth century. As a type, blast furnaces were higher

than other types of smelting furnace but outwardly there were marked

10. J.U.Nef, 'Minine and metallur in medieval civilisation', Cambridge
Economic History of Europe, II, (Cambridge, 1952), p.465; L. Beck
and H. Schubert, Gesohichte der nassaulechen Elsenindustrie,
(Marburg, 1937),. pp. 7-12.
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similarities between them and their immediate predecessors. All larger

hearthe used large bellows to force the draught, so that the blast1

did not especially distinguish a furnace designed to deliver only molten

iron; haut-furneaux and Hochofen emphasise its novel feature. No

furnace intermediate between primitive bloomery and blast furnace has

ever been found in Britain: this and the curious emphasis in the English

name suggest the import of the indirect process rather than its independent

invention here.	 Not only could a small blast furnace be shorter than

a large stueckofen: so little distinguished one from the other, that date

12and place of the invention rein.i in doubt. 	 Nevertheless the blast

furnace was a radical, not to say revolutionary innovation: it was

designed to produce liquid iron only, in a continuous process. In the

most highly developed forms o the direct process conditions inside the

furnace were varied to correspond to different stages in smelting)3

Adjustments made to the blast furnace during operations all attempted to

naintain its internal condition as nearly constant as possible: ideally

the state of the iron in a direct process hearth should have been

homogeneous at each particular moment during smelting, whereas the blast

11. The suggestion that the blast furnace might have been invented in
England was never based on more than the attempt to date a cast
iron grave slab by paleographic analysis (J.s. Gardner, 'Iron
casting in the Weald', Archaeologia, LVI (1896), pt. 1, 134).

12. of. n.7 above. The relevant articles in C. Singer & others (ed.a),
A history of technolo gy-, II, (Oxford, 1956), p.70 and. III, (1957),
p.30, by R.J. Forbes and C.S. Smith, avoid any dascussion of this
particular question.

13. 3. Percy, Metallurgy-, II, 296-9 and 328.
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furnace should always contain all the stages of the process within it,

from the fresh charge of ore and coal to the liquid iron and slag. To

effect this, the blast furnace took advantage of the changed properties

of the raw materials at the higher temperature which had been avoided

in the direct process. On the whole a method which relies on maintaining

one set of optimum conditions, tends to be more sensitive to correction

and more efficient than one deinmiing repeated major alterations: a

furnace can be more precisely designed around one Bet of temperatures

than for a continuous variation of temperature.

Early blast furnaces consisted of two hollow square truncated

pyramids, placed upright base to base; the upper one elongated and

steepsided, the lower one inverted, short and. with a gentler gradient.

On the narrow end of the upper pyramid - or tunnel - rested a platform

with a square opening of moderate size at its centre. Through this

the furnace was replenished and the hot gases escaped: to draw off

the latter, a stack often surmounted the furnace mouth. The lower

pyramid, the so-called boshea, supported the base of the tunnel; itself

it rested, like a square funnel, upon the hearth with its almost vertical

sides. The lower portion of the hearth was horizontally elongated into

a trough arid closed by the damstone: beyond the damstone lay the arch

which permitted access to the hearth through the shell of the furnace,

at ground level. A gap which was left on one side between furnace shell

and damatone, was normally stopped with clay; this seal could be broken

to run the iron from the hearth into the casting bed, beyond the furnace

arch. The gap between the top of the dametone and the tympstone, the

lowest projection of the furnace shell above it, was temporarily closed
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during smelting. The interior of the furnace was lined with infusible

sandstone, although bricks or masonry could be used for the tunnel.

This inner shell was surrounded by a core of rubble, encased in turn by

masonry; the whole was reinforced by a timber frame and cast iron beams.

The outside walls rose vertically from the ground for a little way and

then converged; they retained the square cross section of the interior.

They supported the platform at the top, which carried small supplies of

ore, fuel and flux; these were replenished from a bridge house across

the bridge. If the bridge house did not stand on an adjacent hillside,

it was joined to the ground by a ramp. The draught was forced by two

large bellows. As the casting bed had to face away from the stream which

supplied power to the bellows, the latter were placed on one of the sides

of the furnace adjacent to the casting arch. They consisted of large

boards at top and bottom reinforced by baulks of timber and joined at the

sides by huge leather skins; their nozzles or tuyeres entered the furnace

just above the lower end of the tympstone and. the height of the damstone.

Cams on the shaft of a large waterwheel alternately depressed the bellows;

they were expanded by counterweights. Their speed of operation and there-

fore pressure and volume of the air supply, was regulated by the sluices

which controlled the flow of water over the wheel.

In full production the furnace operated on a sustained flow of

materials through it. Charcoal, ore and, if required, flux, were

charged into the top and kept up to a level established by a u].aillike

gage. The temperature in the furnace increased towards the tuyeres;

as the charge descended it was dried and pre-heated, then the ore was

slowly reduced, while the slag began to fuse; the rate of combustion
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increased as the charge approached the boshes and the liberated iron

absorbed increasing amounts of carbon. In this region most of the material

was still in a solid or pasty state, sufficiently cohesive to support the

solid burden above it. The extended absorption of carbon throughout the

descent and the high temperatures attained just above the tuyerea finally

fused the iron: liquid iron and slag trickled past the tuyeree into the

bottom of the hearth. There the heavier molten iron floated upon it a

layer of molten slag; the latter was tapped from time to time to remove

any excess; infusible lumps of material which had dropped into the hearth

were lifted out. Finally, just before casting, all the layer of slag

or cinders was run off; the clay stopper at the side of the dams tone was

then removed to release the liquid iron. This was caught in a chinel

prepared in a sandbed on the casting floor and allowed to cool slowly;

as furnace capacity increased, side channels were drawn from the main

one, thus adding 'pigs' to the 'sow'. Alternatively, molten iron could

be run into casting moulds or ladled out for small castings.

The structure then was more elaborate than that of a small bloomery

although not much more so than that of a etueckofen and the process

more complex. Moreover the results were not strictly comparable,

although still iron; the castings were a new by-product of smelting

and the pig, sow, or raw iron, as the ord1nkry blast furnace product

was variously known, could not be used without further treatment.

On the other hand the process was continuous: iron could be run off

without serious interruption in smelting or need to reconstruct part

of the furnace; the gradual destruction of the furnace lining alone

determined the possible length of each blast. Because each stage of
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the process was physically distinct from although contiguous with

each other stage, operation could be more delicately checked and.

regulated. Thus the founder watched the liquid iron and slag

dripping past the tuyeres through a small opening between them and,

judging by the colour and consistency, adjusted blast and charge.

The cover closing the gap between dam and tympatones could be removed

to inspect the molten metal and slag collected in the hearth and to

remove impurities; an unsatisfactory sample could be run off, before

it spoiled the other iron. The amount of molten slag left to cover

the liquid iron could be varied, as could the time during which the

molten mass was left in the crucible; these changes would affect the

quality of pig iron or casting produced. The upper limit of blast

furnace output was very much higher than in any direct process hearth.

The capacity of hearths and the height of the furnaces could be

increased as long as bellows could be made to supply sufficient draught;

only the comparative softness and friability of charcoal limited the

weight of the furnace burden, for crushed or powdered charcoal would

either fall uselessly into the hearth or so cement the charge that It

would. block the furnace. These limits however were rarely if ever

reached. The cost of transport dictated that fuel should be grown

as close to the furnace as possible. Economic operation therefore

set a lower limit than the maximum theoretical size of charcoal blast

furnaces: it was often more profitable to build two moderately sized

furnaces within a few miles of each other than one large one, drawing

upon the same area of woodland. The blast furnace could smelt ores

fairly thoroughly, because it worked at higher temperatures: it even
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used old bloomery slag as ore. On the other hand iron at these

temperatures absorbed impurities like phosphorous more readily which

the bloomery had discarded with the slag. This elilninRted some

older sources of ore, especially bog ores which contained phosphorous.

But the blast furnace could and. did open for large scale exploitation

fields with lower grade ores, which had formerly been tapped merely

for local consumption. Higher output, greater flexibility, more

delicate control and more thorough exploitation of ores were considerable

advantages - although they were only appreciated and utilised as

technical experience and lore accumulated.

Castings made directly from the furnace were the chief benefit

to be derived from the new process; possibly it was first developed.

to procure larger castings. But no furnace could make castings

exclusively, nor was there an infinitely large market for durable

cast iron goods. 14 Although castings remi1!ied the most profitable

part of blast furnace production, wrought iron was in greater and

more consistent demand. Thus the pig iron had to be decarburised

before the operation of blast furnaces on a large scale could become

economically feasible. Ductile and. malleable iron must not contain

more than 0.2 per cent of carbon, evenly distributed; pig iron contains

14. As far as can be estimated, castings never formed more than 5
per cent of the total output of iron in Britain: in the early
seventeenth century the king's founder of iron guns could hope
to substantiate his claim for a monopoly of all ironfowiding
in the 1dndom as something within his capacity. (Schubert,
Iron, p.334; Cal. S.P.D. Add. 1580-1625, p.639, John Browne
to solicitor general Heath, & Cal. S.P.D., 1633-4, p.358,
John Browne to secretary Coke.)
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more than 1.6 per cent, with a large proportion of the carbon concen-

trated in and near the skin. This had to be burned out, in a partial

and controlled reversal of the smelting process. The forge employed

to effect this owed something to some smaller bloomeries. The pig

iron was fused gradually over an open finery hearth in a strongly

oxidising blast of air. Decarburised the iron dripped into an acid

slag bath at the bottom of the hearth, where it collected in a spongy

mass. If insufficiently decarburised, the lump could be lifted up

and exposed to the tuyere again. Finally a pasty lump was removed

from the hearth, beaten with sledges to knock off adhesions of slag

and ashes and placed under a heavy hammer driven by waterpower, which

began to shape and consolidate it. The partly shaped piece was then

brought to welding heat in the chafery and hammered into a consolidated

15bar.

The wrought iron made by the fining forge was in some respects

superior to bloomery iron. In the more elaborate process of manufacture

all solid impurities were expelled; the more intensive working under

15. The description of blast furnace and forge operations owes a great
deal to Dr. Schubert's elucidation in Iron, pp. 230-291, and in
his ':arly refining of pig iron in England', Trans.Newc.Soc.,
xxviii, (1951-3), 59-75. The earliest contemporary description
of English blast furnace operation is P. Marshall (ed.), 'The
diary of Sir James Hope, 24th January to 1st October 1646',
Publications of the Scottish Historical Societ y, 3rd ser., L (1958),

pp. 146-153. Other contemporary descriptions are G. Boate,
Ireland's naturall history , (London, 1652), pp. 131-140; Sturdie's
letters in Phil. Trans. of Royal Soc., XVII (1693), No.199,
pp. 695-8 & H. Powle, 'An account of' the ironworks in the
forest of Dean', ibid., XII (1677-8), No.137, pp. 931-5; J. Ray,
A collection of English words.., (London, 1674), pp. 125-9;
J. Moxon, Mechanic exercises.., (London, 1677), pp. 13-14;
Plot, Staffordshire, pp. 160-3.	 I am greatly obliged to
Professor C. Barrow for drawing my attention to the Hope diary.
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a heavy hAmmer into thin bars ensured consolidation and considerable

homogeneity. On the other hand the iron was more likely to contain

traces of su)hur or phosphorous which could not easily be kept out

at the higher temperatures. However for unoontAndnted pig iron the

process had some absolute advantages: the degree of control was

higher, so that varying treatment in the forge could turn the same pig

into differit grades of bar iron, from highly purified osniund of great

tensile strength and flexibility to harder but more brittle merchant

bar and nailers' iron. Further modification was achieved by judi-

ciously mixing in the forge different qualities of pigiron, so that

tough pig could be hardened or hard pig toughened by feeding both

qualities into the forge in different proportions. In addition the

forge could move from the mines towards the markets, where demand was

more easily appreciated and where the flexibility of the process could

be exploited to the greatest advantage. The separation of furnace

and forge, generally mentioned to illustrate the difficulties of the

iron industry in this period, was in some respects one of the advantages

of the indirect process; it permitted greater specialisation and

therefore a higher degree of technical refinement. The process also

economised highly skilled manpower: the skills needed in a bloomery

were not inferior to those of founders and Liners; a large blooinery

made 40 or 50 tons of iron, whereas a small blast furnace and a forge

of medium size could make about 100 tons of iron in a year. A bloomery

needed six men to work it, blast furnace and forge about t.ve In

corresponding positions; the bloomery employed three highly skilled
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men, fnace and finery needed four.l6 VIii1e the saving was small

at first, it increased rapidly as forges and furnaces became more

productive: 500 tons of wrought iron would have occupied 30 blooinsmiths

and their helpers but only fifteen to seventeenmders, fillers, Liners

and hmmerinen with their assistants for a year. But these advantages

only became apparent with the gradual improvement of the indirect

process; the blast furnace first reached England with its full

potentialities still unrealised.

The installations for the indirect process were larger and more

complex and therefore more expensive. The blast furnace and the

forge needed much power and were therefore tied to powerful and

reliable streams and artificial ponds to drive their waterwheels.

As the installations grew, they had to be moved further apart to make

use of a higher head of water and, although this move eventually

increased flexibility, it also added to the costs of transport.

The joint consumption of charcoal by blast furnace and forge was

not just absolutely greater tiEn that of the bloomery - and this was

to create its own problems - but long remained higher per weight of

16. Schubert, Iron, pp. 141, 146-9 and appx. iv, p. 346. On p. 141
Dr. Schubert suggests that three men could work the large
Treeton bloomery in 1507; assistants though were often paid
by the principal workmen and therefore do not always appear
on paper. For labour used in the early blast furnaces cf.
Archaeological Journal, LXIX ( 1912), 284; E. Straker, Wealden
iron, (London, 1931), pp. 249-414; .1. Ray, A collection of
English words , p. 129 and below, Ch.IV pp.472-474.
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wrought iron manufactured. 17 Finally work on a larger scale requfred

a larger and more elaborately organised supply of raw materials and

an expanding market, capable of absorbing greater amounts with some

regularity. b A bloomery could be employed casually, where a blast

furnace would prosper only with regular use. On ba].ance, the indirect

process proved better than the bloomery but, because a much improved

version of the indirect process doinited the manufacture of iron in

the nineteenth century, its early superiority has sometimes been

exaggerated. This applies even to comparative output: if it took

a blast furnace and a fiiing forge in mid-sixteenth century England

to make 120 to 150 tons of wrought iron, about three bloomeries could

have achieved the same • 18

Exaggerated notions regarding the superiority of the indirect

process have sometimes been accompanied by retrospective inferences

about the market for iron. During the last twohundred years demand

has, with some disturbances, kept pace with an unprecedented expansion

of industrial capacity. The iron and steel industries especially

enlarged their market with each technical improvement. Coke smelting

facilitated more accurate castings, which allowed the improvement of

pumps and steam engines, all together needing more coal and therefore

17. 0. Johannsen, Geschichte des Eisens, p. 89; IL Herwig, 'Waidsobmieden
und Rennfeuerhuetten in So].mser Land', Archly fuer das Elsenhuetten-
wesen, XXII ( 1951), 343-354, give comparative accounts for blast
furnace with finery and bloomery to substantiate this statement.
As late as February 1637, John Broughton demonstrated the lower
charcoal consumption of a bloomery in Dean (SPl6/347/32). Dr.
Schubert's data, Iron, pp. 152-3, relate to the late seventeenth
and eighteenth centuries, when the charcoal blast furnace may well
have been more efficient.

18. Schubert, Iron, pp. 289-90 & 346-7; below, ch.IV p.408.
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more iron; cheaper and better castings replaced wood in many structures

and facilitated new uses such as gas pipes and street furniture; iron

machinery could mould greater quantities of iron with speed and

precision, producing rails, ships and tin cans. In the nineteenth

century iron and steel came to syabolise the new industrial civilisa-

tion. The use of iron and steel had however been important from its

earliest beginnings, so much so that it was taken to characterise a

whole new period in human history. Iron is more widely distributed

and more easily made than its predecessor bronze; its use made a wide

range of weapons and implenEnts more accessible and sometimes more

efficient. The spread of ironsmelting probably increased the output

and use of metal. But while the uses of iron were important: to

cut, to pierce, to protect and to secure - Iron objects remained either

perishable but small - knives, hmnTnere, horseshoes and nails - or large

and long].ived - guns, armour, anvils, anchors and monuments. An

invention such as the horseshoe or the Iron gun might raise demand for

iron rapidly to a new level, without stimulating self-accelerating

expansion. In the sixteenth and. seventeenth centuries few if any

iron novelties were invented, apart from durable castings which absorbed

a comparatively small proportion of the total output. The 'Books

of Rates, designed to value all dutiable commodities entering regularly

into international trade, should have indicated any major change in the

use of iron during the period. From 1558 to 1660, the number of separate

articles contaiiiig iron and steel there listed increased from 80 or

90 to 120 or 130 under imports and from 2 to about 30 under exports.
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Almost without exception, these increases merely differentiate between

models of the same type, rather than listing new types of objects:

arms and armour, cutting and drilling tools, nails, containers, stoves

and heaters and ironworkers' tools were the main articles of iron

commerce; add horseshoes, chains, anchors, wrought iron work and iron

wire and the uses of iron in this period have been virtually exhausted.19

Because iron was not cheap, it could only partly replace its substitutes,

such as wood, bronze and brass; the main impetus to further expansion

of the industry must therefore come from population growth. It could

be accelerated by improvements in the technique and organisation of

secondary manufactures. Amongst these, the use of waterpower to himner

and grind, to slit iron and to draw wire and the employment of coal

all tended to cheapen and. to quicken production, while the adoption

20of the putting-out system made marketing more efficient. 	 None of

these factors could operate at any great speed, so that the condition

19. I originally attempted to collate the information supplied by the
Books of Rates' in the course of research for Professor Sderlund
and the Pagersta Bruks A.G., to whom I am obliged for permission
to use it here. It is based on the following:

1558	P.L0. transcript of C66/920
1582	 3. Alide, The Rates of the Custome House
1590	 J. Windet, -	 -	 - -	 -	 -
1604	 E122/173/3 and E159/427, Mich.2 Jas.I, rot,30l
1610 0. Kingston!7, The Rates of Merchandizes
1635	 B. Barker,	 -	 -	 -	 -
1642	 L. Blaiklok, printer, The Rates of }i!erchandizes
1660	 (Husbands & Newcomb, printers), The Rates of Merchandise

20. W.H.B. Court, The rise of the Midland industries, 2nd. edn.,
(Oxford, 1953).
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of the primary iron industry throughout this period would tend. to be

, slow expansion, often approximating to stability, rather than the explo-

aive growth hitherto assumed possible.

The iron industry of any particular region has generally been

dominated by the quality of ores locally available, not merely by

the demand for iron. In the medieval period some sort of iron could

be found evenly distributed over much of Europe; concentrated fields

of rich pure ores were always rare. The direct process could make

iron of high quality in considerable amounts from the latter cheaply

enough to repay production for distant markets; heavy forgings and

steel in Europe generally incorporated iron from Carinthia, Sieger-

land, northern Spain or Sweden. In these districts large scale

production developed, based on one of the improved versions of the

direct process. Much iron for everyday use was however made dis-

persedly for local consumption, relying on small pockets of ore and

parcels of fuel. Some sort of iron then could be made wherever

ores and wood were found. together; from the thirteenth century the

industry began to move towards sufficient waterpower for larger

bellows and powerhammers. Britain, on the whole, produced iron

only for limited local use; most of her ores were comparatively

lowgrade and contin1nated although small pockets of higher quality

were occasionally worked. 21 Only two English fields possessed

21. For the early history of the European and English iron industry
I have mainly relied on Beck, Geschichte des Eisens; Johannsen,
Geschichte des Eisens; J.U. Nef in Cambrid ge Economic History
of Europe, II, pp . 429-492; Schubert, Iron.
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considerable reserves of ore approaching some of the better Eon-

tinenta.l fields, the Furneas in the north-west and the forest of

Dean in the south-west.

Poor ores were not alone in retarding the British iron industry

during the Middle Ages: in many other respects Britain remained on

the outer verges of European developments. The small scale hap-

hazard character of the industry contributes to the difficulties of

obtaining a reasonable impression of its total extent at any time or

of its development. Thus even the moat thorough synthesis of pub-

lished and manuscript material produces only traces of 150 ironworks

in the late thirteenth century and an unsupported estimate of 200

22more.	 It is therefore clear that any attempt to discuss the

expansion and contraction of the British Iron industry before 1500

must remain more impressionist than precise. Thus the mere disap--

pearance of Cistercian bloomeries does not establish that the industry

declined in the fourteenth century. The Cia tercians, like many

another landowner before and after them, had sought to use prof it-

ably the wood accruing in their efforts to clear land for farming.

Their forges would rarely be lnA(rltained when this limited supply of

fuel gave out. Monastic records though have survived more frequently

than evidence of small peasant bloomeries or of those of private

landowners: every bloomery which disappeared from the record may

well have been replaced by one which escaped it altogether. If

22. Schubert, Iron, pp. 108-9
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nevertheless there was some decline in iron production during the

fourteenth and fifteenth centuries, it reMns highly improbable that

this contraction should have been due to the depletion of woods by

industry, as suggested by Dr. Schubert. 23 At a generous estimate,

England produced no more than 1,200 tons of iron a year in the thir-

teenth century. This used up less than 2,500 statute acres of woodland

and, unless the trees were uprooted, the stumps sprouted again.

The biggest known concentration of medieval bloomeries in the

British Isles - in the forest of Dean - used less than 300 acres a

year; the biggest bloomery known before the sixteenth century less

than 50 acres. 24 Even in the thirteenth century wood was surely

not cleared from Britain sufficiently to leave many forges without

50 acres of woodland within a reasonable distance. Decline in the

industry can perhaps be accounted for by a series of local accidents:

failure to rebuild burnt out forges, to re-start others which bad

23. Schubert, Iron, pp. 98-115 & 145-5.

24. Calculations to produce these highly problematic figures are
based on Schubert, Iron, pp. 109 & 159 and on G.T. Lapsley,
'The account roll of a fifteenth century ironmaster', E.H.R.,
XIV ( 1899), pp. 509-29. Byrkeknott (or Kyrkeknott?) forge is
the biggest bloomery known in medieval England; taken at face
value, the accounts show an output of 24t 4cwt using 216 dozen
charcoal. According to J.U. Nef, The Rise of the British Coal
Industry, (London, 1952) II, 375, a Durham dozen 100 years later
contained 24-50 cwt. Therefore a ton of iron may have needed as
much as 8-12 tons of charcoal. The higher of these limits would
be excessively inefficient, yet it would represent no more than
40-50 statute cords of wood, the produce of one good or two
moderate acres of woodland. (of. below, p.714). It must be
pointed out that these calculations are far from precise;
they are intended as a guide to lead away from the usual dis-
cussion of vast quantities of wood, millions of cubic feet of
timber, and so forth.
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been temporarily abandoned or to remove some whose woods might have

been cleared in one way or another, to the nearest wooded patch. In

short, any decline of the iron industry in the fourteenth and fifteenth

centuries was probably the result of general economic conditions.

The organisation and regional distribution of the medieval

iron industry can be traced with a little more assurance. A few

intensive local studies and the sale and purchase of iron from

named districts provide between them at least plausible hints.

Thus some iron was apparently made at times in most of the iron ore

fields known and used later. A few larger bloonieries were set up

by landlords and operated for them by fuiltime professionals, as at

Byrkeknott in Durham and Tudeley in Kent. Most iron probably caii*

from numerous small bloomeries some run, more or less continuously, on

the landlord' a account others, in uncounted number, producing iron

to supplement the income of tenants, operating at intervals, as in

the forest of Dean and the PurnesB. 25 If most bloomeries were used

irregularly, that alone would account for much of the rapid variation

in the number of works known at successive periods. The output of

each of these works not only varied with their irregular employment

but with the supply of skilled labour, the occurrence of convenient

mire a and fuel, changes in the supply of watery and frequent acci-

dental dmnage, especially by fire; in Dean for instance, the

industry perhaps expanded whenever the lax collection of rents and

dues made it more profitable. On the whole, in-{n1y negative checks

25. A. Fell, The early iron industry of Purness, (Ulverston, 1908);
Hart, Miners; Schubert, Iron, pp. 98-103.
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may have helped to approT-i'nR-te supply to local demand, without much

conscious adjustment. Although the industry needed both capital

and a market, in the British Isles its tenor remained that of the

village smithy rather than of large scale modern indus try. Through-

out the Middle Ages, imports of foreign iron supplemented domestic

production, necessarily in quality but also in quantity.

Apart from the quality of the ores, ease of access tended to

determine the development of m4ilng regions. The Furness was cut

off from markets in the rest of England by mountains and lacked the

stimulus of a large town or port; Dean bordered on two navigable

rivers, Severn and Wye, of which the Severn always carried a consid-

erable traffic; (loucester and Bristol lay close by. Dean then

was favoured, by the quality of its product and its relative access-

ibility, above other British fields. All available information

points to the forest of Dean as the principal iron producing region

during most of the medieval period, followed at some distance by

Yorkshire whose ores were more contmn1ted but also contained some

manganese, useful for a steely iron. The Weald., the south-eastern

centre of the iron industry. as it later became, was most conveniently

placed for the great London market. Nevertheless only a few bloomeries

have been traced in this region, for the whole of the Middle Ages.26

Dean of course was compact and the crown took an interest in it, so

that the survival of records may well exaggerate its importance;

The Weald, on the other hand, has been intensively studied for more

26. Schubert,	 pp. 83-7, 98-108.
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thazi a hundred years. 27 As some iron was made in the Weald, its

resources in fuel, ore and waterpower were obviously known; it

remained backward, because its ores were mainly lean phosphoric

spathose, which made for low yields and produced iron difficult to

28forge.	 Thus the pull of- the London market on the south-east

took effect only slowly; "Forest" or Dean iron, on the other hand,

became a branded article of commerce over most of southern England.

The blast furnace then entered an economy accustomed to handling

hundredweights rather than tons of iron. The combination of domestic

production and small imports had not resulted in any serious long-term

shortage. Had it been intended to expand output, the blast furnace

might well have appeared first in the forest of Dean, the Midlands or

even Yorkshire, rather than in the south-east. In fact the indirect

process was introduced into Sussex, perhaps at Buxted but more probably

at Newbridge, in the last decade of the fifteenth century. 29 By

a propitiously tidy accident, the furnace and finery there were

commissioned and partly financed by the crown, to supply the excep-

tiona]. quantities of iron required, at short notice, for the war

27. Under the aegis of, or stimulated by the Sussex Archaeological
Society and published in the Sussex Archaeolo gical Collections.
For Dean cf. p.11, n.4 above.

28. For the ores cf. ch.II, p.103 below and Straker, Weald p.103;
Jenkins, Trans.Newc.Soc., VI,	 43-4.

29. Schubert, Iron, pp. 161-2; Rhys Jei*1ns, 'The rise and fall of
the Sussex iron industry', Trans.Newc.Soc., I (1920-1), 16.
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against Scotland. This was clearly an occasion, when accessibility

outweighed other considerations. Apparently Newbridge at first made

bar, i.e. wrought, iron only but soon castings began to be produced

from the furnace directly. The principal customer for castings rempined

the crown, which wanted cast iron bullets and guns; other castings

were luxuries for which demand remained precarious and irregular.

Without unsatisfied demand for iron, the indirect process therefore

expanded but slowly. Until 1533, 37 years after the construction

of the first, no more than three furnaces appear to have been built,

all of them in Sussex. In the following nine years the expansion

gathered impetus: four more furnaces began to operate in Sussex.

Then came the successful casting of an iron gun in a single piece -

until 1543, barrels and chambers had been cast separately, or chambers

had been cast for barrels made up of wrought iron bars. The new

invention made the blast fuxnaoe more profitable, increased the demand

for cast iron and publicised the new process. As a result, the number

of Sussex blast furnaces shot up to twenty-two in the next six years.3°

But while the stimulus may have come from successful casting, bar iron

now asserted its basic importance in the industry: the 28 fining

forges built by then probably needed more pig iron than merely the

30. Schubert, Iron, p.162 & appx. v, p.354 ff. Unless separately
referred to, 6tatements about the number of furnaces at any
given period have been based on the compendious table compiled
by Dr. Schubert in this appendix. However this, while the best
information available them is not entirely free from error about
locations and dates. of. Table I and. notes thereto.
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excess, which must have accrued in direct founding. 	 Between 1549

and 1560, numbers increased only slowly, if at all, but new furnaces

were built outside Sussex: the latter had 23 furnaces, of which three

may have been abandoned during this period, two furnaces stood in

Kent and one in Surrey. Another leap in the next decade brought the

number of Wealden furnaces to 36; six more were built in South Wales

and the western Midlands. In the 1570s the Weald contained 52

furnaces and. about 77 forges; 32 13 furnaces now existed in the rest

of England and Wales. These figures have long been known with

reasonable accuracy, especially for the Weald, partly because research

had long been concentrated on this region, but also because public

interest was focussed on the new industry in the years of its rapid

expansion. For a time, the government appeared to be almost equally

alarmed by the indiscrimi yiate production and export of effective iron

guns and by the allegedly excessive consumption of fuel, which

aggrieved competing local industries.

The official enquiries though, to which we owe our acquaintance

with the early distribution of the iron industry, helped to obscure

its subsequent development. They resulted in some legislation and

executive orders, facilitating government control. They also

allayed some of the worst anxieties: henceforth an occasional

31. Schubert, Iron, p.173.
32. D. & G. Matthew, 'Iron furnaces in south-eastern England...',

E.H.R., XLVIII (1933), 91-6; cf. Straker in Sussex Notes and
Queries., VII (1938-9), pp. 97-103.
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reminder or a tightening of the controls was regarded as sufficient.

Thus no further attempt to count blast furnaces and forges in England

and Wales has been recorded before the crisis of l7l7; 	 even the

Wealden armament industry was not surveyed between 1580 and 1653.

But both, because the number of blast furnaces in the Weald remained

comparatively large, even in the early eighteenth century, and be-

cause the Weald retained an almost unbroken monopoly of gun and shot

founding until the mid-eighteenth century, the importance of the

Wealden industry was sometimes exaggerated. The only contemporary

evidence for the growth of the Welsh and English industry in the

intervening period consisted of a few wild and partial guesses,

supplemented by studies of individual works. The latter have only

recently become available in large enough numbers to permit a more

accurate account.

The history of the iron industry between 1580 and 1717 has

hitherto leant heavily on four items of evidence. There was Simon

Sturtevant' s sharepushing estimate which covered England with 300

blast furnaces and 500 refining forges in the first decade of the

seventeenth century; 34 if true, this would have implied an

explosive growth in the generation since 15 80. For a similar

purpose, these figures were accepted by Dud Dudley, without

en'h-ncing their authority. 35 Bather more plausible was the

33. LW. Hulme, 'Statistical history of the iron trade of England and
Wales, 1717-1750', Trans. 1ewo. Soc., IX (1928-9), 12-35.

34. S. Sturtevant, Metallica, (London, 1612), fo. 3-3d.

35. Dud Dudley, Metallum Martis, (London, 1665), p.48.
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attorney general's estimate in 1636, that England contained about
_____	 36300 blast furnaces and fu1ing forges. 	 Next came the petition

of the ironmasters of Kent and Sussex in 1664 which indicated a rapid

and sustained decline in the Wealden industry: from 34 furnaces and

43 forges in 1653 to 17 furnaces and 24 forges in the later year.37

Finally the list compiled by John Puller and William Rea for

1717 told of fewer than 70 furnaces and 120 forges for the whole

of England and Wales, 38 so that a general decline of the industry,

at some period between 1580 and 1717, seemed the inescapable conclusion.39
Moreover the Weald had evidently suffered more than other regions;

it was plausibly suggested therefore, that the iron industry had

abandoned its first centre and migrated elsewhere but that it was

36. SP16/319/109, about April 1636. It appears in the indictment of
Richard Foley before the Court of Star Chamber.

37. T.S. Ashton, Iron and Steel in the industrial revolution, 2nd.edn.,
(Manchester, 1951), p.13. The figures for the whole WeaN in
1664, 32 furnaces and 45 forges, can be compiled from Sussex
Archaeological Collections., XXXII (1882), 21-24.

38. E.W. Hu].me, Trans.Newc.Soc., IV, 21.

39. Thus it has hitherto been represented in every study dealing with
the English iron industry. T.S. Ashton, 	 Chapter I;
J.U. Nef, 'Note on the progress of iron production in England,
1540-1640', Journal of Political Economy, XLIV (1936), 401-2.
The statistics, cited first by D. Muahet, Papers on iron and
steel, (London, 1840), p.35, and by H. Scrivenor Comprehensive
history of the iron trade.., (London, 1 841), pp. 54-7, have passed
down without much modification. The monographs on the Wealden
industry, Straker, Weald and Rhys Jenkins, in Trans.Newc.Soc.,
I, 16, tried to draw a more concrete picture, without modifying
decisively the quantitative estimates.
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Table I, 1otee

This table Is based primarily on Dr. Schubert's compilation in
Iron, appx. V, pp. 354-65. This is a most valuable attempt to
collate information about the furnaces known to have stood on certain
sites at certain times; the presentation necessarily conceals great
variations in the range and reliability of the evidence. Often the
first and last dates given in the table are the only firm evidence we
possess; certainly there exists very little detail about the use of
any furnace in any particular year. Moreover, even the date at which
the furnace appears to have been built 10 no reliable indication; the
site may have been used earlier and the older furnace may have fallen
down only a year before the new one was built. Again a furnace might
be in ruins and be rebuilt a year or two later; a furnace could be
destroyed, for which there might be evidence, and be rebuilt at once,
which might have remained unnoticed. It has therefore been thought
best to summarise the data by decades, in the hope, that some of
the8e defects might thereby cancel one another. All furnaces
mentioned in a decade have been included in the principal list, even
if they bad fallen down in the first year of the decade or just
started operating at the end of the last.

Table Ia gives the number of furnaces first or finally mentioned -
in each decade. These qualify the totals by showing that often the
total. changes from decade to decade remiined well within the range of
the normal. turnover of works.

An attempt has been made to supplement Dr. Schubert's in.formation
with the results of more recent work. All emendations have been
marked..* They are derived from the following:

M.W. Flinn, 'The growth of the &iglish iron industry', Ec.H.R.,
2nd ser., XI (1958), 146.

B.G. Awty, 'Charcoal ironmasters of Cheshire and Lancasl*e, 1600-1785',
Transact. of Fist. Soc. of Lance. & Chesh., CIX (1957), 72.

'The diary of Sir James Hope', Pubi. of the Scot. Fist. Soc., 3rd
ser., L, 146-9.

References to the einendations made in data for Gloucestershire,
Herefordehire and. Monmouthshire will be found in Chapter II and in
the lists appended to it.

I am also obliged to Mr. J.P. Cooper for permitting me to see and. use
the manuscript of his paper on the Paget ironworks in Cannock Chase.
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dogged by some permanent difficulty, which flight could not avoid.

In general, the counting of furnace Bites appeared to present a

perfectly straightforward and logical pattern of industrial develop-.

ment: introduction, slow acceptance, rapid, almost revolutionary

expansion and prolonged decline, ending in the peaceful demise of the

charcoal iron industry between 1750 and 1800.

Table I represents an attempt to eumm.rise all the information

now available about the number and active occupation of blast furnace

sites before 1717. It leans heavily on Dr. Schubert's work but

cannot, for this reason, be taken as finals 40 every concentrated

eymnii.tion of a restricted region produces additional corrections.

However, it is probable, for reasons which will appear below, that

additional information would not seriously distort the general trend,

although it would affect it in detail. Between 1490 and. 1609 the trend

hardly calls for any comment: expansion,ance begun, was rapid and

only briefly slowed down in the 1550s, possibly due to political

uncertainty. The high point of 89 sites known or inferred, for the

decade between 1599 and. 1609, might be thought to demonstrate

excessive optimism - but it may well stand for no more that a fort-

uitously large turnover of works of which trace is lost or first

discovered during the decade. Be that as it may, it becomes clear

that the total number of sites possibly operating in any decade

40. Schubert, Iron, appx. v, pp. 354-592. Between them, the investi-
gation of the forest of Dean and the two studies cited as addi-
tional sources for Table I have contributed about 40 corrections
in sites and dates, some of them for furnaces altogether omitted
in Dr. Schubert's tables.
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between 1580 and 1719 only rarely deviated by more than five per

cent from 80. There were only two decades, from 1670 to 1689,

when the tale of Bites in operation might have indicated a depression:

the analysis of the figures indicates clearly, that such a depression

was confined to the Weald, where the number of furnaces suddenly

dropped to a lower level. By the 1690s the numerical loss had been

made good by expansion in the northern fields. Stability then be-

comes the most notable feature in the development of the iron industry

for a century and a half: it took rather less than a century to

realise the potentialities of the indirect process; perhaps thirty

years or so to discover the limits beyond which iron production

threatened to become uneconomical; something more than a hundred

years in which demand aid. therefore investment over the whole field

remained fairly stable. If however the Wealden region is regarded

as a special case - a view which will be substantiated below - the

complexion alters a little. In the rest of the country too the trend

is at first one of rapid expansion, begun rather later, in the 1560s

and ending in the 1590s; from then on it corresponds to a series of

levels, sustained for a few decades, turning into further but gradual

expansion. Indeed, except for one sharp drop between the first and

second decades of the seventeenth century, 41 there is no significant

period of decline. Moreover in the majority of counties the number

41. Most of this decline is accounted for by the sharp reductions in
the number of active sites in Monmouthahire and Staffs. In
Monmouthahire at least, the decline may be apparent rather than
real, a delusion produced by the absence of records. This is
the turnover which is also reflected in the total movement
discussed above.
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of sites ren.ined fairly stable: in eight counties there were fewer

sites in 1717 than had operated previously, in six the number

remained constant and in seven it increased. 42 Allowing for the

occasional loss or addition of one furnace, stability was maintained

in ten counties for over a hundred years and in nine counties for

fifty to a hundred years. 43 Changes in the number of operating

furnace sites then do not appear to support the view that investment

in the English charcoal iron industry seriously declined in the

seventeenth century.

Thin argument has been pursued in detail, because all statements

about the production of iron in England, before the eighteenth

century, have hitherto been based on the number of blast furnaces

supposedly operating at certain times and on their average weekly

output. Mushet first thought of multiplying the number of ironworks

invented by Sturtevant by the average output suggested by Dud Dudley;

this gave him an annual production of 180,000 tons of pig and 75,000

tons of bar iron early in the seventeenth century. 	 He soon came

to regard this as exaggerated; Beck agreed so far but chose to

doubt Dudley's perfectly reasonable statement of weekly output while

swallowing Sturtevant's bucket shop prospectus: he made it 60,000

42. Declining No.: Kent, Surrey, Sussex, Cloucestershire, Mon.,
Staffs., Worcs., Denbigh; constant No.: Hants., Brecon.,
Carmarthen, Clam., Derbys., Notts.; increase: Herefords., Sal.,
Warwicks., Durham, Yorks., Chqsh., Lancs.

43. Over 100 years: Hants., Surrey, Mon., Brecon., Sal., Staffs.,
Warwicks., Worcs., Durham, Yorks. 50 - 99 years: Kent, Sussex,
Cbs., Herefords., Carmarthen, Clam., Derbys., Notta., Denbigh.

44. Mushet, Papers on iron and steel, p.35.
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tons of pig and 40,000 tons of bar iron. 45 The general impression

had. by now been firmly set; only details remained to be tieried.

Professor Nef used rather better bases for his calculations: 100-150

furnaces, making an annual average of 200-250 tons of pig iron, resulting

in an annual output of "not less than 20,000 nor more than 43,000 tons"

in the l630s; he also suggested that production in the second decade

of the seventeenth century might have been greater than that.6

Even Dr. Schubert, having collected all the data for a more realistic

assessment, would. not abandon the notion of the golden age of the

charcoal furnace: 100 furnaces, producing on average 250 tons a year,

made an annual output of 26,000 tons of pig iron between 1625 and

1635, "the highest annual output ever attained. in the English

charcoal iron industry".4 	 Yet, as far as Dr. Schubert himself has

ascertained, the number of blast furnaces in these two decades did

not exceed. eighty; if these estimates should be supplemented by as

much as a quarter, hy not later ones? As for the notional average

annual output of a blast furnace - if such an average can be given

some meaning - why is it always assumed that it remained constant,

when this assumption conflicts with all the evidence we possess?

Professor M.W. Flinn has criticised, attempts to trace the

expansion or contraction of the charcoal iron industry in the late

seventeenth and early eighteenth centuries with the help of alleged

45. L. Beck, Geschichte des Elsens, II, 1272-3.

46. J.U. Nef, Journ. of Pol. Econ., XLIV, 401-2.

47. Schubert, Iron, pp. 334-5.
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average produotion.	 This criticism can be applied, as cogently

to the earlier period. Panningridge in Sussex in the mid-sixteenth

century made 61 tons in one year and 287 tons in another; Rievau].x

furnace in Yorkshire in the 1630a made 417 tone in one year and

150 tons in the next. 49 Dean furnaces in the 1620s could operate

for as few as 5 and as many as 52 weeks in a year and make anythiig

from 40 to 712 tone. 5° In a group of furnaces, run by a firm

of professional ironmasters on a strictly commercial basis at the end

of the seventeenth and the begiiiiiiig of the eighteenth centuries, the

output of a single furnace could vary by more than 300 tons out of

700 in successive years; variations of ten per cent either way were

normal. 51 Output depended on the supplies of water and fuel, on

the quality of ores smelted, the skill of the founder and on the kimi

of product required. Moreover furnaces were sometimes built with the

deliberate intention of working them part-time only: the high cost

of transport made it more profitable on occasion to build two furnaces

to exploit woods some distance from each other or even to utilise a

large wood more economically. To this must be added considerable

hazards in the operation of ironworks: forges burned down, furnaces

cracked. If landowners sometimes built ironworks merely to use up

some spare fuel profitably and were content to leave them idle until

48. M.W. F].inn, Ec.H.R., 2nd. ser., XI, 146-7.

49. Schubert, Iron, appx. iv, pp. 347-9.

50. E].78/5304, depositions to commission, November 1 Chas.I.

51. B.L.C. Johnson, 'The Foley partnerships', EO.H.R., 2nd., ser.,
IV ( 1952 ), 338.
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some more had. grown, professional ironxnasters too regarded the

existence of idle capacity as normal. 52 Evidence from other

countries confirms the impression that irregular operation was a

normal feature of the charcoal iron industry. 53 Thus any estimate

of average output based on the estimated capacity of single works,

rather than on the actual output of groups of works, can at best

give only a measure of total capacity.

In the British Isles in any event special circumstances dictate

a differential approach to the calculation of total capacity.

Conditions in the Weald favoured it as the first proving ground of

the blast furnace in England: its ores made good castings and their

relative poverty emphasised the superior smelting powers of the new

process. Other regions possessed equal or better ores, an equal

abundance of woodlands - with less concentrated competition for their

industrial or commercial use - and larger as well as more reliable

sources of waterpower. Rainfall in south-eastern England is lower

than elsewhere in the British Isles and periods of drought are more

frequent; valleys are not very deeply cut and gradients of streams

tend to be gentle. Waterpower helped to determine the maximum

effective size of furnaces and the quality of ores their maximum

52. El12/l79/37, Sir Basil Brooke, abt. 1630 : "... yett most
comonly one or two of these defendants ffurnaces and fforges
doe stand still..."

53. J. Yernaux, La mta11urgie li(goise et son expansion au XVII
sicle, pp. 67-8.
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market. Conversely the Wealden industry was, by its favourable

situation, shielded against excessive competition in the London

market and therefore lacked a major incentive to innovation.

Into the Weald was introduced the small 6ontinental furnace, with

a normal annual output of about 200 tons of pig iron; this was the

type of furnace built elsewhere in England after 1560. The list

of 1717 which should be fairly reliable for the Wea].d, as it was

compiled by John Puller, shows that it had remained the predoniiiiit

type of furnace there, giving an average output of 200 tons or less

in a year. 54 Average output for furnaces in the rest of England

on the other bath had then risen to about 350-400 tons a year.

Bigger furnaces, built to operate for longer periods without inter-

ruption, began to appear in Yorkshire and Gloucestershire during

the first two decades of the seventeenth century; in the 1630s an

ordinary furnace in the Midlands was expected to make 350-400 tons

of pig iron yearly. 55 Therefore an annual average of 200 tone per

furnace would probably be rather too large for the Weald, whereas

an average of 300 tons might be too small for the rest of England.

Yet the number of furnaces in the Weald tended to decline from the

second decade of the seventeenth century, whereas the number of

furnaces built elsewhere rose. Moreover at some time in the middle

54. E.W. Hulme, Trans.Newo.Soc., IX, 21-2.

55. SP 16/321/42, deposition of W. Coleman thai 800 loads of
charcoal was, in the Midlands, the usual year's supply for
a blast furnace. This would correspond to an output of
350-400 tons of pig. of. p.45 above, and notes 49 & 50.
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of the seventeenth century, perhaps in the sixties, the size of

furnaces outside the Weald was increased again, so that from then on

the average production of new furnaces outside the Weald should be

set at about 550 tons a year. 6 Using an average of 200 tons per

furnace until 1609, possible production of Welsh and English blast

furnaces should have risen rapidly to around 13,000 tons by the

1570s and, a little more slowly, to about 18,000 tons by the first

decade of the seventeenth century. In the next decade it may have

fallen to about 16,000 tons then, with the addition of furnaces at

300 tons, production could have risen to around 22,000 tons by the

1650s. It may have dropped again to 19,000 tone by the 1670s and.,

with the building of more 350 ton furnaces, returned to about 22,000

tons a year by the 1690s; by the second decade of the eighteenth

century, production may well have been in the region of 25,000 tons

a year corresponding to William Rea's estimate. 57 Naturally these

figures are mere tentative guesswork, somewhere between a possible

upper limit of actual production in a good year and a m1ima1 estimate

of capacity. It is probable too that all technical improvements

tended to increase the elasticity of furnace capacity, so that full

capacity in the second half of the seventeenth century may have

56. The figure, like the others, is arbitrary; whereas the average
of 200 tons a year for the Weald has deliberately been kept
high, the averages of 300 and 350 tons for other furnaces are
possibly low. All are kept at levels which attempt to take
account of normally idle capacity.

57. M. Flinn in Ec.H.R., 2nd ser., XI, 145.
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exceeded output by disproportionately more than at the end of the

sixteenth century. But the figures are cited less as an accurate

measure of production, which might well prove impossible even when

all the available sources have been exhaustively searched but as

a pointer to the probable shape of long-terni development. There

is some reason to thinir that they represent the trend with reason-

able fidelity: some stability in the number of works, attained in

the seventeenth century, accompanied by growing efficiency and

expanding output but with considerable short-term variation.

The earlier rapid expansion is probably exaggerated: many of the

new blast furnaces replaced older bloomeries whose output at the

end of the fifteenth century cannot be estimated any more than

their number.

Other considerations can be used to show that the figures

quoted above at least deal in the right order of magnitude. The

Weald owed part of its prominence to the accessibility of its indented

coastline for the London market. The heavy traffic of the ironworks

soon reduced roads to a state which demanded a statutory remedy:58

quite aart from the cost, bad roads would have discouraged the over-

land transport of iron. Neither is there any obvious reason to

think that the proportion of iron worked up locally or carried to

distant markets by road increased between the late sixteenth and the

early seventeenth centuries. The amount of iron and iron wares

shipped from the Wealden ports should therefore be a guide to total

58. 27 Elizabeth I, c.19.
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Wealden production; certainly it shou].d reflect, over a time,

major changes in total output. From the 1570s to the first

decade of the seventeenth century, the number of Wealden furnaces

remained at fifty or more; the decline began in the second decade

of the seventeenth century. If production really fell in this

period, it should presumably have done so gradually rather than

abruptly: a comparison of shipments in 1580 and in 1615 should

indicate such a change. In 1579 and 1580, London, Lynn and

Southampton received approximately 2,850 tons of iron and 400 tons

of iron guns a year from the Weald. 59 This figure is borne out

by known exports from Rochester, Meeching, Pevensey, Hastings and

Rye between Michaelmas 1579 and Easter 1580, a total of 1,757 tons

of iron, to which about 150 tons from Winchelsea ought perhaps to

be added.60 About an eighth of the 3,000 to 4,000 tons of iron

which left the Wealden ports for the market in 1579-80 consisted.

of guns, almost all the remainder of bar iron. Allowing half as

much again for iron used locally or carried overland would give

5,000 to 6,000 tons of finished iron which would have corresponded

59. London, E 190/6/8; Lynn, E 190/428/6 & 9 Southampton, B 190/
815/4 . For permission to use data regarding the English trade in
iron I am obliged to Professor B. SSderlund of Stockholm and the
Fagerata Bruks Aktiebolag, for whom I originally extracted them.

60. Rochester, B 190/641/4 & 12; Pevensey, B 190/741/19; Meeching
B 190/741/15; Hastings, B 190/741/16; Rye, B 190/741/13.
There are no Port Books for Winchelsea for the half year; in
1574-5 it exported 89 tons of iron (B 190/740/20), and from
Easter to Michaelmas 15 85, 155 tons (B 190/743/6). Most of the
shippers came from the port of destination, so that the figures
might measure demand more accurately than production.
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to a furnace output of about 600 tons of guns and 8,000 tons of pig

iron. 6]. Rounding it off at about 9,000 tons would give an average

output of less than 180 tons per annum for the 53 furnaces.

In 1579-80 London had obtained all its imports of native iron

from the Weald, 2,178 tons or three quarters of all shipments from

there. By 1615 London was importing 2,456 tone and 2,850 ends of

62
native iron, of which 2,146 tons still came from the same place.

Wealden output had thus remained stable although London demand had

increased. This stability might be attributed to the statute of

1584_563 which had placed restrictions on the building of new iron-

works in the Weald, were it not that the number of works in the

Weald. had actually declined since then. The exhaustion of any of

the essential natural resources of the region, which has often been

blamed for the contraction in the number of furnaces, should have

reduced total production before affecting the number of works.

It is of course possible that London was now taking a higher pro-

portion of the Wealden output, but it would then seem remarkable

that it should have been unable to draw the last three or four

hundred tons from there. It would be more plausible to assume that

61. The estimate for the output of guns agrees with Schubert, Iron,
p. 25O , although it is an independent guess. At that time,
a third of the pig iron was still generally lost in refining.

62. E 190/18/1. "Ends" of iron may have been either blooms or
scraps; it has not been possible to discover the precise
meniig of the term in the context. Hull imported ends from
overseas in 1588-9; they then appeared to be pieces of un-
certain weight, varying widely from the average of 112 lb.

63. 27 ELizabeth I, c.19.
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e].aewhere in England and Wales iron was now being made so much

cheaper or better that it could bear the longer ban]. and still

compete in London with Wealden iron.6

Other Welsh and English iron generally travelled by river or

overland to its ].andbound markets. Therefore similar data for

its production are less easily come by. However in the forest of

Dean, where the crown after 1612 let ironworks and sold wood for

their fuel, it made two attempts to discover the amount of iron made.

Between 1621 and 1626, the four furnaces belonging to the concession

cast about 5,000 tons in less than five years, although one
65

furnace had been used for only five weeks. 	 This gives an average

output of 250 tons for each furnace available. In 1634, to defend

themselves against a charge of having used too much fuel, Sir Basil

Brooke and Sir John Winter admitted an output of 32,600 tons of iron
66

in rather less than six years.	 They would have had no cause to

exaggerate their productivity; their statements however contain an

element of mystification, as they do not distinguish between pig and

bar iron. Mk1ng allowance for the latter, 67 they would have cast

4,000 to 4,500 tons of pig yearly, or about 500 to 600 tons from

each of their seven furnaces on average. Some four or five furnaces

in and near Dean were operated actively by others in the same period,

64. T.S. Willan, The English coasting trade. 1600-1750, (Manchester,
1938), p. 71 , cites figures for 1633 giving the Weald. only half
the iron trade of 1615; however these are probably too isolated
to give a true picture.

65. B 178/5304, Nov. 1 1 Charles I; cf. ch. IV,pp.412-4,Pable XIII below

66. SP 16/293/69 (Brooke); SP 16/289/105 (Winter).

67. cf. below, ch. II,pp.190-2.Dean tended to make rather more pig
than bar iron, as Dean pig was in demand elsewhere to upgrade
poorer qualities.
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so that all Dean furnaces may have made about 6,000 tons, with an

average of 500 tons each.68 With three times the number of furnaces,

only one and a half times as much iron was made on the Weald. Dean

was probably worked more intensively than any other field in the

British Isles: its ores were easy to smelt and its high grade pig

and bar iron were always in demand. The position in the rest of

Britain may have been intermediate between the Weald and Dean, so

that the 25 furnaces there may have made another 7,000 tons in the

1630s. This provides a slender basis of fact for an estimate of

Welsh and English ironproduction in the seventeenth century; in the

1630s , the total might have amounted to between 18,000 and 22,000

tons of pig in a year. This agrees with the estimate, crudely based

on the different set of averages for different regions, of about

19,500 tons. Perhaps Irish production should be added to this;

as is to be expected, facts here recede even further into the mists:

there may have been a dozen furnaces about this time, making perhaps

69
3,000 to 5,000 tons of pig in a year.

If these arguments about order of output and trend of development

can be accepted, the British Isles became one of the three greatest

if not the greatest ironproducer in Europe about 1580 and sustained this

68. Twelve furnaces drew on Dean ores and fuel but one of them,
strictly speaking, lay in Herefordahire.

69. E. McCracken, 'Charcoal burning ironworks in seventeenth and
eighteenth century Ireland', Ulster Journal of Archaeolog, XX
(1957), 123. I am obliged to Mrs. McCracken for some valuable
discussion and for an offprint of her paper; in spite of her
Labours, the dates and. sizes of most of the furnaces remain
unknown. of. G. Boate, Irelands natvrall history, pp. 129-30;
Lismore, let ser., II, 79, 176, 313.
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position until the l650.° The market for iron manufactures

expanded, partly in response to the greater efficiency of the

secondary industries. Favoured especially by the exceptional

needs of the American colonies, exports of iron wares grew. They

were still insignificant in the 1630s. London exports of iron and.

iron wares in 1634 were worth less than £20,000 and only two items,

bar iron and handfirearms, between them brought in about five sixth

of the total value. 71 By the 1660a, London exports of metaiwares

were running at over £40,000 a year; by the end of the century,

this figure had been doubled. again. 72 As the Midlands expanded

their industrial activity in this period more rapidly than London,

these figures probably understate the speed of expansion. But

however inexact they may be, it can hardly be doubted that the

manufacture of iron wares grew more rapidly than the production of iron

in the seventeenth century.

Some foreign iron had always been imported. to supplement domestic

production. For certain manufactures, such as steel, anchors and

70. German production, for which no appror1in tely reliable estimate
has been found, may have been larger. Swedish output did not
reach 20,000 tone before 1650 (B. Boethius, 'Swedish iron and
steel, 1600-1955', Scandinavian Ec.H.R., VI (1958), 150.) The
great Continental arnioury, Li(ge, had fewer than 50 blast furnaces
in operation at any time during the seventeenth century. (3.
Yernaux, La metallurgie ligoise et son expansion an XVII sic1e,p.6i.)

71. Brit.Mus., MS Sloane 2103, fo. 247 ft. Exports in 1635 and 1636
ibid - were slightly lower, because over 500 tons of iron was
exported in the first year but less than 250 tons in the two
subsequent years. The value has been left deliberately vague,
as only customs valuations are available.

72. R. Davis, 'English foreign trade, 1660-1700', Ec.H.R., 2nd ser.,
VII (1954), 164-5.
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chains, Spanish, Swedish and German iron enjoyed a high reputation

and could be certain of a steady sale. Such imports would therefore

tend to expand approx1 nitely in proportion to domestic production.

But it haç long been held that imports began, in the second quarter

of the seventeenth century, to fill the gap left by the supposed

decline of ironemelting in Britain and that the grovth of imports

provides a useful index to the decline of the native industry.73

Now there is no doubt at all that imports were growing. In the

1580s London imported less than 500 tons of iron in a year; Hull,

the next in importance, less than 320 tons; all the other ports

together less than 500 tons (Table II). While imports into Hull

remained at less than 300 tons, London imports increased by about

half to the 1620s and bad almost trebled by the 1630s (Table III).

By the 1630s the amount of Irish iron acceptable on the London

market was of the same order as the quantities of Swedish and

Spanish iron; 74 as Irish iron was inferior in quality, it would

seem reasonable to suggest that some of the other iron too bad. begun

to supplement the quantity of domestic production. Between the

1580s and the 1680s, total imports of iron had grown about fourteenfold;

London imports however bad increased 29 times. 75 Assuming that

73. J.U. Nef, 'Industrial growth in ance and England, 1540-1640',
Journal of Political Economy, XLIV, 522.

74. Irish imports were reckoned as foreign in London and have been
taken from the sources given in Table III. In 1634 London
imported 187 tons, in 1640 373 tons.

75. For the 1580s cf. Table II: for 1687 and 1688 the figures
are taken from Brit.Mus.,MS Harleian 1243, fo. 195d.



Amount

417 tons

313 -
(44t & 201 last)

65 tons

99 -

150 -

68 -

56.

TABLE II

Imports of iron in the 1580s

Source	 Port	 Date

E190/7/8 & /8/1 London	 Mich. 1587-8

E122/196/9	 Hull	 -	 1588-9 appr.

E190/932/16
	

Barnstaple East-Mich. 1580

-/1325/8
	

Chester
	

Mich. 1582-3

-/1325/9
	

Liverpool	 -	 1582-3

-/1129/11
	

Bristol	 -	 1575-6

No other port took as much as 20 tons of iron in a year.



Total
t

417

116

674

1,253

76
*

904*

126

313

263

255

51.

TABLE III

Growth of iron imports into Hull and London, 1588-1640

1. LondOn

Source	 Date

E190/7/8 & /8/1 1588

-/22/10	 1618*

-/24/4	 1621

-/38/5	 1634

-/39/4	 1636*
*

1640

E122/196/8	 1588k

-/196/9	 1589

E190/314/14	 1619

-/318/7	 1640

Origin
Spain Baltic Misc. & Unknown

t	 t	 t
281	 117	 19

-	 -

	

608	 7	 59

	

897	
276b	 80

	

49	 13	 14

	

459	 280	 165

ii. Hull

-	 126	 -

-	 313 (appr.)	 -

-	 240	
23a

-	 212	
430

* Imports by aliens only. Other London books contain only imports
by denizens; Hull books combine both.

** This book is damaged and therefore difficult to read with complete
certainty. Beyond the 9th October 1640, the damage has eliinimted
complete entries, so that 100 or 200 tons may have been missed.
The origins of shipments are conjectural, as ports of origin are
not given; the iron or part of the shipment are sometimes iden-
tified and that identification has then been extended; it has also
been assumed that most of a shipper's trade would be with the same
region.

+ January to September 1588.

a Prom the Low Countries.

b 104t from Hamburg, 44t from Norway.

° 37 from the Low Countries.

Normally, the sixteenth century books here used	 run from Michaelmas
to Michaelmas, the seventeenth century ones from Christmas to Christmas.
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this differential in the rate of growth was approrinistely constant

throughout the century, then Welsh and English imports would have

amounted to between 1,600 and 2,000 tons in the 1620e and to

2,500 - ,000 tons in the 1630s; in the 1680s they ran at 16,000 -

18,000 tons and by the end of the century between 16,000 and

19,000 tons a year. 6 This would have meant imports at about 14

per cent of domestic output in the 1580s, about 16 per cent in the

1620s and about 20 per cent in the 1640s; by the last quarter of

the seventeenth century, imports and. domestic production were

approximately equal. 77 It is clear from these figures that imports

were rising more rapidly than domestic production. It is also

hard to imagine that British output could without difficulty have

been doubled in the ].660s and have been maintained at that rate

henceforth. But this does not necessarily imply that imports

poured into a large and widening gap between the maximum output of

and the demand for bar iron. It would have taken about 4,000 tons

to 4,500 tons of pig iron to replace imports in the 1630s, the annual

output of about seven or eight blast furnaces. Seven new furnaces

were built in the 30s, eight in the 1640s and fifteen in the l650s

(Table I). In spite of the disappearance of a number of older iron-

works at the same time, there were eight more furnaces in the 1650s

76. ibid. and Table III; for supporting evidence and for imports at
the end of the seventeenth century cf. KrG. Hildebrand, 'Foreign
markets for Swedish iron in the eighteenth century', Scand.
Ec. Hist. Rev., VI (1958), 5, 10 and Fagersta Brukens Historia,
'Sexton och sjuttorihundratalen', (Uppdala, 1957), I, 49-50, 107.

77. Tak4ig the figures for output given on p.48 above as a base;
however doubtfully useful they may be, they are based on
constant assumptions.
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than had operated in the 1630s; if Cumberland and Lancashire could

feed 11 furnaces in the 1740s, they could have done so a hundred years

earlier. Prima facie therefore the gap, if it existed, was not due

to physical defects which could not be circumvented, such as lack of

fuel; whatever restricted domestic production was elastic rather

than rigid.

It is here that the distinction between the 1630e and 1640s,

when imports could still have been replaced with ease. and the

second half of the catury, when the process. had become irreversible,

assumes a certain amount of significance. In 1640 Spanish iron was

as important in London as Swedish; by 1661 Sweden was importing

several times as much on into England as all other sources combined;

by the 1680s other importers had become of only marginal importance

compared with Sweden. 78 Contemporary opinion remained sharply divided

when discussing the ills of the British iron industry but each group

continued to express the same set of opinions for more than 150 years.

In the second decade of the seventeenth century someone suggested that

the British iron industry should be banished to the colonies, where

an unspoiled wilderness awaited it; 79 Thomas Puller regretted

"the public loss in the destruction of woods"; 8° in the l750s men

argued strenuously that iron destroyed the British woods and should

Table III above; Pagersta Brukens Historia, I, 49; Harleian
MS, 1243, fo. 195d.

Brit. Mus., MS Sloane 665, fo.l.

T. Puller, The history of the worthies of England, (London,
1662), pt.iii, p.97.
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therefore be made in America. 8' This version has been generally

accepted; the wilder countries, Ireland, Sweden, Russia and North

America were densely forested and the wilderness could better feed

the ironworks. 82 But the ironmasters had never agreed. In

the 1630s John Browne, the king's gunfounder, maintained that the

Swedes could undersell him in the Low Countries because their iron

industry was privileged by the crown and paid lower wages; 83 at

the end of the 1680s the successes of Sweden and Ireland. were attri-

buted to cheaper woods, which made iron cheaper too; 84 in 1737

cheap woods and. cheap labour combined with cheap transport overseas

85were blamed;	 in 1756 the argument was set out concisely: "...

Labour and Land and the Products of it are purchased in Sweden (as

we are informed) at one fourth or less of what they are with us:

And consequently the prime Cost of Iron to the Swedish Maker cannot

at most be above four or five pound. per Ton, which to the British

Maker is fifteen or sixteen Pounds"; freight from the Baltic was

estimated as "no more than what it will cost the British Maker

twenty Miles by Land-Carriage. 86 To admit that the provision of

81. The case of the importation of bar iron from our own colonies
of North America ..., (London, 1756).

82. P.S. .Lshton, Iron and steel in the industrial revolution; J.L
Nef, 'Note on the progress of iron production in England' and
'Industrial growth in France and England, 1540-1640', Journal
of Polit.Eoon., XLIV.

83. Cal.S.P.D., 1635-6, pp. 18 and 19.

84. Harlelan MS, 1243, fo.s l94d - l95d, "Against an excise on iron".

85. C.J., 1734-41, XLII, 109-114, 21. March 1737.

86. The interest of Great Britain in sup1ying herself with iron
impartially considered, (London, 1756), pp. 9-10.
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fuel was one of the principal concerns of any ironmaster is not to

agree that the problem domiiiated the industry or that it was a

problem in Britain alone: of this more will be said below. But

in their preoccupation with the supposed fuel shortage in Britain,

historians have on the whole disregarded the ironmasters t arguments

altogether.

As ironworks increased in size - regardless of their type -

they could no longer rely entirely on casual part-time labour to

supply them with ore, fuel, skill and transport; only the more

productive fields could yield ores in hundreds rather than tens

of tons every year; large bellows and heavy hammers needed a strong

and reliable current to drive them. Moreover rich ores always smelt

more easily than poor ones, given the same standards of technique.

Because the indirect process appeared to better advantage in England

- and Lige - than elsewhere, it was more widely adopted and more

87rapidly developed here.	 The improved process inade Britain, for

a time, superior to other ironproducers. But because the indirect

process could use poor British ores more efficiently than the anti-

quated bloomeries, Britain still did not acquire the physical

feabires truly favourable for the production of iron: the older

regions had better ores and some had streams which could supply

power more regularly and amply. Because Britain was fairly densely

populated and comparatively highly industrialised and wealthy,

capital, skilled labour and markets for the indirect process became

available with some ease; these conditions though might also

87. Some of the. detailed British improvements will be discussed
below, ch.IV p.408 If.
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restrict expansion when it came into conflict with other industries,

with the needs of agriculture or settled population, or when these

simply increased the price of labour, soil, wood and transport.

Moreover Scandinavia and Russia were covered by snow in the winter

and this made an excellent road for overland transport; 88 Britain

became mudbound. Because there was less pressure on resources of

all kinds, even a country with poor ores like Ireland could sell iron

in England; in Sweden and Russia, with their highgrade ores, the

compound benefits of these, good streams, absence of competing

industries and superior transport facilities were great. Ireland,

Sweden aid Russia obtained capital and 8kill from outside; when

their equipment had been modernised, they could once again benefit

from their native advantages. 89 Like Britain the industries of

western and southern Europe were handicapped, in varying degree, by

competition for their natural resources, so that they either ceased

to be important exporters, like Germany, or became net importers,

like France. But Irish, Spanish, Swedish and Russian iron could

sell in Britain with greater ease because it was made within reach

88. I owe this suggestion to Professor E. Sderlund of Stockholm.
In Russia however, snow, if it helped, miin1y did so in
facilitating transport of raw materials for and between works;
the journey from the Urals to the Baltic was accomplished in
two summers by river and canal.

89. So great were the natural advantages of the Swedish industry,
that it could afford the luxury of small and antiquated blast
furnaces even in the eighteenth century, while her forges
were modernised in the seventeenth. (B. Boethius, in Scand.
Ec.R.R., VI (1958), 159.
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of the ports - either in their neighbourhood, as in Ireland and

Spain, or brought close to them by snow or waterways. London

undoubtedly received most of its iron by sea, whether from the

Weald or from Danzig, and freights for compact goods were low enough

to reduce the handicap of distance. Other channels into Britain

may well have been opened first to admit small quantities of iron

for specialised purposes. All these were good general reasons which

gave some foreign iron a strongly competitive position in the

English market.

Nothiiig said so far disposes of the classical argument, which

maintains that Sweden and Russia owed their superiority to larger

and denser woods contain{g more fuel. This of course has always

disregarded the fact that France and Germany, to say nothiig of

Switzerland, Austria and Bohemia had much more wood than Britain

too. But it was generally assumed that the fate of the charcoal

iron industry in Britain was donrtnR.ted and determined by a self-induced

shortage of fuel. This starved ironworks into extinction or at

least drove up the prices of wood and charcoal until domestic iron was

forced off the market. "... a contraction of iror nnRking in the Weald

had become inevitable, for in spite of regulative measures the scarcity

of fuel had become acute. Elsewhere there was the same story to

tell ...". "As the hunger for fuel increased ironmasters were forced

to migrate into more remote lands; salvation could be found only in

solitude, and the industry oijsmeiting and refiiiing was literally

fleeing to the wilderness to ezcape destruction. Following upon

the Elizabethan Acts against disafforestation Anthony Morley left
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the Weald to Bet U works at Pontygwaith, near Merthyr Tydfil; and

during the succeeding century the same centrifugal tendency led to

the erection of furnaces and forges in South Yorkshire and Derbyshire,

in Shropshire, Staffordshire and other regions. 90 This explanation

then has much to commend it: it agrees with a considerable body of

contemporary opinion; prima fade it explains the decline of the

Weald and the spread of the indirect process over Britain; by a

eimple extension - still supported by contemporaries - it also accounts

for the growing importance of Irish, Swedish and Russian iron in

British markets. Such elegance is almost its own justification.

But it also tends to encourage, as its special nemesis, attempts to

stretch the original hypothesis to breaking point. Thus the iron

industry has been held responsible for the disafforestation of the

British Isles - and of the British Isles alone. Conversely a some-

what naive attempt has been made to attribute to the fuel shortage

responsibility for the industrial revolution in Britain.91

Undoubtedly the iron industry needed massive amounts of fuel;

charcoal supplies were one of the professional. pre-occupations of

any ironmaster. Trees were also more generally useful before the

age of coal and iron: householders, bridge and shipbuilders, farmers

and other industrialists competed with the iron industry for them.

Ironworks could often be moved close to the woods and the ironmasters

provided, in their immediate environment, the largest single market

90. ci. references sub n.82 above, especially Aahton, op.cit.,pp.13,
15; Schubert, Iron, pp. 218-22 and. 244.

91. A. & N. Clow, 'The timber fmnirie and the development of technology',
Annals of Science, XII (1956), 85-102.
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for fuel: they could therefore generally afford to outbid their

rivals. United opposition to the ironmastere was often the result:

the vigorous complaints of such opposition have served posterity

for evidence. Moreover the demand for fuel could affect the supply

of timber, i.e. of wood fit for constructional, use. As long as wood-

land remained in a state close to wilderness, it would contain a

proportion of timber and large amounts of dead wood, useable as fuel:

there was enough of every sort to satisfy the occasional modest needs

of a small population. But fuel could best be grown in commercial

coppice, fit for sale once every 14 to 20 years. A large timber

tree, needing 80 to 150 years to mature, would much reduce the yield

of a given area of coppice and. offer a return only to children or

grandchildren. Thus the government saw, with reason, a threat to

naval and constructional timber in the pressing demand for fuel.

This reinforced the clamour of opposition. Such cpoaition certainly

made harder the life of ironmasters - but it offered no alternative

market for the owner of woodland. The owner of a large stretch

of wild wood was still compelled to cast around to discover some

profitable use for a crop which normally was of more use to his

tenants than to himself. Ironmasters or ironworks were thus

frequently brought to the wilderness by landowners who either set

up in business or at least offered capital, cheap fuel and building

timber. 92 Therefore the indirect process, far from being driven

92. cf. my 'Crown woods and their exploitation ...', Bulletin of
the I.H.L, X'O (1957), 136 , where I have attempted to discuss
the general position of woods in sixteenth and seventeenth
century England and Wales.
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into the wilderness, was often hauled there at great effort and

expense. Indeed there has always been a slight touch of fantasy in

the suggestion that it took some elemental force to compel other iron

producing regions in Britain to adopt the indirect process. Would

it not have been curious if landowners and ironmasters in South

Wales, Dean, Shropshire, Staffordshire, Yorkshire, Derbyshire and

the Midlands had refused to employ it? Did the manufacturers of

Yorkshire and the Midlands ever buy all their iron from Sussex? Why,

if the iron industry was compelled to seek any wilderness, did it

shun the north-west until the eighteenth century? Who laid down

new woods in the Furness in the 1680s to feed a growing number of

furnaces until the l750s? Was it not merely the greater accessibility

of the Irish coast and the greater resources of the latest vintage of

insecure Irish landowners, anxious for a quick profit, which brought

the industry to Ireland more than a century earlier?

How great then was the demand of the iron industry for fuel and

what resources were there to supply it? Certainly Britain, including

Ireland, suffered from some disadvantages. Her predominant native

woods were hard and grew slowly. In the nineteenth century, Britain

became one of the least wooded regions in the forest belt: Sweden,

Russia and many other countries had thicker and more extensive woods,

even in the sixteenth century. There was also some advantage in

finding a large extent of virgin wood in the right place. But in

the long run all ironworks had to rely upon two factors for their

supply of fuel, the area upon which they could draw economically and

the rate, at which wood grew and replaced its bulk. This limitation
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possessed as much force in deepest Russia or bleakest Sweden as in

Sussex or Warwickahire. Therefore the total amount of fuel consumed

annually by the iron industry in any country and the total stand of

wood in it were almost completely irrelevant: woods in Wiltshire

and Bedfordshire or Sherwood and Chopwell remained without much

interest to the British iron industry. However to get the dimensions

into focus: the Forestry Commission today owns about two million

acres of woodland. A million tons of bar iron would have cleared

this of one crop of twenty year old hardwood; a quarter of the area

would have sufficed to make in perpetuity all the charcoal iron ever

made in Britain. 93 In the seventeenth century, wood certainly still

occupied more than five per cent of &glazid and Wales and much of it

had remained unut for more than twenty years. If the

of British woodlands in the seventeenth century could be given any

concrete meaning, it would suggest that most of Britain in the seven-

teenth century was beginning to be clothed in heather and bracken,

through which the ruins of abandoned ironworks emerged: a landscape

like present-day Cornwall around Redruth and Cainborne.

In rellity costs of transport restricted the area upon which

any ironworks could draw for fuel; also charcoal, being friable,

tended to deteriorate with long hauls. Depending on the time and

circumstances, each mile further from the works would add between

93. of. p.7l below.
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two and four per cent to the cost of a ton of pig iron.94 Therefore

ironmasters in the seventeenth century preferred to draw their fuel

from an average distance of three miles from their works; they were

reluctant to go beyond five miles and only an emergency would drive

them up to ten. While it would be difficult to assess the area

and state of woodland in about 75 square miles surrounding each of

approrimtely 300 ironworks in the seventeenth century, the needs of

these Ironworks can be estimated, Of course they varied considerably,

depending on the quality of ores and charcoal, the skill of workmen

and the nature of the product. Moreover the accuracy of a].l such

estimates is affected by local variations In measures used for ore,

coal and iron. But even if only the roughest approrimtion can be

obtained, some concrete relationship between needs and resources

may be thought an improvement on the unrelated citation of millions

of cubic feet of timber or hundreds of thousands of acres o wood.

Quite apart from individual variations, the industry became recogni-

sably more efficient as time went on: technique improved and skill

gre, with experience. Almost to the end of the sixteenth century

it was generally assumed that five loads of charcoal would smelt a

ton of pig iron and. that approximately five loads would refine a ton

94. Accounts were rarely sufficiently detailed and Itemised to permit
a more definite statement about transport costs. The charges
here assumed are between 6d. and ls, per ton/mile (regarded as
approrinlAtely equivalent to a load or a dozen in transport costs,
although they were not identical with a ton by any means). This -
and the estimate of percentage addition to cost - is not contra-
dicted. by figures gIven for Herefordshire in about 1630 (Add. MS,
11052 , fo.64); Dean ore in 1680 (Hart, Miners, p.103); Mr.
B.L.C. Johnson in his MS Thesis for the M.A. Birmingham, 1950,
"The charcoal iron trade in the Midlands, 1690-1720", p.46, uses
a figure of is. per mile for each load of charcoal. I am indebted
to Mr. Johnson for permission to read and quote his thesi8.
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of bar. 95 By the third decade of the seventeenth century it was

expected that two to three loads of charcoal would smelt and three

96to four loads fine a ton of iron. 	 Because the loss of pig iron

95. Newbridge, 1539 : 5 loads to smelt, 5 loads to fine (D.W. Crossley,
'The management of a sixteenth century ironworks', Ec.R.R., 2nd. ser.,
XIX (1966), 280. This inverts the proportions given by Straker,
Weald, pp. 195, 249, which were inherently more probable;
Panningridge, 1546: 4.9 loads to smelt (Crossley, ibid., Straker,
pp . 196-7 gives 5); Robertsbridge, 1546: 7 loads to fine
(Crossley, ibid.), Glain., 1568: 4 to smelt, 5 to fine (H.M.c.,
De L'Isle and Dudley, I, 320); Cannock, 1580s: 4* to smelt,
410 fine (Lansdowne MB, 56, fo.l00); Middleton, 15205 (and
allegedly Derbyshire): 2 to smelt (improbably lowJ,	 to fine
(R.S. Smith, 'Sir Francis Willoughby's ironworks', Renaissance
and Modern Studies, XI, (1967), 134, 135; cf. H.M.C., Middleton,
p. 495 for a different and even more suspect version of the same data).

96. The following figures are primarily based on evidence relating
to Dean; there is enough support for them from other sources
to permit generalisations to be deduced from them. Dean had.
better ores but often worse charcoal than most other fields.

Source

Rarleian MB, 7009, fo.82
SP 14/157/44
E178/5304, November 1 Chas.I
SP 16/289/105 & SP 16/307/6
LBRO 5/7A
Gonning MS, acc.331
E 178/6080, pt.i, m.s 50-Sod
Harleian MS,6839,fo.334d.-335
Lismore, 2nd ser., I, 122-3;
II, 35-8 (Co.Cork, Ireland)

Add.. MB, 11052, fos. 6o-7odT
Selden supra 113, fo.9 Eerefords
SP 63/276/140 (Ireland)
Add.MS, 33154 & 33155,
(Sussex, Brightlin.g forge)
D. Dudley, Metal].um Martis,(1665)
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in fi ' 1ne was simultaneously reduced from a norm of ten hundred-

weight to one of six or seven hundredweight per ton of bar, 97 the

compound process now required at most eight loads of charcoal

instead of the former twelve and a half loads. The yield of

charcoal from wood varied with the quality of the wood and the

skill of the collier: in the early seventeenth century two

to three Dean cords rent to the load. Using evidence from woods

in different parts of England and Wales provides a figure of 350-

380 cubic feet of wood to make a load of charcoal; as a cartload.

was derived from a real burden, it may well have been reasonably

uniform over much of the country. 98 On this basis it would have

required about 1,000 - 1,100 cubic feet to smelt a ton of pig,

1,300 to 1,500 cubic feet to fine a ton of bar and 2,400 to 2,700

cubic feet to make a ton of bar iron from the ore, 99 As John Hanbury

97, cf.1kb1eXV p.432 below. In this instance the "norm' refers not
merely to norma]. efficiency but also the normal end product:
so-called Osmund, which was highly refined, needed more coal;
so did badly made pig or pig from contaminated ores; there
too the loss of pig iron was higher. cf. more specifically:
SP 18/l57B, fo.4d.

98. In present day reckoning, a cord of wood 8ft x 4ft x 4ft should
make about 5 hundredweight of charcoal or perhaps 30 bushels.
(N.D.G. James, The forester's companion, (Oxford, 1955), p.209).
The yield of charcoal from wood as here cited can be traced. in
sources cited for notes 95. and 96. above. The Sussex cord was
identical with the present one of 128 cubic feet, the Dean cord
was 151 and the long Welsh measure 175. In 1645 it was said that
a load contained 12 sacks, each of 8 bushels, in Dean: this is
compatible with the modern data and the fiirea here used (LRRO 5/7A).

99. These calculations are based on rough averages but have been
deliberately kept on the high side to compensate for errors.
Thus the amount of solid rood contained in a Dean cord cannot
have exceeded 120 cubic feet if all the wood was straight.
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in the ear].y eighteenth century reckoned, in a working esdmate,

that 1,500 cubic feet should be ample to turn ore into a ton of

100bar,	 the figure here used does not appear unduly optimistic.

The rate at which hardwood can be expected to grow is no

easier to determine with certitude than any of the other factors

used in this calcu1a1n. Moreover there is a notable tendency for

estimates to decrease as they become more recent. This may be the

result of more accurate measurement but woods have certainly been

driven on to poorer soils with time, so that the older ideas may

not be mere delusion. Mushet thought in 1840 that an acre of wood

101
will gain about 110 cubic feet in a year;	 a recent study speaks

102
of "anything up to 100 cubic feet per acre". 	 Coppice makes the

best charcoal; in Britain it was generally cut 14 to 20 years old.

At this age an acre of coppice might yield 1,400 to 2,000 cubic

feet; 28 acres would make a ton of bar iron for ever. But at the

beginning of the seventeenth century the British woods had not all

been recently cut. Thus in 1610 some Dean coppices were said to

contain 30 cords per acre, or 4,500 cubic feet; 103 30 cords or

more per acre was a figure often found in contemporary surveys all

100.Schubert, Iron, pp. 424-30.

101.D. Mushet, Papers on iron and. steel, (London, 1840), p.36.

102.W.L. Taylor, Forests and forestry in Great Britain, (London,
1945), p.28.

103.Lansdowne MS, 166, fo.348, survey by Norden, Treswell and
Morgan. The estimate was accepted by the local purchaser.
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over the countr. Older woodland could yield even more in the

first cutting: for twenty years, a ton of bar iron could be made

from fewer than ten acres of woodland.

In practical terms then the problem presented itself thus:

a blast furnace tur'ing out an average of 800 tons of pig iron in

a year would need 8,000 acres of woodland to sustain this for ever;

a forge w1rhig 200 tons of bar iron needed less than 3,000 acres.

11,000 acres in 75 square miles or 48,000 acres - the area contained

within five miles of tha works - was about 23 per cent of the total;

on the Weal d, in the Dean region and in Herefordshire and Monmouthahire

that unxth woodland could obviously be found without difficulty.

But 800 tons of pig could have made about 600 tons of bar iron

needing a further 6,000 acres of wood. Obviousl y no block of three

such furnaces with their attendant forges could have carried on

imJr1ng 1,800 tons of bar iron for very long before rnmiirlg out of

fuel. But this is still a somewhat abstract approach: local water-

power did not normally suffice to run more than one furnace and one

forge less than a mile apart; it would have needed at least two

very large furnaces and five of the largest forges ever built in

Britain to make that much bar iron and they would have had to be

spread out to find their power. In contrast to coal which is a

concentrated fuel found in highly compacted deposits, wood can be

thought of as extensive; it will grow again but its growth cannot be

accelerated and the supply depends entirely on the area covered.

A fuel problem in the charcoal iron industry was therefore inevitable.
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Ironmastera were not lunatic: it is cheaper and more convenient to

cut a tree than to uproot it and the stubs of young coppice will

sprout again. It was possible to anticipate profits by cutting the

wood too quickly or too young - but this merely reduced supply and

income for some time in the future: unless this were followed by

the plough It would not permanently reduce the yield of woodland.104

In the short run ironworks could use fuel in excess of Its rate of

growth by finding virgin woodland, by shipping it from further afield

or by helping to clear land for cultivation. 105 Only the second

method could be repeated but this was too expensive for normal con-

ditions. To some extent a man in temporary possession of woodland

might simulate the effect for the sake of a quick profit: he could

clearfell timber, which made worse charcoal and coat more to cut,

take even the youngest coppice and fail to enclose to safeguard new

104. Thus Pulke Greville's tenancy of the Paget ironworks on Cannock
Chase depleted the woods temporarily in the l580s; the works
still stood In 1610 and used much wood from the estate in the
1630s. (I am indebted to Mr. J.P. Cooper for permission to
read and use his unpublished MS on "The Pagets and the iron
industry of the sixteenth century". cf. R.A. Pelham, 'The
migration of the iron industry ...', Trans. of Birmingham
.Arch.Soo., LXVI ( 1950), 147-8; Schubert, Iron, p.370).

105. In medieval England much iron was probably made with wood
felled for clearance. (cf. pp. 30-1 above). Then the
cultivated area ceased to expand in the fourteenth century,
this source would dry up. That factor by itself might
have been the cause of the alleged decline of the industry
in the fourteenth century. (Schubert, Iron, pp. 86-7,
103-9, 112).
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growth.	 Such exceptional behaviour has often been cited to show

the destruction of English woods by the industry; in fact woods can

be permanently destroyed in England by only three methods: the plough

which was much the most important, erosion or deterioration of the

Boil which sometimes follows cutting and. overstocking with animals,

especially sheep and goats. Excepting perhaps erosion, contemporaries

in general appear to have been aware both of the possibilities and the

dangers of the situation.

Ironmasters at any rate did not plough, neither did they nibble

young shoots -but most of them were anxious to continue to make iron.

They knew that coppice had to be enclosed, that it was more profitable

if ut at the proper age and that any permanent destruction of wood-

land could only increase their coats. Their preference for regularity

was not necessarily shared by those land.owners. who worked iron merely

106. cf. n.104 above. The plaint that a temporary occupant had
stripped, the woods was common throughout the period; the owner
himself might prefer to keep his household and his tenants
supplied with free fuel and timber, instead of having to carry
them from far away. The mysterious disappearance of the Irish
woods may perhaps be explained in the same terms: unless they
were smaller or their growth more easily discouraged than Irish
historians seem prepared to concede, the wood8 must have been
either forcibly cleared or deliberately neglected: the paltry
amounts of iron made and the few hundred thousand barrel staves
shipped out of the country could have grown on a few thousand
acres everywhere else. (E. McCracken, 'The woodlands of Ulster
in the early seventeenth century', Ulster Journal of Archaeo1o,
X (1947), 15-25, and 'The woodlands of Ireland, circa 1600',
Irish Historical Studies, XI ( 1959), 271-96. H.P. Kearney,
'Richard Boyle Ironmaster', Journ. of Royal Soc. of Antiguaries
in Ireland, LXXXIII (1953), 156; J.H. .Andrews, 'Notes on the
historical geography of the Irish iron industry', Irish Geog-
raphy, III, No. 3 (1956), 139-149; references in n. 69 above.)
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to convert their superfluous woods into a marketable commodity.

They too would take care of their woods but, because smelting or

fining for them had long been one of the incidents of estate

uuu1s gement, they might restrict this to using up their immediately

available spare fuel; they would then be prepared to suspend

operations until the next crop came along. Moreover in the

sixteenth century in England, as in the seventeenth century in

Ireland, many landowners made iron profitably only because their

fuel was almost valueless; if it had to be bought from outside,

their profit disappeared. 107 The manufacture of iron as a by-

product seemed a quite ordinary pursuit to them; it was not a

further sign of fuel shortage or even of the excessive cost of fuel

but indicated that not all landowners could make iron efficiently

against ordinary commercial competition. In any event such casual

and amateurish iron production was becoming rarer by the middle

of the seventeenth century; the indirect process was more efficient

if operated continuously and professional ironmasters were increas-

ing in number and importance from the end of the sixteenth century.

Neither type of ironproducer readily abandoned his local investment

to make iron under more favourable conditions elsewhere; everyone

knew that, after I. short respite, the natural increment of woodland

would re-assert its domi-nce over the rate of production. The

107. I am grateful to Professor L. Stone for the reminder that some
of the greater English landowners operated their ironworks on this
casual system. That it operated similarly in Sweden is made
clear by Professor B. Boethius in Scand..Ec.Hist.Rev., VI, 160-i.
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adjustment obtained by calculating a steady rate of production just

happened to be more profitable than manufacture by fits and starts.

But voluntary or enforced rationing of ironworks was as familiar in

Germany, France and Sweden as in Britain. Only because their iron-

miis lay more frequently in large and solid blocks of woodland did

they have a marginal advantage over the British industry, which often

drew on dispersed coppices. But this too was an effect of the den-

sity of population and settlement.

The foregoing calculations are tentative only: on poor, neglected

or abused land, wood probably grew more slowly but, especially towards

the middle of the seventeenth century, the ironworks almost certainly

also used less fuel than here assumed. Thus it is perhaps permissible

to argue further from the premisses established above. These would

retain the supply of fuel as one of the major factors in the develop-

ment of the iron industry, although its effects differ from those

hitherto mainly proposed. They were ubiquitous rather than regionally

specialised; they depended upon the relatively high concentration

in which deposits ofron ore occur azid in which they could be used

by the blast furnace, contrasted with the extensive growth of trees.

This would account for the exploitation of neighbouring mines and

areas of woodland by two furnaces rather than one, often worked

alternately to allow for the maturing of convenient sectors of the

woods; 108 yet such a policy has at times been construed as the result

108. Cannop furnace in Dean lay half-way between the two furnaces at
Parkend and Lydbrook, less than three miles from either: it was
operated intermittently by the same founder as one of the others
between 1621 and 1625 (El78/5304, Nov.l Chas.I); in 1650 an
ironniaster complained because one of his furnaces, four miles
nearer to his fuel, had been destroyed ( E407/50U, l,.,2.Feb.)
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of fuel shortage. Similarly it was not a declining and contracting

but a prosperous and expanding iron industry which was compelled to

flee into the wilderness; a valuable field like Dean would in time

be surrounded by a fringe of furnaces, some distance from the mines

109
but nearer to their fuel.	 Economy in fuel transport demanded

smaller, efficient operation - which included relatively lower

consumption of fuel - larger works local conditions aM the state

of the market might decide between them, yet local production could

remain unaltered by such decisions. Each field or each major mine

could be exploited best at the rate which would correspond to the

growth of economically accessible fuel; when a field in virgin

woods was being newly developed, some overbuilding might occur

because the older woods in fact gave a higher concentration than

mere annual growth; later on some deliberate change in local

conditions might either reduce or augment the fuel supply and there-

fore affect the long-term production of iron.

The total fuel capacity of a region was not often exploited in

Britain, where the industry remained well dispersed on the whole.

Stability rather than sudden chM.nge though was promoted by the

organisation of fuel supplies after the period of initial establish-

ment. The provision of more ore only required the employment of

more miners at short notice; more charcoal needed longer prepara-

tions, even where there were plenty of trees. These bad to be sur-

109. In the l630s furnaces at Tintern, Whitchurch, ewent and
St. Weonards, at some distance from Dean, used Dean ores
at least in part.
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veyed to select and preserve the timber, felled, cut and stacked;

good charcoal as made from seasoned wood which had dried for about

six weeks; it had. then to be coaled and brought to the furnace, so

that even at best coal had to be provided for months rather than

weeks ahead. On the other haxi, long storage led to deterioration

in both wood and th arcoal, ms.king it inexpedient to cut more than

a year's supply. The division into dry and wet seasons broke up

continuity: cutting and coaling could best begin in the spring,

ready for carriage during the drier periods of swnmer; during late

autumn and winter it became progressively more difficult to replenish

stocks of coal. Therefore irorunasters were inclined to estimate

their production for about a year and to plan accordingly; from

this it was only a short step to the establishment of a routine

which kept production within certain limits for each ironworks. In

any case it was difficult for the domestic industry to respond rapidly

to unexpected increases in demand; an industry accustomed to seek

its market at longer range, like the Swedish, might well be in a

position to sell a speculative surplus or to switch larger quantities

to a temporarily more rewarding market. The nature of its fuel

then might well have contributed to a certain lack of flexibility

in the British iron industry, even if every ironworks still had access

to plenty. There were only two regions in Britain whose production

might have approached the full capacity of their environment: the

forest of Dean in the seventeenth and the Furness in the eighteenth

century. Neither of them was notoriously affected by Swedish com-

petition or showed a grave tendency to decline.
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The peculiar symbiosis between wood and iron also tends to distort

any argument based purely on the price of fuel. Ironmastera and

woodowners, even in the early seventeenth century, discussed the

price of wood in terms of the profits to be made from the manufacture

of iron;° in the medieval period sites, building materials, miring

rights and fuel were generally paid for in a consolidated rent; in

the seventeenth century payments for the ironworks in Dean with a

large annual supply of fuel and a series of extensive rights could

still be described as rent, although they entirely depended on the

111
amount of fuel in fact sold.	 On the one hand most ironmasters

could always use a little more fuel with profit: it was therefore

expedient for them to stimulate the interest of landowners by paying

an adequate price to encourage the cultivation of wood, rather than

having to look for it further away. On the other hand they could

always do this in the last resort, if the neighbouring landowner

attempted to hold them to ransom, conscious that only another iron-

works, as close to the source as their own, could afford to outbid

them. Faced with this danger, an ironmaster might attempt to

establish a lien over available woods by pre-emption or privilege.

Such rivalry between ironmasters could drive up prices excessively

until one of them gained the upper hand; contrary to the accepted

picture, it was rare but always notorious, unlike the diffident

110. Selden supra 113, fo.48 , Sir John Kyrle's tender for fuel
from the Goodrich estates of the Earl of Shrewsbury: "...
600 loads of coles at 20 per bade (a price indifferent in
regard of the inconstant rates of iron) ..."; Bulletin of
the I.H.L, m, 156. cf.p.162f.below for the discussions
surrounding the re-grant of the Dean Concession in 1634.

lll.cf. below ch.IIpl43-4.B.Boethius in Scand.Eo. 11ist.Rev., VI,
152, 160-1, describes an exactly analogous situation.
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existence of most ironworks, which fitted quietly into the landscape.112

But in one sense fuel always possessed a scarcity value vis-a-vis any

ironworks; its long term increase in price is therefore not a useful

measure of decreasing supplies.

The siting of blast furnaces neither could nor did depend prin-

cipally on the local availability of fuel. Naturally they needed

this but no more than they requred waterpower to drive the bellows,

ore to smelt and. a market in which to sell their ig iron. Ore and

fuel they used in approximately equal quantities; ore could bear

transport more easily but not more cheaply. Pig iron was reduced

in weight and much smaller in bulk than its raw materials, so that it

could travel further - but still not without penalty. Streams, fuel

and ore could sometimes be found in the wilderness but never a suit-

able market. Some balance could be established between costs of

transporting either fuel or ores, so that ore could be carried some

way towards cheaper fuel - but the advantages of the wilderness always

had to outweigh the more expensive journey to a distant market. If

the wilderness had offered some absolute advantages, all the iron

made in the north-west of England, in Ireland and in Sweden, should

have sold in unlimited quantities and in approrim.te1y equal proportions

112. In Monmouthshire in the 1580s and l590s it was not Richard
Hanbury's excessive consumption of fuel but his attempt to cream
off the profits of the Tintern wireworks by monopolising osmund.
forges and their convenient fuel supplies which led to conflict
with the Challoners and their partners (E 178/1518; B 112/29/32;
B 134/39 Elig .I/Hi1 23; B l0l[632/45; B 101/633/1; E 101/636/
39,55); this was seconded by complaints of the earl of Pembroke's
tenants that he bad sold all the wood off their common to Hanbury
(cf. pp.125-6 below). In the Furness during the early
eighteenth century it was the combination of irorunasters facing
a combination of woodowners which created trouble (Fell, Furnese,

- pp.145-7). Both were exceptional cases which do not illuminate the
general condition of the iron industry, as has sometimes been assumed.
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all over England. But as the advantages were merely relative, iron

continued to be made even in the more populous parts of England and

foreign iron sold more readily near the seacoasts than further inland.

Irish ores made inferior iron and the importation of English ores ate

into the profits: Irish iron sold better in London than in Bristol,

where it had to compete on its homeground with good Dean iron.113

At best the Irish ironworks proved less profitable than the English,

at worst they ran at a loss, for all their cheap and ample woods.

This would perhaps explain the high turnover in Irish ironworks more

rationally than the supposed disappearance of their fuel. Altogether

the occasional experiments in the long haul of ores were not an out-

standing success: this would account for the relatively short life

of Vale Royal furnace, built deliberately to receive ore from the

Purness and the Midlands so as to smelt a blended pig. 114 The excel-

lent ores and sufficient woods of the Purness, on the other hand,

remained virtually unused until the early eighteenth century, because

local initiative was insufficient and. because Its other trade was too

small to open a channel to any major market for iron. The over-

whelming majority of the blast furnaces in England and Wales remained

113.Kilmacow ironworks in Co.Cork operated on English ores between
1607 and. 1614; their bar and pig iron did not sell well. With
Irish ores, Richard Boyle did better but could only occassionally
get the rate of profit he expected; this explains the fits and.
starts, which characterise his interest in the manufacture.
(I am obliged for much of the material, on which this suggestion
is based, to the kindness of Professor T. Ranger, who permitted me
to read the relevant part of his thesis on the estates of the first
Earl of Cork in manuscript. cf. references in n.l06 above).

114.LG. Awty, Trans. of Hist.Soc. of Lance. and Cheshire, CIX,
79, 87, 99.
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tied. to the mines - as was to be expected if high costs rather

than lack of fuel were troubling them.

The factors determining location of the forges were rather dif-

ferent. In the first place, while fining always used charcoal at a

higher rate per ton than smelting, the output of a forge was much

smaller than that of a furnace and a smaller forge need not be less

efficient than one twice its size. The total amount of raw material

required by a forge was still great in proportion to output, but even

the least efficient forge or the most expensive type of refined iron

needed no more than 32 hundredweight of pig per ton of finished iron;

for ordinary good. bar iron, the loss of pig was reduced from over 10

hundredweight per ton to 7 hundredweight and less by the middle of the

115	 ____
seventeenth century. 	 A reasonably large forge though, fin'ng 150

tons to 200 tons of bar iron in a year, needed a great deal of power,

more in fact than a large blast furnace. It was therefore tied to a

strong and preferably swift stream; its demands for wood remained

modest and could easily be satisfied in any but a virtually treeless

countryside. There was an advantage too in having the forge close

to the furnace, as this would reduce the cost of pig iron carriage.

But the bar iron still had to travel to its market and, while sale

in the immediate environment of forge - and furnace - remained most

profitable, the bigger ironworks could not hope to sell all their

output there. Especially if some of the distance could be covered

by water, the difference between the cost of carrying a ton and a

115. cf. p.69 and n.96 above; for a more detailed discussion also
ch. IV pp. 431-2 below.
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third of pig iron or a ton of bar iron may have been considerable

but was not insuperable, if it brought the fuel simultaneously

closer. Pig iron then was more mobile than ores or fuel but less

so than bar; high quality pig could travel further than poor.

Ideally, it is true, all manufacturing from the ore to the finished

nail or rifle should have been concentrated in one place; if re.-

sources in fuel and power were too dispersed for such concentration,

it remained profitable for the individual ironmaster to attempt the

manufacture of bar iron from the ore. If he operated on a fairly

large scale however he might find his local market restricted, so

that the shipping of bar iron would diinThish his profits; on the

other band the need to call upon a larger area of woodland would

similarly increase his pro rata costs. .L landowner or ironmaater

might well build a forge near ample fuel, some distance from the

furnace, and still expect a reasonable profit from otherwise useless

'ode or from bar iron made with cheaper fuel. Thus a mining region

like Dean might in time acquire a more distant ring of forges,

surrounding the belt of 1secondary furnaoes. 6 Not only was

this move conditioned rather by the desire to use new woods than by

the diminution of old ones, it was in no wise confined to the

British Isles and thus clearly emerged from the general conditions

of the industry. 117 In the long run this arrangenDnt served to

116.By the 1630s forges at Eolme Lacy, Ballingham and Carey in
Hereford.shire drew their pig iron from Dean; at the latest
by 1645 Liancillo joined them. cf. ch.II p. 198.

117. For the Swedish analogy cf. E.P. Heckscher, Mi economic history
of Sweden, (Cambridge Mass., 1954), pp. 97-8. Because the
Swediah industry produced bar iron mainly for export, the forges
oould move only a short way from the furnaces, to Varmland but
not to Finland.
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encourage regional specialisation: areas with good. ores could

smelt them at a higher rate in larger and therefore more efficient

furnaces, with the reservation of wood and water near the mines for

this purpose. But a country manufacturing ironwares, like Britain,

could and did establish yet another zone of forges. Local retail

sales of heavy items like pig or bar iron were most profitable; if

therefore water and fuel could be found close to a manufacturing

centre, this would represent an ideal site for a forge and might well

compensate for the higher cost of carrying pig iron to it. Moreover

such a forge could exploit more fully the technical flexibility of

118
the process and adjust the quality produced to local demand.

The greater power and efficiency of the indirect process then helped

to untie the forges and thus in turn increased the adaptability and

efficiency of the industry still further; the separation between

forge and furnace, long regarded as symptomatic of the specific

weakness of the British iron industry, was not merely a universal

and inevitable phenomenon but a positive benefit.

The iron industry was compelled to adapt its structure and

organisation to the peculiar nature of its fuel; this was a source

of strength as well as of some weakness. It might be surmised that

the weakness was of little importance as long as the demand for iron

continued to expand moderately. Is there any sign that the British

iron industry overexpanded - that like a swarm of locusts, it devoured

its own livelihood and then moved on? If this had been the situation

118. cf. p. 24 above ar3d oh. IV pp. 437-441 below.
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anywhere in Britain, the lifespan of blast furnaces in affected

regions should have been uniformly brief or at least only a small

minority of furnaces - placed in an exceptionally favourable environ-

ment - should have survived for long. There should also have appeared

a demonstrable tendency for more important industrial regions to

lose their furnaces sooner and. more thoroughly. It is true of course

that many ironwks lasted no more than a few years or a generation

in the same site; a good many of these however may have been abandoned

for the usual general reasons, such as change of ownership, lack

of business acumen or failure of a misguided speculation. But more

than half of all the sites of ironworks hitherto discovered, 110

of a total of 196, operated more or less continuously for over 50

years; 58 of these, 30 per cent of the total, for more than 100

119
years and some for over 200 years. 	 Depending on the age and

condition of the local woods, it might conceivably have taken 50

to 100 years to clear an area whose annual yield. would suffice to

maintain consumption at the same level for ever: in 15 counties,

of a total of 23 making pig iron in England and Wales, half or

more of the furnace sites could have been kept in production for

ever. 120 Moreover, seven of the nine counties with 10 or more

119.Schubert, Iron, appx. v, amended as for Table I.

120.At least half the furnace sites wereoccupied for 50 years or
more n Hants., Kent, Surrey, Suese; (69% on the Wead); 	 *
Glos • , Eerefordsa, Carmarthen, Sal • * Worcs., Derbys. , Yorks •
Cheshire, Denbigh, Merioneth, Lance.
The only counties containing ten or more sites not included

in this are G].amorgan and Staffs.
Counties marked with an asterisk had at least ten sites.
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sites fell into this category; this would suggest some connection

between the general usefulness of a field and the longevity of

its blast furnace sites. To put it plainly: in a region with

tolerably good. iron mines, more than half of the blast furnaces could

be kept going for very long periods without any physical difficulty;

therefore the failure of other sites cannot have been due to some

general and all-pervading cause. Considering the ephemeral nature

of most contemporary enterprises and the frequency, with which iron-

works could be and were damaged or destroyed under ordiry conditions,

such persistent use of certain sites reinforces the impression of a

high order of stability for the whole industry.

If the search for fuel did not force the growth and physical

spread of the indirect process in Britain, the history of the British

iron industry in general and of the Weald in particular must be

explained in different terms. The timing of developments on the

Weald and outside it to some extent refutes the suggestion that any

form of constriction on the Weald drove the industry further afield.

Thus in the 1580s, when the number of Wealden furnaces reached its

peak, 22 furnaces had already been built elsewhere. 121 Probably

many of these employed some Wealden experts or someone capable of

copying their techniques; with this probability it becomes remarkable

how rarely any of the new works appear to have been linked directly

with the Weald. Perhaps the first blast furnace outside it was built

about 1560 by the Pagets on Cannock Chase, as a possible cure for

their fi-ncial embarrassments. 122 Taff furnace near Cardiff was

121.Table I.

122.I owe thus information to the kindess of Mr. J.P. Cooper.
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put up by Sir Henry Sidney neither to replace his works at Roberts-

bridge in SUB sex nor to add quantitatively to their production but

to exploit ores more suitable for steel then there available.'23

In 1564 the Earl of Shrewebury constructed a furnace at Shifnal in

Shropahire rather than selling his local woods at an unattractive

124price.	 Anthony Morley, one of the few Wealden ironmasters to

start works elsewhere, did not lead but followed the move to

Glaznorgan; whatever he fled from, it was not the fuel shortage)25

The Elizabethan Acts against disafforestation should have kept him

confined to the Weald rather than driving him to Glamorgan for until

1584, years after his move, the Weald remained specifically exempt

from all their provisions; in Glamorgan, within 14 miles of the

sea and of navigable water, restrictions had been effective since

the beginning of the reign.126 Edmund Roberts came from the Weald

to South Wales, perhaps first in association with the Sidneys; like

123.H.M.C., De L'Isle and Dudley, I, 319-20; H. Jenkins, 'Notes on
the early history of steel making in England', ans.Newc.Soc.,
III (1922-5), 17; Schubert, Iron, 589.

124.Schubert, Journ. Iron & Steel Inst., CLV (1947), 521.

125.cf.pp.63-4 above. W. Liewellin, 'Sussex ironmasters in Glamorgan-
Archaeologia Cainbrensis, 3rd ser., IX, 81.

126.The relevant Acts are 1 Eliz.I, c.15; 23 Eliz.I, c.5; 27 Eliz.
I, 0.19. The first of these prohibited the coaling of timber
trees of one foot diameter for the making of iron within four-
teen miles of navigable water and re-enforced the preservation
of twelve timber trees on each acre of coppice. This measure
in effect 1just reduced the yield of coppice; the Weald was
exempt from it. The second protected the fuel and timber exports
of the Sussex ports and the needs of London, but still exempted
the Weald. The last one prohibited the building of new works
in the Weald, unless the owner could supply them from his own
woods. Prosecutions under the prohibitive statutes can be found
on the Memoranda Rolls, Exchequer K.R. (El59).
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Moneys's, his industrial interests in either region were snw11.127

On the other band the Willoughbys of Middleton built ironworks in

the 1590s and bought in some ore, rather than accept unsatisfactory

128
offers for their wood. 	 The Earls of Leicester and Essex in the

sixteenth century, like the Marquis of Worcester, the Sitwells and

the Winters in the seventeenth, all invested in the indirect process

to increase the returns from their estates, often under immediate

financial pressure. 129 They do not appear to have been pursued by

a press of landless ironinasters tendering for their last shrub.

Moreover unimportant professionals like Morley and Roberts with

Wealden connections are balanced by bigger men without them: Richard

Hanbury and his associates in Monmouthshire came from Worcestershire

and Staffordshire, with links to London; 13° the Challoners who

competed with Hanbury and who extended their interests into Gloucester-

127. He founded Abercarne in 1576 (E159/371, Mich. 18 Eliz. I,
Rot. 69d.). T.S. Willan, The Muscovy merchants of 1555,
(Manchester, 1953), p. 119.

128. R.A. Pelham in Univ. of Birmingham Hist. Journ., IV (1953), 18.

129. L. Stone, 'The nobility in business, 1540-1640',
The Entre preneur, ed. B.E. Supple, (Harvard, 1958), p.16.
Cal.S.P.D., 1638-9, pp. 516-7, for George Sitwell,
E 178/1900 for the earl of Leicester; ch. II, pp. 117-9,
129 f -. - below for the Winters.

130. LB. Donald, Elizabethan monopolies, (Edinburgh, 1961), p.16
and passim; A. Audrey Locke, The Hanbury family , (London, 1916),
I, 129, 137; Schubert, Iron, pp. 177-9; J.A. Bradney,
A history of Monmouthshire, (London, 1907), I, 432-6, II,
260-1.
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shire, stemmed from London, Cornwall and Bristol. 131 Obviously

in six decades of extended use the indirect process had become suf-

ficiently notorious and attractive to invite its general adoption

in Britain without needing special compulsion. Why then did it

not expand rapidly over the whole of the British Isles? Were

local shortages of fuel at least an important factor amongst many

others?

Part of the answer may be found in a closer euw1nation of the

Furness and Cumberland. Their haematites were the richest and purest

ores found in massive deposits in Britain; in the seventeenth century

132they were known and widely used.	 Nevertheless no blast furnace

was built to smelt them on the spot until 1711.133 This curiosity

has been dismissed with a reference to the Elizabethan concern for

timber reserves, for whose sake local expansion was allegedly

134prohibited.	 It must have been an uncommonly effective measure

to have succeeded in withstanding urgent economic pressures for

150 years, or at least it must have been induced by a severe and

131.John Challoner, less well known than Hanbury, was a wealthy
London Haberdasher. His personalia can be established from
his and his eldest son's wills, P.C.C., 22 Huddlestone and 98
Soame (for William). The growth of their industrial interests
in the region can be seen in a series of iriformations on the
Memoranda Rolls, E 159/396/162 & 163, Hil 31 Eliz.I; E 159/
410/142 & 143d., Hil 38 Eliz.I; E 159/420/142, Pasch 43 Eliz.I;
E 159/426/38, Trin 2 Jas.I; E 159/427/113, Mich 2 Jas.I and
from E 178/1518; E 123/14/35; B 134/39 Eliz.I/Hil 23.

132.Schubert, Iron, pp. 15, 191-2. The ores were bought for smelting
by Scottish and Irish owners of wood; Vale Royal furnace in
Cheshire used them.

133.Fell, Furneas, pp. 208-9.

134.P.S. Lshton, Iron and steel in the industrial revolution, p.9.
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lasting shortage of fuel. In fact there was neither obstruction

nor shortage. In 1565 the government was drawing an annual income

of £20 from three professionally managed bloomeries in the Furness.

The tenants were entitled to free wood with which to make iron them-

selves; they alleged that the bloomeries were destroying their common.

Thereupon the crown agreed to abandon the bloomeries and to confirm

the tenants' privileges, if they would pay the £20. Only four years

later, in 1569, the crown ordered the tenants of Furness Fells -

another local manor - to deliver 600 loads of charcoal a year to the

Mines Royal at Keswick, from their "plentie of woods ana widerwoods")35

In 1620 larger bloomeries re-appeared in the Purness and one at any

rate survived until 1715.136 Between 1710 and. 1720 at least three

blast furnaces were built; by the middle of the eighteenth century,

up to eleven blast furnaces and a number of forges could be supplied

with fuel in Cumberland and the Purness; Baokbarrow furnace continued

to make charcoal iron for 200 years. 137 The contrast is striking and

not too easily explained, except by the isolation and relative self-

sufficiency of the region. The Pennines inhibited all but packhorse

traffic; the poverty of its amall population made it largely self-

sufficient and the distance from any major town left it without a

market. It required an injection of capital and enterprise from

outside to stimulate the kcal introduction of the indirect process.138

135.Fell, Furness, pp. 106-12, appx. C, pp. 426-34.

136.Ibid., pp. 175, 191, 193, 200.

137.Thid., p. 192; Schubert, Iron, appx. v.

138.Fell, Purness,pp.207-8; B.G. .&wty in Trans. of Hist., Soc. of
Lanes. and Chesh, CIX (1957), 98-9. J.D. Marshall, Purness
and the industrial revolution, (Barrow, 1958), p.19.
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Irish landlords in the seventeenth century fed Furnesa and Cumberland

haematites to their overabundant woods; the Foley partnership and

others used them to upgrade inferior ores 1 for instance at Vale Royal

Furnace; neither of them was interested in the north-western industry

for its own sake. 139 The quality of the ores was clearly appreciated;

the English manufacturers used ever more bar iron throughout the

second half of the seventeenth century; nevertheless the development

of the local iron industry was left to await a casual intrusion from

outside. No calaniity befell either the rest of the domestic iron

industry or British imports of iron between 1711 and 1715 but, as

Boon as one man had. built a furnace, two more sprang up in quick

succession in the Purness. Must not we then conclude that local

initiative had a greater effect on the expansion of the industry

than the distant market for iron? Does it not suggest that, what-

ever happened to the market for bar iron in Britain, the demand for

homeproduced iron remained unexpectedly rigid? The slow growth

then would have been due, in the last resort, to the competition

of foreign iron in Britain. This was not severe enough, at least

in the seventeenth century, either to reverse the growth of the British

iron industry or to bring it to a halt but it acted as a restraint

everywhere, permitting for instance the isolation and poverty of

the Furness to obstruct progress there.

139 . Schubert, Iron,pp. 191-2; B.G. Awty,op.clt., p.77: B.L.C.
Johnson, in Ec.H.R., 2nd ser., IV (1952), 335.
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The same force can be seen at work in the curious development

of the Wealden industry. With its poor ores, sluggish streams and

relatively low rainfall the Weald was little suited for the iron

industry, even compared to most British fields. But Wealden ports

linked it with London and the Continent: London offered capital and

a market, the Continent new methods and skilled workmen. The south-

west of England attracted foreign craftsmen throughout the Blxteenth

century and, as some iron had long been made there, it seems a

likely venue for the introduction of the indirect process. The

invention of the long iron gun cast in one piece probably set off

the spread of the indirect process over the Weald. But when the

blast furnace first arrived in Britain, it was superior to the best

of the older furnaces only in its improved exploitation of the ore

140
and in the greater facility of casting direct from the furnace.

Conditions on the Weald emphasised these advantages most strongly,

for the British bloomeries were more primitive than the best Continental

direct process hearths and therefore even less effective on Wealden

ores; these, on the other hand, especially when uaed in association

with moulda of the local clay, made castings of exceptional accuracy

aM hardness)'	 The wealth of the south-west favoured the widespread

adoption of blast furnaces or forges as a way of improving the income

from woodlands; by the last quarter of the sixteenth century, the 50

blast furnaces on the Weald far exceeded the capacity and probably

140. cf. pp.2l-2&-6 above; ch.IV p.408fi below.

141.Schubert, Iron, oh. xv, p. 246 ff; R. Jenkins, ']zoounding
in England, 1490-1603', Traris.Newc.Soc., XIX (1938-9), 35.
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also the output and sales of any contemporary European field)42

Partly because the Wealden experience had improved the new process

but also because other British fields on the whole resembled the

Weald rather than major Continental fields, they too adopted it

fairly rapidly after 1560.143 But the other British fields tended

to be superior to the Weald at least in some respects: higher rain-

fall, faster streams, purer or richer ores. On the other hand most

of them lacked the features which made Wealden castings outstanding;

their markets, which grew up with the expansion of their smelting,

demanded bar iron rather than castings. All this encouraged further

though somewhat divergent developments of the indirect process:

ironworks outside the Weald grew larger; they made better bar iron

and their general performance now indubitably exceeded that of any

direct process hearth. 144 The average production of Wealden furnaces

probably never exceeded 200 tons of pig iron a year; if their design

was inspired by the hope of obtaining major orders for castings, the

smaller heartha would produce less surplus metal and would therefore

142. Li4e, for a time the armoury of the Continent, had about 9
blast furnaces in the early sixteenth century, at most 21
between 1550 and 1600 and never more than 48 to the end of the
seventeenth century. ( j. Lejeune, La formaion du caVitalisme
moderne dana le principaut4 de L6ge au XVI sicle, (Li4e,
1939), pp. 1457e	

Yernaux, La metallurgie ligoise et son
expansion au XVII sic1e, pp. 33-61).

143. p.36 Table.I, p. 39 above.

144. Ch.IV p.408f1below.
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be retained more willingly. 145 But if other fields made better

bar iron under more favourable conditions and therefore more cheaply,

their proifty to the sea would permit them to compete with Wealden

bar ironland to restrict its sale.

In any event the set of special advantages which had first

settled the indirect process on the Weald. tended to resist its full

expansion: here the population was relatively high; London capital

stimulated other forms of local exploitation and London as well as

the Continent bought Wealden timber and fuel. Only by limiting

its consumption of fuel could the Wealden industry hope to keep

down costs but nothing would improve the quality of Wealden bar iron;

sources of tough pig iron were too distant to permit the local

production of blended bar. Limited fuel consumption however

meant small ironworks and a restricted market for Wealden bar

meant increasing specialisation on castings, with bar iron made

as a by-product. The effect of British competition with the Wea].d

may have meant mere stagnation for the latter; when foreign iron)

made in modern ironworks under still more favourable conditions1

began to compete in London, Wealden production, increasingly concen-

trated, probably relied on the better casting furnaces. There is

some indication, in the uncommonly low proportion of forges to fur-

naces in the south west, that cast wares may always have been more

important in the Weald than elsewhere; usually two forges served

145. cf. pp.46-7 and 51 above and also n.14]. The exceptional large
castings of more than l tons weight probably needed uncommon
skill and experience and would therefore generally have been
entrusted to specialists; the hearth of the ordinary Weald.en
furnace would have been approim'-te1y the right size for
castings of a ton or over.
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one furnace, whereas on the Weald it was one to one and a half or

less. As the furnaces were small, this might have been sufficient

if the forges had been large; in 1717 however they were generally

very small and, in spite of Robertsbridge in the sixteenth and

Bi'ightling forge in the seventeenth centuries, there is nothing to

146
show that the majority were larger before the eighteenth century.

One might well expect that, under the competition of iron made

better and more efficiently elsewhere, the Wealden iron industry

would return to its former insignificance. In fact it was partly

preserved by two factors: in the first place even Wealden ores

smelted in the blast furnace, produced a somewhat better iron with

greater efficiency, so that the Weald could retain a larger share

of the market for bar iron than it had held of the bloom trade;

secondly Wealden castings were traded all over England and the

Board of Ordnance conservatively maintained its orders for Wealden

146. E.H.L, XLVIII (1933), 91-6; Sussex Notes & Queries, VII
( 1938-9), 97-103; Suss.Arch.Coll., XXXII (1882), 21-4;
Schubert, Iron, p. 174; LW. Hulme in Trans.Newc.Soc., IX,
12-35. The evidenci about the number of forges remsi-{ns
somewhat doubtful; for the 1570s it gives about 50 furnaces
and between 58 and 77 forges; for 1653 this has become 32
furnaces (which can be corrected to 38) and 45 forges; in
1664 there were 11 (corrected 31) furnaces and. 19 forges
(no corrected figures have become available for the forges,
so that perhaps the unreliable estimates of furnace numbers
should be allowed as the proper foil). In 1717 ten of the
fourteen Wealden furnaces could cast about 1,800 tons of
pig, of which the thirteen forges could use no more than
half. Moreover there were no other forges then listed
near London or within reasonable distance of the south-west.
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guns Into the middle of the eighteenth century.147 Thus the

Wealden industry survived longer and on a larger scale than it

might have done; nevertheless the Wealden woods stood in less

danger from the ironworks than almost any others, because the works

remained both small and well dispersed. This Is indirectly attested

by the writers so often cited over so long a period to prove the

destruction of the Wealden woods: they continued to dread this fate

from Christopher Barker in 1574 via Fuller to Evelyn, yet Defoe

still found the three counties of Kent, Sussex and Hampshire "one

inexhaustible store-hou8e of timber" in the second decade of the

eighteenth century. 148 The so-called decline of the Weald then

must be seen as no more than its modified relapse, into its natural

ondition and standing as a backwater of the iron industry.

The remainder of the British iron industry developed in con-

ditions intermediate between the Weald and the Purness. Most

other regions had more rain and some had more suitable streams;

some had better ores than the Weald but few - barring Ireland -

worse; the other features, such as the supply of labour and

capital, the density of population, the cost of raw materials and

the accessibility of markets varied with time and place. As the

147.B.L.C. Johnson, 'The charcoal iron industry in the early
eighteenth century', The Geographical Journal, CXVII
(1951), 173; R. Jenkirs, in Trans.Newc.Soc., I, 16.

148.1). Defoe, A tour thro' the whole Island of Great Britain,
(London, 1724-6), letter 2, p.54; cf. Straker, Weald, p.122;
I. Puller, The history of the worthies of England, (London,
1662), pt. iii, p. 97 ("sussex"); J. Evelyn, Sylva,
(London, 1664), pp. 109-10.
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seventeenth century progressed, the supply of essentials and access

to the market became everywhere reasonably well organised. But in

general the population tended to grow and to encroach upon the

wilderness and waste. To some extent this dLfficulty could be

met by more efficient operation and by increasing the flexibility

of the industry; this was achieved with larger furnaces, the employ-

ment of grades of iron below the best, i.e. blend and coldshort,

where these either did no harm or where they could be used to

149advantage,	 and by the organisation of larger companies of iron-

works and ironmasters. The search for fuel was merely one of many

factors in the evolution of the charcoal iron industry; its employ-

merxt on the whole was limited by the costs of transport rather than

by its physical disappearance. As the British industry continued

to expand its output, it therefore dispersed to average out its

costs; even then these were bound to grow with an increase in

production unaccompanied by improved efficiency, whether in costs

of the transport of ores, fuel, pig or bar iron. Nowhere could

the charcoal iron industry escape this basic difficulty; in Britain

its impact could be modified because, in dispersing, part of the

primary processes could be brought closer to the consumer - the

expanding manufacture of iron wares, from nails to horse accoutre-

ments. This could compensate the British industry for some of

its more general disadvantages but never entirely: with modern

equipment producers like Sweden and Russia could compete in

Britain, even beyond the port towns. There were some markets in

149. cf. oh. IV pp. 43944l below.
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which competition had little effect: Sweden supplied the best raw

material for steel; British blend and coldahort iron was preferred

by the nailers. But cheap foreign iron compelled British producers

to keep down their own costs and, when all the technical improvements

had been fully exploited, this could mainly be done by limiting

prodtion and by establishing the most efficient equilibrium between

the natural growth of wood and the smelting and fiMiig of iron.

Imports therefore did not make up for any physical defect in the

supply of British raw materials to the native iron industry but

instead restricted this to the exploitation of the most accessible

anitherefore cheapest sources. Almost from the beginning of the

seventeenth century the growth of the industry in Britain had to

wait upon further technical advance; this permitted it to draw

upon a larger area for its fuel, to move its furnaces to more distant

mines, to place its forges further away from the furnaces.

The introduction of the indirect process to Britain was followed

by a period of adaptation, then by rapid growth and expansion, which

was perhaps less explosive than has been generally assumed. In the

first half of the seventeenth century it continued at a fair pace,

now generally outside the Weald.. Progress never ceased entirely;

partly by improved efficiency, partly by territorial dispersal, the

British iron industry continued to grow well into the eighteenth

century. The main impediment to this growth was foreign compet-

ition, the main stimulus the prosperity of the new manufacturing

industry in the Midlands, largely based on the employment of stan-

dardised and graded bar iron, worked with waterpower. Granted these
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conditions, a fuel shortage need. not be postulated to explain the

repeated and. finally successful attempts to replace charcoal by

mineral coal. The latter is found in great concentration and is

a better and harder fuel; with coke, furnaces can be enlarged and.

castings be made more accurately. The close association, in which

iron aid coal often occurred in Britain, underlined the advantages

of the other fuel. Coal recommended itself without need of wood

shortage; otherwise, before changing their fuel, men would have

been driven to re-planting waste and common, perhaps even to convert-

ing some grassland into coppice. The ironmasters would have been

the first to point to such beneficial effects of the iron industry

but all they ever claimed was that it kept some coppice tended and

that it held. the plough at bay)50 	 riy other more frequent crop

yielded a higher return from land than mere wood; when ironworks

closed in the eighteenth century, coppice became quite uneconomic

151
and was ploughed. up.

Throughout the charcoal period the forest of Dean was one of

the leading producers of iron in Britain, excepting only a few de-

cades in the second half of the sixteenth century; it declined

eventually owing to its lack of good coking coal and the exhaustion

of its ores. The crown owned or controlled much of the soil above

the best mines, so that the public records contain ample material

relating to Dean. Other studies of the charcoal iron industry in

150.A. Yarranton, England's improvement by sea and land, (London,
1677), pp. 60-i.

151.Bulletin of the I.H.L, XXX, 148; C.J., 1734-41, XXIII,
113, col. ii - 114, col.i.
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the sixteenth and early seventeenth centuries have had to rely on

isolated accounts and on lawsuits, which helped to illwinAte the

history of one or two works for a short time. For the forest of

Dean and its environment the evidence suffices to indicate how

inevitable gaps might be filled; this permits an attempt to des-

cribe the development of the whole region for a considerable

stretch of time. The introduction of the indirect process, its

local adaptation and expansion can be followed in some detail;

something can be learned of its effect on the woods and on local

society. For some of the time with which this study will deal,

the exchequer itself was directly interested in the industry,

selling wood, licensing the building of Ironworks on crown lands,

granting concessions; under the Commonwealth indeed, ironworks

were built and operated under detailed public control in Dean.

The foundation of the wireworks at Tintern in the l560s provided

the first contact between the local industry and radical technical

innovation; in the 1660s, the Restoration government transferred

the state ironworks into private hands to meet an old obligation.

For Dean this ended a promising experiment in integrated woodland

innagement. The British iron industry as a whole began to change

its character too in the second half of the seventeenth century.

Landowners who made iron themselves began to occupy a smaller place

in the industry; irorimasters were beginning to find it easier to

purchase their fuel as required and relied less frequently on the

long-terni pre-emption of local supplies. This too was the period

when the size, capital and power of partnerships began to increase,
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the age d' the Foleys in partnerehip rather than of Richard Foley

alone. The manufacture of iron was beginning to establish itself

as a profitable and predictable business; until then it had often

been a highly speculative adventure; it was becoming a respectable

and speciacLised profession.
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CHAPTER II

The iron industry in the Dean region

1. From bloomery to blast furnace

The forest of Dean has owed its peculiar character to the

specific combination of features which could separately often be

traced beyond Dean and which rarely predominated over the whole of

it. Physically Dean occupies a hilly plateau with a few rounded

tops, deeply scored by a number of small streams. East and south

the plateau slopes towards the Severn Vale, westwards it is out more

abruptly by the ancient valley of the Wye. But the hills run on

west beyond the Wye and north into Herefordshire and much of them is

still wooded today, like the centre of Dean itself. In law there has

been a royal forest of Dean since the conquest; most of the present

remnant has always been part of this but its boundaries have repeatedly

contracted and expanded. At their widest they followed the We in the	 -

west, the Severn in the south and east and a line joiniig the Wye south

of Rose to Newent and the outskirts of Gloucester in the north. Today

Dean ends east of Coleford and English Bicknor, north of Bream and

Pillowell, west of Blakeney, Little Dean and Mitcheldean and south of

Ruardean; a tongue protrudes towards Lea. For some of its history it

was even smaller than. this) The forest normally lay in Gloucestershire

but for a time the forest boundaries stretched into Herefordahire

1. H.C. Darby and I.B.Terrett (eds.), The Domesday geography of Midland
England, (Cambridge, 1954), pp. 30-2; C.E. Hart, 'The metes and
bounds of the forest of Dean', TransBrist. and Glos.Arch.Soc.,
LXVI (1945), 166.
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almost as far as Roes and the Herefordshire boundaries included

the present north-western corner of Gloucestershire in the direction

of Staunton. Dean contained considerable deposits of pure and

comparatively rich brown haematites; sometimes the legal forest

covered all of them but during its shrunken phase they lay near or

beyond its eastern and western boundaries. 2 Lesser pockets of

haentatites occurred in the hills both north and. west of the forest

and were worked at different periods, at &rioonium in Herefordshire,

in Monmouthehire and in Glamorgan.3

Dean then was placed in a fairly homogeneous environment:

it cannot reasonably be discussed in complete isolation although this

has sometimes been attempted. It is possible and convenient however

to distinguish between different parts of this wider region, because

they differed in their relationship to the crown which had a marked

effect on their development. A loosely defined area, some 26 miles

east to west between Upleadon in Gloucestershire and the Usk in

2. cf. Map, p. 2t1. Local mine workings remained small and fairly
primitive throughout the seventeenth century; older and new
workings often ran together. The best ores were generally
cleared first, so that the composition of ores used. in the past
would be difficult to establish, even if contemporary workings
could be identified with certainty. Modern samples show haematites
with an insignificant trace of phosphorous and 50 to 60 per cent
of metallic iron. (T.F. Sibley, The haematites of the forest of
Dean & South Wales, Memoirs of the geological survey, X, Iron ores,
LM.S.O. (1919), second revised edn. (1927); R. Jenkins, 'Iron-
making in the forest of Dean', Trans.Newc.Soc., VI (1925-6),
43-4; P.R.W. Haunton, "The forest of Dean", MS thesis in geography,
M.Sc. London (1950), p.301. I am obliged to Mr. Hawiton for
permission to consult arid cite this unpublished work. Schubert,
Iron, p.16.

3. Schubert, Iron, pp. 15-6, 38-9.
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Monmouthshire and about 25 miles north to south from Bouth of Hereford

to Chepstow, by the confluence of Severn and Wye, will henceforth be

called '(the Dean regionb. Here moat Dean ore was smelted and much

Dean pig iron wrked up into bar, local ironmaaters attempted to

compete for domination here but rarely beyond; hence came moat of

the workers and much of the capital for the development of Dean.

In the angle between Severn and Wye lay the area, at its maximum

some 10 miles by 18, which had. at any time been subject to the

forest law; this is called )Dean or the forest of Dea&. It

contained the most valuable iroytmines and the greatest concentration

of ironworks was built up here. The free miners of the forest of

Dean claimed the exercise of their privileges in the whole of the

so-called Hundred of St. Briavela which approximately coincided with

Dean. Its area may well have been that of the forest before 1300;

the elasticity which sometimes appears to affect the boundaries of

the hundred might be explained by the relatively frequent changes

in the bounds of the forest. 4 Finally the 'crown forest or )royal

forest) will here be used to name the approrimite area subject to

the forest laws between 1300 and 1634 and after 1642; this excludes

4. C.E. Hart, tThe origin and geographical extent of the hundred of
St. Briavels in Gloucestershire', Trans. Brist. & Glos. Arch. Soc.
LXVI (1945), 138 and. Miners, pp. 37-8. Mr. Hart suggests that
the hundred only became firmly associated with the mi-ning customs
in 1838 (ibid., p. 37, n.9) but this may draw too fine a distinctions
in the sixteenth ath seventeenth centuries the rights were
generally claimed for the forest of Dean and for the hundred;
royal rights eni obligations arising out of the privileges were
administered by officials of the manor of St. Briavels, who
mostly doubled as officers of the hundred. There was aome
understandable tendency for the miners to pitch their claims
as high and over as much land as possible. (Ell2/83/4l1 and
E1l2/179/45, 1616 and 1630 respectively; E134/22 Jas.I/East 8, 1624).
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the western portion around Coleford and iglish Bicknor and is

confined to the demesne woods of the crown, some 12 miles from

Lea to north of Lydney and some 8 miles from Flailey to west of Staunton

at its greatest extent. In the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries

this area was sparsely inhabited; it contained much iron and the

greatest concentration of wood; it also covered some of the best

springs in the forest for almost half their length.

The Dean region straddled the Welsh borders: near enough to

the outposts of civilisation in Bristol, Gloucester and Tewkesbury

to benefit but also akin to the freer, wilder and more autonomous

society of the Welsh hills. It lay at the periphery of central

authority: this may explain the long survival of quasi corporate

mining privileges over base minerals found in royal and private land

as well as the peculiar and lawless reputation enjoyed by Dean until

almost the end of the nineteenth century. 5 In the sixteenth and

seventeenth centuries such a reputation was not exceptional; but

a hilly and wooded region with many old mineworkings and few roads

concealed lawlessness a little more securely than open country.

The forest of Dean was favoured above other British fields of

iron ores by the fortuitous combination of good pure ores with

reasonable access to the Severn and its major ports. Thus in the

middle ages, when iron was smelted dispersedly all over Britain,

5. H.G. Nicholls, The forest of Dean, (London, 1858): C.E. Hart,
The commoners of Dean forest, (Gloucester, 1951), pp. 88-9 and
140. The last reference is to a riot in the 1890s.
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Dean was most intensively exploited; Forest iron became a trade

name and was sold at least in Coventry and London, if not further

afield; of all the iron smelted in medieval Britain it may have

had the widest market. 6 The exceptional activity of the Dean industry

during the bloomery period was attested by the huge accumulations

of cinders: these supplied a bulky contribution to the charge of

Dean blast furnaces for 200 years, besides being used extensively

to upgrade ores smelted elsewhere in the western regions and in

Ireland. 7 I!ven if the bloomery made four tons of slag to each ton

of iron, the cinderbeds of Dean remained evidence of impressive activity.

Similarly the known concentration of bloomeries on the 35 square

miles of Dean appears quite exceptional for Britain: more than

840 operated simultaneously for much of the thirteenth century.

Deaiumained, insignificant by Continental standards but it was of

great importance in the British iron industry.

In Dean, thus intensively exploited, unbroken technical back-

wardness might be thought surprising; if it had some eminence

6. Schubert, Iron, p.98 ff. A comparatively late reference (1540)
to "forest 1' iron in the Coventry Leet Book, (M.D. Harris (ed.),
(London, 1907-13), 744-5) treats Dean iron with such casual
familiarity that a long established and extended trade in it
can perhaps be deduced.

7. Approximately half the metal-bearing charge of Dean blast
furnaces was generally made up of cinders. For their export to
Ireland of. C66/l705 (1606) and E].12/83/41l (1612-13), one a
licence to export ore and. cinders to Ireland and. the other
evidence of its implementation.

8. Schubert, Iron, pp.101-2; M.L. Bazely, 'The forest of Dean in
its relations with the crown during the 12th and 13th centuries',
Trans.Brist. & Glos. Arch. Soc., XXXIII ( 1910 ), pp.153-282.
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amongst British iron fields, it should have been quick to introduce

innovations. But the intensity of exploitation was no more than

relatively high: Dean had a local market but it was small and more

diant sales were probably sporadic. It would not be reasonable

to blame the restrictive reg,ilations of the Dean miners; similar

mining corporations existed in other parts of Britain and in other

countries without deleterious effect and the Dean miners have never

been known to enforce them effectively for long: in the seventeenth

century idn{iig expanded without difficulty. On the other hand the

medieval Dean miners and smelters were the local peasants who made

iron part-time and could not raise much capital themselves. There

is no evidence for a great concentrated and unsatisfied demand for

iron which might have encouraged others to intervene; Dean prospered

with old aid trusty methods and therefore did not seek for change.

Local conservatism moreover agreed with the crown's attitude which

associated a special traditional prestige even with forests which

no longer served the chase.

In the bloomery period Dean knew no fear of competition; the

early blast furnaces in the WeaN probably created their own market

and certainly could not compete with the quality of Dean blooms.

But a passive attitude to innovation does not impiy positive

resis tance to it and the Dean region was physically far better

equipped to use the indirect process than was the Weald or indeed

most of the British Isles. Wealden ores contained 25 to 40 per

cent of iron, Dean ores 50 to 60 per cent: Wealden ores were generally
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phosphoric, Dean ores were not. 9 Wealden rain.fall was in the region

of 30 to 33 inches, rarely rising to 35 inches per annum, Dean received

35 to 40 inche. 10 The steep gradient of the Dean streams made

possible an unusual concentration of ironworks along their courses:

one furnace and four forges along the three or four miles of the

Lydbrook, three furnaces and five or six forges along seven to eight

11miles of the Cannop brook. 	 The woods in the forest and beyond it

9. of. p.103 n.2 above; R. Jenkins, 'The rise and. fall of the Sussex
Iron industry', Trans.Newc.Soc., I, 25; B. Straker, Weald, p.103.

10. P.R.W. Haunton, "The forest of Dean", p. 95; Straker, Weald, maps
following pp. 224, 272, 288, 352, 400, 416, 432, 448, 464.

11. of. Map, p. J604 The Great and the Little How Brooks combine just
above the village to form the Lydbrook. Lydbrook furnace probably
stood on the Great How Brook (E178/6080, pt.ili, ma. 64,65; P.R.0.
Maps, 1R 415) and was therefore occasionally called Howbrook furnace;
below it came Lydbrook or Howbrook forge, perhaps lying just under
Barnedge: in 1628 it was described as lying above the first forge
in Lydbrook village (s 134/4 Chas.I/East 40 & B 134/Suppi. 902/22 &
Map	 415). Lydbrook Upper forge stood below this, on Hangerberry
common (same MB). Lydbroo]c Middle forge probably stood in the
village proper and was of the same age as the Upper forge (Gage MB,
G.G.688; Bod.leian MB, Gough Glos.I, fo. 61d). Lydbrook Lower
forge may have been built about 1611 (B 112/83/351).

First along the Carinop brook caine Cannop furnace (B 178/6080,
pt.iii, me. 64-5), next Parkend furnace, a little to the north of
the village of Parkend., built at the same time as Cannop (B 178/
3837, 10 Jas.I). Parkend forge lay only a little below it (sP 18/
32/6); Park or Whitecroft forge perhaps mile north of the cross-
roads at Whitecroft (ibid. & P.R.O. Maps, MR 415).

The first Lydney furnace stood at Maple Hill, just over a mile
north of Lydney (Bankes, 40/2) but may have been rebuilt in the
second half of the seventeenth century on a small tributary of the
Cannop brook, closer to Lydney (Winter MB, D 421/T22; P.R.0. Maps,
M.R. 331). In 1634 there were three Lydney forges (MB, Gough Glos.
I, fo. 6ld & Harleian MB, 4850, fo. 48; Bankes, 40/2). One may
have stood above Maple Hill furnace, the other two below it, perhaps
on the boundaries of Lydney and in it. Some, if not all these
works were later moved southwards along the brook. It is also
possible that at one time two more forges were in use along the
stream (B 178/5304, August, 18 Chas. I., sir John Winter's sworn
accounts).
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were at least as dense and probably no less extensive than the Wealden.

The royal forest itself was almost uninhabited; on the whole the

density of population decreased westwards and the Dean region was

certainly less intensively eettled or exploited than the Weald. Thus

labour and raw materials might tend to be cheaper here but local

demand for iron would also be less and major markets more distant.

Moreover while there might be anple fuel in the woods, there were

few if any enclosed coppices which would make the best charcoal and

provide a guaranty of future supplies. But at first sight Dean

offered many attractions to an ironinaster; local woodowners too

could hope to make their woods pay with Dean ores.

Although blast furnaces and fining forges were fairly large,

their foundation and even their existence might go unrecorded. The

Dean region however was exposed to the operation of the statute 1

Elizabeth I, c.15., which prohibited the coaling of trees more than

one foot square at the s tub for the manufacture of iron Within

fourteen miles of navigable water; this was one of the penal statutes

which offered informers a share of the fines. Informations under the

Act were frequent; they were rarely either precise or reliable but

they generally attempted to date the foundation of the ironworks,

perhaps antedating by way of exaggeration in the style of their other

accusations. Used as an approximation, sometimes closely supported

by independent information, they suggest that the indirect process

came to Monmouthshire and Glamorgan in the 15608.12 Monkswood

12. The informations, because they involved croi revenues with the pos-
sibility of fines, were enrolled on the Memoranda Rolls, Exchequer
K.R., E159. Resultant proceedings can sometimes be found amongst
the Bills and Answers, E.K.R. - E112, and Depositions - E134.
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14.

15.
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furnace and forge in Monmouthshire were probably built around 1564,

amongst the first half dozen new ironworks outside the Weald; it

may have been the first not built by a great landowner and with only

a subsidiary connection to the south east. Its first occupants

came from Stonrbridge, Shropshire and Bristol; the Briatolian

however was said to have made iron at Newington in Surrey.13

While chronologically first, the construction of Monkswood

ironworks was far less significant than the foundation of Tintern

wireworka by William Humfrey and Christopher Shutz on 16 September

1566.14 These works have hitherto been considered mainly as the

working extension of the Society of the Mineral and Battery Works,

one of the first industrial joint stock companies in Britain, a

corporation with extensive monopolies and a major vehicle of technical

innovation. 15 The society, it is true, supplied the capital for the

first building and for the initial experiments; it was a useful

device to spread the heavy risk. Soon however the works became

almost completely autonomous; their "farmers" or tenants paid a rent

and. occasionally sought the assistance of the great men who governed

or held. shares in the society to defend old privileges or to acquire

E 159/351, Mich 7-8 Eliz.I, Rots. 351, 359, 361; the men
allegedly responsible were Thomas Chester of Bristol and
Newington in Surrey, Charles Pox of Shropehire and Thomas
Malpas of Stourbridge in Worcs.

SP 12/40/63.

W.R. Scott, The constitution and finance of ... joint sto
companies to i(0, luambrlcige, 1912), I, 40-5, 58; II, 414-23;
W.H. Price, The English patents of monopoly, (Camb.(Mass.),
1906), pp.55-60; H. Imntlton, The English brass and copper
industries to 1800, (London, 1926), pp.1-39; Schubert, Iron,
pp.292-304; M.B. Donald, Elizabethan monopolies, (Edinburgh, 1961).
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new ones. The society then retained principally its function as

holder and defender of the monopoly, a role like that of many indi-

vidual courtiers in the early seventeenth century. The local

impact of the idieworks however became considerable; they provided

the impulse for the expansion of and innovation in the iron iMustry.

Even the first site proposed for the wireworks, in Bristol, was

praised because of "good water Carriage to the forrest of Dean whear

is ailso good Iron as Any is within the Rea].men.16 Tintern, even

closer to Dean, was eventually selected because its spring supplied

the right amount of power and was not used by other mills, while it

lay b the navigable Wye. 17 The wireworks had at first been designed

to make brass as well as iron wire - hence the need for proximity

to the Mendips, where zinc ore had been found. But the manufacture

of brass did not succeed and Tintern made iron wire exclusively.

Thus it became one of the biggest consumers of highly refined iron

in Britain: in a year it used between 100 and 150 tons of so-called

O8mund) 8 In the sixteenth century it was rare for any single

purchaser to take as much as 50 tons of mere bar iron in a year;

in the mid-seventeenth century few would buy as much as 100 tons.19

16. SP12/40/l7, 30 June 1566.

17. SPI2/40/63, l9.5ept. 1566.

18. Osmund was, in England, the trade name of a special Swedish iron,
made in small pieces and, at best, ductile and of high tensile
strength. The term was extended to designate the highest quality
of refined iron, decarburised and consolidated beyond the normal
"merchant" or "tough" bar iron. But the ores used for osmund
iron had to be free from phosphorous and sulphur and most British
pig iron was either "coldahort" or "redshort" and thus not
suitable. (Schubert, Iron, pp.297-9).

19. R.A. Pe1h, 'The migration of the iron industry towards Birmingham
during the sixteenth century , Trans.of Birmingham Arch. Soc.,
LXVI (1950), 145; Ch.IV pp.457-8 below.
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Moreover the f(nliig of Osmund took longer and needed more pig iron

than best bar so that the 'wireworks could absorb most of the approp-

nate production of a medium sized furnace and of one or two fairly

large forges. This was considerable but not by itself enough to

account altogether for the expansion of the local iron industry,

which occurred in Moninouthshire in the course of the gradually

intensified exploitation of western resources.

By 1576 the Tintern works had attracted an arc of four forges

and possibly five furnaces in addition to the first foundation at

Monkswood; at least three furnaces and. three forges were at times

20
run in harness with the wireworks. - Nevertheless only the forge at

Machen was demonstrably founded in direct association with Tintern.

Other works were presumably built without any one dominant motive:

the bloomery at Goodrich castle for instance was replaced by a blast

furnace some time after the earl of Shrewsbury had completed a similar

conversion on his Shropahire estates. 21 The latter could work for

20. Schubert, Iron, p.177; B 159/371, Mich 18 Eliz.I, for Abercarne
furnace, built by Edmund Roberts in 1576; Mm. & Bat., 1, fo.93
& B 134/39 Eliz.I/Hil 23 for Machen/Rhyd-y-Gwern forge, built
around 1569 perhaps by the Mineral and Battery Company agents;
B 134/20 Eliz.I/East 2 for the second forge at Monkswood (cf.
p.110 n.13 above); Pontymoil furnace and forge built 1576
(Schubert, Iron, pp.177, 384); B 159/373, Trin 19 Eliz.I, Rot.39
& B 134/22 Eliz.I/Tnin 4, suggest that the furnace and forge at
Pontypool/Trevethin/Cwmfrwdoer were built in 1575-6 by Edmund
Brode, William Nurth (or Northe) and Richard Hanbury; in 1593
it was said that they had existed in 1570 by a generally unreliable
witness (B.M., Add. MS 12503, fo.156); Schubert, Iron, p.177 for
Trosnant furnace south-west of Pontypool; H.M.C., 15th Rept., II,
Eliot Hodgkin MBS, p.33, for Goodrich/Whitchurch furnace and
forge which were at work in 1575.

21. H.R. Schubert, 'Shrewsbury letters', Journ. Iron and Steel Inst. ,CLV
(1947), 521 ff.; H.M.C., 15th Rept., Eliot Hodgkin MSS, Appx. ii, 33.
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the Birminiam market; the former may have remained a little

sluggish at first. At least it had existed for more than three

years when in October 1578 Gilbert Talbot was negotiating for a

licence to make steel under Sir Henry Sidney's monopo1y 22 though

experience at Sheffield might have suggested the manufacture of

steel from the start, the delay would indicate less a plan than a

subsequent search for markets. By 1605 Bristol had evidently

become the principal market for Goodrich iron23 and for steel from

the works at Linton. 24 The wireworks, Bristol and the Bristol

Channel offered the principal outlets for iron from Monmouthshire

and Glainorgan; if the indirect process reached Glamorgan first but

spread more rapidly over Monmouthshire in the 1570s, Tintern would

at least seem to have had some effect in opening up communications

and perhaps in publicising new methods.

In the 1570s the connection between Tintern and the local iron

industry became open and clear. Richard Hanbury, a London goldsmith

of Woroestershire origin, may have been first drawn to Monmouthshire

by the wireworks. In partnership or by himself he leased them from

tl Mineral and Battery society between 1570 and 1580 and from 1587 to

1590 ; some of his money was still invested in the wireworks at his

22. College of Arms, Talbot MSS, Vol.P, fo.905. I am greatly obliged
to the College and to Chester Herald who made it possible for
me to consult their collection.

23. Lambeth Palace, Shrewsbury/Talbot MSS, MS 702, fo.29, 12 March
1604.

24. Lainbeth Palace, Shrewsbury/Talbot MSS, MS 708, fo.l74, 21
March 1605.
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death in 1608.25 He acquired or built at least five forges and five

furnaces in Monmouthshire, thus making himself into the foremost

ironmaster there.26 He was perhaps the first ironmaster in Brita.n

to achieve both horizontal and vertical integration on such a scale,

although he was surely not the first to see its advantages. 27 Some

of them were obvious: most iron was still made by landowners with

their own ores and fuel, so that a mere businessman would have to

pre-empt them for himself to ensure continuity of supplies; iron-

masters could hold a large customer like the wireworks to ransom., so

that it would be more profitable for the tenant to make his own iron.

Hanbury controlled ores, woods and ironworks; his transactions with

the earls of Pembroke over their Monmouthshire woods involved the

25. A. Audrey Locke, The Hanbury- family, (London, 1916), I, p.141;
Mm. & Bat. 1, fo.93, 1 Dec.1569 & fo.96 , 17 Dec.1576; ibid.,
fos. 97d, 99, lOOd-101, April - Dec. 1580 when Hazibury was
replaced; B 134/39 Eliz.I/Hil 23 & Lansdowne lAS 56, fo. 164,
for his resumption in 1587; B 134/39 Eliz.I/Ri1 23, for his
sale of the remaining term back to the company about 1590.

26. Donald, Monopolies, p.97 for Aberoarn furnace; Monkawood.
furnace and forges perhaps fell to him with the first lease of
Tintern (of. notes 20,25 above & Donald, Monopolies, p.9E
Pontymoil forge and perhaps furnace when he took on the lease
of Tintern again in 1587 (B 178/1518); note 20 above for
Pontypool forge and furnace; Schubert, Iron, p.177, for Trostre
furnace; B 178/1518, for Monmouth furnace and forge and for an
unspecified ironworks at Gleneboth, all three a little doubtful.

27. Machen forge may have been built with Tintern wireworks specifi-
cally (sp 12/48/43; Mm. & Bat., i, fo.93) but is not at first
named or clearly identified; in 1570 it was let with the works
(B 134/39 Eliz.I/Hil 23).
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family on the periphery of the iron industry, where it remained content

to draw some profit for more than sixty years. But Hanbury's success

became a stimulus to further expansion: It encouraged competitors and,

when they found themselves frustrated by his monopoly, they tried to

circumvent it.

Goodrich arid Tintern itself were just across the Wye from the

forest of Dean; the next stage of the expansion, still closely tied to

Tintern, penetrated it. Many noblemen with sufficient opportunity

took a more active interest in iron than the earls of Pembroke,

regarding its manufacture as one of the incidents of rational estate

iniagement. Robert, the second earl of Essex, owned ironworks near

Brinood in Rerefordshire, two furnaces in Bishopswood and a forge

28in Lydbrook in the 1590s, all recently built. 	 Essex needed money

a little more urgently than most men and the ironworks were certainly

built 1 help hi need but he probably did not possess enough capital

to pay for three furnaces and at least two forges. Bishopswood and

Lydbrook works were associated with Tintern when they were first

mantioned; the Bishopawood and at least one of the furnaces lay

mostly in Herefordshire but the wood had once been part of the

forest; Lyd.brook was still in it. The men who either built these new

28. For Bringewood: E 178/3874, 1 Jas.I; for Bishopswood furnaces:
E 134/44 Eliz.I/Trin 3; Longleat, Devereux MB, 1648, lease of
2 January, 12 Jas. I & Devereux Papers, vol. iii, fo.172; W.H.
Cooke, Herefordahire, III, 105, 180-1 (These furnaces stood
in the manors of Ross Borough and Ross Foreign and were some-
times referred to as at Ross); Lydbrook forge: E 134/39 Eliz.I/
HIl 23; Harleian US, 4850, fo.47d; E 134/4 Chas.I/East 40;
E 134/Supplem. 902/22. The Ross manors and Bicknor had been
sold to Thomas Crompton and Sir Henry Lindley In 1601 and were
bought back by lady Essex for her son: the forge and furnaces
therefore never passed to the crown.
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works for Essex or who immediately became his tenants in Bishopswood

and Lydbrook were John Challoner, his eons and his partners.29

They first of all became Hanbwy's principal competitors and then

replaced him; they initiated a link between the wireworks and the

Dean iron industry which lasted, with some interru:ptions, for more

than eighty years. The Challoners themselves mmaged Tintern with

the Bishopawood furnaces as well as the Essex and another forge at

Lydbrook for at least two decades; one of the eons retained some

interest in Tintern and sometimes bought Dean iron and sometimes

made it himself ujtil 1627.30 John Cha].loner, the father, was a

London merchant; his Sons were established in Bristol. John's

investment in the Monmouthshire iron industry may date from 1587;31

about March 1591 he with Thomas Fermer and George Catchmay acquired

the lease of the Tintern wireworks and this precipitated the conflict

between them and Ranbury with his son-in-law Wheeler, who had recently

become Hanbury's partner in the ironworks. 32 Partly by the effective

29. E 134/39 Eliz.I/Hil.23; E 159/426/38, Thin 2 Jas.I; E 159/
427/113, Mich.2 Jas.I.

30. E 134/39 Eliz.I/Hil.23; C 66/2091; LR 6/38; LR 12/27/923;
LR 12/743; Lismore, let ser., I, 189; Mm. & Bat., ii, fo.9d
(when the earl of Worcester claimed a heriot for Tintern
wireworks on the death of William Challoner in 1620); C 66/
2258, grant of the Dean concession to Thillip Harris and Richard
Challoner vice sir Richard Robartes in 1621 for seven years;
S 178/5304, 6 Chas.I.

31. E 159/396/162 & 163, Ril.31 Eliz.I; E 159/410/142 & l43d.,
Hil.38 Eliz.I; 5 159/420/142, Pasch 43 Eliz.I; 5 123/14/35;
5 178/1518.

32. Add. MB, 12503, p.158 ; Bodleian MB, North a 1, fos. 87-8;
Lansdowne MB, 75, fo.200; E 101/632/45; 	 101/636/39;
5 112/29/32.
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use of the extensive privileges of the Mineral and Battery Society,

Challoner established himself and. broke Hanbury's hold over the

Monmouthshire works and woods: when John drew up his will in 1606,

he and his sons were partners in Tintern and owned or shared in at

least six forges and five furnaces, from near Meath in Glaniorgan to

Bishopswood. 33 One might argue that the Bishopswood furnaces lay

outside Dean but the two Lydbrook forges lay undeniably in the

forest, although on privately owned land near its northern borders.34

The two stimuli then were neatly combined: the ancient exigencies

of landownership and the new attraction of Tintern brought the

indirect process to theborders of Dean and into the forest.

It would have been surprising if all of the more enterprising

local landowners had failed to pay any .atteition to the new develop-

ments; the exploitation of mineral resources had always been accepted

as a respectable supplement to landownership. Sir William Winter

had bought Lydney, a manor lying on the southern borders of the royal

forest and just outside the legal forest, and settled there in the

1560.	 His son sir Edward, at first followed his father's naval

career but with less success. 6 To recoup his losses he obtained a

33. P.C.C., 22 Huddlestone.

34. For Lydbrook Upper forge of. n.2 above, it stood on Hanger-
berry Common, on the waste of the manors of English Bicknor and
Ruardean, below the king's forge; Lydbrook Middle forge was
probably the second one held by the Challoners - E 134/44
Eliz.I/Trin 3; Gage MS, G.G.688; Bodleian MS, Gough Glos.I,
i'o.61d. It may have become a forge about 1590.

35. Cal.Pat.Rolls 1549-51, 16 Jan. 1551; C.P.R. 6 Edwd. VI, 24 Nov. 1552;
C.P.R. 3 Eliz.I, 4 June 1561; C 54/679, showing that sir William had
built himself a new mansion - White Cross House - there by 1565.

36. Information owed to the kindness of Mr. G. Gabriel and of the
History of Parliament Trust, permitting me to consult Mr. Gabriel's
unpublished thesis for the M.A.
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licence in October 1604 permitting him to coal his timber for the

manufacture of iron, contrary to the statute. 37 A furnace at Maple

Rill!and a forge near Lydney village were probably built before the

end of that year. In 1610 when Winter was trying to buy some coppice

from the crown forest for them, the works were operating vigorously.38

At least one other major landowner, William Hall of Highmeadow,

probably built his furnace in the parish of Newland in the western

part of the forest of Dean at about the same time. In 1611 Hall

was one of a group of people who negotiated for a very large

concession of fuel from the forest; if he had not owned. some

ironworks at the time, he would have been the sole exception

amongst the local men involved.. 39 It i1hirly certain then that

by 1612 five furnaces and. five forges had been built in or directly

adjacent to the forest of Dean.4°

For some time it has been held that the blast furnace did not

arrive in the forest of Dean until then and that consequently the

year 1612 marked the start of a period of revolutionary expansion in

37. Winter MS, D 42l/E 1, 23 October 1604.

38. Schubert, Iron, pp.380-1; Bodleian MS, Gough Glos, I, fo.61d;
E 112/82/310; Winter MS, D 421/T22; Lansdowne IfS, 166, fos.
350, 35, 356, 362, 366, 368.

39. Bodleian IfS, Gough Glos. I, fo. 62; Harleian IfS, 4850, fo.48;
these two references give an age of either 20 or 30 years for
the Hall furnace in 1634 but P.R.0., JAR 879 (cf.p. 118 ), a map
of 1608, shows the Hall furnace near Redbrook at work; Hall had
bought mills, woods, ponds and forges near Redbrook between
1602 and 1606 - Gage MSS, G.G.535, 579, 603; C 66/1904;
LR 6/38, 14 Jas. I; LR 12/35/1271.

40. Lydney forge and furnace, Redbrook forge and furnace; Bishopewood
two furnaces (n. 28 above), Lydbrook - two forges (n. 34 above)
and the forge and furnace at Goodrich/Whitchurch (n. 21 above).
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the Dean iron industry. 41 In d.iacarding an earlier unproven

suggestion that there might have been a furnace at Soud].ey in 1565,

though, intermediate developments were unjustifiably neglected.42

The industry in Dean had been developing for over twenty years by then,

yet 1612 marked a notable innovation after all, because the crown had

been persuaded to permit the exploitation of the royal forest itself.

The crown here owned enormous supplies of wood. and could control

extensive private woodlands; the mining was organised by noni111y

royal officials and some of the best springs originated in and. ran

through crown land. The royal forest was protected against improve-

ment: its woodland and. waste had remained almost uninhabited and all

but unproductive, except as common land of the forest manors. The

forest law had been designed to perpetuate this state and the local

inhabitants had become accustomed to exploiting it, albeit at a low

level of efficiency: these conditions tended. to obstruct efforts at

improvement.. The crown could not afford though to neglect any

potentially valuable asset for ever. By 1612 it had decided to sell

large quantities of fuel from the forest and to permit the erection of

ironworks on crown land in it. Thus it was noW following other

landowners in taking a positive interest in the economic possibilities

of the indirect process. But the crown was not like ordinary land-

41. Bhys Jen1c(ns, 'Iron-making in the forest of Dean', Trans.Newc.Soc.
VI, 47.

42. LG. Nicholls, The forest of Dean, p.218 and Iron making in the
olden times, p.59.
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owners and the forest posed problems beyond. the ordinfi.ry manage-

ment of woods: the innovation set off conflicts between conser-

vative and progressive administrators as well as between the local

inhabitants and the new industrial interests; by opening a concession

to tender rather than managing the industry directly, the crown

encouraged fierce rivalries which had their repercussions at court

and which in turn reflected court intrigue. Simultaneously the

building of other new ironworks helped to spread this industrial

pattern and hence embroiled almost the whole forest of Dean in the

stresses of reluctant assimilation.

The general thatures of the first phase differ somewhat from those

hitherto assumed as probable. If the new iron indnstry had become

cribbed and confined by lack of fuel - or any other physical limitation

- on the Weald and therefore proceeded to spread outwards, some of the

more successful Wealden ironmasters should have felt the local

restrictions as irksome and sought to overcome them. Therefore one

would have expected to find wellknown Wealden names amongst the foremost

of the industrialists in the south-west. Moreover the limitations

should have resulted in an unsatisfied demand from the normal Wealden

markets, so that the new regions should at first have sent all their

produce - or most of it - to the older markets near London. If the

indirect process was as productive from the beginning as has sometimes

been alleged, if in truth it wrought a revolution in the iron industry,

there must have resulted from its introduction into any region a rapid

increase in the demand for labour, both to provide ore and fuel and to
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transport raw materials and finished produce. If it was a new form of

enterprise, demanding larger amounts of capital and a more rational

aproach to the industry, it should have commended itself to a new

class of men, completely or at least predoniii-ntly professional indus-

trialists; such menwuld view the mR-king of iron as their most

important occupation, would master its techniques, would keep detailed

and accurate accounts of their technical as well as their financial

proceedings and would treasure records of their industrial activities

above all othsrs. If the new iron industry notoriously destroyed the

woods, and produced a general shortage - acute or threatened - by the

end of the sixteenth or the beginning of the seventeenth century, one

might well expect to find landowners generally torn between greed to

coal their woods for quick and easy money and concern to keep out the

industry for the sake of long term perspectives. This would presuppose

a division between a landed interest opposing and an industrial faction

favouring the new iron industry, perhaps modified when a landowner

tried to turn industrialist or where an industrialist had bought some

land. In short, if the introduction of the indirect process into

Britain or into regions of the British Isles hitherto without it was

an important aspect of an early industrial and technical revolution,

it would be reasonable to look Ior some immediate striking results.

But in truth the indirect process arrived slowly and almost unnoticed

in the south west; it melted into the landscape. it produced

disturbance as a general effect of any novel intrusion into a static

society and by uncommonly rapid expansion rather than as a revolutionary

innovation.
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Little more need be said here to refute the hypothesis of Wealden

pressures working outward. It should suffice to point out that the

indirect process reached Dean from the west, not the east and that it

reached Staffordshire before it came to Gloucestershire, nearer the

Weald, more southernly and nearer the sea. 43 Such arguments however

would stress too much what might be mere chance. There were after

all a number of Wealden names amongst the early furnace builders in

South Wales. Sir Henry Sidney built Taff furnace, perhaps before

1564; yet there was no reason why a landowner with properties and

iron in both Sussex and Glaanorgan should exploit only one of them,

especially if the Sussex ores lacked some special quality for hie

steel-making experiments. 44 William Relfe and William Darrell shared

in the building of Dyffryn furnace in Glamorgazi, both with names not

unknown in Sussex. 45 It was at Dyffryn that Anthony Morley tried

to establish himself later on, although without notable success;

his recorded activities on the Weald do not give him a major share

in that industry either. 6 But the technical knowledge had to

come from the Weald, whether tlnough professionals or observant

amateurs, so that some Wealden participation in the early ironworks

was to be expected. It is therefore not at all surprising that

some Wealden connections can be found but rather that most of the

men concerned were of so little importance in their home and did

43. cf. ch.I,pp.86-7 above.

44. Schubert, Iron, p.389; K. Jenkins in Tranajewc.Soc., III, 17;
H.M.C., De L'Isle and Dudley, I, 519.

45. Schubert, Iron, p.374.

46. ibid. and Ch.I, p.17 above; Straker, Weald, pp.410-il.
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not achieve more in their new habitat. Edmund Roberts of Hawkhuret

in Kent left the Weald as a bazilcrupt; he founded Arberoarne furice

in Monmouthshire and cast iron guns there; his death three or four

years later stopped short his career. 47 Thomas and Dominic Chester

were said to have had some Connection with the manufacture of iron at

Newington (Newdigate?) in Surrey; they were concerned,with men from

Shropshire, Stourbridge and Ludlow, in the foundation of Monkewood

ironworks but appear to have moved to Bristol before then. 48 There

is no sign that the Chesters were successful in either region. lip Usani

Waters of Catesford (Catesfield.?) in Sussex was allegedly connected

with ironemelting in Monmouthshire, perhaps at Machen, some ten years

after its foundation. 49 In Sussex he owned a forge for nine years,5°

there is no indication that he ever got that far in the other

district. Only Thomas Penner of Shoreham in Sussex established

himself to some purpose in the newer region; he may have been one

of the 2)undera of Pontymoil ironworks, he partnered John Challoner

in a number of enterprises and eventually in a joint tenancy of the

Tintern wireworks. 51 However no evidence has survived to show that

47. E 159/371/69, Mich 18 Eliz.I; T.S. Willan, The Muscovy merchants
of 1555, p.119.

48. E 159/351/351, 359, 361, Mich 7-8 Eliz.I; E 159/362/147,
Pasoh 14 Eliz.I.

49. E 159/386/101, 102, 103, Eli 26 Eliz.I.

50. Straker, Weald, pp. 354-5.

51. P.C.C., 98 Soames; E 159/396/162, Eli 31 Eliz.I; E 123/14/35;
E 178/1518; E 101/63 2/45; Add. MS, 12503, p.158; Bodleian
MS, North a.l., fos. 87-8.
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he took any notable interest in the Wealden industry. In any case,

the majority of people concerned in the introduction and early

development of the indirect process in Monmouthshire did not come

from the Weald; the Wealden contingent was undistinguished and

disappeared fairly rapidly. Nor is there any indication that iron

from the west began to move eastwards during the first forty years

after 1560: the indirect process, it must be concluded, developed

similarily outside the Weald and in it, as a form of more intensive

exploitation of local resources. In both regions much of the first

stimulus came from outside - which would help to explain the role of

the great landowner, whose interests were not limited to one locality.

The new ironworks did use unprecedented quantities of fuel.

This was their one feature to attract much notoriety and for that

reason it has been made to bear an excessive weight of interpretation.

But the difficulty did not so much centre on the technical problem of

attempting to use in concentration a raw material which was bound to

grow -dlspersedly, or on any shortage of fuel, as on the conflicting

interests of ironmasters, landowners and tenants with rights of

common. A mere two decades after the arrival of the industry in

Monmouthshire such a triangular conflict developed between the

earls of Pembroke, their Monmouthahire tenants and Richard Hanbury.

The tenants complained that, by the sale of much of the wood from

the estates to Hanbury, Henry the second earl of Pembroke had

prejudiced their rights of common. The dispute dragged on for more

than two years, from chancery to privy council and may not have been
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settled finally even in 1583.52 It touched upon the rights and

customs of the tenantry and inhabitants of the manors, the obligations

of the landlord and even the types of ood used by the charcoalburners;

the general availability of wood in Monniouthshire was not at issue.

It set the pattern for the frequent disputes of the early seventeenth

century in the Dean region: almost without eception these were

conflicts between a traditional extensive husbandry and attempts to

exploit woods more intensively and profitably. 53 This then was a

mere by-product of the indirect process of iron smelting, which

might equally well have resulted from enclosure of the land. for

tillage.

The blast furnaces and fining forges do ixt appear to have made

a comparable impression in any other direction, certair4y not at

first. Partly it is the contrast between the furore which sur-

rounded any encroachment on established woodlands and the unanimous

silence in all other respects which is an eloquent comment on the

relative insignificance of the innovation. In Monmouthshire for

instance,where the number of notable bloomeries had probably been

small, the impact of so many new works should have been striking.

Replacement of a bloomery by a blast furnace and fining forge should

have driven up the need for ore and the output of iron as well as

charcoal consumption. However the new process doubled or trebled

the yield of ores, thus minimising change in that quarter.

52. C 54/671; SP 12/160/40; A.P.C., 1580-1, pp.309-i].;
A.P.C., 1581-2, pp. 332-3.

53. cf. Ch.III.
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Presumably additional labnur for this and to handle the fourfold

increase in the production of bar iron represented by such a change

could be drawn from the reserves of local under-employment.54

Consequently no signs of stress developed. This general conclusion

is largely confirmed by evidence available from the Dean region.

Here and especially in the forest of Dean itself, the number of

bloomeries may have been considerable early in the sixteenth century:

this much is suggested by a casual dip into surviving records.55

No evidence has come to light to show the intensity of their

employment aid the total production to be expected from them in an

average year; it is possible that, had they been entirely replaced

by half a dozen furnaces and half a dozen forges, there might have

been at first little change in the total consumption of raw materials

or the total output, even though the works would be concentrated on

fewer sites. But it does not seem probable that all the bloomeries

ceased work at once, although a slow decline in their numberr and

production may have set in during the first half of the seventeenth

citury. In the Dean region and in the forest itself, the intro-

duction of the indirect process would then have increased activity

almost at once. Certainly there was considerable expansion in the

early seventeenth century which did produce some new problems because

outside labour had to be brought in. Even then, although mining

54. Schubert, Iron, pp. 139 and 244; of. Cli. IV. p.4&4below.

55. Papers on the Hall family of Highmeadow, Gage MSS, G.G.419 of
24.1.1553; G.G. 427 of 8.5.1557; G.G.495 of 23.5.1580;
G.G.5l5 of 10.10.1584.
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remained almost the monopoly of the local population, the iron-

masters in control of the massive Dean concession attempted to restrict

mining rather than encourage it. 56 There is no sign either that

Bristol, with its wide trading connections, found the additional

iron difficult to absorb before the second or even the third decade

of the seventeenth century. In the most obvious directions then,

change appears to have been gradual rather than sudden.

The new industry did not appeal primarily to men with marked

similarities or with qualities which set them apart from their

contemporaries. The principal figure in a group of men associated

In building or managing a new ironworks cannot always be identified

with certainty; too frequently it might be assumed automatically

that someone prominent in anoth sphere would be bound. to lead In

such an enterprise too. The earls of Shrewsbury for instance owned

a large number of ironworks and sometimes at least took an active

interest in their management. 57 The earls of Essex owned fewer

worle and let them to hers; the earls of Pembroke owned none but

sold wood to ironwvrka; many peers had even slighter interests in

iron. For the peers, Ironworks might help to augment their income

or even absorb some small part of their attentions only an eccentric

amongst them could have regarded them as a major factor in his life.

The gentry, often more restricted in wealth, interests and opportwii-

ties, generally lived close to their works; no doubt they were

56. Ch. IT below.

57. L. Stone, 'The nobility in business, 1540-1640', The entrepreneur,
pp. 14-21.
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consulted by their managing clerks in some detail. It would still

have been against the trend of general feeling for them to value

their lands and their status no higher than their iron. Thus the

manuscripts left by the Hall family contain references to more than

200 years of ironsmelting, which have to be extracted from one or

two rudimentary accounts for ironworks towards the end of the seven-

teenth century, from a few deeds and mortgages relating directly to

transactions in ironwks and from sheaves and boxes of evidences,

surveys and rentals, with only a few bare references to iron8

The Winter family made iron on a large scale for more than a hundred

years; air John Winter was both long lived and prominent in the

seventeenth century scene; he himself experimented in wire-

drawing and the coking of coal, yet the Winter papers present an

exactly analogous picture of the distribution of interests. Indeed

sir John himself was a great gentleman, who became Henrietta Maria's

private secretary, not a mere ironmaster. 59 Ironamelting for such

gentry was a profitable but ephemeral sideline. These landowners

nevertheless performed some of the functions of entrepreneurs, if not

all of them: they might supply capital as well as raw material from

their estates; they directed their agents and sometimes reserved some

58. The predecessor of the Hall family at Highmeadow worked what was
probably a bloomery in 1553, which was bought by William Hall
with the estate; the family estates passed to the Gages by
marriage and the ironworks were still worth repair in 1764.
(Gage MSS, unlisted and G.G. 419).

59. The Winters began to make iron in or about 1604; their works
were last mentioned in the family papers in 1723. (Winter MS,
D421/h1; D421/T18).
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powers over tenants of their works.

It cannot even be said. that professionalism flourished amongst

the merchants and other landless investors who came to court iron

for its own sake. None of them achieved the stature or professional

concentration of a Foley, a Darby or a Wilkinson; if men like John

Browne and de Geer were specialised. rather earlier, they owed this

at least in part to their production of expensive and complex

armaments. Richard Eanbury and. John Challoner checked their accounts

and supervised their works; on occasion they even showed much intimate

knowledge of their operation.60 Both however remained settled. in

London; Richard Hanbury could even at times withdraw completely from

Monmouthahire without any noticeable effect on the running of his

61
works there.	 Both acted as final authority, as accountants,

investors, legal owners and negotiators but not as general mR-11gers.

There is little doubt that their membership of the London Haberdashers

and of the London Goldsmiths respectively was of greater importance

to Challoner and Hanbury than their iron and wire works; they would

always call themselves merchants, not ironmasters and their extensive

interests in iron remained to them far from all absorbing. Indeed

their share in m.ngement may have been smaller than that of some

of the great landowners. The second generation of Challoners,

Richard and William, lived in Bristol; in spite of this greater

proTimity they personally at first dealt in iron more actively than

60. E134/39 Eliz.I/Hil.23 (Hanbury) and El34/2 Jas.I/ai.1.l2
(Challoner's deposition).

61. E134/22 Eiiz.I/Prin.4; E134/39 Eliz.I/H.il.23.
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in management. When they took a more direct part in manufacture,

beyond merely owning a number of works, their participation may have

62grown out of accidental developments. 	 However important the

manufacture of iron was for some of them, they do not appear to have

regarded it as their foremost concern. Nor did they or others

with industrial interests in iron, tend to belong to the first rank

of merchants; men of the stature of air Richard Martin, sir

William Garrarde, sir Rowland Hayward, Andrew Palmer and Edward

Castlyn, all shareholders in the Mineral and Battery Society and

therefore with excellent means of access to the Monmouthshire

industry, took an active interest in the affairs of the society

but only a passing one at most in the production of iron and wire.6

Iron smelting then remained the preserve of greater landowners and

lesser merchants; there may be some significance in the longwinded-

ness of the term	 - which was rarely enough used by

contemporaries - indicating that it came late as an independent

profession. Indeed the nearest apoach to professional ironmasters

in the south-west could be found amongst small men, with one or two

works, amongst whom must be counted most of the Wealden contingent.

62. Richard, the surviving son, took over a partnership in the Dean
concession between 1621 and 1628, to recover a debt owed to
himself and his brother as the agents of sir Richard Robartes.

63. Castlyn or Castelin was a Merchant Adventurer and has been
described as a trader and shipowner on a large scale (T.S.
Willan, The Muscovy Merchants of 1555, p.85); Andrew Palmer
became an LP., a city auditor and comptroller of the Mint
(A. Beaven, Aldermen of London, (London, 1908), I, 289); the
other three were past or future Lord Mayors; of. M.B. Donald,
Elizabethan Monopolies, ssim., for an inchoate account of the
arrangema nts.
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Their ventures rarely prospered for long, unless they associated

with more substantial backing from one of the two other groups.

No throng of industrialists, Wealden or local, arrived to break

into the serene wildernesses of Wales and the Marshes.

The indirect process came to be adopted in the Dean region almost

as quietly and unspectacularly as commonsense might have predicted.

South Wales and the Marshes were not physically any less attractive

as industrial centres than the Weald. As the indirect process had

been Improved in the older region and as it had proved its worth, so

it was likely to spread with deliberate speed to the better esta-

blished fields of iron ores. The rate of Its adoption as well as

the local spread of the new process depended on the accidents of local

attractions, availability of resources and accessibility of markets.

In the Dean region, the wireworks at Tinterri must be counted amongst

the chief stimuli; beyond that the normal need to Improve landed

revenues and the proximity of Bristol and of the Severn system

asserted themselves. No doubt there may have been some further

expansion in the local demand for iron: the westward shift of

population and of intensified agriculture would suggest this. The

subsidiary part played by the adventurous Inclination of some Wealden

Ironmasters was not without all importance especially in conjunction

with landowners established in both regions. 	 The original sources

of early investment remain mostly concealed: some of it may well

have come from the Wealden industry. The importance of London,

even at such distance, appears suggestive in this connection; In

the wake of Tintern it contributed considerably to the early
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development of the Dean region and it formed some link between the

Weald and. the rest of the British Isles. In retrospect though there

has been a tendency to be over-impressed by the cost of the original

installations and by the concentration of the principal processes in

a small number of establishments: this has made the indirect process

seem more revolutionary than it appeared at the time. Most of its

labour was still employed on contract or indirectly, much of it part-

time, however dependent it was in fact upon one or two major employers.

The works themselves, although large and. expensive for the time,

occupied only a small area and remained relatively inconspicuous

objects in the sti]l thinly populated woods of Britain; they were

seen only by travellers who deliberately turned off the highway and

the beaten track. 6	It would have taken more than a few dozen

ironworks to turn the wilderness of the Weald and of the Dean region

into a black country.

ii. The crown concession; expansion and experiment

The accession of James I was followed by an intensified campaign

to rationalie the administration and exploitation of land revenues

which included the income from royal 	 The local population

64. cf, 'The diary of Sir James Hope', P. Marshall (ed.) Publ. of
the Scot.Hist.Soc., 3rd ser.,L(l958), 146; H.M.C., 13th liept.,
II, Portland MSS, ii, 'Thomas Baskerville's journeys', pp.293-4;
The journeys of Celia Fiennes, C. Morris (ed.), (London, 1947),
pp.135-6, 231, 335, of which last, two references relate to what
appears to be hearsay, while the third mentions the sight of
some forges. It is significant in this context that major
ironworks hardly feature in contemporary literature at all.

65. cf. my article in Bulletin of the I.H.R., XXX, 147 ff.
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was made to compound for land assarted from the forests; the

decision to offer wood for sale on a large scale was taken at some

time between 1604 and 1607: by 1608 sales and compounding were both

in full euing. 66 Such proceedings advertised to the country the

relaxation of some of the traditional prohibitions which had

preserved forests against major commercial pressures. It was im-

probable that the government should forget the forest of Dean although

it had not been included in the large selection of crown woods

surveyed before September 1612.67 It had recently been reminded

too that the iron ores of Dean were of some value: in 1606 it had

granted a licence under the great seal permitting the export of

Dean ores and cinders for smelting in Ireland.68 In March 1610

its agent Arthur Tokefield proposed that the crown should invest

£3,000 to smelt iron in Dean and refine it in Munster.6 	This

suggestion merely echoed the surveyors who had investigated the

economic possibilities of other crown woods and who proposed the

70foundation of glasahouses and ironworks. 	 Probably the crown

disliked having to find money first: it reached the point of

issuing a warrant for the £3,000 needed in Dean but did not apparently

have it eecuted. 71 A different solution niay have been suggested,

66. Ibi., pp. 157-8 and Salisbury MSS, Cecil 152, fo g . 108-9 and 120.

6. SP14/42 and Add.MS., 10038, fos. 8-8d.

68. C66/1705, 20 April 1606.

69. Cal.S.P., Ireland, 1608-10, p.419, Nos. 686-7; p.530, No.928.

70. SPI4/42 , fo.47d.

71. Cal.S.P. Ireland, 1608-10, p.432, No.712, 25 April 1610.
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perhaps a little earlier than Tokefield's proposition, by çir

Edward Winter's bid for the wood from six coppices in Dean, of some

72440 acres.	 In the past there had not been much of a market for

Dean coppice - the free miners had gathered much wood for their small

bloomeries under genuine or fictitious rights of common - and the

crown therefore had these six surveyed specially. 73 The surveyors

added chapter and verse to the old refrain, only an ironmaster

would want as much wood as the coppices contained or be prepared

to pay more than twice as much as other possible purchasers. Such

a statement acquires weight with the joint signatures of Treswell,

Morgan and Norden. 74 To the exchequer these negotiations may have

served as final proof that, from a forest like Dean, money could be

made without their investment; at the very least however Winter's

negotiations and his final success sharpened the local appetite.

Winter's business was concluded on 14 March 1611. It had

stirred up a good. deal of local opposition: at one stage he had even

offered to pass the contract to anyone else who fancied it. He

eventually arranged for the warrant of his purchase to be made out

in favour of Henry, lord Herbert, sir Henry Poole and sir George

Huntley, local landowners. 75 This may have been simply a form of

72. Lanadowne MB, 166, fo.350 If.

73. Lansdowne MB, 166, fo.348.

74. Ibid. John Norden's name speaks for itself. Robert Treswell
followed Thomas Morgan as surveyor general of the wQods south
of Trent (Cal.S.P.D., Jas.I.,1603-10, p.642, 12 Nov. 1610).
The wood was worth ls.2d. per cord for household use but
2s.6d. for the ironworks.

75. SP38/lO , 16 May 1611.
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truatification, although it would have been unusual for the owner of

ironworks to secure fuel in such a manner; on the other band, Herbert

was Winter's nephew and he and his cousin John Winter apparently

co-operated sOmetime8. 6 It seems equally possible though that

sir Edward Winter merely lost interest in the few small coppicee

because he realised that he might secure a much larger supply.

In or before April 1611 Giles Bridges and Thomas Cuepper offered

to take 22,000 cords of wood at 3s. each and 1,500 loads of timber

at 8s. each, annually for ten years. 77 Bridges appeared to be no

more than a local landowner of the Chandos clan; Culpepper's

connections, perhaps more obscure, cannot easily be traced at all.

Neither man worried about Dean iron either before or after. In 1617

though Bridges had advanced to a minor member of the Villiers

entourage: with Mompesson he was a commissioner for the sale of

royal woods, to say nothing of more notorious enterprises.78

Possibly in 1611 he and Culpepper were just contact men, so-called

undertakers, at court. This is plausibly suggested by the sequel.

A warrant was issued for the execution of their grant, authorising

similar further sales. 79 In it they were associated with two local

magnates with ironworks, the earls of Shrewabury and of Clanricarde,

each of whom was to obtain another 4,000 cords of wood and 250 loads

76. e.g. C54/2047, registering a joint purchase of land in Nov.l6lO.

77. Lansdowne MS, 166, fos. 372, 388, 20 April 1611.

78. Notestein, Relf and Simpson, Commons Debates, 1621 (Ne. Haven,
1935), VII, 379, 483.

79. C 66/1904, 14 June 1611.
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of timber a year. 	 It would seem an odd association; it is made

explicable only when the grant was finally withdrawn. Bridges'

and Culpepper's part had been sealed, whereas the subsidiary grant

had not, therefore only the former grantees were entitled to payment;

the final recipients of the compensation turned out to be sir Edward

Winter, William Hall and Culpepper, who had stood to benefit in

proportions of 9 : 2 1* , making quite clear that Bridges and

81perhaps Culpepper too had. been no more than nominees all along.

Winter had clearly succeeded in getting the first bite at the

Dean woods but all the major local ironmasters were anxious to

exploit this profitable proposition. In 1609 for instance there

existed plans to augment the Shrewsbury ironworks with a furnace

at Longhope, 82 on the eastern side of the forest and George Moore,

the steward, pointed out how many ironworks might be supplied from

the forest. 83 It may have been Winter's substantial if relatively

minor success which encouraged less tentative approaches.

The local ironinasters though did not include all interested

parties. The wireworks had continued to prosper and the building

80. Lansdowne MS, 166, fo.374. Lady Essex married Richard de Burgh,
earl of Clanricarde, before 8 April 1603 and henceforth some of
the business of the estates which were to revert to the third
earl of Essex after lady Francis's death, was conducted in his
name (G.E.C., The complete peerage, V, (London, 1926), p.142).

81. LR 6/38, 14 Jas.I; LR 12/35/1271 ; £450 for Winter, £100 for
Hall, £66.13.4. for Culpepper.

82. Lambeth Palace, Sbrewsbury/Talbot MSS, 702, fo.l69, 31 March
1609.

83. H.R. Schubert, 'Shrewebury letters', Journ. Iron and Steel Inst.,
CLV (1947), 521-5: "5n Dean th7 woods ... will continue 6
furnaces and as many forges at least 20 or 30 years."
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about 1607 oC a sister works to Puntern at Whitebrook, just over

four nines to the north, had doubled both the capacity and the need

for iron and fuel of the manufacture. The Society for the Mineral

and Battery Works was well equipped with powerful support at Court:

its governors were the earls of Salisbury and of Pembroke, perhaps with

sir Julius Caesar; 85 sir Francis Bacon was a member of the society's

86court.	 The deal between the exchequer and Bridges had been

finally agreed on 11 May 1611;87 a few days earlier, on 7 May, the

Mineral and Battery Society had formally petitioned for some wood

from the forest of Dean, twhich lyes verie caiveriy-entlie to the

Companyes wyer worokes at Tyntenne and Whitbrooke ... whereof	 e.

of the woo7 by information from our ffaxmers there wee stande in

suche neede as without your Lordships favor wee shall hardelie bee

able to subsiste any longe tyme..."88 This addressed to their

governor, who conveniently was also lord treasurer, might not have

fallen upon entirely deaf ears. Moreover the company clearly

mobilised both its governors. Suddenly it seemed that the amount

84. Monmouth Co.R.0., MS 4806, lease of 6 June, 5 Jas.I; Mm. &
Bat., ii, fo.152. Allegedly the works had cost £900 to build -
Miii. & Bat., ii, fo.45d.

85. Pembroke and Salisbury were governors at the re-incorporation
in 1604 (J. Pettus, Podinae Regales, (London, 1670), p.67);
Caesar was a governor in 1594 and in 1613. (Add.MS,12497,
fos .338 , 438)

86. SF14163176.

87. c66/19o4.

88. SF14163176.
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of wood now granted was excessive - as that amounted to 30,000 cords

of wood and 2,000 tons of timber yearly for ten years the argument

was not implausible; all at onoe the complaints of"the Cowitrye"

became more audible. At this point "The Earle of Pembroke also then

being present ne might well wonder how often he sat in on detailed

Exchequer deliberationsJ ... did offer of himself iiijs the Cord,

but to accept of no tymber vppon that price, The Tymber to be

Reserved for his Ma'ties vee, which was the Cause, the first pattent

was deteyned from the pattentees./ Notwithstanding there was a

pat tent likewise graunted vnder the great seale of England to the

saled Lord Tre. & Chauncellor, for the performance of the aaied

89Contract./"	 The account sounds plausible, although air Julius

Caesar himself cannot have viewed it in quite such an innocent light.

At any rate, the first grant was held up and a warrant made out for

a new privilege to the earl of Pembroke.9°

This family had for some time taken an interest in the forest of

Dean; they had come to regard its principal office, that of chief

constable of St. Briavels and of the forest, almost as a family heir-

loom. 91 William Herbert had displaced sir Edward Winter as chief

89. Lanadowne 1(5, 166, fo.374. This is in a volume of the Caesar
papers; it consists of summary acoouncompiled in 1613 to which
notes of subsequent measures were added in Caesar's own hand.

90. Ibid., fo.376.

91. L. & P. Hy.VIII, 1546-7, )OI, pt.ii, 85, No.199; C 66/1741,
appointmant of sir William Herbert as joint constable of Dean,
Sept.1546; Cal.S.P.D.,1547, p.32; Cal.Pat.Rolls, 4 Ed. VI,
p.357 and 6 Ed. VI, p.428, for his purchase of the manor of Lydney
in 1551 and Cal.Pat.Rolls, 3 Eliz.I, p.205 for its sale in 1561;
Cal.Pat.Rolls, 7 Ed.VI, p.177, for his purchase of the manor of
Tintern; C 66/1562, established Henry, the second early, as constable.
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93.

94.

95.

96.

97.

98.
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constable in January 1608, thus acquiring his father's office despite

of Winter; 92 In June 1611, during the negotiations over the Dean

concession, Pembroke had also been granted the fee-farm of the

forest. 93 His intervention has therefore been attributed variously

thhis Interest in preserving the forest or to his wish to obtain

complete control of it. But Pembroke was a governor of the Mineral

and Battery Society from 1604 to his death in 1630. 	 The concession

was indeed made out to him personally and he was regarded as the

responsible tenant until its termination, 95 The concession was a

new departure though and it might well have been thought sensible to

give it, at least nominally, to a great man who was also chief

constable of the forest. The ironworks in the forest however were

built and managed by Edmund Thomas and Thomas ackett who were also

later held responsible by the crown for excesses allegedly perpe-

trated under cover of the grant.96 	 Thomas was included among the

principal partners in the wireworke as recently as i6o6; 	 Hackett

had been a managing clerk since 1589 and became the principal tenant

in 1615 at least. 98 By the late 1620s Pembroke held the lease of

C 66/1741, 13 Jan. 1608.

SP 38/10; C 66/1904, 13 June 1611.

J. Pettus, Fodinae Regales, p.24.

C 54/2103, 17 February 1612; Lanadowne MS, 166, fo.374;
LR 1/15, fo.182.

E 178/3837, 10 Jas.I; E 112/179/36, Thin 5 Chas.I.

P.C.C., 22 Huddlestone.

E 134/39 E].iz.I/Hil.23; Miii. & Bat., ii, fos. id, l3d.
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the Dean concession again but this time the arrangement was made

quite plain: the joint tenants of Tintern and Whitebrook wireworks

took it over formally and paid. Pembroke is. per cord of wood contracted

for, £500 a year. 99 In 1612 the transfer, at least in appearance,

was made more tentatively: Pembroke first of all appointed Hackett

100and his steward Thomas Morgan as his officers for the Dean ironworks;

within seven months however he replaced Morgan by "my servant"

Edmund Thomas. It is difficult to guess the precise relationship

thus described. 101 In any event Pembroke was not concerned to

control the forest more closely, for in February 1612 he sublet to

sir Richard Catchinay the fee-farm of Dean, excepting mining rights.102

As for the new Dean concession and the tenancy of Tintern and White-

brook they were now under the same management. In their first

encounter the couzt and professional industrialists between them had

worsted the local interest.

The victory had never been in doubt, from the moment of Pembroke's

first intervention. But the exchequer machinery, once set in motion,

99. C 99/22, 24 Dec. 1627; C 66/2416; E 112/179/37.

100.C 99/34, m.11, 2 March 1612.

101.Ibid., 24 Sept. 6l2ff. It seems probable that Thomas was
on Pembroke's pay roll in 1629 (Mm. & Bat., ii, fo.39).

102.C 99/22.
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was not easily stopped. It may be that Caesar's approximate dating

of Pembroke's warrant, "about April 16ll103 antedated it by a month

or so; the indent for Bridges' grant was not agreed and signed by

Salisbury until 11 May 1611 and he would hardly have done this after

the issue of a new warrant implying cancellation of the first grant;

It is 3ust possible that authority to the Lord Treasurer for the

further sale of wood from Dean, still based on the first contract,

might have passed the privy seal on 14 June and found its way on to

the patent roll In spite of the proposed changes. 104 Such considera-

tions would date Pembroke's intervention at some time between the

middle of May and perhaps the end of June. It had not interrupted

the work of commissioners who had been charged by the lord treasurer

on 12 June 1611 to investigate the potential yield of the forest of

Dean) 05 The terms of the commission too were still based on the

quantities laid down in the first grant; it seems perhaps a little

late to begin investigating whether the amounts already granted were

In fact available but the Exchequer would hardly have sanctioned the

expenditure of £20 or so for expenses unless it expected some value

in return;l06 it may even have merely responded to the local outcry

against the grant. Sir Edward Winter's discretion in keeping himself

in the background during the negotiations was duly rewardeds as one

103.Lanadowne MS, 166, fo.377d.

104.C66/l904, 14 June 1611.

105.E178/3837, 9 Jas.I.

106.The expenses on a similar commission, some five years later,
amounted to £23.15.8. (LR 12/27/923; payment authorised 20
May 1617).
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of the two deputy con5tables of the forest, he was appointed to the

commission and Bat Ofl it. However his influence on the four other

active members who included the second deputy constable and Robert

Preswell, surveyor general of the woods south of Trent, would not

have been decisive; all was nullified by an unresolved dispute

between commissioners and jurors: the incomplete and legally invalid

returns were despatched from Lydney on 29 September. The gist of

depositions sent up with the letter, embodying the results of a

very rough and ready survey of the forest, amounted to an estimate

that a quarter of the forest could supply 300,000 cords of wood as

it stood, 80 cords per acre. 107	Thus Bridges' contract bad post facto

been made plausible; certainly this forest could supply Pembroke's

proposed 12,000 cords yearly for 21 years without trouble.

There remained some official misgivings about such highhandedness:

for the crown to repudiate a patent under the great seal, without being

able to claim either misinformation by the recipient or strikingly

injurious effects was at least uncommon and, for some, disturbing.108

This may explain the long delay between the drafting of Pembroke's

warrant, about June 1611, and the final signing of his contract, on

109
17 February 1612. 	 The injustice was finally acknowledged by

107. For a more detailed discussion of this of. Ch. III,pp.335-6.

108. of. Caesar's account - or rather the one submitted to lum,
cited on p. l39above; also the earl of Northampton's reference
to the great seal, p. 146 below.

109. C54/2103.
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allowing compensation to the extent of £616.13.4. for loss of the first

contract, although not until 1616.110 The delay does not appear to

have been due to attempts to revise the new contract as it conformed

largely to the terms set out in the warrant. The kernel of the

grant allowed 12,000 cords of wood a year for 21 years at 4s. per

cord and freedom to build as many ironworks of any kind as desired,

with all supplementax7 housing, enclosures and with privileges over

wood, earth, coal and water. All timber for buildings was to be

free but to be assigned by royal officials; naval timber was to be

reserved to the crown but all trees thus exempt fivm cutting were to

be marked. An additional payment of £33.6.8. annually was to finance

the enclosing of woods cut over. Operations could be started at once

but the contract was to run as from Michaelmas 1612; payment was

stipulated once a year in arrears)11

This agreement offered the crown a much better price for its

fuel. It lost heavily in prospective annual income nevertheless:

it was to get £2,433 instead of £5,300; it might however have

reckoned up statically the totals involved in each transaction,

in which case it stood to lose a mere £2,500 over the whole period,

while selling much less wood. The new contract seemed designed to

avoid possible complaints of excessive deforestation: in twenty-one

years there would be a good show of new wood to replace the trees cut

down. It also limited the consumption of building timber to not

much more than one year's quota under the old contract; it was generally

110. LR12/35/1271.

ill. cf. Appx. i for comparable details of the different leases.
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known, although not always accepted in the heat of argument, that the

use of timber in buildings was more expensive in labour than in raw

material, so that there existed some brake on overbuilding.

Pembroke's intervention on the other hand had secured for his clients

a monopoly in the exploitation of the fuel and ores from Dean for

ironamelting, free timber to build their works - which at the rate

offered by Bridges might have cost them between £600 and £800 - and

the offer of explicit crown protection for their enterprise. Compared

to the first grant however there was one specific omission: Bridges

had obtained a clause, safeguarding him from "all Losse which by any

means shalbe by the countrye putt vppon him". 2 He and his associates

knew their neighbours as Pembroke and. the farmers of Tintern, on the

wrong side of the Wye, could not. There was after all an invisible

but d.isinct boundary between the forest of Dean and the outside

world.

The new farmers learnt quickly that their success had offended

113
more than a few considerable local gentlemen. 	 Receipts for the

first batch of wood delivered were signed by Hackett in July 1612.114

On 14 August the lord lieutenant of Gloucestershire, the earl of

Northampton, reported a minor fracas:115

112. Lansdowne 1 166, fo.372.

113.The Winter estates bordered on the south of the crown forest, the
Hall estates on the west, the Clanricard / Devereux estates on the
west and the north and the Talbot estates ran with Hall and DevereuZ
lands; Bridges owned land on the eastern side of the forest.
Hall, Winter and Devereux lands lay at least partly in Dean.

114.E178/3837, 10 Jas. I.

115. SP].4/70/49, Northampton to Rochester.
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In the forest of Deane v-pon the cuttinge downe of ny Lo.

pembr . portion of wood bath bene offend to his m'ty a foule

affront for the wood beinge cord.id in an after noon when the

people wear at seruice some fiften desperate knaues set it on

fier one the 9 of August and then dauncinge about the uier

cried God saue the kinge. They still walk the woodes with

weapons and oft I hear week shotte They call their neighboures

cowardes for not assiatirige them They glue out that they look

for more helpe The justice bath gluen order £ or their apprehension

but the country J.e. the local popuiac7 fauores them.

A man may see that vpon bad foundatlones worse buildinges arise

for had the matter bene put into the hand of the jentelmen who

could haue tempered the wild humores of those Robin Hoodes thinges

had bene carried in a better fashion but the earle is extremely

odiouse and with attributes that conoerne himself will glue other

matters in distnper."

Here follows an account of Northampton's efforts to restore the peace

and he continues;

" God. graunt I neuer see the Great Seale stayed out of the

privat affection of a powrefull subiecte for if passion had

not exceeded consideration the matter had bene better managed

But of a matter carried with that strength the yssewe could

not be more prosperouse...".
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However offensive Pembroke's success and his behaviour to his

competitors, the antagonism to his grant had deeper causes and

created more lasting resentment than expressed in a dervish dance.

The commoners regarded timber, fuel, grazing and pannage in the

fore8t as theirs to dispose of and to guard: their suit against

Pembroke in the xchequer court, probably begun towards the end of

1612, really denied the crown any right to the rational exploitation

of its forest land. 116 They claimed that wood and timber would be

cut down, thereby destroying their estovers and pannage; implicit

in their attack was the resentment of all enclosure, which would

have been necessary to restore the wood cut down. While the woods

were being exploited extensively, the commoners and even the cottagere

gained: intensive exploitation was more profitable but excluded the

commoners.

This problem met improvers in all districts with highly specialised

features, like the fena and the forests. In Dean, privileged iron-

masters also tended to collide with the older privileges of the free

miners, most of them commoners and many substantial freeholders.

These saw no reason for treating the crown farmers with exceptional

consideration; the attempt of Pembroke and his farmers to dispute

their pretensions to unrestricted ownership of the ores they had

mined, wider due observance of traditional customs including the

payment of royalties, met with a rebuff from the court of exchequer.117

116. Ell2/82/300. This was not the first attempt to bar all
outsiders from use of the forest - cf. below, Ch.III.

117.Ell2/83/411, the bill of the earl of Pembroke v. the free miners
and their replies, 1613.
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The farmers were merely to be offered the right of first purchase, not

118the control of m{ning.

Construction of the works had meanwhile been completed. In

June 1616 they were identified: Lydbrook in the north west of the

forest, Cannop almost due south of this in the centre and Parkend as

far south again of Cannop and on the same brook, in the south west;

Soudley lay near the eastern borders of the forest. Excepting

Cannop, forges had simultaneously been built near them.119

Information about the use of building timber, the deliveries of wood

and the consumption of fuel suggests, less precisely, that the works

had been completed in the beginning of 1613.120 ui the time attack8

on the concession persisted: a crescendo of complaints caused the

government to send down a messenger to investigate, to order him and

118.E124/14, fo.l9ld, 25 May 1612 and E126/l, fo. 270, 28 Jan.1613.
Hitherto the last of these two injunctions has been interpreted
as a defeat for the miners. The two taken together show that
at first the court had prohibited the Bale of Dean ore and
cinders outside the forest, in response to 	 petition.
The first injunction was in due course followed by a partial
hearing of both sides in the case. The court then issued the
second injunction, which was an order, not a decree, and there-
fore not a legally binding decision. Such an order could be
challenged if either side chose to resume proceedings. It
therefore aimed to maintain as much of the status quo as both
sides could be expected to accept: it lifted the earlier
prohibition and permitted the miners as of charity and grace -
i.e. without legal claim as against the crown - to resume their
privilege over all base mining in Dean, allowing Pembroke's
tenants only the first refusal of all iron ore mined.

119.E178/3837, indents of 7 and 11 June 1616.

120.E178/3837, 10 Jas. I and. 11 Jas. I.
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the chief constable of the forest to stop all further felling and to

appoint a commission to investigate in more detail all aspects of the

121situation.	 The wood already cut was apparently delivered before

Michaelmaa 1614, when the crown was paid for only 10,000 instead of

122the contractual 12,000 cords; deliveries were not resumed.	 The

grant was formally surrendered by Pembroke on 29 May 1615; two days

later new tenants acquired the concession at a higher price. 123 The

124investment had been considerable and probably profitable: 	 one might

therefore expect to find some trace of negotiation or protest before

it was surrendered. It seems improbable that a pedant like sir

125Julius Caesar should have omitted all mention of this; 	 it is

therefore possible that the grant was quietly abandoned. If Pembroke

himself was in truth only the figurehead, who retained merely some

snRll financial interest, while he was yet nominally responsible and

therefore involved in the extended and vexatious proceedings, he might

well have lost patience and abandoned his clients. Moreover his

power to defend them at Court was at least temporarily diminished)26

121.A.P.C. 1613-4, pp.279-80, warrant of 22 Nov. 1 613; El78/3837,
Jan. ll4.

122.LR6/32, 11 Jas.I and LR6/38, 12 Jas.I, register the sole payments.

123.LRh/l5, fo.l82; C66/2060 and C66/2075.

124. E1l2/83/4l1, 1613. The claim that £3,000 had been spent on
building and stocking the works may have been near the truth.
Nobody ever suggested that he had lost on the concession.

125.Detailed records of the negotiations for the Dean concessions to
1618 were preserved by him. (Lanedowne MS, 166 (Cae8ar Papers),
foe. 347-388).

126.D.H. Willson, The privy councillors in the House of Commons,
1604-29, (Minneapolis, 1940), pp.17-8.
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Hackett and Thomas were charged, some fifteen years later, with

theft or misappropriation of wood during the final term of their

tenure, it was suggested that finally Pembroke had refused to take

responsibility for their crimes.	 Hackett countered this by claiming

that Pembroke had. been persuaded to surrender the works which were

supposedly urgently needed in the royal service) 27 Prom the

exchequer's point of view, the hope of increasing gain - now that the

works had been built - was no doubt stimulated by complaints which

gave it a convenient handle. As sir Julius Caesar explained "This

Li.e. the Dean concession_7 called into the King's hands will yield

between 5 & 6 thousand lib' a year. The Es j rl'sJofficers doe

sell timber in great quantity for 12 & 14 shillings a cord which they

buy for 4s. to the very words of the patent." This was written no

later than 11 July 1613, before any allegations had been officially

investigated; it would therefore appear as if the hope of gain

sharpended the suspicions: 128 Hackett's suggestion may well have

had a solid foundation. The mere use of complaints by the exchequer

anyhow did not prove their veracity. But this is only one of the

features of the Pembroke grant which established a pattern for its

successors.

Caesar knew of some discussion regarding the breRiring of the

Pembroke contract but left no record referring to negotiations over

127. E112/179/36.

128. Lansdowne MS, 166, fo.374. Most of the dates given to the papers
in this volume by sir Julius Caesar do not appear to refer to
their origin but to an occasion on which they were discussed
in the course of official business.
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its successor. The details may therefore have been negotiated

privately, perhaps through one of the privy council factions.

The new concession was divided between sir Basil Brooke and George

Moore as principals with Robert Chaldecott and Richard Tomlins as

their respective partners; Chaldecott and Tomlins did not appear

prominently in any other local context. Brooke was one of the more

important English Roman catholics129 and Moore probably shared his

faith) 30 Moore was the steward of the Shrewsbury family at

131
Goodrich	 and Brooke was intimately acquainted with the family

if not related to it.132 With such links they may well have

shared a patron at court.

Brooke was granted the southern works at Parkend and Soudley

with 6,000 cords of wood yearly, Moore as much fuel and the works

133at Lydbrook and Cannop, close to Goodrich. 	 The four new tenants

were called "overseers and clerks" and the rent was stipulated as

160 tons of bar iron a year from each partnership, reckoned at

£12.l0s. a ton, the equivalent of 6s.8d. per cord of wood. This

was perhaps meant to demonstrate how urgently the crown needed the

works. But the rent in kind was certainly a pretence: the crown

129.D.N.B., 'Sir Basil Brooke'.

130.Lansdowne MS, 166,' fos. 380-1.

131.Lambeth Palace, Shreweb'ury/Talbot MSS, 702, fos. 167, 169,
March and April 1609. At least until February 1608 the steward
had been John Slacke (ibid., 708, fo. 190 and 707, fo. 66).

132.College of Arms, Talbot MSS, Vol.M, fo. 413. This is an undated
note from Brooke to Gilbert, earl of Shrewsbury, reporting that
he had found "my cosin George Talbott" non compos mentis.

133.C66/2075 and 2060 respectively, both 31 May 1615.
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consistently devoted much effort to cashing it. 134 Intentionally

rather than accidentally, it is clear, the crown had exchanged

tenants to increase its income by sixty-six per cent. Why did

these people though want the concession?

Brooke sat at Madeley in Shropshire and his estate included

Coalbrookdale. 135 He exploited his local coal and iron in the

l63O8:36 it would seem at least probable that he should have

started this before involving himself in Dean. However between

1614 and. 1616 he may have been looking for an opportunity to expand

as he had acquired an interest in the cementation steel patent of

lliotts and Meysey) 37 Here again his acquaintance with Gilbert,

earl of Shrewsbury, who had made steel at Linton not far from Dean

by the older process, might form a link. Sbrewsbury probably used

138his own ores	 but for Brooke the purity of Dean iron which was

therefore suitable for cementation, might have been an attraction.

134.SP 14/99/78; LR 12/35/1271; LIt 12/27/923; LR 12/743. These
records show that the crown rapidly agreed to take cash rather
than iron, that it used the deliveries in kind to pay a cash
debt and that it finally had difficulty in selling off stocks.

135.Cal.Cttee. for Comp., pt.iii, 2231-2, approTimR.tely indicates
the core of his property.

136.SP 23/105, 199, shows the extent of his interests there in the
1640a. A. Raistrick, A dynasty of ironfounders, (London, 1953)
p.30 , gives 1638 as the date of one of his furnaces; the picture
on p.104 seems to agree with that rather than with 1658, suggested
on p.].O3. In 1636 Brooke also obtained a licence to char wood
for making iron in Shropahire and Worcestershire (c66/2740;
J(in. & Bat., ii, fo.74); he may as well have got this to protect
extant works as to jacilitate the erection of new ones.

137.C 54/2323. The first patent to Elliotts and Meysey was granted
in March 1614 (Cal.S.P.D., 1611-18, p.228).

138.Lambeth Palace, Shrewsbury/Talbot MS, 708, fo.l90, and p. 113 above.
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He claimed that he had used Dean iron to make steel but there is no

evidence that he had ever made steel in or near Dean: it could easily

have been shipped to Coalbrookdale. In axy event Brooke whose

interest in iron was presumably known to Shrewabury, may simply have

grasped the opportunity of Pembroke's withdrawal early in 1615 when

he was made aware of it. He then was perhaps a landowner with an

industrial interest, seeking a special raw material and a profitable

investment. It remains possible that Shrewsbury's role was important

if not crucial.

The doubt regarding his role virtually disappears in the case

of George Moore. Moore signed as steward for the Goodrich estates

in 1609, had been involved in the management of the ironworks there

and had shown himself aware of the value of Dean for the iron industry.

If he had not inspired the Shrewsbury bid for part of the new

concession in 1611 at least he was bound to be closely involved with

its preparation and presumably would have been entrusted with its

exploitation. 139 There is no proof that he was still an estate

official in 1615 but none either that he had broken his connection.

In short, there are enough hints though no certainty that in 1615

the earl of Pembroke had lost out to one of his most powerful

competitors, the earl of Shrewsbury; this would fit in with the

general shift of influence at court.

Nevertheless the new tenants may not have carried a heavy

enough interest at court: not only did they pay more than Pembroke

had done, they were also tied with more restrictive covenants.

They could neither build new works nor employ the ore and fuel outside

Dean. These restrictions did not help them to curry favour with

139. cf.pp.137, 151 above, notes 82, 83, 131.
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the local population either; indeed they were attacked more sharply

because the commoners had gained an articulate and irascible champion

in sir William Throckmorton who abused the tenants unceasingly as

140
thieves and recusants. 	 Worse still, their patron the earl of

Shrewsbury died in May 1616 without heir to his title and influence)41

142Despite vigorous defence by Brooke, 	 their fuel supply was suspended,

they were subjected to new enquiries and first Brooke and then Moore

abandoned the works between the end of 1618 and perhaps the middle

of 1619.143 Their alleged crimes brought them into Star Chamber'44

but they were never sentenced. The auditors of the exchequer though

disregarded all changes - presumably becanse there had been no

formal instrument of termination - and continued to charge them until

their now astronomical paper debts had to be cancelled by a royal

pardon in June 1628.145

For a time the works were permitted to lie idle; perhaps the

crown had decided that the complications and conflicts were more

trouble than the revenue was worth; possibly it had even convinced

itself that it preferred the undisturbed and uninvestigated potential

140.E 112/82/343; Lansdowne MS, 166, fo.384; .Add.MS, 36767, fo.379.
141.G.E.C., Complete Peerage, XI, (London, 1949), p.715.

142.Lanadowne MS, 166, fo.386; Add.11S, 36767, fo.379.

143.LR 1/12, fo.286, 29 March 1618, prohibiting their felling any
more wood; LR 12/743 and LR 6/38, 17 Jas.I, showing when they
actually stopped receiving wood; Glos.Pub.Library MS, LP 6.3
and P.R.0., Lid 6745, July 1618, for the setting up of the
enquiry into their behaviour.

144.St.Ch. Jas.I 8/25/14, June 1620.

145.SP39/24/28, 14 June 1628.
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of the forest of Dean to any income from it. Sir Richard Robartes

however must have begun to point out that his loan, secured upon the

concession, had not yet been repaid and that the instalments had

146ceased.	 Sentiment or apathy might prevail against the need to

organise a higher income but they could not produce the cash to pay

a debt: Robartes was given the disposal of the Dean ironworks with

a supply of 6,000 cords of wood a year for seven years from 24 June

1621 against a single advance of £12,000 and an annual payment of

£300: disregarding interest, a price of 6s.&d. per cord. This

concession Robartes passed on to Philip Harris and Richard Challoner.147

Harris was a tinner from Truro, Robartes' own town and may well have

148been put in as his representative; 	 Challoner, now the sole male

survivor of the second generation, dealt in iron on his own account.149

Indeed his brother William had retained an important shareholding in

146.Robartes had lent the crown £12,000, repayable in bar iron con-
signed to the Challoner brothers at the rate of 96 tons a year
for ten years (C66/2091). By 1618-9 only £2,850 had been
repaid. In 1621 Robartes made up his loan again to £12,000
and was given the concession in return.

147.C66/2258, 6 April, 19 Jas.I.

148.Phillip Harris is described as "of Clemens", i.e. Truro and
at one time allegedly shipped some Dean timber to Cornwall for
his tinworks (E].78/53o4, 6 Chas.I). Judging by the probable
extent of his Cornish transactions, he must have been a capitalist
tinner of some weight (Royal Institute of Cornwall MSS, HG/6/2
(12); HG/6/l (11); HG/6/14 (14); HG/6/5 (17), his purchase of
a stamping mill in 1620, etc.). The only doubt remains in the
identifications there may have been more than one Cornish
Phillip Harris concerned in these tin transactions.

149.The Challoners had property at least in Newlyn and Truro (P.C.C.,
22 Huddlestone and 98 Soames) and sir Richard Boyle regarded
"Mr. Challoner" as one of the principal iron dealers in Bristol
(Lismore ) lst ser., I, 189; 2nd ser., II, 162, 185-7, 214-22).
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the wire works at Tintern until his death in 1620:150 it would have

been odd if Richard had severed his connections, especially as Hackett

remained the principal farmer of the wireworks and as the Challoners

appear to have worked with him. Certainly it would not be too

fanciful to regard the Challoners' willingness to purchase 96 tons of

Dean iron a year from the crown in 1616_19151 as related to the need of

the wireworks and to suggest that it was this too which made Richard

a willing tenant of the Dean ironworks. In any case the connection,

however tenuous, between the wireworks and ironsmelting in Dean,

remained continuously significant and until 1635 never lapsed for

more than perhaps a year in 1615 and the vacancy between 1619 and 1621.

The Harrls-Cha.11oner lease proved singular in two respects: the

farmers were successfully prosecuted for their alleged misdeeds152

and they retained their concession for its full term, although local

opposition to them had not diminished in any way. This success

might be explained by Challoner's association with Hackett, who

certainly enjoyed the earl of Pembroke's favour; Pembroke's influence

procured the next lease of the Dean concession and may well have pro-

tected Challoner and Harris for their term; it might have been due

to their position as creditors of the crown.

150, In 1623 the earl of Worcester demanded a heriot for Tintern
upon William Challoner's death (Mm. & Bat., II, fo.9d.)

151.LR 6/38; LR 12/27/923; LR 12/743.

152.SP 14/184/29; S 16/530/43; SP 16/7/61. They were pardoned,
which does not prove innocence but suggests either influence
or mitigating circumstances or both.
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George Mynne153 had become deputy governor of the Society of

the Mineral and Battery Works by December 1620.154 sir Basil
Brooke became a shareholder in May 1625 and an assistant to its court

in November 1626.155 The extension of Thomas Hackett's lease of

156the wireworks was due to terminate in June 1627. 	 When he

began to negotiate for a new lease he found an outsider bidding against

him who was in fact Myrine's man of straw and who either then or pre-.

sently acquired as his partner Brooke's agent, Robert Worsley.

Predictably Hackett was outbid and only at the urgent and repeated

request of the earl of Pembroke, still a governor, did the other

two admit him into partnership; the new lease was made out to

1rnne, Robert Worsley and Hackett on 4 May 1627.157 Negotiations

for a new concession in Dean had begun more or less simultaneously

with the wireworks transactions.'58 This prize had attracted,

amongst others, offers from sir John Winter, 159 sir John Kyrle

who made iron on the northern borders of Dean,160 and from sir

153.One of the wealthiest and perhaps most enterprising men involved
with the Dean concession, merchant, financier, civil servant and
industrialist, In the 1640s he was worth a good deal more than
£50,000 (Cal. Cttee. for Adv. of Money, I, 200-5; SP19/90/56,
fos. 107-9d; SPl9/90/57). of'. Esther Moir, 'Benedict Webb,
clothier', Ec.H.R., 2nd ser., X (1957), 259; G.E. .Aylmer, The
king's servants, (London, 1961), pp. 117ff, 01ff.

154.Win. & Bat., ii, fo.3.

155.Mm. & Bat., ii, fos. 14, 18.

156.Win. & Bat., ii, foe. 13, 17.

157. Win. & Bat., ii, fos. 20d-23.

158.E112/l79/37. Sir John Thoroughgood, Pembroke's secretary,
claimed that they had occupied eight months.

159.H.M.C., 12th Rept., Cowper/Coke, I, 294.

160.H.M.C., 12th Rept., Cowper/Coke, I, 265 281. For further
particulars of sir John Kyrle cf. pp. I8-9	 below.
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Sackville Crowe who had either just lost or was about to lose a

monopoly for founding iron guns for the merchant	 l61 The

ear], of Pembroke emerged victorious from the contest; his grant was

sealed on 7 December 1627 and on 24 December he transferred it

formally to air Basil Brooke, George Mynne and Thomas Hackett.162

It is of course possible that these two transactions overlapped

accidentally even though the new Dean concession could not become

effective before Michaelmaa 1628, three months after the termination

of the current one. On the other hand Hackett may have hoped to

consolidate the link between wireworks and ironworks, only to be

smartly intercepted by Brooke and. Mynne. Sir John Winter obtained

a crumb of comfort: the amended concession included 2,500 cords of

wood a year for him with permission to build ironworks in and take

ore from the forest to use up this wood. This raised the annual

quota of Dean wood to 12,500 cords.163 Pembroke's great influence

may have secured the very liberal terms of the new grant: wood at

6s.8d. per cord, free timber for any new ironworks the principal

farmers cared to build and for all repairs, unlimited supplies of

ore and cinders, to be purchased from the miners; last but not

least, Pembroke to be heard before the government ordered. any

161.SPI6/265/12. Crowe was one of Buckingham's clients, courtier,
projector and. ironmaster. For lus iron making and his monopoly
for iron guns, cf. Gage MS, G],1/25, 26; Straker, Weald, p.161;
Cal.S.P.D., 1619-23, p.202; Cal.S.P.D., Add. Jas.I., pp.629,639;
Cal.S.P.D., 1625-6, p.573; Cal.S.P.D., 1627-8, p.100; P.R.O.,
Ind. 6746 ; H.M.C., 12th Rept., Cow-per/Coke, I, 116, 126.

162.C66/2416; C99/22.

163.099/21, 7 July, 5 Chas.I; C99/22, 17 July, 5 Chas.I; 099/36,
18 July, 5 Chas.I.
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suspension of the grant. Its term was twenty-one years from

1ichae1tnas 1628. All that Pembroke retained was is. per cord,

£625 yearly but this was made more palatable by advances of £1,000

from the principal and £750 from the subsidiary beneficiaries.

His negotiations with the crown too had been backed materially:

Brooke and Mynne advanced all but £333 of their rent for the first

two years before the grant came into force and Winter a similar

164proportion of his dues, together more than £8,600.

Neither unsuccssful competitors nor other local vested interests

were likely to be mollified by the success of three such energetic

men and by their activities. The crown farmers and Winter added

to their works and the rest of the Dean industry expanded with much vigour.

This helped to make more explicit the effects of industry on its

environment. The crown also granted other lands in Dean for enclosure

and this aggravated the hostility of the population. The persistence

of the Skimmington riots owed something to the difficulties of

penetrating an entangled forest, something to the hatred of new

enclosures and a little perhaps to dislike of the new great iron-

works) 65 Anti-catholicism may have contributed its mite: sir

Basil Brooke, some of his senior employees and sir John Winter were

Roman catholics. This however was not made explicit: catholicism

164. C99/21, 22, 36; C54/2790; Cals.S.P.D., 1628-9, p. 509.

165. D.1.C. Allan, 'The rising in the west', Ec.H.R., 2nd ser., V
(1952), 80-3. Unrest lasted locally from 1631 to 1632.
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may have been well enough entrenched locally to discourage overloud

opposition if not to encourage toieration.166

In the inner circle of competitors, Brooke and Mynne bought out

Hackett, presumably before 1633; Winter offered to buy out Mynne,

at first without success.167 But meanwhile in 1630 they had suffered

a major misfortune in the death of their great patron William third

earl of Pembroke. On the other hand competitors for the concession

and the commoners of Dean now resumed their campaigns at court.

The two prongs of the attack were represented by sir Bainham Throck-

morton who took up his father's role as champion of the commoners

and miners of Deanh68 and by sir Sackville Crowe who still agitated

to recoup himself by the application of his expert knowledge to the

Dean concession. Throckmorton obtained the alliance of Endymion

Porter at court: they took the trouble to discover that Phi1ip

the fourth earl of Pembroke was not prepared to exert himself

166. The earl of Worcester and. his son, Henry lord Herbert, with their
great estates across the Wye in Moninouthshire, were both prac-
tising Roman catholics (G.E.C., Peerage, XII, ii, 855-7); the
earls of Shrewsbury were at least sympathetic to the old
religion (ibid., XI, 715), although Selden's inamorata, Elizabeth,
duchess of Kent, who controlled the Goodrich estates at this time,
may have been less so; the earl of Clanricarde by virtue of
Ins marriage to Fancis, the former lady Essex, for a time con-
trolled the manors of Ross and English Bicknor; with such names
to back the local standing of Winter, the Hall family and the
Vaughans, open antagonism to the recusants may have seemed
inopportune, quite apart from its presumed effect at Court.

167. Mm. & Bat., ii, fos.37, 45d, 67d; E1l2/182/163. The exact
date and manner of Hackett's departure are conjectural: in
1629 he was a member of the partnership, in 1632 he was sued
with the other two and in 1634 he had disappeared.

168. El34/22 Jas.I/East 8 and p.154 above. Sir William had died in
1628 (G.E.C., Baronetage, I, 65).
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for his late brother's clients, leaving Throckmorton free to scheme

the replacement of Brooke, Mynne and inter.169 Porter may have

been the link between Crowe and Throckinorton and Crowe could be

relied upon to work out a variety of temptingly profitable projects

170for the exploitation of Dean.

The plots were helped along by a newly accentuated bias in the

official and unofficial information reaching the court from Dean.

Phi].Jip earl of Pembroke had also succeeded his brother as constable

of the forest; as his two deputies he appointed sir John Bridgman

the chief justice of Chester and James Kyrle esq. of Walford.171

Bridgman's informant in the forest may have been John Broughton who

was appointed as deputy surveyor there in April 1633172 and Broughton

was friendly enough with sir John Coke's relations to transmit

rumours from Dean directly to the secretary of state.' 73 Broughton

also made some iron in Dean and later on tried to bid for the

concession.' 74 James Kyrle's residence was close to Dean; his

second cousin sir John Kyrle of Much Marcie was on good neighbourly

terms with Coke and also acted as his informant on Dean affairs;175

169.SP16/375/34, 18 May634.7; misdated in Cal.S.P.D., 1637-8,
p.53.

170.SP16/25l/56, 57; SP16/265/12.

171.C99/25.

172.SP16/236/82. Broughton apparently belonged to the minor local
gentry. SP16/349/24 gives evidence of his contact with Bridgman.

175. H.M.C., 12th Rept., Cowper/Coke, I, 474; II, 5, 51, 157, 231.

174.SP16/307/6; 2178/5304, 6 Cbas.I; SP16/347/32, for his iron
making; H.M.C., 12th Rept., Cowper/Coke, II, )7; 5P16/307/5
which has been mistakenly calendared as Lt635!/ but should be
Dune 163.17; SP16/561/48, 49; SP16/3647118; 3Pl6/375/53, for
his agitation about and offers for the Dean concession.

175.LII. Cooke, Herefordshire, III, 184-5, James Kyrle sat at Walford
Court. For sir John's relations to Coke cf. Cooke, Herefordshire,
III, 26-9; H.M.C., 12th Rep., Cowper/Coke, I, p.125.
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Kyrle made iron at Bishopswood and Lydbrook and had put in an unsuccess-

ful bid for the Dean concession through Coke in 1626.176

All these different but congruent lines were spliced by sir

John Pinch's bid for the office of attorney general, likely to

fall vacant with the prospective demise of sir William Noy and by

the ambitions of the earl of Holland, chief justice of forests south

of Trent in succession to William earl of Pembroke.177

The justice seat for the forest of Dean, on 10 July 1634, at

first threw Dean into dire confusion. It pronounced severe sentences

upon most of the Dean ironmasters and fined the present farmers and.

sir John Winter more than £70,000 between them; it also forbade the

further delivery of swood to their ironworks. But the chief justice

of forests could not countermand the great sea]. and could not therefore

revoke the concession. On the other hand the crown was paid only

pro rata for wood handed over to the farmers and would not happily

dispense with the annual £5,000 or so. As against this, the heinous

destruction allegedly caused. in the woods and. so  strikingly reproved

by the justice seat was not permitted to militate - if indeed the

allegations and the reproof were taken as seriously by the crown as

it pretended. However nobody seemed deterred from competing for their

share in such a potentially unpleasant experience: the concession was

176. H.M.C., 12th Rept., Cowper/Coke, I, 265, 261.

177. 'The revival of the forest laws under Charles I', History, V
(1960), 91-5, where I have discussed the justice seat for Dean
in some detail. Here will also be found references to state-
ments made in the following paragraph. cf. Ch.IIIpp.293-5 below.
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too obviously highly profitable. The crown accepted bids from all

corners, including sir Basil Brooke and sir John Winter, to whom Mynne

had sold his share in the partnership on the eve of the forest eyre,

on 5 June 1634.178 Only sir Richard Catchmay, a local landowner,

proposed that the crown should administer forest and concession

179itself:	 this would have seemed the most rational solution,

although perhaps rendered less attractive by the shortage of capital

and of reliable officials.

After almost two years of stalemate the grant went to a partner-

ship of Throckmorton, Crowe and two Bristol merchants and shipowners,

180
John Gonning and John Taylor.	 As Bristol had supported the

chorus of county opposition to the farmers of Dean, 18' such a corn-

178. El12/182/163; SP16/293/40, 68, 69; 8P16/294/99, pp. 191-2 below.

179. SP16/285/7, pp. 5, 11.

180. C66/2740, 8 July 1636. For sir Sackville Crowe, Bart., of
Langharne, Carmarthen, ef. p. 158 above. He and his father
at one time used Maresfield furnace (Gage MS, Gll/25, 26); his
Sussex origins did not predict his rise. Sir Bainham Throck-
morton, Bart., of Clearwell, Cbs., was a member of a well
endowed and well connected local family (Gage MS, G.G.735,
6 October 1628; G.E.C., Baroneta ge, (Exeter, 1900), I, 65)
with a number of offices in the forest. John Conning the
younger was a substantial and respected Bristol merchant and
its first parliamentary mayor, with some land in and near Dean
(H.E. Nott (ed.), Deposition books of Bristol, (Bristol, 1935),
I, 247-8; P.V. McGrath (ed.), Merchants and merchandise in
seventeenth century Bristol, (Bristol, 1955), pp. 109, 114,
121-2, 148, 210-14; E178/3837, 19 Jas.I). JOhn Taylor was
a man of similar background and standing, mayor of Bristol
in 1641, M.P. 1642-5. (Nott, Deposition books, I, 254-5;
McGrath, Merchants, pp. 213, 236, 247).

L81. J. Latimer, The annals of Bristol, (Bristol, 1900), p. 128.
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bination may have seemed apt to the exchequer. The merchants made

good Throckinorton's and Crowe's lack of financial backing: indeed it

seems probable that they managed the concession, physically as well

as financially. 182 Throckmorton mainly represented the partnership

in disputes with authority; apart from this he just drew frequent

advances on his profits.183 Crowe had long been lost to practical

ironfounding, from which Buckingham' a favour may have drawn him once;

he was now a courtier, engaged in preparations for his Turkish

embassy.	 On 9 June 1638, before leaving England, be assigned

his interest in the lease to a Mr. Peck for £7,200.185 The new

concession owed nothing to great influences its support at Court

was adept rather than powerful. The grant to Tbrockmorton and

partners thus was more circumscribed and far more expensive than any

hitherto: for 21 years from midsummer 1636 they were to have 12,000

cords of wood a year as well as all the roots and stumps of trees

felled by them or anyone else with all the wood of less than four

inches circumference in addition. They were to pay lie, per cord

for the 12,000 cords, 4s.6d. each for the cords of roots and. stubs,

182.This may be a distorted picture because the Conning papers have
survived, among the Cobbold MSS in the East Suffolk record
office at Ipewich, but none of the others.

183.Conning MS, 331/7, 5; 331/7/7, 8, 9 and passim; PC2/48, pp.
493-4.

184.A.0 Wood, A history of the Levant company, (London, 1935),
p.88. Crowe's services tote partnership may have been mainly
as contact man at court (E112/l81/159).

185.SP18/75/11, ii; Commons Journals, VII, 336-7, 20 October 1653.
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£250 a year for the small wood and £25 a year for the mining
186

royalties.	 This gave the crown an annual income of £6,875

from Dean, apart from the sale of roots and stumps. They were

confined to the use of either two furnaces and four forges or three

furnaces and two forges. In return they were given a complete

monopoly over the use of Dean ore and cinders: except for supplies

to one other furnace, probably one of sir John nobody

could sell or buy any from Dean without their express permission.

All other ironworks built in the old pitambulation of the forest of

Dean188 without royal permission were to be demolished by Michaelmas.

All timber, excepting only that allocated for repairs or buildings,

was to be reserved to the crown, including any timber found in trees

felled for cordwood. The delivery of all wood and trees of any

kind was to be supervised by the forest law officials and a repre-

sentative of the surveyor general of woods. The partners on the

other hand were to be heard before their operations were interfered

with on any account and for any reason.

This contract might be regarded as a potential masterpiece of

traditionalism 3udlciously adjusted to the new intensive exploitation;

moreover the consortium was headed by the chief forester in fee of the

186. c66/274o.

187. Bankes, 40/2.
188. cf. p. 104-5 abpve.	 and History, XLV, 95. The forest

eyre had enlarged Dean almost to its greatest medieval extent.
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forest of Dean and the valiant defender of the inhabitants' rights.

It may have bought the partners a little more peace: they were not

pursued quite as persistently as their predecessors. But when the

accusations came, they were exactly like all that had gone before and

relied on the same type of evidence; they added complaints that the

new partnership was monopolising the iron industry around Dean unduly

and that itused its favoured position to depress workers' wages and

to pay truck.189 The farmers managed to put up a successful defence

190against some accueations 	 - but this their predecessors could have

done too had they been permitted. The defence improved their

treatment but did not prolong their tenure. Early in 1639 the crown

decided to sell most of the crown rights and lands in the forest of

Dean to sir John Winter ;191 was it that he had expunged his crimes

against the forest by eight months' service to Henrietta Maria, or

had the crown never taken them very serious1y?'92 Negotiations

lasted for more than a year; on 31 March 1640 the crown formally

demised to him for ever all its rights and privfteges of edonomic

189.E1l2/181/159; SP16/361/48, 9 June 1637; PC2/48, p.493.

190.SP16/323, pp.210-li; SP16/403, pp.78-9; SP58/18, 1 Ipril 1640.

191.Winter MS, D421/E5, May 1639, is the privy 8eal of Winter's
grant; this clearly ratified preceding negotiations, which
might well have opened even before sir John had been appointed
to the commission to digafforest Dean on 20 January 1639
(Bankes, 43/14).

192.Winter had become Henrietta 	 private secretary and master
of requests In May 1638 (D.N.B.), presumably not a mark of
severe displeasure.
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importance over the forest of Dean, centring on the wood and trees,

iron mines, coalm1nes and iron works with the land they stood on end.

193the forest privileges over them.	 In fact it had, under the severe

pressure of financial needs, found the reasonable solution of placing

the whole concern wider single undivided niement. Throckmorton

and partners were compensated bya sublease of two furnaces and four

forges with 13,500 cords of wood yearly for six years, for which

they were to pay Winter at lOs. a cord. Winter in fact got 18,000

acres of land, 153,209 cords of wood, 46,928 tons of timber and most

of the royal rights over the land for a fine of £10,000, £16,000

per annum for six years and a perpetual fee-farm rent of £l,950.12.8.

His loan to the crown of £8,000 at 8 per cent per annum was to be

repaid over six years in instalments out of this rent. The lands

were to be held in free socage of the manor of St. Briavels.

Approximately this meant a price of lOs. per cord of wood plus

2s.2d. per acre of groundrent, at twenty years' purchase representing

an annual income of about £7,250. Sir John had not done badly but he

had certainly not exploited the crown's precarious financial positions

this would have been regarded as a fair price and was based on the

explicit valuation of surveyors.' 94 The best wooded and least

193.The whole of this complex transaction must be reconstructed from
two separate documents setting it out in fulls C66/2843,
C66/2876 and LR1/l, fos. 279-84 (copies of both of them).

194. E].78/7369, 17 Jan.l639, survey by the forest officials;
El78/5304, 15 Chas. I, survey by Peter Pett and John Ducie for
shiptimber; Bankes 73/10, 15 Nov. 1639 and Bankes 60/22, both
particulars drawn from £xchequer records concerning the sale.
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disturbed piece of woodland in the forest, the Lea Baily, was

altogether omitted from the deal and remained crown property. 15,000

tons of naval timber,allegedly found by the surv-eys,were also to

remain crown property; should the amount which the crown actually

collected fall short of this, Winter was to pay 9s. per ton for

each ton less. The inhabitants' rights of common were to be res-

tricted to 4,000 acres, attached to the different communities in

perpetuity.

Hostile comment repeatedly accused Winter of destroying the woods

in Dean. These accusations were based on no better evidence than

those made earlier against others; his essays in their refutation

impress as honest and. reasonable statements. 195 Even his religious

and political opponents in the Long Parliament were prepared to concede

his integrity and honesty. 196 It seems out of character for such

a man to purloin timber he had agreed to preserve; a successful

and experienced businessman like him would also be careful to avoid

the penalties set in his contract. Certainly his regime was in no

way more harmful to the woods than that of his predecessors or

successors. But if the commoners and miners bad resented attempts

to use even parts of Dean rationally, they would surely fight to

the last the permanent limitation of their rights of common and.

the considerable privileges over former crown land granted to one man.'97

195.Sir John Wintours Vindication..., (1660), and	 Narrative..,
(ca. 1670).

196.W. Notestein (ed.), The journal of sir Simon D'Ewes, (New
Haven, 1923), pp. 392, 393, 488-9.

197.ibid., p.119, for the petition of sir Bainham Throckmorton and
other local men against Winter's lease; C.J., II, 131,
1 May 1641.
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Their opposition - seconded again by sir Bainham Throckmorton -

with Winter's catholicism and hia suspected royalism sufficed to

condemn him as unfit to hold. the grant. 198 What evidence about his

alleged misdeeds had been collected was characterised as contradictory

and insufficient by the axchequer auditors sent to investigate his

claims for compensation; 199 his accounts were taken on oath and,

while no compensation was in fact paid now, the sworn and counter-

signed statement was to be useful to him after the restoration.200

The compensatory sub-lease to Throckmorton and his partners was, at

least for the moment, permitted. to stand; 201 the three northern

works, i.e. the furnaces at Cannop and Lydbrook as well as Lydbrook

forge, were let to the gunfounder John owne by order of parliament

for two years and thrmonths from 6 July 1642202 in spite of Winter's

strenuous opposition; not unreasonably but perhaps undiplomatically,

he wanted to have his claims for compensation settled first.203

198.C.J., II, 489, 21 March 1642.

199.SP16/491/62, 11 July 1642; Report by W. Kingsoote, deputy sur-
veyor general of woods, F. Phelips and R. Kyimesman, auditors.

200.E178/5304, 9 August, 18 Chas I. cf. p.241 below.

201.SP16/489/35; LR12/1014; E407/50, 8 Sept. 1642. At first
parliament only renewed the grant to Throokmorton and partners
until Michaelmaa 1642; perhaps as a consequence of the outbreak
of war, it then intended to allow the full term of their erstwhile
lease bstand.

202.El78/6080, pt.i, m.20d; SF161491150. This grant was made to dis-
charge part of some tallies, in payment for guns, held by Browns
on Winter's purchase.

203.SF161487177, probably between 1 and 22 July 1642 and not
as dated in Cal.S.P.D., 1641-3, p . 233; SP16/491/50 and 86. It
took an explicit threat from the clerk of parliament to make
Winter co-operate.
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Thus ended the longest consecutive era in the administration of

the Dean concession. The next seven years could be regarded as an

aftermath: county and parliamentary committees drew upon the

established body- of experience and applied the old preconceived

notions. But these may equally well be viewed as the years in which

the new authorities evolved their own approach to the problems,

as a prologue to new departures. It remains then to consider what

regularity, if any, can be discerned in the first period of royal

administration and to describe, as far as possible, the simultaneous

development of the industry in the Dean region, outside immediate

royal control.

The most remarkable feature of the crown concession was certainly

the speed, at which it passed from tenant to tenant. Between 1611

and 1641 the crown granted seven concessions of woods and ironworks

in Dean, for individual periods ranging from seven to twenty-one years,

terminating in the sale of the woods and works in a perpetual fee-farm.204

Only one lease ran its whole term of seven years but by no means

smoothly. 205 One twenty-one year concession lasted for six years,

the others less long; the eternal fee-farm was revoked by parliament

a year and a half after it had been sealed. Taken one by one, the

changes in tenancy could be regarded as one more symptom of the

destruction wrought by ironworks in woodlands, either incidentally

or by the criminal intent of the ironinasters. But the almost immediate

replacement of each tenant by his successor would indicate that con-

temporaries did not regard the destruction of woods as an inevitable

effect of the operation of ironworks: they preferred to regard each

204. cf. p. 171.
205. cf. p. 156 above.
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changeover as the result of deliberate offences committed by the

tenants. Their case has hitherto generally gone by default:

accusations have served as evidence, loss of the concession as proof.

There are certainly some offences which are regularly committed

even by the most respectable people with the most varied background.

Nevertheless it might be useful to establish how prone to criminalLy

the tenants of the Dean concession were likely to be in their

contemporary setting. Fifteen people were at various times involved

in obtaining and managing the Dean ironworks. One, the earl of

Pembroke, was a great nobleman who lent his name for payment, a

custom almost as widespread although perhaps rather more raffish

then than now. Three, Winter, Brooke and Throckmorton, were gentle-

men with considerable estates and standing, arranged here in approxi-

mate descending order of wealth and reputation. Winter was both

very wealthy and highly thought of. Brooke sometimes complained

that his estates were meagre but his credit was clearly sufficient

to finance his varied enterprises without difficulty; he could at

times descend to sharp practice but he kept well within the law and

his reputation remained good. Throckmorton was an ordinary local

gentleman compared to the two others but still owned considerable

lands and belonged to a major family; at least in Gloucestershire

he was highly respected. Crowe the courtier risen on patronage,

may have been their equal in title but had neither wealth nor

reputation like them: he was able, agile and ambitious rather than
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206

solid.	 Appropriately however he took no direct share in adininis-

tering the works. The others were mostly solid characters: Mynne

was perhaps the only genuine speculator amongst them. He undertook

anything promising a profit, from Gloucestershire cloth and the

clerkship of the Hanaper to Tintern wire and Dean iron. But the

Mineral and Battery Society did not admit members easily and certainly

took some care in the s election of its deputy governors; there can be

little doubt of 1&ynne's sharpness but it clearly kept well short of

anything regarded aszprehensible; even the crown, after it had

deprived him of the Hanaper for alleged extortion, regarded him as

sufficiently reputable to restore some of the privileges of this

207
office to him. George Moore had been steward to the earl of

Shrewsbury for many years before he became a farmer of the Dean

concession: despite its common repute not the profession for a

notoriously dishonest or disreputable man. The Challoners were

solid and substantial merchants and industrialists; Gonning became

yor of Bristol in 1645, his partner Taylor in 1641. If little or

nothing is known of Chald.ecott, Tomlins and Harris, the other three

directly concerned, there is no indication at least that they were

exceptionally wicked. Yet by implication they had all been tarred

with the same brush: they could not keep their hands off wood which

did not belong to them, they cheated the crown on a large scale, they

ruthlessly destroyed timber instead of burning otherwise useless wood.

206. cf. the estimate of his thanding by his unwilling mother-in-law,
the duchess of Rutland, in 1634 (H.M.C., 12th Rept., Duke of
Rutland MSS, I, 493).

207. Cal.S.P.D., l634-5, p.72; Bankes, 41/26.
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Moreover they were all so shortsightedly stupid as to imagine that they

could succeed in a type of obvious fraud which had just cost others

the concession; if their interest in retaining the deal was so slight,

one might well wonder why they bothered to compete for it in the first

place. Indeed it is the monotonous regularity with which this random

sample of moderately respectable men was accused of the same sort of

misdemeanour which throws doubt upon the veracity of all such

allegations.

It is difficult to determine to what extent the crown was pressed

either by the need for money or by eagerly competing suitors. There

were evidently times when it was prepared to abandon the whole scheme

for the sake of peace and quiet as in 1618-19. Certainly it does

not appear to have considered this possibility seriously again after

Charles I's accession. By and large it improved its revenues from

Dean, although its total annual income in 1621-8 was smaller than in

the previous contract: the financial settlement accompanying Harris's

and Challoner's concession in 1621 was altogether exceptional. The

price for fuel sold to the ironworks was more than trebled in twenty-

four years; the actual income received as a result of stipulations

laid down in the regular contracts all but trebled in the same time,

for approximately the same amounts of wood - to say nothing of the

ever increasing volume of casual sales in addition. Increasingly

208
too the farmers provided loans and advances, generally free of interest.

If the crown did not break its contracts purely to get a better price,

it at least generally managed to improve its position: the situation

208. cf. p. 175.
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was carefully watched and its tenants treated as fair game. But it

will be quite clear from what has been said earlier that there was no

reluctance to accept the concession: for all the unpleasantness which

went with it, it remained a desirable and presumably profitable under-

taking.

The crown was rarely short of ammunition to use against its

tenants. The commoners, inhabitants and miners o Dean maintained

a stream of complaints, petitions and informations leading to litiga-

tion. From 1611 to 1642 at least twelve special exchequer commissions

were issued and returned to investigate the alleged misdemeanours of

crown farmers and their employees as well as of the crown officials

engaged with them. 209 The operation of each contract was investigated

209. Special Exchequer commissions concerning the Dean ironworks, 1611-42
(Most seventeenth century enquiries of this type for the forest of
Dean have been grouped iii three bundles by the P.R.0., E178/3837,
covering the reign of James I, E178/5304 for Chas.I and E178/6080
for the civil wars and later. Only the first two bundles are of
concern here; each ommission has been identified by the date on
which it was sealed,,

E178L3837	 E17815304

12 June, 9 Jas.I	 28 Nov., 1 Chas.I
19 Jan., 11 Jas.I	 2 July, 4 Chas.I
18 Nov., 13 Jas.I	 16 June, 6 Chas.I
12 Feb., 14 Jas.I 	 18 Aug.,,1635
25 Oct., 15 Jaa.I	 ffieptj, 13 Chas.I

14 April, 18 Chas.I
9 Aug., 18 Chas.I

Another commission was authorised. on 17 July 1618. The
return has not survived but it certainly conducted some of its
business, as becomes clear from sir Basil Brooke's reaction to
its findings. (5P39/9/40; P.LO., md 6745, Privy Seal Warrants,
July 1618; Add. MS. 36767, fo.379)
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at least once; sir Basil Brooke's first lease was probed four times

in three years, perhaps because he and Moore were recusants or possibly

because of the insistent virulence of sir William Phrock,norton.

The reports issuing from these commissions at first sight appear to

make out a weighty case against the farmers and the officials.

Specific and precise accusations however tended to be confined either

to minor singular offences or to activities sanctioned under the

contracts although offending local custom. More serious complaints

were generally founded on vague indications such as the number of

tree stumps discovered in part of the forest, on hearsay and on

patently malicious testimony. The type of allegation and its extent

varied little from one commission to the next or even from one decade

to another: the cords were invariably made too large, the best

timber was always coaled while the worst was left standing, good

cordwood was usually paid for as second-class roots at a cheaper

price and countless trees were taken without any payment. Hordes

of Weishmen, vagrants and disreputable families were said to have

settled in the forest and to live by burning the king's wood and by

selling his timber. Habitually the enquiries disregarded the legal

and illegal acquisition of timber and fuel by the local inhabitants

which must have produced some bare stumps, the difficulties involved

in distinguishing the age of stumps which would outlast several leases

and the impossibility of judging the quality of a tree by its remnt.

Neither did they attempt to appreciate such finer points as might be

involved in the settling and drying of stacks of wood and their

consequent shrinkage, which would produce disputes about the legitimate
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size of stacks at the time of sale. There was much justice in sir

Basil Brooke's comment in 1619 that the "Country j.e. the local

popuiac serued for Commissioners, Jurors, and Wittneeses".21°

So thorough and unscrupulous a prosecutor as was sir John Finch at

the Dean eyre in 1654, confessed in private that "such Commissions

as I could so if se7 had produced litle whereuppon to ground any
Judgement;2U in July 1642 the deputy surveyor general of woods

and two xohequer auditors characterised the return to an xchequer

commission as vague, contradictory and insufficient: "... witnesses

doe depose the felling of some fewe trees, and the taking away of

diverse quantities of timber and Cordwood ... since the last survey,

which (for ought appeares to ye,) is pate of that mencioned in the

trees formerly deposed to be fa].1en..". 22 Such such idle gossip

could still be used to pester the tenants and. as a pretext for high-

handed action or at least for cumulative pressure, difficult to

resist.

The commissions were often preliminaries to criminal proceedings;

they could also be sent out to interrogate witnesses in civil or

crlminR.1 cases. The.thrmers of the Dean concession until 1642

210. Lanedowne MB, 166, fo. 386.

211.Glouc. Publ. Library MB, LF 1.1, fo.33. By internal evidence
this can be identified as sir John Finch' s draft of his report
to the king on the 1634 Dean eyre. (cf. History, XLV, 93, n.
29 & 30.)

212.5P16/49l/62.
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appeared at least in eight exchequer suits during this time; once

they were hauled before atar chamber and once all Dean ironmasters

were arraigned before the forest eyre. 213 When the formal charges

did not arise directly from evidence given before commissions,

they were still based either on local or official. in.formations

offered by people who also gave their testimony in enquiries: they

tended to be as vague, generalised and half-informed as were the

returns to the commissions and to rely upon a similar line of spacious

argument. Moreover, apart from some specific charges relating to

unauthorised sales by officials or to such matters as the infringe-

ment of other privileges, the infox,nations laid in the exchequer court

tended to become tandardised, with suspiciously rounded figures of

trees supposedly taken and damage allegedly inflicted. Some of the

immunity of farmers may be attributed to the cumbersome nature of

legal proceedings which could be dragged out to the point of mutual

exhaustion but it remains significant that only twice were the

charges proved true to the satisfaction of the courts; in the case

213. Summary list of cases to 1640 directly affecting the Dean
concession.	 (in chronological sequence).

E112/82/300, 1612-13
E1l2/83/4ll, 1613
E112/179/36 , 1629
St.Ch.Jas.I,8/25/14, 1620
E1l2/83/393, 1623-4
E112/l79/28 , Ca. 1627
E1l2/179/37, 1630-1
E1l2/180/66, 1632-3
AddJáIS 25302, Nos.56-65d,
& Harlelan MS 4850, 1634

E112/181/159, 1637-8

Dean commoners v. Pembroke
Pembroke v. Dean miners
Attorney Gen. v. Hackett et al. ( 1614)
Attorney Gen. v. Brooke, Moore et al.
Challoner et a].. v. Attorney Gen.
Winter .t al. v. Attorney Gen.
Attorney Gen. v. Brooke & Mynne
Attorney Gen. v. Brooke & Mynne

Justice Seat for Dean
Attorney Gen. v. Throckmorton et al.
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of Harris and Challoner the culprits were pardoned and their tenure

214
remained undisturbed;	 the forest eyre performed a simple miracle

by accepting as true all the evidence hitherto regarded as legally

215
insufficient or doubtful.	 If their defence generally succeeded,

this did not prove the complete innocence of all or any of the Dean

farmers - at the very least however it allows them to have been a

little more astute than. might have been thought prima facie. None

of this criticism however settled the question whether the farmers

were justly suspected or whether there was some weakness in the

arrangnents which was bound to create legitimate conflicts and

difficulties in their interpretation.

It does not seem that only crown tenants were faced with such

problems or this type of accusation. Reference has earlier been

made to similar troubles between Richard Hanbury, the earl of Pembroke

216
and his Monmouthahire tenants; 	 other parallels can be found, for

instance in the dispute between the earl of Kent and air John Kyrle

about Penyard Park in Herefordahire and in the case of the crown

217
against Richard Foley, both in the l630s.	 So general a problem

should exclude a purely personal explanation: iron was not an elixir

which converted respectable men into incurable rogues. No doubt

they shared with their contemporaries an attitude which did not accept

214. cf. p.156 above.

215. History, ThV, 94-5.

216. cf. pp.l25-6 above.

217. SP16/202/33, i & ii, 28 October 1631, Kent v. Kyrle; SP16/3].9/109,
SP16/321/41, 42, 63, 64, May 1636, crown v. Foley.
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wood as private property in the same class as a field of grain or an

orchard. This climate of opinion alone would create some problems

when wood. became a marketable commodity on a large scale. But in

Dean at least the ironinasters should have been impressed with the

need for special care by almost continuous prosecution, annoyance,

suspension and withdrawal of contracts. Some weakness then may

reasonably be looked for in both the contracts and in the commodity

in which they dealt. Certainly no contract could have pacified the

irrepressible opposition of Dean commoners to any rational exploita-

tion of woods or the jealousies of other ironmasters threatened with

an actual or potential monopoly over Dean woods and ores. But sur-

veyors and lawyers did not even succeed in organising a straight-

forward scheme and embodying it in a contract which remained

satisfactory to both sides.

Wood is certainly an awkward commodity to handle. Even today

woodowners are warned to mark trees clearly and to fix heavy penalties

for mistakes, if wood is to be cut by contractors who are to leave

some trees standing. 218 In the seventeenth century sound timber on

the stem could only be distinguished from split or rotten trees by

guesswork and instinct, so that two groups of expert carpenters might

well disagree profoundly in their estimates. In Dean, as elsewhere,

none of them could. be relied upon, so that there was much marking

of trees, cutting out of former marks and. felling of sound timber

trees, which had been overlooked by the experts. Early surveys

219
grew rhapsodic over Dean timber:	 as chief justice of forests

218. N.D.G. James, The forester's companion, (Oxford, 1955), pp.218-223
219. El78/3837, 9 Jas.] and 14 Jas.I.
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south of Trent the earl of Holland accepted this in 1634 but by 1637,

per1ps disingenuously, he condemned it almost without reservation.220

Dean contained relatively little underwood and. coppice so that

bigger trees had to be cut for charcoal in large numbers. Some of

them were bound. to contain timber; within a few years many of them

must have carried old markings of former surveys or clear evidence

of such markings later cut out. All this left much scope for argu-

ment. The arrangements made to bring the king's trees into the

ironnasters' charcoal pits seem almost designed to extract the last

ounce of possible complication: royal officers were to select an area

in the woods - "set out a fellet" - and clearly mark all the timber

trees within this. The farmers would send in their woodcutters some

time later to clearfell all except the marked trees. If the trees

were cut too far above ground, thus increasing the amount of cheaper

rootwood at the expense of dearer cordwood, it gave rise to further

disputes. The trees were stripped, cut and stacked by the wood.-

cutters. A time was then arranged for the return of the royal

officials who were to measure and count the stacks and to hand them

over to the farmers' employees who arranged for their coaling. All

sorts of escape clauses in addition provided for procedures which

could be adopted if the royal officials did not turn up at the time

221
requested by the farmers, in effect by-passing all inspection.

220. PC2/48, p. 49, 17 December 1637. cf. Ch.III, p.32qbelow.

221. This summary has been condensed from the different grants of
the Dean concession. The escape clauses were presumably
essential if the ironworks were not to be held up periodically
for lack of fuel.
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These complications, foreseeably bound to arise from the commodity

arid the contracts dealing with them, were not likely to ensure smooth

and even operation.

In Dean the crown aggravated the problem in two ways.. It paid

its local officials irregularly, so that they were tempted to Bell

wood or its by-products, such as tazibark, on their own account to

cover or exceed their wages. 222 It also did not content itself -

or rather its multitude of servants and hangers on - with one large

and profitable concession in one place. The tanbark from trees cut

by the farmers and others in Dean was granted to a gentleman of the

bedchamber; various enclosures in the forest or pieces of land, with

permission to enclose, were sold or granted to a number of people,

some with all rights, others with the trees but without the timber;

the roots and stumps of all the felled trees were at one time granted

to a Mrs. James and. by her sold to sir John Winter; bits of timber

and the rights to chips and. cuttings were sold or granted to different

people; Winter once held a subsidiary concession in Dean alongside

the farmers; the sale of "fellets" or parcels of wood ad hoc was

223
quite a common occurrence. 	 All this was superposed on the tradi-

tional legal and illegal depredations of commoners, squatters and

222. Ell2/82/343, El78/3837, 15 Jas.I; E178/5304, 4 Chas.I.

223. Apart from the regular concession at least eleven separate
grants dealt with fragments of Dean or of Dean woods between
1620 and 1640.	 (sP16/257/94; 099/23; C99/25; C99/36).
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workmen. Under such conditions it was not easy to determine who

had been responsible for taking a few tons of timber or a few hundred

trees, nor to be certain whether charcoal sold to the ironworks had

been made from stolen wood, with or without the purchaser's knowledge.

There can be little doubt that it would have taken a meticulous saint

to perform the conditions in the crown leases to everyones satis-

faction - although hardly to his own profit - and a Solomon to

judge the fair attribution of faults. Admittedly a larger and more

reliable staff of local officials might have been in a position to

supervise more tightly; greater precision in settling the period

permitted for seasoning before the wood was handed over, in limiting

the amount of timber given away freely and a more clearcut division

of responsibilities might have obviated some of the difficulties.

Ideally one sole authority should have been charged with all aspects

of the administration: the production of iron and of timber, the

allocation of rights of conmion and the care for the regeneration of

the woods. But throughout the first half of the seventeenth

century too many contradictory interests were permitted simultaneous

voice and authority, while short-term finance and favour generally

carried the day, if only by a small margin. Thus the blame for the

impermanence of the Dean concessions must finally rest upon the

crown, which took too long to learn from experience and was too

anxious for a short term profit.

While they stood, the crown ironworks in Dean continued to occupy

the centre of the stage. They formed the largest compact concern and

their output was undoubtedly greater than that of any other single
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224group of works in the British Isles at the time. Their fate can

also most easily be followed in some detail through the endless

enquk'ies and disputes connected with them. Works owned and managed

privately too might occasionally be charged with consuming timber

or with drawing upon mines in the royal forest for ore8; once or

twice attempts were made to count them, so as to establish the

potential maximum demand for forest ore and fuel. But on the whole

they were disregarded by official enquiries and their existence was

often registered merely in passing. The accidental survival of

private inuxiiments might therefore give too much weight to the property

of fwnilies thus iimnortalised. Enquiries initiated by authority in

the Dean region usually bgan from the royal forest and their inclusive-

ness and reliability rapidly declined with distance from this centre.

Only two attempts were made to list systematically the ironworks

surrounding Dean, one by an exchequer commission in 1628, the other

by and. as a result of the justice seat in 1634.	 If one of

these lists gives the first indication of the existence of an

ironworks, it does not guaranty that the works were in fact new at

the time: the expansion of the Dean industry which apparently took

place in 1627 or 1628 might well be a mirage. On the other band

mere absence from the list does not mean that the omitted works had.

224.Richard Foley in the early 1630s owned or øntrolled nine furnaces
and five forges in the Midlands. These however were widely distr-
buted, over Shropahire, Staffs, and Warwickshire. (sPl6/32l/41,42,63).

225.E].78/5304, 4 Chas.I; SPl6/282/127, p.3 and SP16/293/89; Harleia.n
MS 4850, fos .74d-75d, and Bodleian, MS Gough, Cllos.I (1634).
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not yet been built. Identification of works is made harder because

they are sometimes referred to by the ownerts name and 8ometimes by

the tenant's or even the mnsger's; on different occasions works may

be identified by the names of a different partner or the names of

previous tenants; their location again may be indicated by different

points of reference at different times and. some of these could apply

to more than one biown works. Similar difficulties persist over

dates: works may be dated from the last rebuilding but have stood

for a generation or more before then; on the other hand their

existence may be mentioned even if they had not been working for the

last few years and had all but fallen down. Finally it is rarely

possible to decide for how long any particular works had in fact

been active, even when its general lifespan is reasonably well

known. Thus the attempt to gauge the growth, activity and pro-

duction of the Dean industry as a whole will produce only a moderate

approd.mation to the truth; the notoriety of Dean however makes it

probable that few regions of similar size at that time could have

been described as accurately.

The completion of the crown works in 1613226 gave a tally of

227
nine furnaces and eight rges in Dean and close to its borders.

Between 1625 and 1628 numbers grew rapidly; the two old Bishopawood

226. E178/3837, 10 Jas.I and 11 Jas.I.

227. cf. Summary List for 1613 at end of chapter, pp. 261-2.
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urnaces which had fallen down before 1617, had by then been replaced.228

Three new furnaces and four new forges were built in the forest of

Dean itself, one furnace and two forges in its immediate neighbour-

hood, at Tintern and Monmouth and two other forges, at Pontrilas on

the western Monnow and at Cary onihe Wye, were used almost exclusively

to work up Dean pig iron. Thus by 1628 thirteen furnaces and

sixteen forges relied upon Dean for most or all of their raw material.229

Moreover the crown works had introduced a larger and more durable

pattern of blast furnace and. more efficient forges into Dean and

some of the local ironmasters soon adopted the improved types.

Thus, while the number of furnaces had more than doubled and the

number of forges more than trebled since 1611, their capacity may

have gone up four or fivefold in the same time. 230 Expansion

henceforth slowed down, as might be expected but did not cease

altogether. A net addition of one furnace and two forges gave a

total of fourteen furnaces and eighteen forges by the end of 1632;

228. Gage MB, G.G.654, re the letting of two ruinous furnace places
in Bishopswood to James Hawkins in 1617, with permission to build
one furnace; Longleat MB, Devereux, 1648, "Rosse, 10 Dec. 4 Chas.
I" 5627, lease to William Bayldon on behalf of Mr "Ployden" 'of
the Lower ffurnace in Rosse". The other furnace was then in the
tenure of sir John Kyrle who was still its tenant when it was
sold in 1633 - E178/5304, 4 Chas.I; Gage MSS, G.G. 784-6, 820.

229. cf. List for 1628, at end of chapter, pp.262-3.

230. cf. Ch. IV, p.4llff. The new type of furnace could turn out three
times as much Iron in a year as the old ones; the forges may
have been 50 or 75 per cent more productive. There is some
reason to think that Winter adopted the new models rapidly and
others may well have followed only a little behind.

231. cf. List for 1632, at end of thapter,pp.263-4.
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of these twelve furnaces (counting Biahopswood) and thirteen forges

(omitting several small and obscure ones) stood in the forest of Dean

itself. As this contained an area of less than 150 square miles, it

is not easy to see how room and fuel could have been found for more.232

Certainly there was no other collection of major ironworks in the

British Isles to equal such concentration; there may have been

nothing like it anywhere else. Expansion slowed down even further

and now spread rather beyond Dean. The rigour of the forest eyre

in 1634 and the vigilant enforcanent of their monopoly by Throck-

morton and partners from 1636 bore only a little additional res-

ponsibility for the standstill between 1632 and 1639, when Francis

Pinch built Elmbridge furnace near Newent, to the north-east of Dean.233

The two forges built by sir John Winter after his purchase of the

royal forest, i.e. between 1640 and early 1642,234 hardly contributed

to genuine growth; probably they were intended to compensate him for

the temporary lease to Throckmorton of the southern crown works.

At any rate there were some fifteen furnaces and twenty major forges

(i.e. with an. annual capacity of 100 tons or more) in the Dean region

by early 1642.

232. cf. Ch.I,pp.71-3 above. This would leave the average distance
between ironworks at three to four miles.

233.Elmbridge or Newent furnace, built on the site of Elmbridge
cornmill in the manor of Oxenhall by Francis Finch eeq., ca.
1639 - C8/16]/'4; Hereford Co.R.0., Typescript list of Foley MSS,
'Title Deeds, XI 'Various Deeds, 2, 20 April 15 Chas.I', grant
by Th. Dobbins of Newent to Francis Pinch; Ibid., marriage
settlement, 8 Nov. 1647, Edward Clarke of Newent and Richard
Chyn of Roes.

234.E].78/5304, 9 August 18 Chas.I, Winter's sworn account. This
is the only reference to these forges discovered but Winter, in
a difficult situation, would hardly have invented a claim
based on imaginary buildings.
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The year 1642 marked a watershed in the privately owned sector

of the Dean industry, much as it did for the crown works. The

civil wars disturbed many lives and. capriciously re-distributed some

personal wealth. The period hitherto described lasted for one

generation or thirty years; for almost all this time the crown

concession was held by men who did not own any major ironworks in

the forest of Dean, although some of them were ironmasters in the

Dean region. Only air John Winter finally succeeded in joining his

local works with the crown works and then, in the disturbed conditions

which had made this possible fbr him, only briefly. The growth of

his industrial undertakings and the spread of his interests reflected

the general growth of the Dean industry and his own ability and

energy. These characteristics had passed down in his family from

his grandfather through his father: 235 sir John inherited in 1619

estates stretching in an arc around the southern and western borders

of the royal forest; their extent can be gauged by the fact that

woods alone occupied 1,200 acres in the one manor of Lydney.26

Sir John was regarded as very wealthy throughout his life but was

never in the same class as his cousin, the earl of Worcester or the

great London merchants; on the other hand be could always raise up

235. ppU7-8 above fbr sir William and sir Edward Winter and the
first two Winter ironworks.

236.Winter 1(2, D42l/T23; the Winter inheritance included at least
the local manors of Aylburton, Purton and .Lllaston as well and
the portion of all these manors in the forest of Dean alone
came to about 3,000 acres - E/134/l4Jas.I/Ril 8; E112/82/310.
John Winter was apparently born in about 1602.
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to £10,000 to lend or to invest without any noticeable strain on his

fortune . Undoubtedly he added to his inheritance with his

industrial enterprises. He built a second furnace in 1625 or '6

and a second forge at approximately the same times Gwf Mill

furnace stood beyond the eastern bounds of the royal forest, whereas

1118 first works and the new forge all lay around Lydney, in the south.237

In about 1629 he built a third forge at Lydney - which may have been

either originally designed or occasionally used as a slitting mill;

in March 1632 he acquired by lease both the new furnace at Rodmore,

on the south-western bounds of the crown woods, and Mrs. James's

238
grant of the roots and stumps of trees felled in Dean. 	 By

1632 Winter controlled three large furnaces and three forges, of

which one was a so-called double forge with a possible output of

300 to 350 tons of bar iron yearly. 239 With this equipment he

admitted to having made more than 11,000 tons of iron between 1628

and l634;240 the statement does not allow for the differences

in pig and bar iron manufacture but at least, cited as it was in a

plea to reduce his fine for making larger quantities of iron, it

was not likely to exaggerate. It is possible that Mr. Typper,

237.cf. the list, pp.261-3 below, for the works and El78/5304,
4 Chas.I.

238.SP16/257/94; gM.C., 12th Rept., Cowper/Coke MSS, I, 474.

239.The double forge may have been Lydney Pill forge; for forge
types cf, Ch.IV, p.433 ff. below.

240.SPl6/289/105. If the statement was intended to refer only to
pig iron, the output would become even more remmrkable. The
average output of forges has been reckoned as 150 tons a year.
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241the tenant of the two Flax].ey forges, was also Winter's employee

but even with these two forges Winter could hardly have made more

than 4,500 tons of bar iron in the six years, giving an average

from his furnaces of 450 to 550 tons of pig iron per annum. This

would have given a total of about 600 to 800 tons of bar and 900 -

1,400 tons of pig iron in a year. In fact he had expanded his

works approximately In line with the rest of the Dean industry,

in trebling the number of works controlled by him and in increasing

his output perhaps five to six fold.

For all that Winter never ceased to hanker after the crown

concession; in 1626 he began to negotiate the purchase of some

fuel from the royal forest; in 1627 he bought 4,000 cords from there

and by the end of that year he and Benedict Hall were jointly

purchasing another 4,000 cords.242	 In 1629 he got as far as a

regular subsidiary grant of 2,500 cords per annum for 21 years;

in 1633 he offered George Mynne £12,000 for his half of the Dean

concession; perhaps in April 1634 he offered to pay the crown a

perpetual rent of £4,000 a year for all the fuel in Dean, excepting

timber and young wood; in June 1634 he and Brooke bought out

241.SBl6/282/127; Bod].eian MZ, Gough Glos. I, fo.61d. Winter bad
a lease of the Abbot's Woods, their most obvious source of fuel,
from the Kingatons - Bankes, 40/2-and Typper was a co-signatory
of Winter's to the contract transferring Mynne's share of the
Dean grant - E112/l82/l63.

242.H.LC., 12th Rept., Cowper/Coke MSS, I, p. 294; C99/23;
Winter MS, D421fE2.
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Mynne's share, now devalued by the prospect of the justice seat and

243by the lapse of one year, for £8,000. 	 This tenure was broken

in the aftermath of the justice seat but in March 1640 Winter

became, for the next two years, the greatest ironinaster in the

country tar one: 244 six furnaces and eight forges, with a capacity

of between 1,600 and 1,900 tons of bar iron and of between 3,000

and 4,000 tons of pig and with enough woodland to continue making

this for the foreseeable future. 245 Winter then was a not unfamiliar

type: the wealthy, able1 vigorous landowner whose catholicism forbade

him an outlet in ordinary public service and who turzed his energies

to making more money and to experimenting with technical innovation.

Of his success there can be no doubt, even if it was cut off in its

climax by the war.

The story of Winter's brother-in-law and co-religionist,

Benedict Hall, followed a similar pattern. His grandfather and

father too had bought up lands - and ironworks - in Gloucestershire,

Monmouthahire and Herefordshire. They too succeeded albeit more

modestly than Winter: Benedict had to be content to be called

esquire; his father built a furnace and possibly owned a number

of small forges;246 then came Monmouth forge, first publicly recorded

243.C99/36; E3.12/182/l63; SP16/266/69; E1l2/l8l/155; E133/
137/55 & 56.

244.i.e. Richard Foley with his dronworks 7 which may have been
equally numerous (n.224, p.185 above.)

245.In the six years in which Winter made over 11,000 tons, Brooke
and Mynne had made over 21,000 (sP16/293/69).

246.cf. n.39, p.119 above.
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in 1628,247 and Benedict's lease of Pontrilas forge in 1624,248

as well as the second furnace in Newland parish, probably in 1628

or 1629.249 in 1633 Hall bought Lydbrook Lower forge from John

Gardner for f45250 and the manor of English Bicknor with a Bishopawood
251furnace and Lydbrook Upper forge from the earl of Essex for £2,400.

In 1640 or at least before 1645, he also bought Lydbrook Middle forge

for about £300.252 Thus by 1640 Hall had two to three furnaces -

there is nothing to show how long the second Newland furnace existed

beyond 1634 - and four to live forges, depending on whether he had

taken up his old option on Pontrilas forge. His purchases were

made mainly for investment, with the tenants remaiiing undisturbed

at least for the moment. In 1657 his Gloucestershire properties

alone brought him almost £3,000 a year, 253 in spite of secjuestra-

tion and disturbance during the Wars. Hall's Gloucestershire

lands loosely continued Winter's; they lay to the west and north-

west of the crown forest. Thus Winter and Hall were strategically

placed to participate in the Dean industry: both had much wood of

their own; Winter's land may have held little iron but included

247.E178/5304, 4 Chas.I.

248.Gage MS, 0.0. 684.

249.Bodleian MS, Gough, Glos. I, fo.61d; Harleian MS, 4850,
fo.48; SPl6/282/127, p.3. These are the only records of that
furnace but it must have existed for Benedict Hall paid a
fine for it after the justice seat.

250.Gage MS, 0.0. 780.

251.Gage S, 0.0. 784-6, 820; C54/2974; Longleat, Devereux MS, 2089.

252. Gage MSS, 0.0. 821, 867; E407/50; E112/300/30. In 1640
the forge was bought for £300, perhaps by an agent of Hall's;
in 1645 it was regarded as part of his estates.

253.Gage MS, 0.24/14, a settlement of his Gloucesterehire manors
alone, excluding all his woods and two forges, which was to
yield £2,500 a year.
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some coalmines, 254 Hall's had both ore and cinders, the latter the

most valuable raw material of the Dean smelter, 255 Winter and Hall

may have co-operated more regularly than appears from their occasional

joint or mutual transactions: their neighbours regarded them as

tolerably friendly with each other; they did not ever clash directly

and openiy. 26 About 1641 these two between them controlled almost

three-quarters of all the works connected with Dean: nine furnaces

out of fifteen, fifteen forges out of twenty; they held all but

one of the furnaces and two of the forges lying within the forest

of Dean. 257 Both may have owed part of their success to the

accident , which made their early manhood coincide with the period

when the industry was developing most vigorously: this would have

suggested an outlet for their energies, wealth and abilities;

they could consolidate their success because they lived long

enough, both of them surviving beyond the civil wars. Like coinmer-

cial fortunes, industrial empires were then still almost entirely

dependent on the sustained interests of individuals with the right

temperament; the success of the first generation indeed was likely

254. E112/l81/l55.

255.Gage MS, G.G. 515.

256.Gage MS, G.G. 800; Bodleian, MS Selden supra 113, fo.26.

257.Sir John Winter had been compelled to give up his tenure of
Rodmore in 1636 to satisfy Throckmorton and partners (Bankes,
40/2). If Rodmore had to lie still until 1640, he might
well have resumed his tenancy after that date.
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to open many more avenues to the abilities of the next. Hall's

and Winter's catholicism then helped to direct them towards the

industrial activity, which their environment favoured.

The same boom attracted tenants to the crown concession; it

also encouraged a number of local people content with just a small

share in it. In Dean itself the BalnhRnls had once enjoyed consi-

derable estates and some prestige, especially around Lydbrook and

258Ruardeen in the north-western corner. 	 Thomas Bainham had divided

his lands between at least three children, his son Joseph and his

daughters, Cicely Throckmorton and Joan Vaughan. 259 Thomas and

Joseph sold. some land to the earl of Essex, on which the latter

260
built Lydbrook Upper forge;	 he or his father also sold some

land to the Halls, probably the 800 acres in Newland and Stanton

manors for which the Bainhams compounded as assarta.261 Lydbrook

Middle forge was sold. by Joseph's son Alexander for £100 to George

258.C66/2173, 16 February 1619, confirmation to Joseph Bainham of a
very large area of assarts, for which his father had compounded
early in James I's reign by paying £903. L. & P. Henry VIII,
III, pt.ii, 942 and Hart, Miners, p.54 for at least two important
offices held by the family. G.E.C., Complete Baronetage,
(Exeter, 1900), I, 65, for Thomas Bainham'a marriage to a
daughter of admiral sir William Winter.

259.E112/83/377.

260. E134/39 Eltz.I/Hil.23; E134/4 Chas.I/East 40; E134/Supplem.
902/22; Rarleiazi MS, 4850, fo.47d.

261.Gage M5, G.G. 657. The Halls may have held this land in lease
from the Bainhams before they bought it or the transaction may
have been the confirmation of a former sale1subsequent to com-
pounding for its assarting by the family responsible.
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Vaughan in 1625262 and Vaughan used it for a time; Thomas Vaughan

became a partner in Lydbrook Lower forge; it is probable, although

not certain, that they were the eons of Joan, who were supposedly

263
making iron in Dean forge8. 	 All three Lydbrook forges were

eventually bought up by aii.264 Sir Richard Catchmay, a member

of another solid and highly respected local family,265 built a furnace

at Bigsweir on the Wye for his own use in the 16205;266 the Catchmay

furnace at Coed Ithell in the 1640s was a second furnace,perhaps to

replace the first, on the other side of the wye.267 Thomas James

owned a fair amount of land. in the south-west of Dean, some of it

bordering on Winter's and at least 400 acres of it lying in the

normal perambulation of the royal forest.268 His heir Edward

married Eleanor Powell, whose sister Mary was the wife of sir John

Coke; their father John Powell sat at Preston in Herefordehire.

In 1628 the widowed Eleanor and her father applied for some cord-

wood from Dean to sir John Coke; in 1629 they built a furnace at

262.Gage MS, G.G. 688.

263.SPl6/307/6.

264.p.]93 above.

265.The family held lands around their seat, Bigaweir as well as
on he Monmouthahire side of the Wye; George, sir Richard's
father, had inter alia invested £1,800 in the Tintern wireworks
and sir Richard held the crown farm of the forest of Dean and
of the lordship of St. Briavels from the earl of Pembroke -
P.C.C., 118 Weldon, will of George C., 1615; E112/l83/217;

E112/179/13.

266.cf. p.263 below.

267.Goiin(ng MB, 531/7/30 ; Gonning MSS, acc.53l, letters of 8 and
21 Sept. 1649.

268.Ell2/82/310; the family lived at Soliwel]., in Lydney parish.
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Rodmore and. later let it to Winter.269 Charles Powell, who may

well have been John's son, took a shortlived interest in the building

of 'Vhitchurch furnace with George Kemble in 1632.270 William

Kingston of Flax].ey had inherited Plaxley Abbey, with its Abbots-

woods and the privilege to make iron with them. 271 It is not known

whether and for how long the monks had permitted this privilege

to lapse but the possession of reasonably large estates with much

wood clearly suggested a revival: Kingston apparently did not make

272
iron himself but drew rents from his two forges and the woods.

In one form or another the industry retained its attractions

for landowners In the vicinity of Dean; the earls of Worcester

built their works at Tintern and used them themselves from 1628;273

the earl of Kent, who had succeeded to the Talbot lands, 274 and the

275
earl of Essex, whose mother had bought back the two manors of Ross,

269.E112/82/300; H.M.C., 12th Rept., Cowper/Coke, I, pp.384,
387, 446, 474 and III, 154; SPl6/257/94.

270.E].12/182/l88; Se1d.en supra 113, fo.48.

271.L. & P. Hy. VIII, XXI, pt. ii, 241, No.476/91; E112/82/310;
El78/5304, 17 Chas.I.

272.Winter held the Abbot's Woods from Kingston on a lease -
Bankes, 40/2 - and John Typper was the tenant of the two
forges - SP16/282/127; Bodleian MB, Gough Glos. I, fo.62.
The woods lay conveniently for Winter's Guns Mill furnace:
o did the forges.

273.E178/5304, 4 Chas.I; Monniouth Co.R.0., Acc.4216/M000(447),
Indicating work from at least March 1629 to Nov.1633; SP23/
118/943, 957, 972.

274.G.E.C., Peerage, XI, 714-5; VII, 173-4; Selden supra 113,
fos. 4, 68.

275.Longleat, Devereux MB, III, fo.172; Longleat, Devereux MB,
1648 , "Snmmries of old leases", Ross, 10 Dec. 4 Chas.I.;
Gage itISS, G.G. 654, 784-6, 820.
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preferred to let theirs and to sell wood to the tenants. The

Scudamores of Holm Lacy and Ballinghani made iron at Cary forge

w:ith their own woods; their cousins, the Baskervilles, let

Pontrilas forge to Benedict Hall and sold him uei.276 The

attractions of Dean even brought in one or two outsiders, apart

from the Powells who at least bad a foothold in the forest itself.

George Eemble of Penibridge Castle who started or re-started Whit-

church furnace in partnership with Charles Powell and then continued

to run this and Whitchurch/Newniill forge himself for some years,

only assumed minor importance in Dean. 277 Sir John Kyrle of Much

Marcie in Herefordshire was a wealthier man and appears as a rather

more formidable character although Kenible pushed him out of Newmill

forge at least. His wealth is indirectly attested by his two

periods as sheriff of Herefordshire, his standing in the county

by his marriage into the Scudaniore family, his friendship with

sir John Scudamore and with sir John Coke. 278 He does not appear

to have had any iron or much wood on his land, else he might have

started to make iron nearer his own resources. In 1623 or soon

after Kyrle became the tenant of Lydbrook Upper forge; by 1628 he

276.H.C.B. Mynors, 'Iron manufacture under Charles I', Woolhope
Naturalist Field Club Trans., XCIV (1952); Gage MS, G.G.
684; Add.MS, 11052, No.60. (I owe loan of a transcript of
this to the courtesy of Mr. Mynore).

277.Selden supra 113, fo.48; E112/182/188.

278.W.H. Cooke, History ... of the county of Hereford, (London,
1882), III, 26-9; G.E.C., Baroneta.e, II, 17.
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was leasing Whitchurch forge and a furnace near it. 279 Until 1634

or possibly later, Kyrle made iron in the north-western corner of

Dean: he lost Whitchurch forge in 1632 because his tender was not

competitive enough 8° but he kept the Bishopswood furnace and the

Lydbrooke forge at least until 1634.281 Evidently it did not need

religious dissent to underline the traditional attractions of the

industry for an energetic landowner: it was an acceptable way of

making more money. Keinbie, his successful rival who perhaps

occupied St. Weonard's furnace some time before 1645, was a landowner

on a probably more modest scale. 282 Perhaps even further down the

scale came Mr. Ploy-den or Plowden, about whom nothing has been

discovered apart from his tenure of the second Bishopswood furnace,

sometmes called the lower furnace at Ross, between 1628 and perhaps

279.E].34/4 Chas.I/East 40; E134/Supplem. 902/22; Selden supra
113, fos. 4, 5d and. passim.; Gage MSS, G.G. 784-6, 820;
E178/5304, 4 Chas.I, 6 Chas.I. The last two suggest that
yrles furnace may have been near or at Whitchurch but the
other sources here cited between them seem to make reasonably
oertain that it was the Bishopswood furnace all along.

280.Selden supra 113, foe. 48-53; Inventory of Newniill forge,
April 1633, Hereford City Library MSS.

281.Gage 1155, 784-6, 820; SP16/282/127. This MS calls him "Sir
John Carrie" but sir Sackville Crowe, who compiled. the document,
had no direct local knowledge.

282.Hereford Co.R.0., Typescript list of collection E 59, 'Miscel-
laneoua onveyance of 1611, sir Walter Pye to George Kemble;
H.C.B. 1vnors in Trans. Woolhope Nat. Field Club, XXXIV (1952),
4 where it is said that Richard Kemble was the tenant in 1645.
of. n.277 p.198 above.

A
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1638.283

It would be an exaggeration to describe Dean as a base Kiondike

but, because the modern industry had been superimposed on the older

peasant smelting and because of the survival of the peculiar

corporative rights in the base minerals of Dean, there remained

some scope for people who owned very little land or no land. at all.

Thomas Smart described himself as a smith. From 1611 he worked

Lydbrook Lower forge; 284 in 1621 he applied for a licence to copy

and use some of the powerdriven plating hammers and rollers patented

by the Mineral and Battery Company and enlarged the original works

285and their watersupply. 	 Around 1625 he was coined by Richard

266Tiler who was a professional manager. 	 In 1608, nineteen years

old, Tiler had presumably been a trainee; from 1615 to 1618 he

had been clerk for Tomlins and Moore and from 1621 to 1628 he was

manager for Harris and Challoner. 287 Between about 1619 and 1623

he had also worked Lydbrook Upper forge on his own. 288 In 1627

Tiler dropped Smart, took over the Lower forge himself and applied

for a renewal of the battery licence from the Mineral and Battery

283.Longleat MS, Devereux, 1648, "Si,mmies of old Leases", "Rosse,
10 Dec. 4 Chas.I. A lease ... to Will'm Bayldon of London
gent of the Lower ffurnace In Rosse with ... Cynder Stone and
myne in Bushpps woode in Rosse fforren ... for Tenne yeares
..." Emargiw "to the vee of Mr. Ploydeu t1 ; El78/5304, 4
Chas.I & 6 Chas.I. In 1639 the master of the furnace was
John 1bmii8 - sP16/429/94.

284. E1l2/83/351.

285. Mm. & Bat., 11 fos. 6, 6d.

286.Gage M5, G.G. 780; E17 8/3837, 9 Jas.I.

287. El78/3837, Feb., 14 3as.I & Oct., 15 Jas.I; El78/5304, 1 Chas.I.

288.E134/Supplem. 902/22.
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Society. 
289 

He was still operating this forge as one of a

partnership in 1634 when he had become one of Benedict Hall's

tenants. 29° He was also one of the officials on the Goodrich

estates and leased the castle and. some of the lands as well as the

coal and limestone on them. 291 After 1634 he faded from view;

possibly he was the Richard Tiler who died in 1663, leaving goods

worth more than £550. 292 John Broughton was a man of the same

class as Tiler - both were called gentlemen - and presumably siini-

larly not without property although by no means wealthy. He lived

in Ruardean, in the north-western corner of Dean and enjoyed some

familiarity with a number of notabilities, including sir John

Bridgeman, the chief Justice of Chester and sir John Coke himself.293

In May 1630 Broughton became the tenant of Lydbrook Middle forge294

and also held a lease entitling him to fell the underwoode in the

295
Bishopawood.

This lea8e Broughton sold to Charles Powell in 1632; in 1635

he offered to buy it back: presumably Powell bad no use for it

after the dissolution of his partnership with Kemble, while Broughton

retained a share in the Middle forge with one of the Vaughans.296

289.Mm. & Bat., ii, fo.26.

290.SP16/307/6; Bodleian MS, Gough Glos.I, fo.61d; Gage M5, G.24/14.

291.Selden supra 113, Los. 12, 13, 18, 29d, 66.

292.Glos. C.R.0., Wyrrall MS, D33/F/359.

293. SP16/307/6; E112/182/l88; SP16/349/24; H.M.C., 12th Rept.,
Cowper/Coke, I, 474; II, 5, 5]., 157, 231.

294.SP16/307/6; E178/5304, 6 Chas.II.

295. E1l2/l82/l88.

296.As n. 295; Bodleian MS, Gough Glos.I, fo.61d; Gage MSS,
G.G. 821 and 867, which show that the Vaughans retained some
connection with the forge until 1640; SP16/307/6.
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But in 1633 Broughton had also been appointed as deputy surveyor

for the forest of Dean; for the next two years he was kept busy

looking after the royal woods. 297 His continued interest in iron

was demonstrated by his scheme to employ a method of smelting which

would save charcoal: probably this was merely the use of a modified

bloomery hearth. 298 In 1637 he also headed the local agitation

against sir Bainham Throckmorton and partners; Broughton himself

299offered to take over the farm of Dean. 	 He failed however to

substantiate his allegations sufficiently for the satisfaction of

either the privy council or the court of exchequer.30°

Evidently then it was not too hard for an ordinary citizen

to turn a more or less honest penny by smelting or fining iron;

probably a few other strictly or4least reputedly honest citizens

might well have done so without attracting official notice. Thus

a forge at Colford is once mentioned in passing; 301 no doubt

there were other small forges, lnRnned by a couple of freeholders

or tenants, which could be turned easily from smelting iron directly

to fining small parcels of pig iron. But these could be sustained

on the produce of a few acres of private woodland.

297.SPl6/236/82; SP16/245/l9; SP16/250/80; SP16/275/50;
H.M.C., 12th Rept., Cowper/Coke, II, 51.

298.sP16/347/32.

299.H.M.C., 12th Rept. Cower/Coke, II, 157; SPl6/307/5 (mis-
calendared under Ll635!I where it makes no sense, i.nstead of
p63717, where it doesJ; SP].6/36l/48 & 49 SP16/364/118;
SPl6/375/33.

300.PC2/48, pp. 493-4; SP38/l8 , 1 April 1640; H.M.C., 12th Rept.,
Cowper/Coke, II, 225, 233.

301.E178/5304, 4 Chas.I.
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Viewed as a whole, the period from 1612 to 1642 was one of

highly intensified exploitation of the resources of Dean: the number

of ironworks, their size and their productivity all increased

together. Expansion was fairly regular, although two periods of

accelerated growth can perhaps be discerned; as one might expect,

the first resulted from the granting of the crown concession and

ended in 1613 with the construction of new works in the royal forest;

the second began about 1624 and. lasted for approx{mn-tely eight years,

carried by the general improvement in economic activity during the

later twenties and by the striking success of the improved methods

introduced in 1613. During this second phase the number of small

concerns increased with the intervention of a variety of hopeful

industrialists, from the greatest like the earl of Worcester to

the Smarts and Broughtons; from local families like the Bainhaina

and the Halls to outsiders like the Kyrles and the Powells, as well

as the numerous competitors for the Dean concession. Some of the

confusion of these years, with the rapid changes of tenants and

owners, the appearance and disappearance of ironworks and with

shifting partnerships, bears the characteristic features of a

period of free expansion. Prosperity however was likely to benefit

most anyone in a naturally favourable positions Hall and Winter

were at hand to buy up or rent any of the new works as and when

they came on the market. Their predominance emerged decisively

in the period of consolidation after 1632, when it was becoming

harder to find room for more ironworks in Dean. They represented

the tendency towards horizontal integration in ironamelting
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which was to produce the great partnerships of the late seventeenth

and early eighteenth centuries; simulta.neous].y the association

between the wireworks and the Dean concession foreshadowed a more

general trend towards vertical integration.

At the outset of this period the manufacture of iron in the

south-west had still borne largely the character of a part-time

occupation. More refined techniques, the opportunity to acquire

and utilise a greater volume of local experience and. the increase

in competition all tended to favour a more professional attitude.

The first period though when the rewards of innovation combined

with the unrepeatable chance of exploiting virgin woods offered

inflated profits to the fortunate, was probably drawing to an end.302

This might help to explain the advance of men like Brooke and Mynne

or Winter and Hall in the iron industry, as compared to the greatest

magnates like the earls of Essex and Worcester on the one hand. or

to less wealthy landowners like the Catchinays and Vaughans on the

other. Great landowners, to whose wealth iron could contribute

only a relatively small proportion, might continue to keep ironwQrks

on their estates as a matter of efficient management; whether they

let them and sold wood to the tenants or operated them with their

own staff was a matter of taste and inclination; they would not

generally want to stretch their industrial activities beyond the

capacity of their estates. The greatest merchants could find a

more profitable investment for their money, especially when the

302. cf. Cli. I.pp.76-7 above and Ch.IV pp.480-i below.
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average returns from ironsmelting were being cut back a little

towards normal. Small men on the other hand might have enough

capital for a couple of ironworks but find themselves strained even

when it came to covering the heavy running costs: the rush on

Dean iron in the twenties and thirties did not make it into a

genuine Klond.ike and in iron too riches came most easily to the

wealthy. Increasingly then the manufacture of iron attracted

landowners and merchants of the second rank, great men but not

the greatest, while the small producers were gradually squeezed

out.

Finally it appears that the crown was beginning to develop a

more rational and predictable attitude to the manufacture of iron

and to the use of woodland. The forest eyre in 1634 demonstrated

the ineffectiveness of the traditional administration of woods.

Hence the crown, towards the end of the 1630a, essayed some steps

towards defining and settling opposing claims over its woodlands,

especially in the forest: some of the woods were set aside for the

commoners, others for the crown and the remainder for commercial

exploitation. 303 It was too much to hope that this would satisfy

all parties: in the last resort there just was not enough wood to

please everyone who wanted to gather timber and fuel at will. But

it can neither be known whether the crown would have persevered

with its more rational policy nor whether this would eventually

303. E178/5304, 16 May, 15 Chas.I; ibid., 12 Feb., 17 Chas.I.
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have mollified the other interests: the administration of crown

lands presently changed harKk.

iii. Public Management

Parliament's first reaction to Dean was an assertion of

irrational prejudice. Winter's grant was forfeit, Throckniorton's

sublease was, at least for the moment, renewed only until Michaelma8

1642.304 Trees felled by Winter, perhaps 6,000 tons of timber,

were to be offered for sale. To the evident suprise of the

treasury commissioners and perhaps also of parliament, they still

had 5,604 tons on their hands in the middle of July 1642, four

305months after the sale had first been ordered. 	 Here was yet

one more proof that large quantities of wood, whatever its quality,

could only be sold to the ironworks; this wood had to be sold,

not only because the money thus raised was owed to John Browne

but al8o because it was being stolen and beginning to rot. Hence

Browne was not only given a lease of some ironworks and pre-emption

on the wood at timber prices as from 6 June but also all the wood

306
at fuel prices as from 1 September 1642.

if it was that, had failed.

304. C.J.. 1640-2, II, 489, 21 March 1642; cf. p. 169 above.

305. 5P16/491/50, 1 July 1642; SP16/487/77, cf. p. 169 & n. 203
above; Ch. III, p. 328 below.

306. As in n.305. The prices suggested had been originally
13s.4d. the ton for shiptimber and 10 (or possibly 11)
shillings per ton for housetimber; after 1 Sept. Browne was
to have it all for lOs. the ton.
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Thether Browne would, in normal times, have welcomed a foot-

hold in the forest of Dean industry cannot be determined.	 In

the autumn of 1642 a relatively insignificant lease in a distant

and turbulent forest must have seemed unattractive. Browne, the

royal gunfounder, may have known Winter, Henrietta Maria's secretary

and this and Winter's former reluctance to surrender the works to

Browne may have suggested an alternative. The events can only be

deduced from evidence fogged by the lapse of seven years and

deliberately obscured either to justify or to undo the confiscation

of the works by parliament in 1644.307 In 1642 Browne apparently

assigned his grant to Thomas Dunning of Purton with some of his

relations and to Richard Skinner. Skinner obtained half the wood

and the Dwmings the remainder of the wood and the works. Skinner

and Thomas Thinning disagreed as to who had had the whole assignment

at first, before being compelled to divide it with the other but -

they agreed that the division had been arranged before the principals

had completed the transfer. Thomas Dunning added that the fuel had

been assigned to him by Browne and the works by Browne and Winter

together.

307. L.R.R.0. 5/7A. This is a contemporary copy of a commission
issued on 12 June 1649, to enquire into the state of the forest
of Dean, with its returns, which include copies of some of
the returns to a similar commission isBued. on 5 June, 21 Chas.
I. t647. I am greatly obliged to Dr. Cyril Hart for his
kindness in drawing no'- attention to and lending me his photostats
of this voluminous manuscript. What follows is based on
this, unless specific references to other material are given
here. No obvious way of identifying a precise place on the
long roll of material baa been found.
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Richard Skinner could have been another small independent

ironmaster. He was a merchant of some reputation locally and in

Bristol. He had some experience in managing ironworks but, as

far as it can be traced, this was obtained entirely as chief clerk

to the Throckmorton - Gonning partnership between 1636 and 1640;

he was still there in September 1642 and in 1649 again he was one

of John Conning's agents at Coed Ithell furnace. Neither can any

ironworks be traced in which Skinner might have used his 2,000

loads of timber independently. Moreover Browne had been assigned

the crown works not sublet to Throckmorton and partners and, in

1645 it ,& taken for granted that Skinner had acted at least on

Throckinorton' s behalf throughout.308

In Dmmiig's case the argument is even more tentative. The

Dunnings came from Pyrton, of which ar John Winter was lord of

the manor; William Dunning, who was perhaps Thomas's father and

in that case one of the men to whom Browne made the assignment,

had in the past been one of the people occasionally buying timber

from the forest of Dean, sometimes in association with sir John

Winter. 309 In 1653-5 Thomas himself jointly with Richard Coales

bought almost 230 tons of pig iron from the state Ironworks in Dean

and in 1656 Coales bought more pig in association with a man who

was called Winter t s agent in 1660.310 The only time though at

308.El78/5304, 13 Chas.I; Gormi-rig MB, acc.331/7/30 and letters of
8 and 21 Sept. 1649; LRRO 5/7A, deposition of William Withen-
bury, formerly clerk to Throckmorton and partners.

309.E178/5304, 4 Chas.I, depositions of William Dunning, gent. and
of Thomas Jones.

310.5P18/l30/lo2, p.4; E178/6080, pt, I, fo.34d.
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which any Dunning was unequivocally concerned with rnnnlng iron-

works was from 1642 to 1644, at Browne's and Winter's joint assign-

ment and then he was called sir John Winter's clerk by one witness

in 1 45.	 The evidence connecting Dunning and Winter would

not hang them together.

It seems improbable though that John Browne of Brenchley in

Kent could have discovered Skinner and Dunning, inconspicuous local

men, without the help of someone like Winter. Neither is there any

reason why Browne should have made them divide his assignment unless

they were merely nominees. That assumption does in fact seem to

fit most of the known facts. Browne and Winter may have agreed

to restore the status quo ante in a manner which would not seem an

obvious defiance of parliament. Winter then would keep the works

he had been using, take over the fuel and continue to pay Browne.

This arrangement could not easily be concealed from Throckmorton;

It was best to include him by sharing the fuel with him. Winter

and Throckmorton were royalists; during the siege of Gloucester

and perhaps even before, Winter virtually controlled the forest

of Dean. 312 It seems unlikely that Thinning, working under an

arrangement sanctioned by parliament, should have been left quietly

311. LRRO 5/7A, deposition Henry Rudge, Sept. 1645.

312. F.A. Hyett, 'The civil war in the forest of Dean, 1643-5',
Trans. Brist. & Glos. Arch. 500., Xviii (1893-4), 94;
Throckmorton may have been active elsewhere but he apparently
showed some royalist sympathies in the first civil war
(L.R.R.0. 5/7A; Cal.Cttee. for Comp. pt.ii, p.1149).
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using Winter' a ironworks and fuel while Winter was fighting against

parliament. There must have been many agreements throughout

England in the autumn of 1642 to miiiinnse changes, to spread risks

and to keep a free hand.

During colonel Edward Massey's re-occupation of the forest of

Dean and his advance towards Monmouth, Howbrook forge, Lydbrook

Upper or Middle forges and probably Lydbrook furnace were occupied

bycaptain John Braine on 1 October 1644 with about 168 tons of

pig iron, 21 tons 14 hundredweight of bar iron and. some 50 loads

of charcoal. Massey's warrant commissioned Braine to work this

up on the public account. 313 Massey's troops were followed by

the Gloucestershire county committee which took over administration

of the forest under the surveillance and general instructions of

the treasury commissioners ) some time in the first half of 1645.

On 5 June 1645 Thomas Pury junior the receiver of land revenues

for Gloucestershire, the auditor for Gloucestershire and various

Gloucester members of the county committee were appointed by an

exchequer commission to investigate the state of the forest of

Dean and. to arrange for woodsales. 314 They appointed four men,

of whom at least two were old-established forest officials, to look

after the forest; presently they changed their minds and replaced

the two forest officia1s who may have been pedantically unco-operative

313. SP46/l28, fo. 4d-5; LBRO 5/7A. The figures for material
seized are the maxima given in different sources; the con-
siderable discrepancies between them defy explanation.

314. 12110 5/7k, copy of the commission attached to the return made
in 1649.
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in the sales of wood thoughtnecessary. 315 But they pursued no

fixed principle or plan: they employed anyone, including forest

officials and they administered the woods and ironworks in a

316purely ad hoc fashion.

Rewards were now likely to come to the faithful or at least

to their friends. John Braine was well placed: he had some land.

both on the north-eastern side of the forest at Little Dean and

towards the south-west around Alvington. He had held rank in

Edward Harley's regiment and addressed him as kinsman. 317 Thomas

Pury junior was a prominent parliamentary administrator in Glouces-

tershire. He may have been Pym's deputy as receiver general of

land. revenues for Gloucestersiure and Wiltshire in the 1630s;

under parliament he had become the receiver general himself. He

was a member of the county committee, a captain of the militia,

became, like his father, an alderman in Gloucester and an M.P. for

Monmouth borough. 318 Griffantius Phillipps had been carried forward

315.LRRO 5/71.. Deposition of John Adeane, regarder, who had been
one of the men allegedly dismissed; also copy of the warrant
appointing the other men, attached to the 1649 report.

316.LR7/55, 1647, orders to Richard Powell, bowbearer, to deliver
some charcoal to Braine and Kyrie. Thomas Creed, another bow-
bearer, was ironworks clerk to Thomas Pury. (LRRO 5/7A, his
own evidence).

317.H.M.C., 7th Rept., Lords, p.94; H.M.C., 14th Rept., II,
Harley, 130, 131, 248.

318.LR 7/55, 9 Chas.I, 22 Chas.I; LR 12/1014, 20 Chas.I; D.
Bruxiton and D.H. Pennington, Mibers of the Lone Parliament,
(London, 1954), pp. 49, 50; LBRO 5/71.; E 178/6080, pt.i,
m.14; H.M.C., 12th Rept., pt.ix, Gloucester Corporation,
pp . 498, 502. Pury was married to Barbara Kyrle, the sister
of Col. Robert Kyrle of WaJ.ford - W.H. Cooke, Hereford, III,
184-6.
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by the revolution: agent for the committee of the army in

Gloucestershire, captain of the militia, and solicitor of sequestra-

tions in Herefordshire. 319 Finally there was colonel Robert Kyrle

who had acquired his rank as a professional. He was the son of

James Kyrle of Walford, again a notable local family. 320 His

standing with parliament was the result of useful rather than

faithful services: he served with the king but delivered Monmouth

to parliamentary forces in June 1644 by treachery. 321 Thomas

Pury was married to his sier: by January 1646 Kyrle had become

the parliamentary governor of Monmouth. 322 These four men in

partnership and separately, took over part of the Dean industry.

The commissioners, including Pury, appointed in June 1645 to

administer Dean, sold most of the fuel to Braine and Kyrle who had

acquired a joint lease of a Lydbrook and of Bradley forge.323

In January 1646 these two concluded a formal partnership to manu-

facture iron for ten years. They used Bradley and Lydbrook forges

with Redbrooke furnace and Monmouth forge, sdquestered from the

Halls; they built Rowland's Mill forge, near to or on Braine's

land and Braine also acquired some lien over Rodmore furnace.324

319.E112/300/30, m.6.; Cal.Cttee.Comp., I, 144, 177.
320.Cooke, Hereford, III, 184-6.

321.Cal.SP.D., 1644-5, pp.16-17; H.M.C., 13th Rept., Portland., p.280.

322.Winter MB, D 421/E9; H.M.C., 6th Rept., Lords, p.153.

323.LR 7/55, 1646 & 1647; B 407/50.

324.Winter MB, D 421/E9; LR 7/55, 1646; LRRO 5/7A, which shows that
Braine took timber from Dean for Rowland' a Mill or rather for a
site "called Atkins Mill otherwise called the Bur.nts Mill lyeinge
within the parishe of Avington" which could be the Rowley forge
inbe Fuller list of 1717.
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Pury and Phillippe rented Bishopswood furnace, I.y-dbrook Middle

forge and. another Lydbrook forge, the remainder of Hall's works.325

These four obtained a joint grant of 6,000 cords of wood a year from

the forest; Kyrle and Braine besides bought another 12,000 cords

from Benedict Hall's sequestered estate in Monmouthahire. 526 Kyrle

sold out his share in 1647 and in 1650 the others were expelled

327from their works by the state. 	 Only Braine remained connected

with the industry after that date. The prohibition of 1650 did

not affect his position in Rodmore; he bought pig iron from the

commonwealth works between 1655 and 1660, presumably to fine in

his forges and claimed ownership of three ironworks near Woolaston's

wood, to the south-west of the forest, in 1660.328 John Gonning

became loosely associated with this group by taking a one-third

share in Rodmore furnace before August 1649; at the same time he

also obtained a lease of "Cordithell" Loed Ithell_7 furnace from

the Catchmays. 329 In spite of his erstwhile partnership with the

two royalists, Throckmorton and John Taylor, Gonning was a staunch

parliamentarian with considerable weight in parliamentary Bristol.330

t' Ar7/.	 t' iIF7rf,7r
-	 J-J

326.LR 7/55; E 178/6080, pt.i, ms.13-14, 23; H.M.C., 7th Rept.,
Lords, p.117.

327.E 112/500/30; E 112/301/81.

528. Gonning MSS, acc. 331/7/ 25 & 30 and letters of 8 and 21 Sept.
1649; SP 18/130/102; SP 18/l57B; E 178/6080, pt.i; H.M.C.,
7th Rept., Lords, p.94.

329.Gonning 1133, 531/7/30 and. letters of 8 and 21 Sept. 1649.

330.Bristol Rec.Soc.Pub., XIX (1955), p . McGrath (ed.), Merchants
and merchandise in seventeenth century Bristol, p.111.
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Perhaps the right connections within parliamentary local government

were not altogether unprofitable.

Major general Edward Massey, the successful defender of

Gloucester, obtained his share of the spoils with greater ceremony.

On 27 October 1645 an ordinance of both houses awarded him all the

ironworks of his defeated opponent, sir John Winter, with 6,000

cords of wood a year to be bought from Dean at current prices.331

Therefore the ironworks in Dean were now divided betwuen I1aseey,

Braine and his companions and that portion of the Winter estate

left to wife and children. In 1647 four furnaces and four forges

were employed on Masaeys behalf; presumably this represented the

whole of his share. 332 He obably did not manage his works at

any time but left this to his partner, the Gloucester merchant John

Gifford. The army and politics must have absorbed most of his

energies; in 1647 Massey became prominent in the presbyterian party

and hence increasingly a target for the army. The 'Humble

Remonstrance' of 23 June 1647 in which he, with ten other members

of parliament, was marked out for attack, was presumably only the

final warning. 333 On the following day he transferred the Dean

concession for five years to Clifford against a down payment of £2,000

to cover his share of the tools and stocks and an annual rent of

331.C.J., IV, 128, 250, 293, 315, 322; E 179/6080, ms.l4d-l5d.

332.SP 23/136, p.211.

333.S.R. Gardiner, History- of the great civil war, (London, 1893),
III, 278, 298, 302-4.

334.SP 23/136 , pp. 211, 215.
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Massey in fact had financed himself for any emergency and could now

bear his temporary exile in Holland.

Ironworks cannot easily be documented year by year. The

assumption often made that war must have destroyed at least some

of them however does not seem to be borne out when it can be tested.

When any ironworks is mentioned between 1644 and 1650 the implication

is always that the fighting in Dean passed it by; what repairs

there were in this time coped with normal decay or accidents.

suite a number of works were identified specifically: Cazmop and

Soudley furnaces had either been used until 1645 or were then still

fit for repair but may have been abandoned soon afterwards;

Lydbrook and Parkend furnaces, Ly-dney Slitting Mill forge and

Lydbrook Upper forge can be tentatively placed as part of Massey's

share. 335 A new furnace at St. Weonard's was built in the l640s

and was held jointly with Llansilo forge in 1645.336 Altogether

it seems probable that the number of works had not changed much,

if at all, between 1642 and l645;	 between fourteen and seventeen

335. L.R.R.0. 5/7A, passim. The identification of Massey's works is
plausible rather than definite; the use of Cannop until late in
1644 was asserted; Soudley was not mentioned but it had been
part of Throckmorton's sub-lease and had presumably been used
under Skinner's direction. Skinner himself was one of the
witnesses on whose evidence the commissioners relied for pre-
ference: it may be no accident that little is said about the
works which were undoubtedly used by him.

336. H.C.B. Mynors, 'Iron manufacture under Charles I', Woolhope
Naturalists' Field Club .Prans., XXXIV (1952), 4, cf. Add.MS,
11052 , fo .73, which suggests that a new forge may have been
built on the Wye in January 1650.

337. cf. p.188 above.
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furnaces and at least seventeen forges operated in the Dean region

until about 1650. New works however were mainly appearing on the

verges of the forest of Dean and beyond while works which ceased

within the forest were not so readily replaced; nevertheless nine

to eleven furnaces and twelve or thirteen forges still operated in

the forest itself and the furnaces rarely worked to capacity. Strong

competition for works in the central portion of the region continued;

the periphery was left to those who could get no hold in the centre.

The general situation in the forest of Dean had deteriorated

but for the time being little was done to change it. This contrasts

somewhat with the serious concern for the forestAexpressed in par-

liamentary attention in 1641 and 1642 and enshrined in the 'Grand

338
Remonatrance'.	 Parliament though had too readily accepted the

mixture of old prejudices about timber with local advice: a defence

of vested interests served up as attacks on the alleged misbehaviour

of individual concessionaires. Winter as a catholic, a potential

royalist and an ironmaster had offered an especially tempting target

for parliamentary intervention. The war postponed any re-considera-

tion of measures for Dean and simultaneously overlaid the effect of

Winter's deprivation. Relieved of authority, the inhabitants and.

the ironinasters had celebrated in some disorder. 339 In 1644 and

1645 parliament and the treasury concentrated on raising money

338. SP16/489/35 and SP16/491/86 for reference of Dean affairs to
a special committee of the commons; S.R. Gardiner, Constitutional
documents of the puritan revolution, 1625-1660, 3rd edn. (Oxford,
1958), p.211, para.25.

339. As shown in the return to the commission of 1645, L.LR.O. 5/7A.
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from the woods and on rewarding the faithful, combining both as far

as possible. Their method of administering the forest just

emerged: it used the county committee, the receiver of land

revenues and the surveyor of woods to transmit orders to the

so-called preservators of the forest of Dean, who at first were

no different from the former supervisors of wood delivery.340

Constables, regarders and other forest officials were disregarded,

perhaps accidentally. But neither purpose nor method were well

designed to promote order in Dean or to make much money from it.

Two or three long contracts for the sale of wood, on different

terms and at different prices, were running concurrently with a

variety of casual sales of individual parcels of wood. Conse-

quently the exchequer accounts for Dean become even harder to

penetrate: at most they show that the annual income from Dean

between 1645 and 1650 did. not exceed £3,300.341 That was less

than half what Throckmorton and partners had paid before 1640

and such confusion was hard to administer efficiently.

At first parliament demonstrated its conservatism by resorting

to old and ineffective palliatives. The attorney general presented

a large number of infozmationa in the court of exchequer, making

them look increasingly like standardised proformae. Between 1647

and 1650 about 300 people, including of course all the ironmasters,

were thus charged with thefts of timber and wood, always in rounded

figures,ranging from tens to thousands of trees or loads.342

340.cf.pp. 210-11 above.

341.LR 7/55, declared accounts for 1646, 1647, 1650 and. 1651.

342.EU2/183/230_240; E112/300/5,7,30; E112/301/160.
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Had. all the allegations been true, Dean should have been virtually

cleared. Parliamentary anxiety for the reserves of timber however

was becoming more justified by the needs of rapid naval construc-

tion. 343 Simultaneously new, temporary or uncertain owners and

holders of land throughout the country were inclined to sell off

woods for a quick profit, regardless of the long term interests

of the estate. The government then was prepared to hear complaints

fim commoners and. competitors against the Dean ironniasters.

The war had accentuated local jealousies and sharpened factions

in Dean too. Any order at all, if contrasted with the freedom of

the war years, would appear oppressive to the locals. The new

administration, however slack it might have been, disregarded the

forest laws and. could therefore be presented as a threat to accustomed

perquisites. 344 In addition the new ironmaaters, with their close

connections to the county committee, the parliamentary armies and,

through Pury, to the land revenue department of the exchequer,

were open to charges of corruption. They were not themselves

particularly careful to segregate public office and private gain:

one of them offered a partnership to the local surveyor of wood-

sales, George Oldfeild, which he turned down; they employed troopers

to put the fear of god into one or two obstructive local officials:

343. Cal.S.P.D.1649-50, pp.42 ,52 ,54, 67, 154,176 , 213. Forty new
warships were built in 1649-51. (G. Davies, The early Stuarts,
1603-60, (Oxford, 1949), p.221).

344. As done explicitly in the statement of the commission of 1649
regarding the preservators. (L.R.R.o. 5/7A).
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there is probably a kernel of truth in the spiteful exaggeration

with which these tales were told for the first time. 345 On the

other hand the employment of public woodland for iron was neither

against the law nor itself a sign of depravity and Braine and Pury

paid for their fuel at prices which seem reasonable, 6s.8d. per cord

for first class wood, 3s.6d. for roots, stubs and rotten wood and

lOs. per cord for timber. 6 Local grumbling however could at

most start up yet another exchequer suit; it gathered force only

with the powerful support of Bristol.

Once again the mayor and coinmonalty of Bristol had complained

about the great waste of timber in Dean, possibly before 26 March

1649 and perhaps in time to evoke the order of parliament of 17

March 1649 forbidding the cutting or removal of Dean timber.347

Certainly Bristol became deeply involved in the subsequent proceed-

ings in Dean if it did not initiate them. It is difficult to take

its anxiety for Dean timber seriously348 but not too difficult to

345.L.R.R.O. 5/7A. The testimony here given already bears the
marks of embroidery and improvement.

346.LR 7155, for 1647 and. enclosures in the account.

347.Cal.S.P.D.,1649-50, pp. 42 and 54. The foror contains the
order of parliament, the latter a specific mention of the
Bristol complaint by the council of state.

348.This is discussed in more detail in Ch. III, pp. 324-7
below.
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suggest other grounds for Bristol's intense preoccupation with

the state of Dean. Bristol and Gloucester were traditional rivals

and Gloucester's fame in the civil war outshone Bristol: Dean was

controlled by the county committee based on Gloucester. Gonning

who was a good parliamentarian had lost his position in the forest,

partly because it had been based on partnership with the royalist

sir Bainham Throckniorton. But Gonning still made Iron on the

outskirts of the royal forest and still dealt with sir Bainham.349

Gonning then remained familiar with Dean affairs and gossip, informed

no doubt by the same Richard Skinner who was employed by him, who

had been a member of the merchant venturers society of Bristol since

1634 and who gave vital evidence to the commission enquiring into

Dean in 1649. 350 Gonning also had influence in Bristol: he was

Its first mayor after its recapture by parliament and again held

the office in 1654. It Is safe to assume that amongst the more

substantial merchants of Bristol there were fewer men with an

interest in Dean timber than those, like the Helliers, Walter

Sandy, the Doughtys and the Challoners who were at some time

concerned with Dean iron.

Bristol actively pressed its complaint in parliament or council

of state: in response the council in March nomInated eight men to

349. Goiming MSS, aco. 331, letters of 6 August, 8 and 21 September.

350.Ibid. and L.R.R.0. 5/71.; P. 1IcGrath (ed.) Records relating to
the society of the merchant venturers of the cit y of Bristol

Brist. Rec. Soc. Pub., XVII (1952),
p.29. cf. pp. 207-8
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look after Dean, of whom at least six came from Bristol. 351 This

was a large and distinguished group, including both Bristol M.P.s

and the prospective mayors for 1650 and 1651.352 It seems a sub-

stantial body to supervise the behaviour of four yeomen appointed

as preservators by the county committee. Soon afterwards on 12

June 1649 Bristol obtained a commission from the council of state

to investigate abuses in Dean; this was still the sane group

except that one man bad dropped out and that one M.P. had been

replaced by the ex-mayor for 1646-7. Only two of the seven remain-

ing men may have been connected with the forest or the county

committee. 353 The commissioners sat for eight days between 12

September and 25 October 1649 and produced a full scale survey and

inquest on Dean; they do not say whether any of the work was done

by deputies between these dates. This commission, as might have

been expected, substantiated the darkest suspicions of the Bristol

351. Cal.S.P.D.,1649-50, p.54.
352. H.E. Nott (ed.), Deposition books of Bristol, I & II, Brist.

Rec.Soc.Pub., VI (1935) & XIII (1948) for particulars of
Richard A].dworth, Luke Hodges, Joseph Jackson and. HughBrowne.

353. L.R.R.O. 5/7A lists them as Richard Aldworth, Richard Vickris1
Joseph J.ckson and Hugh Browne for whom see referenee in ns.
350, 352 above, George Bishop rho became a member of the Bristol
merchant venturers in January 1651 for favours and courtesies
done for them in London (Brlst.Rec.Soc.Pub., XVII (1952), 46)
and John Bromwich and John Berrowe who may have been respec-
tively connected with the committee for Gloucester and. with
Dean.
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petition. Its conclusior indeed were more rabid and prejudiced

than constructive, begiirnftig with the suggestion that the cominis-

sioners be given authority to punish all offenders discovered by

them. But the real punch came in their second proposal, that the

iznworks "bee razed to the ground"; the rest amounted merely to

the restoration of "the true and Auncient priviledges of the

Cowi1y". 354 The return evidently took some time to digest but it

lost nothing in the more concise version which reached the council

of state on 19 December 1649; this was the most harrowing report

of theft, deceit and destruction yet to come out of Dean. 355 Two

suitably embroidered and scurrilous editions of the report, attaolç-

ing ironmasters and others in person, were in addition printed by

some of the commissioners. 6 The council passed the report on

to parliament on 20 December357 and on 1 January 1650 parliament

decreed the triumph of reaction:

"That noe Tymber Trees or any other Trees or wood be from hence

forth cut downe within the fforest of Deane, upon any pretence

whatsoever, untill this house give further order. Ordered by

the Parliament that all the Iron workes within the fforest

of Deane be from henceforth suppressed and demolished. And

the Council of State see the same effeotually done."358

354. L.R.R.0. 5/7A. cf. Ch. III,pp. 299-300.

355. SP 18/3/102.

356. I. Bromwioh, The epoiles of the forrest of Deane ..., (London,
1650) and Bodleian Pamphlets, Wood. D27, Certaine reasons

those iron-works in the forrest of Deane should be ... demolisht..

357. SP 25/63, p.414.

358. SP 25/87, p.110.
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By 3 January the council of state was writing to the sheriff of

Gloiicestershire and to the local army commander to execute the

orders. 359 Gifford, who stood to suffer most, because he had

paid cash for his works, had also been threatened by the proposed

sequestration of Massey's estate. He therefore appealed to parlia-

ment to set its order aside and was granted at least a temporary

360
reprieve.	 But the speed with which the measures had advanced

from report to order was reflected in the eagerness of local

officials: they liked the new policy. Gifford rode to Gloucester

with his reprieve but found that execution had begun before his

arrival on 30 January; only three hours earlier the preservators

had destroyed two of his works - perhaps Cannop or Soud.ley furnace

and Whitecroft forge - as well as Bishopswood furnace and the two

Lydbrook forges run by Phillipps and 
p.y•36l 

Gifford's order of

reprieve saved the remaining works until 25 March; parliament had

362
referred his petition to the committee of the revenue. Parlia-

mentary orders and parliamentary committees appear to have operated

without liaison: the revenue and. compounding committees were still

considering the proper effects of Massey's sequestration upon

Gifford's rights in May 1650, when they finally decided to permit

Gifford's lease to stand for another year. 363 Meanwhile the respite

359. SP 25/63, pp.465.
360. Cal. of Cttee. for Comp., pt,iii, 2142-3, sub 28 Jan. 1650.
361. E112/300/30; E407/50.
362. C.J., VI, 350, 28 han. 1650.

363. Cal. of Cttee. for Comp., pt.iii, 2142-3.
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granted by Parliament had expired some two months ago and this

time the preservators bad made sure: on 26 and 27 March 1650.

the remaining works in the royal forest were demolished, with

Winter's slitting mill forge and Maple Hill furnace, which stood

on his land but in the forest, 6	Even now the demolition was

probably fairly casual: some of the works were soon and easily

rebuilt; ponds, installations and masonry of the remainder long

continued to serve as landmarks. 6	But for the present this

seemed the end of rational exploitation of the resources of Dean:

±he Gordian knot had at last been cut. This was at any rate one

possible line of interpretation.

In reality the simple and striking solution is unfortunately

not always the best. In the first place the government remained

determined to prove its respect for property, whatever the national

interest might demand: a number of enclosure grants in Dean were

permitted to stand unmolested; Gifford's claim continued to be

discussed by the compounding committee and Pury and Phillipps were

referred to the law courts with their compiaint. 66 Rodmore furnace,

lying just outside the old bounds of the forest which had now been

restored as legally valid, continued its unmolested operations well

364. SP23/136, p.219.

365. E].78/6080, pt.iii, ma. 64-5, showing that enough of Cannop
furnace stood in September 1660 to serve as a boundary mark;
cf. the description of Parkend and Lydney furnaces, or rather
of their remains, in 1.653 (sP18/40/73).

366. SP25/63, p. 634; SP25/64, p. 21, 14 and 21 Feb. 1650.
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into 1650. In the second place the government's preference for

naval timber rather than money, however worthy, remained ineffective

without local executive force. In this case at least the revolu-

tionary bourgeoisie, if such it was, sacrificed the new industrial

to the shibboleths of the oldest landed interests: the true gainers

were the commoners of Dean whose arguments had prevailed. The

formerly royal forest of Dean relapsed into the anarchy of its

second virginity, dominated by local custom, undisturbed by platonic

official interest. The old disorders and spoils of wood continued;

the timber stayed in the forest, unused and unprofitable and

revenues were reduced to the decorous trickle of hallowed tradition 6

The wilderness had been restored to its inhabitants with enclosures

in and ironworks just around the forest as the only rational reserva-

tions.

For the time being government policy for Dean was reduced to

negative exhortation and Instruction. The strain of wartime

demands however served to recall the existence of valuable and now

sterile assets in Dean. Naval expansion and the Dutch war were

driving up the costs of iron guns and shot by the end of 1652;

by August 1653 a dry summer and excessive demand had delayed deliveries

369
of shot, reduced supplies and made it dearer still.	 Moreover

367. Gonning MS, 331/7/25, 20 Feb. 1650.
368. SP25/35, pp.101-2; SP25/68, p.83; SP25/70. pp. 26, 28.

These are all council instructions concerning Dean from 1652
to July 1653 . LR7/55, for 1651, shows no income from Dean
except the tail end of former disputed arrears.

369. Cal.S.P.D. 1652-3, p.12, 6 Dec.l652 (a discussion in the council
of a new gunfounding scheme by sir Sackvifle Crowe; 6P18/39/31,
8 Aug.r653, Thomas Newberry's report on prospective supplies
of shot from the Wealden works.
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the protectorate could neither govern nor make war more cheaply

than the Stuarts; it therefore began to reconsider its indiscriminately

conservative attitude towards woods and forests in the second half

of 1651; in November 1653 the sale of forests was legally decreed.37°

But as always when forest land was to be sold, Dean was held back

for better things: it could be used immediately and. specifically

to repair the threatened deficiency. The council now acted quickly;

at this point it was favoured by a combination of luck and of

revolutionary rationalism. It called upon a stalwart but minor

partisan who had been made one of the preservators of Dean in

January 1650, Major John Wade. He appeared before it on 23

August 1653, a mere fortnight after Thomas Newberry had reported

on the scarcity of shot; on 27 August Wade was ordered to rebuild

some of the ironworks in the royal forest to make guns and shot,

while taking care to preserve the timber. 371 A man whose first

official act in Dean must have been the destruction of the old

ironworks was a curious appointment for their restoration; moreover

Wade probably had to len most of the job from scratch. It soon

appeared that he was able, honest and hardworking; he turned out

to be a first class administrator with a mind of his own and. with

enough determination to ensure that it sometimes prevailed. This

370. S.J. Madge, The domesday of crown lands, (London, 1938), pp.lO9-20;
C.H. Pirth and R.S. Hait, Acts and ordinances, II, 783-812.

371. 5P25/70, pp.260 and 288-90. It is just poBsible that the first
of these entries may refer to the other Major John Wade, who
remained in the military service of the Commonwealth and who
occasionally appears in the records to confuse the issue. But
it seems a reasonable assumption that the new n'R.nger was first
inspected and then kept hanging about a little.
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had not been predictable but at least it can be said that the

protectorate could make such appointments unencumbered by tradition

or too much official procedure. On the other hand Wade may have

owed his appointment to hi friend Colonel John Clerke, one of the

372
admiralty commissioners.	 The iron was to be made for the navy

and, although Wade's first orders had placed him directly under the

council of state, be reported to the admiralty committee from the

beginning; 373 from 16 September 1653, this was officially charged

with the preservation of woods and timber and the Dean ironworks

and woods were now administered under its sole authority.374

om the point of view of the greatest business efficiency this may

not have been an unmixed blessing: reports might have to travel

from Wade through the commissioners of the admiralty and navy to

the council and. even to the lord, protector himself and. orders take

the reverse journey. All of these bodies had other interests of

some importance: Wade could rarely look for expeditious decisions.

On the other hand the new system was the straightforward answer

to a complex problem, namely how to make iron in Dean without appearing

372.5P18/66/38, 16 Yeb. 1654. This letter is addressed to Col.
John C].erke and begins "My deare ffrlend" and appeals for
his special support in a matter thought by Wade of public
importance. It seems improbable that a close friendship
should have sprung up in the six months, during which Wade
was building his furnace.

373.Cal.S.P.D. 1653-4. p.107, 27 Aug. 1653; SPl8/40/6l and 73,
Wade's first two reports, 10 and 15 Sept. 1653, one of which
refers to their letter of 8, the second to theirs of 13 Sept.

374.SP25/70, p.38, 16 Sept. 1653.
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to destroy the Bupply of naval timber or how to combine a regular

and satisfactory supply of naval timber from Dean with the manufacture

of iron. As will be seen below, it even proved possible to ensure

the future of the woods while exploiting them, a feat hitherto

thought improbable on the public land of Dean, although familiar

to private landowners for two generations or more. It is true

that the decision to invest the admiralty commission with the sole

control of Dean might have been accidental at first: the navy

needed iron shot and it could be made in Dean. But if the establish-

ment of unified control began as an accident, it was soon converted

into policy, for by 9 September the council had. decided to regard

Wade as completely in charge of the forest of Dean, superseding a

committee of the council itself. 375 In May 1654 Wade was equipped

with the offices of gaveller, riding forester and alecunner in the

forest, thus ooinbin.ing in his person the old and the new dispensa-

tions. 6 èlter his administration had been carefully emmined in

1656, his complete control of the forest under the admiralty

commission was explicitly re-affirmed.377

There were at least some aspects of the manufacture of iron

about iich Wade at first knew nothing; one or two were elementary -

like the loss of pig iron during fining. Possibly he may have

entered into his part in Dean with no more than the general lore

of smelting and fining which any interested local inhabitant could

375.5P25/70, p.356.

376.Bodleian, MS Rawlinson A 328, pp. 31-2.

377.SP25/77, pp.485-7, 16 Nov. 1656.
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pick up. If this supposition be true, then Wade took good advice

from the start. He had been told to put two furnaces in commission,

a new one and one of sir John Winter's old ones. For this he had

been assigned £1,000 and given authority to draw bills on aualter

Frost, the assistant secretary to the council of state. 378 To such

businesslike preliminaries Wade responded with similar efficiency.

Within a fortnight he had drafted his general proposals for the

administration of Dean: all trees were to be inspected by carpenters

as soon as felled and any timber in them was to be squared on the

spot, so that the offal could be turned into charcoal; parts of

the forest were to be encoppiced. to ensure future supplies of fuel

and timber. Undoubtedly on expert advice Wade also pointed out

that two furnaces could make little more than twenty tons of shot

per week whereas their capacity for pig iron might be in the region

of fifty or sixty tons and that the production of plain pig was an

inevitable incident in the casting of shot. Thus he requested

authority to build a forge to fine pig into bar, mainly using the

small charcoal or "brazes" .Lreez!7%vIuch could not be used. in

smelting. Finally he proposed that a ship be built nearby from

Dean timber, equipped with Dean ironwork and ballasted, for cheaper

transport, with the shot cast in the forest. 379 His prose was

somewhat breathless, his technical knowledge at the time rough and

ready but his mind could grasp the essential points of the situation

378. SP25/70, pp.288-90.

379. SP18/40/6l , 10 Sept. 1653.
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and. combine them in a fruitful and convincing manner.

The general programme was slowly realised although the

admiralty commissioners needed some persuasion, supplied by Wade

in letter after lettex until he got his way. On the other hand

they, given enough time, were not inflexible and relied on Wade's

judgment, even to the point of keeping him in money some of the

time. Apparently Wade bad. offered to get the first furnace repaired

by 1 November; by 15 September he had looked again at Winter's

furnace, no doubt the one at Maple Hill, and decided that the new

furnace, begun on or near the site of the old. Parkend. furnace, would

be much more convenient. He therefore suggested concentrating on

this although it might cause brief delay. 38° By 21 September

he had obtained an estimate for the forge which, at £100, was to

turn out much below its cost. 381 Indeed the optimistic approach

of defence contractors to estimates of time and money is no modern

innovations on 5 December Wade wrote that he new furnace would. be

finished by the end of the month; it was 19 January when the furnace

was being pre-heated and 28 February 1654 when it began to cast

382
iron, exactly three months after the date first projected.

Meanwhile Wade had convinced the admiralty that his one new furnace

at Pazrkend, which "'will be one of the best 'watered ffurnesses in

this nation" 1was large enough to use up all the waste wood in Dean

380.SP18/40/73, 15 Sept. 1653.

381.5P18/40/103. Three years later more than £754 was put down
to the cost of the forge, although this item may have contained
some other expenses (sPl8/130/102 , p. 9).

362. SP1B/62/34, 5 Dec. 1653; 5P18/78/165; 6P18/130/102 , p.20.
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and would produce as much shot as they oould reasonably hope for;

by 10 December he had been given permission to metal one furnace

only, as no doubt he had always intended. He kept reminding them

of the forge, until he obtained permission to build one on 13 December

and all the while he agitated about carpenters to co-operate with

his odcutters so as to save the timber 83 But almost at once

he ran into a new difficulty.

With the end of Januax7, when he had used up his first £1,000,

Wade had to begin to ask for money. 384 He thought that he would

need about £50 per week to cast 15 tons of shot and 5 tons of pig

iron. 
385 

It took almost two months, in which Wade bad. to remind

them of the poverty of his employees ) who could not live on credit,

before he was paid another £1,000 through the navy agent at Bristoi.386

At the same time Wade began to enquire whether he should cast guns;

this showed his lack of experience, for Dean iron was soft and

would therefore not have been particularly suitable but he main-

tained this agitation without success until August 1654.387 All

383. SP].8/62/34, 5 Dec. 1653; 5P18/62/93, 13 Dec . 1653 (referring
to the admiralty corn. letter of 10 Dec. and bearing a shorthand
endorsement authorising the forge).

384. SP18/78/165, 24 Jan. 1654.
385. 5P18/78/21 , 6 Feb. 1654.
386. SP18/80/53, 15 March 1654; SP18/68/13, 20 March 1654.
387. SP18/68/13; SP18/87/77, 26 Aug. 1654. There is no evidence

that any guns were ever cast in Dean under the commonwealth
and protectorate; indeed no reliable evidence of any gun-
founding in Dean has ever been discovered.
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the while he concentrated on casting shot and therefore had little

or nothing to sell: by the end of August he was short of money;

by the end of October he was reduced to suggesting that he had

cast ehough shot for a while and that he would now prefer to sell

pig iron in order to provide some income. 388 By March 1655 some

450 tons of shot had been delivered to Thomas Shewell, the navy

agent in Bristol; as all the 700 tons of shot cast were probably

made before the end of July 1655, it may be safely assumed that in

1655 pig iron for sale was gradually replacing shot as the principal

389product.	 Presumably it was financial stringency which delayed

the building of the forge until after September 1654; if the total

money accounted for wider this head was really spent on it, it was

of unusually large and complex construction; this would also be

suggested by the long time taken to build it, as it only began to

operate on 10 March 1655.390 The balance of production then was

changing from the end of 1654; the change may have been accelerated

by the report of the Portsmouth naval yards on the consignment of

13,556 pieces of shot received from Dean:

"there is only three natures of it vizt Di. em7 Cannon, some

of 29 11 LT7 some of 28 li & some of 27 11. Culvering some

of 18 li and some l7 ii di. Culvering some of 10 11 some of

9 ii, and some but a little above 8 ii, most of it of every

388.SP18/89/64, 21 Oct. 1654.

389.SP18/106/120, 31 March 1655; SP18/l30/102 , pp . 20, 21. From
the beg1rmfng until 3 October 1654 only 35 tons of pig iron
are shown in the accounts as sold; between October 1654 and
December 1655 sales amounted to 300 or 400 tons (sPl8/130/
102, pp. 4, 6, 8.

390.6P18/130/102, pp. 9, 20.
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nature is very rugged & honycombed in so much that it will

hardly pass through the gages every way, there is a great List

at that place where the Moulds shutt round about it, the di

Culvering is much of it too high, very much honycombed, and

ovell, and is the worst shott of it ail

Perhaps a skilled shot founder might have done better but there is

some reason to think that Dean ores were too pure to make good

castings easily. By the middle of 1655 too the Vlealden supplies

may have come in at a satisfactory rate. Anyhow it is fairly

certain that, with the beginning of the second 1blast of the

furnace on 13 September 1655, the state ironworks in Dean made

mainly commercial iron, either for sale as pig or as bar. 392 In

November 1655 the iron was tested by a naval purveyor in Dean for

its use in bolts, hoops, spikes, crows and other general naval iron-

work and was found satisfactory. 393 Henceforth manufactured wrought

iron was supplied to the yards from the forest.394

391.SP18/lll/71, 16 July 1655. However the remainder of the shot
was all shipped to the yards, no doubt eventually to be cursed
by the gunners.

392.5P18/l30/102, p.20 and passim. cf. Adin 2/1729, fo.217, letter
of 19 Feb. l657mentioning a complaint from the ordnance about
unserviceable shot, which might have been supplied from store.

393.SP18/117/69, 9 November 1655.

394.SP18/138/62, 9-25 April 1656. At first, some of this was made
to a wrong pattern but the quality was presumably satisfactory
for the orders continued - Adm 2/1729, fos. 49,56,136,139,140,
217. I am obliged to Professor G. Aylmer for his kindness in
drawing my attention to these Orders and Instructions.
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A period of experiment and of adaptation was to be expected in

a new enterprise set up under a department of state with an inex-

perienced mnRger; it speaks well for both that the failures were

mainly marginal rather than central to the undertaking. It is far

more surprising, in view of prevalent and old established notions

that it needed several reminders from Wade before the admiralty

commission would arrange to organise the collection of timber from

Dean. 395 A purveyor was at last instructed on 2 December and

formally appointed on 5 December 1654, when he was equipped with

£450,396 Slowly the unprecedented organisation of a regular supply

of naval timber from the forest of Dean got under way; slowly

enough indeed to show how great was the innovation: by 15 September

1655 only a hundred tons of timber and 800 trenails had been put

aboard for Chatham. 397 Almost another year elapsed before the

douncil at last approved a recommendation from the admiralty com-

mission to build two fifth rate frigates near Dean with local timber

and ironwork and another month until a shipwright, Daniel Furzer,

was appointed on 15 August 1656 to build the first of them.398

Thus it had taken all but three years for Wade's first report to

be wholly implemented. 3	The delay was undoubtedly deplorable

595.SP].8/40/61, 10 Sept. 1653; SP18/40/103, 21 Sept. 1655;
SP18/90/125, 23 Nov. 1654.

596.SP18/9l/8 and SP18/l17/l54.

397.SP18/l15/135, 15 Sept. 1655.

398.SP25/77, p. 242, 10 July 1656;

599. SP18/40/103.

SP18/143/123; Ada 2/1729, fo.112.
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and could have been used at the time as an argument against the

public management of economic resources. It might even be thought

that private landowners had long been accustomed to managing their

woodlands in some such manner. But there remained after all one

vita], difference between private and. public interest in woods, in

the matter of shiptimber. The state was the only party which

could, if it so wished, regulate its exploitation of woodlands to

balance all interesiB, short and long term, whereas a private land-

owner could only justify such a feat by an idealistic disregard

of his own and his ohildrens' and. grandchildrena' economic interests

for the sake of timber. Therefore the achievement in Dean remained

notable, even if it was completed at snail's pace.

The carpenter Furzer had from the start been placed formally

400wider Wade's authority;	 in effect the purveyor Aidridge also

acknowledged it, although both their instructions came sometimes

directly from the admiralty. But as the ship rose on its stocks,

Furzer and A].drid.ge began to compete for the same materials and the

same manpower, even to the point of bidding against each other.401

Wade, asked for his advice, suggested that Purzer should do both

jobs.402 Thus by 30 May 1657 the royal forest of Dean was at last

properly organised to use its resources to the full and to maintain

it at its most productive. 403 The ironworks did not merely supply

400.SP18/l43/123; 1dm 2/1729, fo.112; for this and what follows
cf. Ch.III, pp.329-33l below.

401.SP18/166/115, 15 May 1657.

402.5P18/166/70 and /167/6 , 9 and 16 May 1657; 1dm. 2/1730, fo.lOd.

403.SP18/167/94, the order for .Aldridge's recall.
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some of the material needed for the ship built at Lydney but helped

to finance both it and the timber, trenails and ironwork sent to

the yards. As precise records, the audited accounts of Wade's

administration leave something to be desired: on the whole they

impress more as an exercise in the auditors' art of balancing books.404

A number of distinct items are of t jumbled together under one

generalised head, which might cover payments for materials and

wages; payments for fuel need not indicate either the number of

employees or the amounts of fuel involved; the auditors only dis-

covered during their second stocktaking, when they weighed the

amounts in hand, that Wade had exaggerated the pig iron left in

stock, because he had erroneously assumed that a ton of bar could

405
be made from a ton of pig. 	 Their audit for the first three

years, so they complained, had to be compiled from old notebooks

and scraps of paper406 and, a year later, "... the papers

brought for justifying this accompt affoarding us no positive, and

undoubted direccion for an absolute determination of the reall and

naked state of things	 The statements in the accounts

are therefore sometimes ambiguous and all have to be taken on

trust. On the other hand Wade gained commendation even from the

surveyor general of woods appointed by the restored crown as

404. SP18/l30/102, covering 13 Sept. '53 to 2 Aug. '56; SP1O/157B,
3 Aug. '56 to 15 Sept. '57; El78/6080, pt.i, foe. 25-50d.,
16 Sept. '57 to 26 April '60. 	 cf. Ch.IV below.

405. SP18/l57B, 23 Nov. 1657.

406. Ch.IV,pp.393-6 below.

407. SP18/157B, fo.4d.
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"a good officer as Colonel ____ Wade was in the time of the

Usurpation"; 408 it may be that his statements were more trust-

worthy than would have been the more accomplished bookkeeping of a

less scrupulous man. With all reservations the quantitative

achievements were remarkable: one furnace and. one forge made 3,750

tons of pig iron, 700 tons of shot and over 720 tons of bar iron

and possibly some forgings in six and a half years, producing a

total gross income of approximately £41,000 and a total profit of about

£12,000, after paying for all buildings and. fixtures as well as for

all wood at estimated market prices. 409 In addition the forest was

made to yield the timber for one frigate and for the start of a

second one plus a minimum of 3,000 tons of timber and. 70,000 trenails

for the shipyards, yet it was left in better shape in 1660 than it

had been in the 16405.410 in terms of material achievement then

the success of the venture can hardly be doubted.

The ironworks however were so seriously handicapped in one

respect that they might well have run down even without their

political troubles. Governments in the seventeenth century at

least were rarely content with a moderate return from a promising

source of revenue: being generally under pressure themselves,

they tended to squeeze hard. No doubt they also found it difficult

to distinguish between the gross income and the profits of a business;

408.Written by sir Charles Harbord, C.J., IX, 45-48, 12 Feb. 1667.

409.cf. appx 1.vbelow.	 Without taking into account the cost of
fuel, the profits amounted to £22,000.

410.SP18/20l/47 and 47i; SP18/210/lll; 5P18/224/38; E178/6080,
pt.iii survey of Dean, 8 Oct. 1660. of. Ch.III, p.331.
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they were accustomed to assign payments on sources of revenue 1 which

cost relatively little to produce and where over-assignment did not

materially impede production. In the first three years of opera-

tions in Dean, the state Invested about £3,900; it took out £8,600

worth of shot and iron and. ordered outside payments in cash and kind

amounting to £1,100. This amounted to 46 per cent of all the

income from whatever source and exceeded the crude difference

between income and expenditure by more than £2,200. It remained

tolerable because only between £300 and £400 was paid. out in cash

while delivered prices contained something like 50 to 60 per cent

of profit. By 1656-7 the balance had changed: deliveries accounted

for £450 worth of manufactures while £3,100 was paid out for ship-

building, other works and redemption of part of the forest. This

took only 42 per cent of gross income, but left an excess of less

than £450 of crude income over crude expenditure. In 1657-60

only £230 worth was delivered in kind but £5,800 paid out in cash.

It still bok 42 per cent of gross income but cash payments alone

exceeded the difference between crude income and crude expenditure

411
by £530, leaving the works without any cash at all.	 This may have

been masked to some extent by credit but there were occasions, as

411. These figures are based on the snmm-vies of the accounts in
Lppx.iv. Inasmuch as these themselves represent an attempt to
convert into the form of an income and expenditure account the
original charge and discharge accounts, which were based on
somewhat questionable evidence and were severely contracted
and si,inmaised, the calculations here given can only be a
rough approximation. The price of wood itself is not taken
into account; this is the way which waild, with good reason,
have appeared proper to contnporaries.
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might be expected, when the works were literally starved of money

with which to carry on. 412 ihether the government could have con-

trolled the urge to over-assign, given more time azi less pressure,

is difficult to say: in any event the predilection was debilitating

rather than fatal for the ironworks.

The more efficient administration of Dean did not reconcile the

whole population to its commercial use. Petitions and complaints

about threats to the wellbeing of the commoners, if not of the forest,

still appeared from time to time. These were perhaps less strident

and less frequent than earlier; possibly they lacked the support

of rival ironmasters and other powerful interests. 413 One furnace

and one forge did not offer quite such a threat to competitors, nor

did it seem probable that the state would be persuaded to part with

them. It might even have seemed advisable to proceed more discreetly

with a petition which might appear to criticise public servants and

the direct exercise of public authority. But as this began to relax

in 1659, old customs reasserted themselves: riots and attacks on

enclosures began in April 1659 and mounted to a crescendo in April 1660.414

Wade used the riots as pretext for his resignation; the tone of his

iettC.L5 wikes clear that tie lelt the destruction as almost a personal

injury, although a staunch official of commonwealth and protectorate

415
might also well have been looking for a tactful way out by then.

412. SP18/l87/156, 29 Jan. 1658; Adm 2/1730, fo. 155.

413. SP18/42/96, Dan. (9) - March (?) 1654 ('i')7; C.J. VII, 439,
16 Oct. 1656.

414. C.J., VII, p.648, 11 May 1659, p.67O, 1 June 1659; SPl8/202/70,
8 April 1659; SP18/203/29, 30 May 1659; SP18/220/79, 13 April 1660.

415. SP18/220/106, 25 April 1660.
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On 25 April 1660 he formally handed over the works; this virtually

ended the first determined attipt to administer Dean or any other

public woodland as an integrated enterprise.

iv Restoration and aftermath

Commissioners were at first appointed, to succeed Wade, both to

clear the accounts and. as a holding operation. The uncertainties

of the position are shown in the reduction in output: in the next

five months only 180 tons of iron was cast and 32 tons of bar iron

416fined.	 Meanwhile all the different claimants to Dean or parts

of Dean could begin to set out and press their more or lees well

found claims to restitution or for consideration. The commoners,

former holders of concessiona in Dean and of the former state

ironworks all found their advocates. 417 Henry Lord Herbert who

had been made lord lieutenant of Gloucestershire and chief constable

of the forest of Dean, headed a commission appointed on 12 September

1660, charged to survey the forest and to recommend. its further

disposal. Reasonably they confirmed the soundness of the general

policies pursued by the protectorate: they recommended the resump-

tion by the crown of all giants of and in Dean, a temporary suspension

of the ironworks to permit the woods to recover and the continuation

416.SP18/220/l06 and E].78/6080, pta. i and iii.

417. Copies - or the originals - of some of these claims have
survived amongst the Shaftesbury Papers, P.R.0. 30/24/32.
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of direct management by the crown; they opposed any suggestion

of leasing or farming them out.418 But at this point it became

evident that the restored crown possessed less freedom of action

than its predecessor. Sir John Winter alone put in a justifiable

c1aiinr more than £15,000 in compensation for his former losses;

sir Bainham Throckmortou too reminded the crown of its obligations

to him. 419 It might well have been hard to refuse a steadfast

royalist and the queen mother's secretary all satisfaction but cash

was the crucial problem. Therefore once again policy was sacrificed

to expediency: in March 1661 Winter received the Dean ironworks

with stocks worth £4,360 and the right to some wood and underwoods

in partial settlement of his claims; he was to grant Throokmorton

a sublease to satisfy him. 42° This temporary arrangement was to

be subject to a review of Winter's detailed claims and to a more

thorough survey of the forest. In March 1662 a commission was

appointed to settle forest affairs, on the assumption that Winter

was to retain a concession of the works with wood but without rights

to any timber. Their report discussed the various uses of the

forest, again recommended the direct msigement of the ironworks

by the crown and attempted to apportion the forest between common

418.El78/6080, pt.iii, 12 Sept., 12 Chas.II.

419.P.L0. 30/24/32; Ca]..T.B., 1660-7, p.114, 5 Jan. 1661.

420.Winter papers, 1) 42l/E6e, "March 1660". This must refer to
1660/1, as Wade was in coinnnd until April 1660; P.R.0.
30/24/32 ; Cal. T.B., 1681-5, VII, pt.iii, 1531-2.
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421for the inhabitants and enclosures for regeneration. 	 Their

estimate of the available timber and fuel formed the basis of Winter's

new contract, sealed on 30 July 1662,422 and of instructior for

another commission, which was to set out the enclosures and common

and. to repeat some of the earlier enquiries. 423 Thus the combina-

tion of traditional reactions and personal influence had, for the

time being, restored in Dean too as much as possible of the status

quo ante, in defiance of accumulated experience and repeated explicit

recommendations.

The restoration however could not sinipiy wipe out the interven-

ing years. Winter's estates had survived sequestration and sales

of royalist lands better than might have been expected: part was

successfully claimed by trustees for his creditors and his family;424

421. El78/6080, pt.i, ma. 4d-ll, 5 March, 14 Chas.II; a more legible
copy of the return will be found in Harleian MS, 6839, fos.
332-8. Peter Pett and John Wade were amongst the commissioners,
which should enhance statements about timber and iron manufacture
made in the return.

422.C66/3007; Winter papers, D 421,7.

423.E178/6080, pt.i, ms. 3-5, 28 Nov. 14 Chas.II.

424.H.M.C., 7th Rept., pt.i, Lords MSS, p.9; Winter papers,
D421/T23, 23 Dec. 1640; Cal.Cttee. for Cnynn., pt.iii, 2143;
SP23/l03, pp . 503, 519. Such arrangements were presumably
often used in attempts to foil sequestration by parliament:
a large number of similar contracts can be found amongst the
compounding papers. But it was also a widely used method to
secure bona fide creditors and to safeguard heirs; Winter
might well have raised some of his capital for the purchase
of Dean in this manner.
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some at least of the purchasers of another part of his land may

have been his agents; 425 a number of his ironworks had been left

in his family with the remainder of the eatate.426 But the

resulting expense must have been formidable: lawsuits to permit

the trust to stand., the temporary administration of some or all his

land by the sequestrators and his own prolonged imprisonment in

the Tower all helped to pull him down. By 1660 he was heavily in

debt, as is shown by the mortgages on some of his forges and by

the fate of his new Dean concession. 427 In consequence Winter

became a more or less passive partner in the Dean ironworks and.

woods which were officially granted to him, Francis Finch and

Robert Clayton, the London scrivener and estate agent, for eleven

428years in final settlement of his claims against the crown.

425.Winter papers, D421/T22, a1e of the manor of Pyrton to Francis
Finch and. others by the commonwealth committee, 1655.

426.John Coater and Thomas Dunning who bought pig iron from the
state ironworks in 1654-7) may have been agents of the Winter
family; in 1657-60 sir J'ohn's son and. heir, Charles, bought
considerable amounts of pig in his own and his then agent's,
John Coster's name. Dunning had formerly been in sir John's
employment. (sP18/].30/102 , SP18/157/B , E178/6080 pt.i). None
of these three men was likely to be a dealer, so that purchases
of pig imply possession of a forge at least.

427.Winter Papers, D421/T18, 20 July 1663, mortgage for £1,200 on the
)Tew Forge in Lydney; D421/6b, showing a debt to Robert Clayton
of £7,210 in addition to part of the profits of the Dean con-
cession; D421/T22, 12 July 1654, foreclosure by Thomas Miliward
and Giles Trevor on some of Winter's land for failure to fulfil
conditions in a bond over £12,000; ibid., 7 Aug. 1662, bond. for
payment of £1,188, secured on the grant of the Dean concession.

428.Winter papers, D421/E7 and C66/3007, 30 July 1662.
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When Winter wished to use the works in the forest, he was obliged to

pay Clayton rent for them; Clayton took the profits of the conces-

sion either for its full term or until Winter's debts plus interest

should have been paid: annual accounts were drawn up between Winter

and Clayton, so that Pinch may well have been merely Winter's agent

in the legal transactions. 429 The new partnership was permitted

to build one or more new ironworks; thus they rebuilt Parkend forge

and Howbrook/Lydbrook furnace. 430 More carefully hedged in and on

a somewhat smaller scale, the new Dean concession began to resemble

the older one in many ways. But the changes were after all of

greater significance. Firstly parliament was temporarily determined

to maintain an active interest in Dean: *shiptimber3 was one of the

cries which would continue to arouse occasional emotion in public

men on slight provocation for the next two hundred years. Secondly

there now existed a genuine sublease and sir John Winter, while

only the nomiiu.l principal, had a continuing interest in the conces-

sion, As he was in debt to his sub-tenants, so his authority over

their activities was clearly reduced: from parliament through

council and exchequer to him and eventually to them, the chain of

responsibility was more extended than ever, especially as Clayton

429.Winter papers, D421/T18, 6 Dec. 1664; D421/E6a, 1 Dec. 1663,
D421/E6b, 23 Aug. 1664. Pinch may have been the man wo
bought Pyrton in 1655; it is his disappearance from the
reckonings between Winter and Clayton which suggests the
subsidiary nature of his role. For Clayton of. D.C. Coleman,
'London scriveners...', Ec.LR., 2nd.ser., IV (1951), 221.

430.Winter papers, D42l/E6b and c, June and Aug. 1664; Cal.T.B.
1672-5, IV, 489.
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administered the concession through employees. Inevitably the

situation became as contentious as it had ever been: Winter was

repeatedly accused of destroying or appropriating the timber

which, under the grant, he had been obliged to reserve for the

crown; the tenure was attacked and suspended, the works were seized

for imngea by the crown and released because the seizure turned

out to be illegal. 431 In spite of strong opposition, Winter was

at last permitted to work out his agreed period, perhaps because

the unreliability of even the most expert surveys of timber was at

last becomig notorious. 432 The administration of the forest of

Dean had been reformed and settled by statute in 1668-9 but this had

not included directions or suggestions for the ironworks.433

These the crown eventually settled by evasive action: in March

1674 its four remaining ironworks in Dean with their tools were

sold to Paul Foley for demolition. 434 Thus it resigned from the

iron industry.

It might seem curious that the successful experiment of the

protectorate in Dean was not revived; it must have been clear by

now that the abolition of the ironworks would at best rnirnnrise

431.C.J., VIII, 312; Cal.T.B., 1660-7, I, 699, Cal. T.B., 1667-8,
II, 23,26,29,39,50,54,87-90,l2l,123,l3l,l49,27576,288-9,349,535,543.

432.It has sometimes been assumed that Winter's grant was finally
suspended in 1668 (Hart, Miners, p.214) but in view of later
evidence this seems improbable (Cal. T.B., 1669-72, III, pt.ii,
1331 , 22 Oct. 1672; Cal. T.B., 1672-5, IV, 175, 17 June 1673.
In the second of these references the grant to Finch and Clayton
was described as "now in being").

433.19 & 20 Chaa.II, c.8. This bill specifically exempted Winter's
grant from all its restrictions.

434.Cal. T.B., 1672-5, IV, 227-8, 489, 27 Feb. and 11 March 1674.
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criticism and disputes, without conferring any positive benefit

upon the forest. Certainly there is no sign that Dean timber was

used by the navy to any extent during the next 100 years or so;

subsequent investigations, culminating in the great enquiry of the

1780s, showed the forest as far more bedraggled than it had ever

seemed before. 435 On the other hand the crown continued to sell

large quantities of fuel from Dean to the ironmasters for the rest

of the seventeenth century at least, thereby minizaising the purely

financial i.436 In the British iron industry in general, the

second half of the seventeenth century saw the rise of the great

professional ironmasters who were content to buy their fuel from

the landowners rather than acquiring woods on long leases; on the

other hand woodowners could now reckon on a reasonable market for

their woods and therefore made iron for themselves only when they

fancied it. By leaving the Dean industry to the Foleys, the crown

was merely conforming to a general trend. It is true that the com-

plaints about the state of Dean appeared more muted after 1674 but

this was probably due to no more than the disappeaxnce of their

former focus: the secret society of the forest once more closed

in upon itself and its internal quarrels only occasionally reached

the outside world.

The fate of the rest of the Dean industry during this period

can only be deduced from more fragmentary evidence. In seven

years the state ironworks fined some 1,016 tons of pig into bar

435. Third report of the commissioners ...', C.J., XLIII, 559-632,
3 June 1788.

436.LR]./19/4D,.,78, 153, 173.
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but also sold. 2,680 tons, mostly to local men with forges of their

own. 4	Amongst them were the Winters, Halls, Braine and the

owners of Plaxley forges, who bought more than half of the pig iron

sold by the state works; other local forges may well have bought

through their unidentifiable clerks and factors. It becomes rather

more difficult to construct the detailed roll of local works.

Winter's Guns 11il1 furnace stood in 1640438 and was apparently

used by John Braine in the autumn of l645; 	 it is then not men-

tioned again until 1680, when it was in ruins but was re-built by

1682.440 The Lydney furnace at Maple Hill was destroyed in 1650441

and Wade inspected its remains in 1653.442 A Lydney furnace is

again identified in l673	 but it seems highly probable that

437.SP18/130/102; SP18/l57B, E178/6080, pt.i, 25-39. Significantly
enough, only 800 loads of charcoal were simultaneously sold.
from the forest, which would have fined no more than 350 tons
of pig, so that most of the purchasers of pig must have had
other ample sources of fuel.

438.Winter MB, D 421/T23.

439.L.R.R.0. 5/7A, depositions of Knight and Pullen.

440.Hart, Miners, p.103; Rhys Jenkins in Trans.Newc.Soc., VI
(1925-6 ), 56.

441.SP 23/136/219.

442. SP 18/40/73.

443.Winter MB, D421/T22. Probably by that time it had been moved.
to the site indicated in P.R.0., Maps, MR 331, some way down
the Cannop Brook from Maple Hill and closer to the Winters'
seat.
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Winter had a furnace operating in the early i66o. 	 Winter

then may have had one furnace and two forges active for most of this

period. Similar uncertainties surround the Hall works: Redbrook

furnace was used by Braine and Kyrle between 1646 and l65O; 	 it

bad probably been recovered by Hall in the 50s and seems to have

been run for him with Redbrook forge by William Probyn at least

in 1659.446 In 1650 two of the Hall forges in Lydbrook, probably

the upper and the middle one, were destroyed by the preservators

with his Bishopawood furnace; 447 the middle forge was re-built

and the lower forge may have remained undisturbed so that both

448of them were in the Halls' possession in the later fifties.

In 1671 Henry Hall let the furnace at Redbrook and the Lydbrook

forges to Paul Foley of Stoke Edith. 449 William Hall, Henry's

brother, had apparently taken over the Herefordshire part of the

Hall estates: in March l72 William transferred hie interest in

leases of Llancillo, Pontrilas and Peterchurch forges and St.Weonard's

444. Hereford Co.R.0., Foley MSS, F/VI/DAc/2 & 3, dating from 1665
and 1666, which indicate that Winter expected to make some pig
iron.

445.LRRO 5/7A.

446.Winter MS, D421/E9. I am obliged to Dr. Cyril Hart for lending
me his photostat of this MS.

447.E112/300/30; E407/50; SP25/63/634 & 635; SP25/64, pp.21-2.

448.Gage MS, G. 24/14.

449.Hereford Co.L0., F/VI/DBc/2. By that time at least there were
only Lydbrook middle and lower forge mentioned in the Hall
manuscripts - G.G. 950, 952-4 and in 1702 these two forges
appear to have been called upper and lower - Gage MSS, unlisted,
agreement B. Hall with Avenant and Wheeler, 10 Aug. 1702.
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furnace to Paul Poley for a small rent and a share in the profits.45°

The second Bishopswood furnace was allegedly working in 1659;451

in 1661 Thomas Nourse of Longhope had evidently some cnntrol over

"Mr. Bonds fforge and ffurnace at Walford" 452 and no later than

1669 this too had come under the Foley umbrella. 453 The use of

I onmouth forge until 1650 and again from 1704 is known:4 	 there

is no reason to imagine that it had been abandoned in the interval.

Rodmore furnace may have been one of the three ironworks claimed by

Braine for himself in 1660; Barnedge and Rowley forges may have

been the other two. 455 Rodmore by 1680 had apparently gone beyond

reasonable chance of restoration 6 but the two forges, if they are

450.Hereford. Co.R.0., F/VI/DBc/3.

451.Schubert, Iron, pp.385-6. Dr. Schubert invented a furnace at
Ross by reference to the Devereux ISS but part of the Bishops-
wood was in fact the common of Walford which belonged to the
manor of Ross Lower.

452.Hereford Co.R.0., F/VI/DAc/l.

453.Hereford Co.R.0., F/VI/DBf/(5322), list of output at the forest
works which first gives Bishopswood for 1669, though it lists
Bimbridge from 1665.

454.LI0 5/7A; B.L.C. Johnson, 'Foley partnerships', Eo.H.R.,
2nd ser., IV (1952), 324.

455.H.M.C., 7th Rept., Lords, p.94; Schubert, Iron, p.385.

456.liart, ners, p.103, where there is no mention of this
furnace in a list otherwise designed to include even hopeful
ruins.
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correctly identified, survived into the eighteenth century.457

Coed Ithell furnace is not mentioned again after 1649 but may have

survived the festoration, as Gonning apparently retained an interest

in the manufacture of iron until his death. 458 Elmbridge furnace

was probably operated fairly continuously from its foundation

until December 1658 when, with adjacent forge and steelworks, it

was acquired by Thomas Foley. 459 It continued at work until the

eighteenth century.460 it may have been Thomas Nourse who built

Hope furnace at Longhope before 1656; 	 by February 1662 Thomas

Foley had got his hands on it and the Foleys were still connected

with it in 1672.462 It was at work in 1682 and presumably in l688;463

after that date it disappears from the record. Plaxley furnace may

have been built in the ].660s, perhaps to replace the pig iron which

457.B.L.C. Johnson, 'Foley partnerships', Eo.H.L, 2nd ser., IV
(1952), 324; of. Bodleian MS, Top. Glouc. c.3., fo.l37,
Abel Wantner's list of Dean ironworks in the 1690s, if
"Clanway" and "Aventon" can be identified with B. and H.

458.Gonning MSS, acc. 331, 8 and 21 Sept. 1649; 331/7/16;
H.E. Nott, (ed.), Deposition Books of Bristol, I, 247.

459.SP23/245/76, fo.141; Typescript list of Foley MSS, Herefords.
Co.R.0., "Oxenhall deeds", Nos. 6, 7, 9, 10, 11; E134/20
Chas.II/East 37.

460.B.L.C. Johnson, 'o1ey partnerships', Ec.H.R., 2nd ser., IV
(1952 ), 324, 338. There is no warrant for the duplication of
'Elmbrid€e and Newent' furnaces as in Schubert, Iron, pp.374,
382s they were identical.

461.Hart, Miners, p. 79, where Longhope furnace is treated as well esta-
blished in 1656. A furnace there had apparently been planned as
long ago as March 1609 - Lainbeth Palace, Talbot, MS 702, fo.l69.

462. Hereford Co.R.0., Foley MS5, F/VI/DAc/1 & 5 & 6; Foley MS,
1265, tentatively dateable to 1672.

463.Hart, Miners, p.103; H.M.C., .13th Rept., Portland, II, 293-4;
Schubert, Iron, p.380; Gloucester Co.R.0. MS, D2l84, fo.6,
4 June 1688 - an abstract of Foley titles.
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first Thomas and then Abrahmn Clarke had bought from the state works

between 1653 and 1660;464 in 1671 it had been linked, at least for

that year, to the Foley works.6 	 Tintern furnace and forge remained

the more or less undisturbed property of the earls of Worcester

during civil war and protectorate; they were clearly in good.

condition in 1662 and, from 1669 on, were for some years incorporated

in the Foley concerns. 66 Whitchurch furnace may have been abandoned

again between 1639 and 1657, when it was re-built; it continued to

work beyond 1680.467 The forge operated in 1646468 and a Whitchurch

forge is shown on I. Taylor's New Map of the County of Hereford (1754).

In 1650 then, before the official demolition of works, there

may have been fourteen to fifteen furnaces and nineteen or twenty

forges in the Dean region.6 	 By demolition and some replacements

464.SP18/130/l02 ; SP18/].57B; E178/6080, pt.i, ms. 25-39; sir
F.H. Crawley-Boevey, Ban., 'Some recent discoveries at F].axley
Abbey, Glos. ...', Trans.Brist. & Glos.Arch.Soc., XLIII (1921)
pp. 61-2.

465.Hereford Co.R.0., Foley MS, F/VI/DBf/(5322).

466.SP23/l18/943, 957, 972; National Library of Wales, Badminton
MS, 10588 & 10589, grant of the forge and furnace and much else
besides to Henry lord Herbert by Edward rquess of Worcester,
Sept. 1662 (1am greatly obliged for permission granted by his
grace, the duke of Beanfort, to consult the Badminton MSS);
Hereford Co.R.0., Foley MS, F/VI/DBf/(5322); Johnson, 'Foley
partnerships', Ec.H.R., 2nd ser., IV, p.324.

467. E112/182/l88, an exchequer suit concerning the furnace, brought
in 1639 without any mention that George Kemble had left it.
Ithys Jenkins in Trans. Newo. Soc., XVII, 179; Schubert, Iron,
pp. 390-1.

468.Schubert, Iron, p.391.

469.cf. Alphabetical list of 'Dean Furnaces & Forges and their
dates' at end of chapter, pp. 265-6 below. There is a
tendency to understate the number of forges in operation.
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and new building this had been reduced to eleven furnaces and

sixteen to seventeen forges about 1660. By about 1670 there were

twelve to thirteen furnaces and. possibly fourteen to sixteen forges

and by 1680 one might reckon about eleven to twelve furnaces and

fourteen forges into the Dean region. Much of the reduction in

numbers was due to the disappearance of the crown works without

direct replacement and therefore the consequence of political

decisions. But there is some evidence that the production of

Dean was not significantly diminished as a result.

Approximate stability was in part maintained by increasing the

size of surviving furnaces and. by incorporating the features which

had permitted the state furnace on occasion to remain alight for

more than a year. Whether Park furnace was the first of a new

pattern or merely indicated the general trend towards its adoption,

is, in this context, relatively unimportant. The crown undoubtedly

helped by continuing to sell wood from Dean, which might otherwise

well have sufficed to keep the crown works in operation. 47° To

some extent however the concentration of ironproduction in Dean

upon fewer and bigger works was the result of structural changes

in the industry. Some of the landowners continued to make iron

on their own, like the Winters or, for some time at least, the

Halls. But the remainder of the ironworks in the Dean region were

taken over, by lease purchase or incorporation, into the group of

ironworks organised by and around the Foleys and their partnerships.

Richard Foley had first built up a considerable empire of ironworks

470 . p.246 n.436 above.
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in the 16202.471 In the 1630s Foley does not appear to have

penetrated into Dean or the manufacture of wire, perhaps because

Brooke, Mynne and Winter presented too formidable a barrier.472

In spite of their sharp and prolonged disputes, Brooke and Mynne

obtained another joint lease of Tintern and Whitebrook wireworks in

l639,	 intending undoubtedly that Itynne should continue to use

Tintern and Brooke Whitebrook. 474 But both of them fell victim

to politics: Brooke doubly delinquent as a recusa.nt royalist, Mynne

presumably because he too had picked the wrong side. 475 The

Shropshire county committee sequestered sir Basil Brooke's estates

at Made].ey and in 1646 Richard Foley leased from them Brooke's

•	 •	 476
iron, coal and steel works in Coalbrookdale. 	 Brooke of course

may have arranged this with a friendly competitor: in 1646 he wrote

to the Mineral and Battery Company from the 1(ing's bench prison,

offering to return to them his lease of Whitebrook works, so that

Thomas Foley, Richard's son, could have it for £150 a year. In

1647 Thomas also bought out Mynne's shares in the company and the

lease of Tintern. 477 By 1654 Thomas had become treasurer of the

471.p.185 n.224 above.

472. Mm. & Bat., ii, fo.74 for Brooke's and Mynne's arrangements
to make Osmund after their loss of Dean.

473.ibid., fo. 86, 25 Oct. 1639.

474.E112/182/163.

475.Cal.Cttee. for Comp., pt.iii, 2231-3; Cal.Cttee. for Adv. of
Money, I, 200-5.

476.5P23/l05/199; Cal.Cttee. for Comp., pt.v, 3298, showing that
the estate was eventually bought up by John Wildmiun,
presumably on the behalf of Brooke ' s son Thomas.

477.Mm. & Bat., ii, fos. 94-5d.
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society of the Mines Royal; 478 on 5 May 1656 he was elected

treasurer of the Mineral and Battery society. 479 Presumably in the

l650a Thomas Foley also entered into partnership with George, the

SOfl and successor of the royal gunfounder, John 'owne of Brenchley.480

Thomas Foley was clearly the real empire builder and, one would

imagine, a mger and organiser of great ability. Thomas retained

the wireworks and they passed on to his heir, another Thomas,

in the 16708.481 For the last time domination over the Dean industry

went hand in hand with the wireworks: the Foleys not merely bought

up the crown works for demolition in 1674 but by 1670 they with

their partners controlled nine furnaces and eleven forges in the

482Dean region.	 Most of the works of the Hall family were gathered

in and even some former Winter properties, although the latter

appear to have retained control around Lydney at least until 1720.485

478.Brit. Mus., Loan MS, 16, Minute Book of the Society of the
Mines Royal, loose sheets at front, 1 May 1654.

479.Mm. & Bat., ii, fo. 119 d, 5 May 1656 ; he retained the offices
until 1676 , when he presumably died ( Minute Book of Mines
Royal, fo.58; Mm. & Bat., fo.l6.

480.Hereford Co.R.0., Foley MS, Portfolio 5, 458? (at present
unnumbered but between 437 and 439); SF1811461146; SP18/
130/102; SP25/66/585, the last three referring to the payment
of Browne and Foley for guns with 100 tons of pig iron from
the Dean furnace in 1656.

481.B.L.C. Johnson, Fo1ey partnerships', Ec.H.R., 2nd ser., IV
(1952), 524; MS notes kindly supplied by Miss M. Jancey, the
Herefordshire County Archivist.

482.Lists, pp. 265-6 below; pp.246-251 above.

483.Winter MS, D42l/E9; Gage MSS, lease of 10 Aug. 1702 of
Redbrook furnace for 15 years and. papers dealing with William
Rea's namagement of this lease in 1709 and 1710 (a box of
miscellanea, still unlisted when inspected).
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Early in the next century the Foleys appear to have aimed at an

output of about 3,000 tons of Dean pig iron in a good year; 484 in

such a year Flaxley, Lydney and Tintern furnaces, not then in their

group, might have made another 2,000 tons without exJk)lting their

full capacity. The output of Dean then need not have declined at

all or only very little from the point reached before the civil

wars; it might well be that the smaller number of works had merely

reduced the amount of regularly and inevitably idle capacity.

The Foley accounts seem insufficiently complete to give a precise

and. conclusive picture of fluctuations in the iron industry but they

demonstrate without doubt the entirely random variations in the use

of individual furnaces. 485 Years of high output can succeed each

other or can be separated by years of lower output or even by

blanks; the years of high output from one furnace neither indicate

a general increase in production nor a decline in the output of

other furnaces. There is in fact no discernible trend, in either

the long term or the short, nor any recognisable periodicity, which

might correspond to any general condition with an overwhelming

effect on the manufacture of iron in this compact region. Pro-

duction seemingly could have been expanded at will in almost

any year on record: if it was kept below the mad.mum, restricted

demand must have been responsible.

484.B.L.C. Johnson, in Ec.H.R., 2nd ser., IV (1952), 338-9. The
production of the other furnaces has been estimated on the
basis of Puller's list: E.W. Hulme, 'Statistical history of
the iron trade', Trans.Newc.Soc., IX, 21, part of which was
either compiled or checked by William Rea.

485.B.L.C. Johnson, in Ec.H.R., IV, 338-9.
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The reduction in the number of furnaces and perhaps also in the

number of forges in the Dean region must therefore be interpreted

in a different manner. The key to such an interpretation lies

surely in the extent and duration of partnerships like the Foleys'

which began to dominate the manufacture of iron in the second half

of the seventeenth century. This stable increase in the scale of

organisation - permanent at any rate if compared to the caleid.oscopic

shifts and changes in the early part of the century - was made

possible by the establishment and expansion of the great iron

consuming industries of the Midlands. As a consequence, the

trade in iron had settled firmly into the well known channels,

sketched first in Yarranton's pamphlet; 6 if the ironinasters

could not always foretell how much iron they might be able to

sell, they could henceforth be certain where they would send it

and. what proportion of each quality the market might take in an

average year. 487 The prospects of the industry could not be

predicted with certainty from one year to the next but, within

limits, they became calculable: the successful ironmasters were

no longer dilettanti, hoping for profits of sixty per cent or more

f.cuin the spasmodic exploitation of the by-products of landownership

486.A. Yarranton, Englands inprovement ..., (London, 1677), pp.57-61.

487.B.L.C. Johnson, "The charcoal iron trade in the Midlands, 1690-
1720"; W.H. Court, Rise of the Midland industries, (Oxford,
1938); R.A. Peiham, 'The migration of the iron industry ...',
Trans. of Birmingham Arch.Soc., lxvi, (195Q), 142; 'The west
Midland iron industry and the American market in the 18th
century', Univ. of Birmingham Hiet.Journ., II (1950), 141;
'The growth of sett1ient and industry..', Birmingham and
its regional setting, (Birmingham, 1950). I am greatly obliged
to Dr. Peiham for his supply of offprints of his work.
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but managers and accountants, businessmen expecting an average

return of ten to twenty per cent on an investment, which they

managed efficiently by themselves. 8 For the Dean industry for

instance, the Midland market had become more important than the

Monmouthshire wireworks; the strength of the Foley partnerships

was no doubt based in part on their control over the whole range

of comnErcial grades of iron, from best Osmurid through tough and

blend to coldshort; from Dean through Shropshire into Staffordshire,

Cheshire and Cumberland. But the extent of their empire automati-

cally gave them a very considerable reserve capacity: the surviving

figures make plain that in any year no more than two of their

ironworks would be producing at full capacity or near it. Thus

they needed a smaller total number of works, especially as works

became more efficient with increasing size.

The ironmaster who could predict his market with a little more

certainty, could qiinilarly foretell his consumption of fuel.

Moreover the greater stability which the new partnerships intro-

duced into the industry as a whole tended to be reflected in the

more regular employment of local groups of works and thus in a more

assured market for fuel. The landowner no longer needed to invest

his money in order to find a market for his trees; on the other

hand the ironriaster controlling a large group of local works could

not easily be browbeaten by one or two local landowners into paying

excessively for his fuel. The former situation could and did.

recur whenever the industry established itself in a new region,

488. R.L. Dowries, 'The Stour partnership, 1726-36', EC.LR., 2nd
ser., III (1950), 90-6.
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as in the Furness; 489 in the Dean region and other settled districts

the ironmasters were content to buy fuel on relatively short-term

contracts, at prices which conformed to some acknowledged local

standard. Thus the landowning ironmaster had become somewhat

less usual by the end of the seventeenth century, as had the iron-

producing landowner. If therefore the crown abandoned its own

ironworks in Dean, it merely followed the contemporary fashion

although it had. some special reasons which might have encouraged

it to stay in the trade.

There is no sign that a shortage of fuel was reducing the output

of Dean at any time in the seventeenth century, or that fuel was

dearer or harder to get in the 1670s than it had. been in the

1630s. The supply of fuel in the Dean region limited the output

of iron precisely as it did. anywhere else, by making excessive

production too expensive in transport of fuel; therefore it became

expedient for people like the Foleys to concentrate on smelting at

the expense of fining in Dean, whose ores produced such high grade

iron. But it was this iron, and.ster and fuller streams, which

assured to Dean its relative superiority over the Weald. throughout

the seventeenth century. Even by 1700 the Wealden woods may well

have remained more extensive and. more productive. For 100 years

some 225 square miles of the Dean region had carried between 20

and 25 major ironworks. For something like 70 or 80 years the

output from this region may have remained at about 5,000 tons of

pig and 1,000 tons of bar iron. The precise topography of the

489. Fell, Ftzrness, pp. 132-57.
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whole region during this time can perhaps be no longer recovered:

for the crown forest itself however some attempt may be made to

trace the effect of ironworks on a given quantity of woodland.

The effect of the woods on the ironworks which has been eTjfljned

in this chapter, was clearly to set an upper limit to local

exploitation; only when this limit became excessively irksome

could the Achilles heel of the charcoal iron industry here be

discerned.



Map of the Dean Pegion, showing the Forest,

Woods and Ironworks in the seventeenth century.

(Drawn by Dr. N.Stephens).
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Symmnry- List of Dean Blast Furnaces

and Fining Fortes, ca. 1613

A. Crown Works

Camiop furnace. In the western part of the crown woods, on Cannop
Brook, some way above Parkend and probably not far below the
Cannop Bridge - E 178/6080, pt.iii, ms.64-5.

Parkend furnace (old). South of Cannop on the same brook, probably
a little north of Parkend village.

Parkend. forge. Close below the furnace, on the then northern edge
of Whitmead Park - SP 18/32/6. (This helps to site the furnace).

Lydbrook or Howbrook furnace. Due north of Cannop, in the north-
western corner of the crown woods on the How Brook, a tributary
of the Lydbrook, perhaps below the pond. shown below Great Berry
in 1787 - E 178/6080, pt.iii, ma. 64-5; P.R.0., Maps, MR 415.
The furnace was built by Hackett and never belonged to the earl
of Essex, as Schubert, 	 pp. 368, 380, misguidedly believed.

Lydbrook or Howbrook fog. Lay above the nearest forge in the
village of Lyd.brook, hence below the furnace, perhapa on the
pond indicated at Barnedge in 1787 - E 134/4Chas.I/Eaat 40;
E 134/Supplem. 902/22; P.R.0., Maps, MR 415.

Soudley furnace. In the eastern part of the crown woods, on the
Cinderford Brook, perhaps a half to three quarters of a mile
below Cinderford Bridge - C 66/2740, placing it a mile below
a dam at Cinderford.

Sow1lei forge. Below the furnace, i.e. south of it, perhaps
between Upper and Lower Soudley.

B. Other Works

Bishopawood furnaces. In the Bishopawood, on sites never clearly
determined. One of them stood presumably in the Gloucester-
shire part of the woods, the other, sometimes called "the lower",
in Herefordshire - p.115 n.28 above; Longleat MS, 1648, "Leases,
Rosa", 2 Jan. ) 12 Jaa.I; also 10 Dec. ) 4 Chas.I.

Lydbrook, 3 forges.
Upper forge. On Hangerberry common, on the waste of manors of
English Bicknoz and Ruardean, below the king's forge - E 134/
4 Chas.I/East 40; E 134/Supplem. 902/22; P.C.C., 22 Huddlestone.
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Middle forge. In the village of Lydbrook - E 134/44 Eliz.I/
Trin 3çGage MB, G.G. 688; LB 12/35/1271; LB 6/38, 16 Jas.I.

Lower forge. Probably almost on the 1e, in the village.
Built about 1611 - B 112/83/351.

For all three cf.pp.117, 196 above.

WhitchurchJGoodrich furnace. Across the Wye from Lydbrook arid
Bishopswood - H.M.C., 12th Rept., Cowper/Coke, I, 67; Lana-
downe 142, 166, fo.374; Lambeth Palace, Talbot MB, 704, fo.
139; p.112 n.21 above.

Whitchurch/Goodrioh forge. As furnace.

Redbrook furnace. To the north of the road from Highmeadow to
Redbrook, close to Redbrook and east of the junction with the
road from Staunton - P.R.0., Maps, MR 879; p.119 n.39 above.

Lydney-/Maple Hill furnace. At Maple Hill, on the Cannop Brook,
a little more than a mile north of Lydney - Bankes, 40/2;
p.119 ns. 37,38 above.

Lydney forge. Probably only a very short way below the furnace
and in the smallest perambulation of the forest, perhaps
where "Upper forge" is shown on Taylor's map in the 1780s
(which was however not a direct continuation of the original,
which had been moved into Lydney in the 1630s) - P.R.0., Maps,
MR 331; as for the furnace.

Summary List of AdditLonal Ironworks, ca.l628

A.

Bradley forge, in the forest, some way below Soudley forge on the
Soudley Brook, perhaps not far from Bradley House, built by the
concessionaires in thA utAimn of 1628. - 11QIAA A 1'- T,

-	 •t
B 112/179/37.

Whitecroft fog, in the forest, on the southern boundary of White-
croft Park, about a mile north of the Whitecroft crossroads, in
other respects like Bradley, q.v. - SP 18/32/6; P.R.0., Maps,
MR 415.

B.

Guns Mill furnace, allegedly in Little Dean, on the way to Abenhall,
close to Shapridge, built probably in 1625 by sir John Winter -
Bankes MS, 40/2; Bodleian MB, Gough G].os.I, fo.61d.
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Newland furnace, in the royal forest, in Newland. parish and pre-
sumably on Hail estates. It must have been a Becond furnace
built by the Halls, perhaps in Lower Redbrook but it is only
mentioned in 1634 when its age is given as five years. However
Benedict Hall paid a fine for it. - Bodleian MS, Gough Glos. I,
fo.61d; Harleian MB, 4850, fo.48; SP 16/282/127, p.3.

Bigsweir furnace, close to the Wye, perhaps near the weir or near
Bigsweir House, the seat of the Catchmays who built it, perhaps
in 1625 but certainly by 1628 - SP 16/257/94, p.2; E 112/179/38;
S 178/5304, 4 Chas.I; Bodleian MB, Gough Glos.I, fo.62. Rhys
Jenkins in Trans.Newc.Soc., VI (1925-6), 50-1, mistakenly
called the furnace Brockweir.

Lydney Pill forge, outside the old but in the new perambulation of
the forest in 1634, built by Winter, perhaps "in the little
Passion field", about 1628 - Harleiah MB, 4850, fo.48 ; 5 178/
5304, 4 Chas.I; Winter MB, D 421/T 22; P.9.0., Maps, iR 331.

Flaxley forge, presumably in or near the village, on land belonging
to William Kingston esq., allegedly built 1627 - SF 16/282/127;
Bodleian MB, Gough Cbs • I, fo .62.

Tintern furnace, on the Wye, probably some way below Tintern itself,
built probably before 1628 but certainly before September 1629
by and for the earl of Worcester - Schubert, Iron, p.389;
5 178/5304, 4 Chas.I; Mon. Co. 9.0., Aco 4216/M000 (447).

Tintern forge, as P. furnace.

Monmouth forge, held by Benedict Hall in 1628 - E 178/5304, 4 Chas.I.

Pontrilas forge, built probably by James and Walter Baskerville
before 1624, when they let it to Benedict Hall for 12 years,
and certainly working in 1629 or 1630 - Gage MB, G.G. 684;
Add. MB, 11052, No.60.

Cary forge, built on the Wye -fter 4 March 1628 on the land of
William Soudamore by him and sir John Scudamore - Add. MB,
11052 , fos. 6-7 and Nos. 60-78; H.C.B. Mynors, 'Iron manufacture
under Charles I', Woolhope Naturalist Field Club Trans.,
XXIV (1952).

Additional Ironworks by end of 1632

Rodmore furnace, built by John Powell of Preston and his daughter
Eleanor James on her land during June 1629. Not later than
March 1632 it had been let to sir John Winter. It stood to
the south-west of the royal woods, in the forest, perhaps on
the Smallbrook - H.M.C., 12th Rept., Cowper/Coke, I, 387, 474;
SP 16/257/94.
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Lydney, Slitting Mill forge, built near Maple Hill furnace in the
old. perambulation of the forest, therefore presumably a little
north of Maple Hill on the Cannop Brook, by sir John Winter,
perhaps in 1629 - Bodleian MS, Gough Glos.I, fo.61d.

F].axley forge (second), allegedly built in 1631 - Bodleian lAS,

Gough Glos,I, fo.62; of. sub Flax.ley forge in 1628.
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Alphabetical List of Blast Furnaces and their dates In the
Dean region, ca. 1570 - 1680

1570s 1590s 16l 1628 1642 1650 1660 1670 1680s

Others

Blgsweir	 X

Bishopawood (Glos.) 	 x	 x	 x	 x

Bishopswood/Walford 	 x	 x	 x	 x	 x	 x	 x	 xF

Blakeney	 X1 xP

Coed Ithell	 x?	 x	 x?	 x?

Elnibridge	 1639x	 x	 x	 x	 xF

Flaxley	 x?	 x	 xF

Guns Mill	 x	 x	 x	 1682

Linton	 x?	 x

Longhope/Hope	 1654/5x	 x	 xF

Lydney, Maplehill	 1604 x	 x	 x

Lydney	 1650s?x	 x	 x

Newland	 x

Redbrook	 1604 x	 x	 x	 x	 x	 x	 xF

Rodinore	 1629x	 x	 x	 x?

St. Weonsrds	 x?	 x	 x	 x	 iF

Tintern	 x	 x	 x	 x	 x	 iF

Whitchurch/Goodrich x 	 x	 x?	 1632x?	 1657 x	 x	 x

References to substantiate this summary will be found in the preceding
chapter.

Signs used:
x - works in existence in that year/decade.

- works ceased or no further record known.

- doubtful. but possible to probable.
F - works at one time associated with the Foley concerns.
More precise dates of foundation or termination are shown where they
can be established.
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be	 and

"Crown"

Bradley

Howbrook/Lydbrook

Parkend

Soudley

Whitecroft

1570s 1590s 1613 1628 1642 1650 1660 16J 1680s

x	 x

I	 I	 I
x	 x	 x	 1662 x 1674

I	 I	 I
x	 x	 x1654x	 x 1674

Others

Barnedge	 x?	 x	 x	 iF

Cary	 x	 x	 x

Flaxley,1	 x	 x	 x	 x

Flaxley, 2	 1G32x	 x	 x

Llancillo	 x? x	 x	 x	 xF

Lydbrook, Upper 	 x	 x	 x	 x

Iydbrook, Middle	 x	 x	 x	 x	 x	 x	 xF

Lydbrook, Lower	 1611 x	 x	 x	 x	 x	 x	 xF

Lydney	 1604 x	 x	 x

Lydney,Pill	 x	 x	 x	 x	 x	 x

Lydney, Slitting Mill	 1632x	 x	 x	 x

Monmouth	 x	 x	 x	 x	 x	 iF

Newent/Elnibridge	 x?	 x	 x	 xF

Peterchurch	 1650sx	 x	 xP

Pontrilas	 x	 x	 x	 iF

Rowley	 1645 x	 x	 x	 xF

Tintern, 1	 x	 x	 x	 x	 x	 iF

Tintern, 2	 x	 iF

Whitchurch/Goodrich/
x	 x	 x	 x	 x?	 x?	 x	 x	 x

Newnall

For explanations see below list of furnaces above. The identification
and. dating of forges are often less certain than those of furnaces.
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CHAPTER III

The Woods

Much wood still stands in the country north and east of the lower

Severn. In the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries a considerable

part of Monmouthshire, north-western Gloucestershire and Hereford-

shire might have been regarded as much broken woodland which covered

more than merely the hil] from Kemeys Graig and Wentwood, through

Tintern, Trelleck and Dean to Penyard Park and Linton Wood. The

crown probably owned more wood in this area than anyone else; in

the forests of Dean, Bringewood, Mocktree and. Deerfold it also

1
controlled woods winch it dad not own. 	 The crown interest in

the region, although very extensive, probably affected a good deal

less than half the total useful woodland in it but there is insuf-

ficient evidence to allow even the crudest guess at the total amount

of wood in the three counties. At different times, most of these

woods contributed fuel to the smelting and fining of Dean iron;

here the crown occupied a specia' position because it exercised

simultaneous, if largely nominal, control of the best ores and

cinders as well as of most of the woods of Dean which may have

been the densest and most extensive grouping of woods in the region.2

For most of this period the majority of landowners continued to

show only a casual interest in their woods; few of them bothered

1. E178/3874 gives the area of Deerfold as 2095 acres and the total
area of Bringewood and Mocktree as 5353 acres, both standard
measure. Dean may have occupied something like 20,000 acres.
For this and the doubtful accuracy of these surveys cf. below
notes 3 and 4.

2. of. above Oh. II, p. 102	 If. and notes 1-4 ibid.
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to estimate, even less survey, their acreage or production of wood.

This failure to compile or preserve adequate records can only mean

that wood in general did not promise a regular profit at any time

before the civil war. Prospects in Dean were recognised quite

early but the results of frequent and laborious surveys there still

demonstrate the absence of axiy established tradition of woodland

management. It was surveyed at least six times in a hundred years:

Taverner's survey of 1565 found 9,980 acres, perhaps by excluding

all bare ground and employing one of the larger woodland acres;3

in 1642 the area was stated as 26,500 acres and in 1668 as approx:i.-

mately 23,000, to say nothing of intermediate variants. 4 In spite

of such inconsistency the numerous and often detailed investigations

of Dean permit the attempt to describe its fate; as it lay at the

centre of the local iron industry, it should be possible to draw

more general deductions from parts of such a description.

The extent of woodland standing elsewhere throughout the region

can only be indicated by random examples. However wild for instance

some of the allegations of spoils and thefts of wood, they at least

serve to indicate the extent and location of some of the afflicted

woods. In a sample of such indictments during the reign of

3. E 315/429 and LRRO 5/39, Roger Taverner 's survey, 7 Eliz.I.
The relationship between the areas of parcels of forest sur-
veyed by him and by others at a later date cannot be established,
so that the differences must remain unexplained.

4. Some difficulties of legal definition may have produced the
differences in size between some later estimates. (E 178/
5304, 17 & 18 Chas.I; Statute 19 & 20 Chas.II, 0.8).
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Elizabeth I, the woods concerned were nowhere described as bare,

yet they spoke of the consumption of 3,000 trees in Monkswood,

2,000 near Trevethin, 4,000 near Caerleon and 1,000 In Llanbadock

and Pantege, all in Monmouthshire east of the Usk; a wood near

Walford, containing supposedly 40,000 tImber trees, was first said

to have lost 2,000 and then 6,000 trees. 5 Other estimates convey

a similar impression, probably with no more reliability but presumably

carrying some conviction for contemporaries. In the 1580s it was

said that there were 60,000 timber trees on 2,000 acres of common

belonging to the earl of Pembroke's manors of Usk, Caerleon and

Trelleck in Monmouthshlre. 6 In 1632 the countess of Kent offered

about 500 trees and 230 acres of coppice for sale; a part of her

portion as the earl of Shrewsbury's second daughter consisted of

almost 2,000 acres of woodland in the estates centred on Goodrich

Castle, amongst them Penyard Park of 650 acres with over 20,000

timber trees. 7 Sir John Scudamore of Holme Lacy expected to be

able to exploit between 300 and 400 acres of coppice on his land

5. E 159/362 , Rot.].47, Pasch. 14 Eliz.I; E 159/373, Rot.39,
Trin. 19 Eliz.I.; E 159/376, Rot.l21, Hil.21. Eliz.I;
E 159/396, Rot.162, Hil.31 Eliz.I; E 159/421, Rots. 269 &
269d, M.Lch. 43 & 44 E].iz.I; E 159/425, Rot.41, Mich.1 Jas.I.
These are all informationa laid under penal statutes. The
wood near Walford was Biahopewood, which belonged to the earl
of Essex.

6. SP 12/160/40, 41, 42, 9 May 1583.

7. Selden supra 113, fo.s 20d and 68; SP 16/202/33, i & ii, 28
Oct. 1631. Her other woods besides Penyard were: Linton's
wood, 252 acres; Walford chase, 124 acres; Great Doward, 654
acres; Longhope wood, 191 acres; Goldsmith's wood, 52 acres.
There is a suspicious correspondence between the estimated
number of timber trees per acre of Pembroke's Monmouthahire
commons and in Penyard Park, suggesting a conventional figure
of 30.
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for the supply of Carey forge. 8 In only one manor, adjacent to

Dean like the bulk of his land, sir John Winter had at least 1,200

acres of coppice to feed his ironworks; 9 the Monmouthahire county

committee could sell 12,000 cords of wood from Benedict Hall's

estates in their county. 1° Further samples could be added without

difficulty; it is nevertheless hardly ever possible to obtain a

complete view of any landlord's woods at a particular point of time.

There is less hope of estimating approximately the extent of isolated

coppice held by smaller men. In the 1640s John Gonning's employees

were negotiating for small parcels of fue1 60 cords from one man,

100 from another, 150 from a third and 200 loads of coal from a

fourth. 11 Clearly there were reserves of fuel even for an iron-

master who could not tap the wealth of the great estates.

Without a reliable universal market and with many more profitable

alternative uses for land, the commercial exploitation of woods

tended to prosper only near the larger towns and in other regions

of dense settlement. Under favourable conditions, their demand

for fuel was met from coppice, specially enclosed and tended for

the purpose. Coppice relies on the capacity of the hardwood stump

to produce springs of new wood for 100 years or more, during which

time it can be cut over at regular intervals. Both for tanbark

and. any kind of fuel, rotations of from 15 to 30 years were regarded

8. Add.MS 11052, fos. 6-7, 4 March 1628.

9. Winter papers, D421/T23, 1618. The manor was Lydney, his residence.

10. LLI.C., 7th Rept., Lords MSS, p.117.

11. Gonning 1IIS, Acc. 331, 6 Aug., 8 and 21 Sept. 1649.
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as most suitable, varying with the wood, the soil and the specific

fuel required. 12 Coppice needed protection from marauding t1i1nR1s:

sheep, goats, deer and horses had to be kept out by fence, hedge

or wall for at least nine to twelve years. Consequently any attempt

to establish coppice oh land subject to common rights was likely

to meet with opposition. Moat coppices and certainly the most

extensive ones however were part of the demeane and, even when all

other land on the estate was let out permanently, the coppice

remained on very short leases, corresponding to the sale of a cash

crop, unless the crop itself were sold; it was either a part or

a last remnant of the deinesne farm) 3 Its management was generally

entrusted to the steward or some other superior estate officer;

sometimes the owner administered it himself. Not much technical

skill was necessary: even without the statutory twelve standards

per acre, the rate of natural re-seeding may have sufficed to replace

stumps eterilised by age; different forms of enclosure and judgment

about the best opportunity for sale probably had only a marginal

effect. Regular watch over the enclosures to ensure the repair of

walls and. gates was the most important but not an. onerous obligation.

Coppice then was a comfortable sort of crop which could look after

itself for most of fifteen years or more and which could then be

sold, for cutting by the purchaser. In all respects the crown --1

12. N.D.G. James, The forester's companion, pp. 60-1.

13. A. Yarranton, Englands improvement.,., (1677), pp. 58-9: "And
in all the Countries Li.e. oountiej7 the Gentlemen and others
have moneys for their woods at all times when they want it, which
is to them a great benefit ...", implies presumably just that.
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and private landowners were in the same position, except that the

crown altogether owned vastly more woodland than any other person

or institution. Therefore pre8umably it occasionally attempted

to establish a separate adm(nistration for its woode but it generally

discovered that its profits were incommensurate with the effort.'4

The simple rules for coppice mR.nagement were observed with

varying efficiency, when and where a regular market for wood had

developed. Irregular sales, low returns and increasing competition

from coal often combined to depress coppice management to the

lackadaisical. Thus reports on the state of woodland from all over

the country spoke, with considerable un RnlTnf ty, of coppicea spoilt

and wasted, fences and enclosures broken down and gates rotten or

taken for firewood. It seems reasonable to attribute this to

neglect and lack of interest rather than to excessive demand for

either fuel or timber. The normal effect of an increased demand

for fuel would be the attempt to extend coppice and to care for

it more conscientiously. Certainly some evidence for this trend

can be found, side by side with complaints of neglect. But to

regret the 'exhaustion' of coppice which had not been abandoned to

goats, sheep and rabbits, is nonsensical. All coppice was grown

to be 'exhausted' once every fifteen to twenty years because other-

wise it was useless; fifteen years later the process could be

repeated. In the early seventeenth century however demand was

14. cf. Bulletin of the I.H.L, XXX, 156 ff.
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still at such a low level that only a very small proportion of all

the woods had been encoppiced. Common lands, parks, woods, chases

and forests were generally left to take their chance with the

nMml destroyers of shoots and buds; nevertheless they contained

the major reserves of wood. The first symptom of an impending

shortage of wood should have been the expansion of coppice into

these waste lands, not its neglect and contraction.

The evidence for attempts to expand coppice in this period is

not insubstantial. Mainly involved were common land and forest,

which were most extensive and, for the landowner, most tempting

because normally they produced little 'visible return. The exploita-

tion of forest presented some special problems, which will be

discussed below; in moat respec1however they were much like those

met on ordinary common. These can be resolved into the conflict

between owner and user and the almost insoluble disputes over an

adequate definition of timber, which was insufficiently identified

by the mere girth of a tree. 15 Indeed in many ways the differences

between forest and other woods were barely greater than the range

of peou].iarities.which distinguishes each woodland from the next.

15. In most vita]. respects, the dispute between the earl of Pembroke
and his tenants over the 2,000 acres of common at Wisewood,
Glascoid and Trelleck in Mornuouthahire between January 1581
and May 1583 (sP 12/160/40-2 and Ch.II,pp.]_6above) and the
case of the earl and countess of lent against sir John Kyrle
regarding timber in Penyard. Park and Linton Woods in Here-
fordshire (sP 16/202/33, 28 Oct. 1631) provide exact parallels
for proceedings in Dean throughout the seventeenth century.
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The forest of Dean, one of the major English forests, covered one

of the only two extensive fields of rich baematite ore in the

British Isles. This accidental juxaposition however emphasised

precisely the features which must be erm1iied in any study of the

charcoal iron industry: because Dean was an almost undeveloped

piece of woodland, the effects of industrial development should have

been accentuated there; Dean approrimted more closely to privately

owned woodland than the forest of Windsor for instance, because the

royal hunt no longer visited it and because it lay a long way from

London. On the other band it was more tightly administered than

those forests more distant from the centre of authority and from

the sea which centuries of assarting had converted into normal

farmland and common. But Dean's real value to the crown, apart

from any hypothetical and potential supply of naval timber, lay

entirely in its economic possibilities. The effects of their

exploitation on the forest and on the woods within it is th. subject

of this chapter; it might be expedient though first to outline

the machinery at the government' a disposal and the structure of

the local economy, which underlay all plans and. affected their

results.

The principal officer of the forest, once the warden, in time

came to be known as the constable of the castle of St. Briavels

and of the forest of Dean.16 The more elaborate title may be

symptomatic of an erosion of functions the office was one of some

16. LL. Bazeley, 'The forest of Dean in its relations with the
crown during the 12th and 13th centuries', Trans .Brist • & Glos.
Arch.Soo., XJII (1910), p.176 ff; E.G. Nicholls, The forest
of Dean, (1858) p.10; W.B. Willoox, Gloucestershire, p.179.
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honour but little labour. It probably became more of a ainecure

in the hands of the Herbert earls of Pembroke who passed it down

four generations almost like a family heirloom. It was not an

empty honour though: the official fee was £9. 2. 6. per annum

with fee bucks, does and trees, the profits of the manor of Newland

and a fine of seven or eight shillings on the sale of any land in

the forest. 17 It is not improbable that gratuities from men

seeking justice or favours would have to be added to this but the

material rewards were perhaps the least attraction of the office:

the constable's influence over forest affairs was weighty, even if

he chose to delegate his presidency of forest, manorial and drdng

courts and. the execution of proclamations, warrants and commissions

addressed to him. All of them, except the Cromwellian major

general, were important local landowners with some land at least

adjacent to the forest, if not in it; through their estate

officials they would be informed on forest affairs. The local

patronage involved in the appointment of the two deputy constables

was considerable: these were usually men of predominantly local

interests and they, by continuous exercise of the constable's

functions, came close to being the rulers of the forest in the

17. Brit.Mus., MS, Sloane, 1520, fo.82d; C 66/1741, appointment
of the third earl of Pembroke; SP 18/42/96, Dec? 1653,
petition to appoint a constable. cf . W.B. Willcox, Louces-
tershire, p.179, where both rewards and importance of the
office are perhaps excessively cried down.
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king's name. 18 To this major item should probably b. aMed the

disposal of a number of smaller jobs, such as clerk to the various

courts, gaoler of the castle and perhaps the bailiff.

The verderera duplicated the principal functions of the

constable and his deputies. Unlike the constable they were not

a royal appointment by letters patent but were elected in the

county court under the supervision of the sheriff. Like the

constable they regarded themselves as entitled to fee bucks arid

fee trees but received no other payment. With the deputy constable

as chairman, the verderers sat in the 'Speech Court', the local

name for the attachment and swanimote courts which had merged in

Dean and punished or 'attached' 19 breaches of the forest laws.

Originally the verderers had been supposed to act as a check on

the constable and his enforcement officers, the foresters, woodwards,

keepers and others and to supervise in detail the us. made of royal

18. Willoox, loc.cit., states that the deputy constables were
appointed by letters patent but gives no evidence for this.
In the twelfth and thirteenth centuries, the deputy was
appointed by the constable (Trans.Brist. & Glos.Arch.Soc.,
u.xiII, 184); a sample of the appointments made in the
seventeenth century suggests that this had not changed since.
(E 112/82/343, 16 Jaa.I, where sir William Throckmorton claimed
that he had been appointed by the third earl of Pembroke;
C 99/25, 27 Dec. 1632, appointment of sir John Bridgman and
of James lyrl. as deputy constables by Philip, earl of Pembroke.
It would seem improbable that, at this time, sir Johii, who
was chief justice of Chester, should have been appointed in
any but the most formal, legal and acceptable marner.)

19. i.e. took bonds for appearances at the next justice seat in
eyre.
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grants and of rights of common in the forest. 2° But the verderers

were in fact generally appointed from men inferior in social standing

and local power to even the dezr- constables: as a check on them,

they cannot have been very effective; 21 cx officio however they

allocated timber for house and other repairs, so that the office

presumably had its own rewards. There were three of them in Dean

in the seventeenth century, perhaps to correspond to the three

constables.

Wine foresters-in-fee held their title by right of inheritance or

purchase from the previous holder, as did the woodwards, who should

have numbered ten. 22 Rangers were still a royal appointment to an

office dealing purely with the beasts of the forest: the crown was

little concerned with these in Dean and the office had. become a

sinecure for courtiers worth £9. 2. 6. per annum. 23 At the forest

eyre in 1634, there was a parade state of 63 officials appointed

20. The duties of these officials can be studied in more detail in
W.S. Holds'uorth, A history of glish law, I, 7th revised edn.,
(1956) 94-107; M.L. Bazeley in Trans.Brist. & Glos.Arch.Soc.,
xu.III (1910), 153; C.E. Hart, The verderers and speech court
of the forest of Dean, (Gloucester, 1950).

21. The deputy constables were generally chosen from the upper gentry:
the Winters, lyrics, Throckmortons and Montagues (B 178/3837,
6 Jae.I, 9 Jas.I, 11 Jaa.I & 13 Jas.I; B 112/82/343) who would
have expected little opposition to their wishes from mere free-
holders like Warren Gough, William Bryan and William Carpenter
(B 112/82/343) or James Buck, Charles Jones and William Brayne
(E146/1/32), the type of men chosen as verderers.

22. B 112/82/343 for the office of chief forester-in-fee; B 178/3837,
19 Jaa.I and C 54/2974 (sale of the manor of g1ish Bicknor) for
examples of the descent of woodwardships.

23. e.g. P.R.0., md 6746, Jan., Feb. and March 1621; Cal.S.P.D.,
1603-10, p.71; Cal.5.P.D., 1611-18, p.57; Cal.S.P.D., 1619-21,
pp. 216 and 240.
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under the forest law and subject to the chief juatic. of forests.24

Once they might have been appointed to a plan, according to which

the chief jttice of the forests presided, in the name of the king's

law, over a group of officers balanced evenly between the king's

special and the inhabitants' general concerns. By the sixteenth

century at least, the active officei had evidently become closely

assimilated to each other in function and were all local people,

differentiated by class but united in their attitude to the forest.

The medley of archaic appointments which had. lost their original pur-

pose might seem to support the widely held view which has long regarded

the forest law as defunct by the sixteenth century. In truth however

it had merely changed its character. The forest law remained known

even to country gentlemen, yeomen and tenants who presumably took

littis interest in Manwood.'s treatise; the lower courts of the

forest continued to function and to direct their procedures, ceremonies

and verdicts by it, unaware that Manwood had bewailed its decline and

oblivion. 25 The forest law had been designed however to protect the

royal hunt; the forest eyre had therefor. long been confined to a few

24. Har].eian 1(8, 4t350, foa. 50-1. There were the constable and two
deputies, a chief forester-in-fee, eight foresters-in-fee with
eight deputies, three verderers, twelve regarders, ten woodward.-
ships with six woodwards and nine deputy woodwards, two rangers
with one deputy, six keepers, a bowbearer, a chief forester as
well as the bed.ell and the bailiff of St. Briavels.

25. R. Manwood, Treatise and discourse of the lawes of the forest,
(1598).
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of the forests, within the reduced range of the royal sport; even

there it had tended to degenerate into a formal ceremony. Thus royal

control over the execution of the forest law had withered away, as

had the more severe punishments, which the eyre alone was entitled to

impose. This was undoubtedly the development which saddened Manwood

and his colleagues: there was little profit in pleading to the

forest law before the local courts.

The beasts of the forest, which had almost disappeared from Dean,

no longer absorbed much of the speech court's time. The vert remained

and trees, bushes, grass and acorns, beechnuts and berries still had

their uses. As formerly, they had. to be protected against the un-

authorised intruder and despoiler. The speech court appears to have

assumed all the traditional functions of the court of attachment:

it met approximately every 42 days without keeping too rigidly to

the interval, when it dealt with minor wood thefts, cases of waste

and, rarely, of poaching. It heard something like twenty to thirty

cases per session and. collected fines, most of which lay between

sixpence and two shillings but which could rise to £1 per case.26

Simultaneously the deputy cons table and verderers at the speech court

dealt with the claims submitted by the commoners for timber to repair

their houses and - of more doubtful legality - their farming implements;

the allotment of tiunber was a formality and it Is improbable that its

collection was ever supervised, as it should have been in law. The

speech court also exercised, a nebulous negative control over the

collection of firewood by its power to punish infringements of the

26. E 146/1/30,31,32; E 137/13/4; Roldsworth, History of Eng.Law, I
(1956), 97-8. The six weekly interval appears to have replaced
the original 40 days.
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vague rules controlling quality and the still vaguer ones regarding

the permissible quantity of Pfirebootl •27 It sanctioned too the

allocation of pit-timber for the free miners who claimed this by an

ancient right. 28 In short, the speech court performed pert of the

duties of a manorial court for the whole forest by allocating and

safeguarding its moat valuable resource against excessive exploita-

tion by the iihnbitants and against the competition of outsiders.29

Some of the functions of the swanimote, at least as originally

defined, appear to have been appropriated by the court of St. Briavels,

which was either described as the 3oourt of the hundred' or as the

'court of the manor s . Perhaps this happened becanas the forest

27. e.g. E 178/3837, 14 Jas.I; E 112/82/300, 310, 342.

28. Knole-Sackville MSS, Cranfleld Papers 1444, which is the oldest
MS version of the free miners' laws and is dated 1612; E 112/
83/411; E 178/6080, pt. iii, m.63.

29. In preparation for the forest eyre of 1634, a determined attempt
was made, in a special ewarimote court, to uncover a complete
list of crimes against the forest laws for the preceding forty
years or so. Copies of the roll of this court have survived
in Karleian MS, 4850 (which looks like the working copy of one
of the clerks of the iter) and Bodleian MS, Gough, Glos.I.
A brief note of the same is Lanadowne MS, 151, fo.87. The
effort clearly served to recall a greater number of cases of
poaching, of the illicit erection of cabins and cottages and
of assartlng, than the rolla of the speech court might lead
one to expect. The awRn1ote roll contained 800 indictments.
Even then only about one-tenth of the total concerned poaohing
while 260 indictments lay for assorted encroachments, not
confined to the taking and damaging of wood and timber.
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lay in the hundred of St. Briavels and becaus. much of it was also

part of the royal mRnor of the same name; as the ewanimote adjudi-

cated rights to common of pasture and pannage, its functions were

after all not unlike those of an ordinary manorial court.

There are indications that, predictably, the fattening of pigs in

particular was of greater importance than in less well wooded regions;31

there was probably also more grazing for horses and cattle; the common-

ing of sheep was illegal in a forest but appears to have passed in

Dean, where the deer had either disappeared or fended for themselves,

32
as of interest only to the poacher. 	 The assumption might not be

far wrong that local farming was mixed, extensive and of a relatively

low level. But some features of this most ordinary of situations

still distinguished the forest from normal common. In the first

place it was the forest law, with its various special restrictions

on the time of conunoning, which was recalled in times of stress or

dispute. 33 In the second place the scale was much greater than

normal: more than 25,000 acres were thought to be subject to common

rights; 34 over forty villages at different times claimed them for

50. Hart, Commoners, pp. 12-19; B 112/15/9, E 112/16/120, 121, 141;
B 134/34 Eliz.I/Hil 23. This small sample of cases which went
to appeal cannot be regarded as a completely satisfactory guide
to the norma]. business of the court.

31. B 112/15/9 (Trinity term, 24 Eliz. I)

32. Hart, Commoners, p.21.

33. B 112/15/9; B 112/16/120; B 112/82/300.

34. cf. p. 268 and n. 3 & 4 above.
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36.

37.

38.

39.
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some or for ail their inhabitants fir -' TIT, between 2,500 and
3,500 families or between 12,000 and 15,000 people regarded themselves

as entitled to use the forest. 35 But the crown in 1639 could persuade

a considerable proportion of the inhabitants to be content with one to

36
two acres of common per family, so that pressure on the open forest

of Dean cannot have been too great: no notorious case of surcharging

has come to light. On the other hand there was no shortage of

disputes between the inhabitants who claimed the monopoly of their

forest and outsiders, whether they were neighbouring villages or crown

farmers of the Dean profits. 37 The court of St. Briavels, consisting

of the constable or his deputy, two freeholders and a permanent clerk,

decided all such cases in the first instance; their decisions were

subject to the 'afferement' of a jury of twelve freehold.ers. 38 For

a derisory fee, £l.l3s.4d. per annum, no doubt supplemented by

payment from suitors and litigants, the clerk acted also as 'steward'

to the mine law court and the speech court; 39 he was appointed by

The most precise statement of the number c1simlng rights of common
occurs in E 178/5304, 17 & 18 Chas. I, as 13,611 people; this
undoubtedly included all the members of households entitled.
A survey of some of the forest villages in 1663 suggests an
average of 4.4 within a range of from four to five members per
household (P16/28). A statement of 1592 set the number of
commoners at about 1,000; this must clearly ha ys referred to
the number of freeholders' households whose rights were regarded
as best in law. (Hart, Commoners, p.12.)

C 66/2843.

cf. n.30 above.

Afferement was the power of a special jury to reduce fines set
by a properly constituted court.

E 134/22 Jas.I/East 8, m. 6 & m. 6d.
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the deputy constables.

The network of control then was tight but the apparently dominant

position of the deputy constables was nevertheless severely qualified.

The principal officers, as local gent1emen and. landowners, would in

any case have been quite as likely as their tenants to resist innova-

tions and grave breaches of long established local customs. In the

hundred court, the twelve freeholders on the jury of afferement checked

the constable's power; in the speech court, its range was restricted

not only by the verderers but by the willingness and effectiveness,

with which the foresters, keepers, woodwards, rangers and. regarders

operated. The first three constituted the normal forest police:

they owned their offices by inheritance or purchase, independently

of crown appointment or patronage. They not merely shared their

neighbours' interests and accepted their customs: they claimed a

right of doubtful legality to special supplies of wood fuel as

40
perquisite of and payment for their offices.

The forest law, like the common law, had once balanced local

custom and interest against the periodic visits of the justice in

eyre. It bad been designed to defend the wilderness against dart,

axe and plough, to subordinate agriculture and industry to the chase

40. C 99/31; E 112/82/310; S 112/82/343. In the last, dated 19
Oct. 1 16 Jas.I, cf. the answers of Warren Gough, verderer,
Richard !Imyn, woodward. and forester-in-fee, William Braine,
verderer, John Gardyner, woodward and, especially, 3. Tanner,
deputy woodward for 11 years who "d.nyeth to haue had any lands,
tenements fees or allowances from his ajt1e by reason of
thexecution of the said office other than som parte of the
brochea comonlie called wyndfall wood and that within his owne
walke accordinge to the auncient veage and governemt within
the said forrest ..."
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and. to limit jealously all rights conceded to the former. Grazing,

timber and fuel could only be taken from the forest when the beasts

were replete and safe. It is understandable therefore that the

balance should have tilted the other way when the royal hunt, the

justice in eyre and. the beasts began to abandon Dean. The forest

law though could not be distorted into a rational system of forest

or woodland aiiinlnlstration. The chaotic state of English woodlands,

often noted during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries, could

not be cured by the most vigorous application of laws, expressly

designed to perpetuate a slightly different sort of chaos: the

nibbling of young trees by deer has the same effect as the admission

of more domestic cattle; oaks left to rot with age still cover the

deer but occupy soil which might have grown good timber or profitable

fuel. If the potential cost of their virtual aterilisation is

taken into account, the royal forests must rank high amongst the

more expensive luxuries, not far behind wars and favourites.

The crown indsed knew or oared little about the economic potential

of the forests, at least before the sixteenth century. It is not

always emphasised enough that the royal revenues from the medieval

forest were derived from its status as a privilege, a royal franchise

or liberty, not from its wealth in land or trees. The yield of

Dean between the twelfth and the fourteenth centuries was sometimes

substantial: as much as £160 a year, with an annual average of

about £70, of which less than a quarter came from economic transac-

tions. 41 By the sixteenth century, much of this bad. been consolidated

4].. Nellie Neileon, 'The forest', The English goyernment at work,
1327-1336, eds. Willard and. Morris, I, 425; Margaret L. Bazeley,
'The forest of Dean ..., Trans.Brist. & Glos.Arch.Soc., XXXIII,
220-1,231,239.
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in a fee farm which yielded just over £53 plus £21 for the mining

rights; by 1611 a slow increase had raised the total to f7• 5•42

Occasional sales of wood brought some income; in 1559, when the

crown made an unparalleled effort to raise money from its woods,

less than £100 of the Gloucestershire total of £289 came from Dean

or its neighbourhood43 but it was rare indeed for any revenue from

this source to appear in accounts at all at any time before 1610.

The typical reference to Dean in accounts was like a note of the

1590s, in which the woodward certified delivery of wood and timber

worth £70 in seven years. 44 Optimistically one might assume that

the appearance of some of the rolls of Dean forest courts amongst

the estreats of the axchequer signified the payment of the fines

there listed: this would have added flo more than another £50 a year.45

Altogether then the crown, at any time between 1560 and 1610, raised

at most £130 to £160 a year from Dean or about two pence an acre:

this did not even compensate for the fall in the value of money since

the fourteenth century. Each of the forest law officials brought

In less than £2.lOa. a year; set against salaries and perquisites,

this represented a clear loss to the crown.

42. Bulletin of the I.E.R., X( (1957), 145, n.4.43.B 178/7044, fos. 3, 7, 7d.44.B 101/151/14, certificate of the G].oucestershire woodward in
1599a

45. E 146/1/30, B 146/1/31 , B 146/1/32, court rolls 8-12 Eliz. I
and 43-44 Eliz. I; B 137/13/4, Estreats of fines, E.Q.R.
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The crown would obviously want to increase its income from

forests like Dean. It seemed difficult to discover a satisfactory

method though: the first major reform, which rationalised and

centralised accounting and sales under surveyors and masters of

woods in the court of general surveyors, was thwarted by the absence

of a market for wood and timber. 
46 

Official antiquarians thereupon

proposed a re-invgoration of the forest laws as a suitable remedy,

simply because the income under this head had. once been relatively

substantial. They thus chose to disregard the complete change in

the nature of the forest law, which now protected local rather than

royal privilege. Legitimate commoners and inhabitants in general

now regarded it as their charter, which granted their commons of

herbage and pannage and prohibited rationalisation, with only minor

piecemeal and carefully circumscribed exceptions. Forest officials

below the rank of chief justice were all involved in these changes

and had acquired additional vested interests in the present position,

so that they would be inclined to hamstring reform where they could.

All other inhabitants would react sharply to the slightest threat

of a merely temporary enclosure of part of their forest with righteous

indignation, obstruction, litigation and the use of force. They

claimed for themeelvss law and long usage: like their contemporaries

in the Pens they preferred their present comforts to prospects of

increased productivity. Their rearguard actions in defence of these

46. For this and the subsequent account of. my article, Bulletin of
the I.H.R., XXX, 136 ff.
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ancient rights still flared up in the twentieth c.ntuxy.

Popular conservatism, as strong in its own way as the orownts

was probably based on sentimental attachment to comfortable habits

much more than on an exact calculation of present gain. This attitude

was perhaps re-inforced by the real difficulty of calculating pre-

cisely the value of rights which had been vaguely defined from the

beg_nnlng and which had gained in elasticity with time and use:

the more extensive the semi-legal or illegal additions, the greater

must have been the reluctance to calculate their worth. The only

explicit payment for common rights appears to have been an annual

penny of swinesilver from each messuage, which seems cheap enough;48

so cheap indeed that a very great improvement in productivity, for

which something remotely approximating to an economic rent would

become due, might well have been less profitable to the h!thAbitants.

Whatever element of their rents may have reflected their privileges,

their total amount as shown in the fee-farm of Dean remained small.

In firewood and timber alone the tenants did well enough: probably

with some malicious exaggeration, the farmers of the Dean concession

alleged in 1619 that the inhabitants had taken 5,400 timber trees and

10,300 young beeches and firewood trees in the last four years.49

If that much could have been sold to a willing buyer, it should have

brought in between £500 and £750 a year. The commoners then were

predisposed by reason as well as sentiment in favour of the general

statement of rights and against the drafting of precise balance

sheets; the first attempt to estimate the monetary value of common

47. Hart, Commoners, Ch.V.
48. E 112/82/300, a statement of their rights by the inhabitants in 1612.

49. Lanadowne MS, 166, foe. 382 and 384.
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rights does not appear to have been made until l666 	 At heart the

fithabitante felt about the forest as everyone else tended to feel

about their common: it was their property by the right of use,

whatever delicate distinctions the lawyers might find between owner

and user. For the crown on the other hand the difference between

ordinary common and land which it owned in the open forest seemed

clear at first: the formal resignation of its archaic legal privileges

should liberate crown lands in the former forests for sale. When

it acted on this assumption in the reign of James I, it was met with

widespread enclosure riots. 51 This may explain why sir William Noy,

who was always prepared to insist on the literal enforcement of the

crown's legal rights, could write about forests in 1634: "But in

the Carriage of this Business, there must be a Caution to prevent a

Commotion; for in them there are many that have Right of common

sans Number, and the Resolution in the Agreement with them must be

sudden and confident; for the Multitude are jealous and unconstant,

and the Instruments for to effect this 5.e. the conversion of
forest into free farm ian7 must be Neighbours interested and popular

and. no Strangers, and the first Devise to the Inhabitants, and at

" 52under, and easy Values.

50. Hart, rnmoners, pp. 62-3.

51. D.G.C. Allan, 'The rising in the West', Ec.H.R., 2nd ser., V
(1952), 76.

52. W. Noy, A treatise of the rights of the crown, (London, 1715),
p.62.
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In 1610 when the exchequer began to negotiate oOnoassiOfls in

Dean, the crown clearly did. not expect any vigorous local reaction,

even though quite a few earlier disputes over similar projects had

gone to the exchequer court. No sooner had the earl of Pembroke's

grant been passed, than the local liihabitants and commoners turned

from their quarrels with adjacent manors and with the fee-farmers

of Dean over access to common in the forest53 towards fuliblooded

attacks on the new ironworks concession. 54 The character of their

complaints did not materially differ from allegations made by the

previous earl of Pembroke's tenants in Monmouthahire a quarter of a

century before; 55 the scale and violence of attacks in Dean however

was much greater and the tenacity of Dean inhabitants in pursuit of

their feud seemed inexhaustible. The crown though took no precau-

tions but merely appointed two local gentlemen, William Callowe and

George Castle, as surveyors of wood deliveries. They were to

allocate Pembroke's "fellets", to mark the timber which was to be

reserved, to check the delivery of the stacked wood and of the timber

needed for building;	 lastly they were to organise the

enclosing of the areas cleared of cut wood. For all this they were

each to be paid 126.13.4. a year. 6 Immediately on their appoint-

ment Castle and Callowe began to be subjected to the most intense

53. E 112/15/9; E 112/15/58; E 112/16/120; E 112/16/121; E 112/
16/141.

54. cf. Cli. II, pt. ii above.

55. cf. p.273 n.15 and Cli. II, n.25 and pp.114&125-6 above.

56. E 178/3837, 10 Jas. I; C 66/1952, the commission authorising
their appointment, was dated 26 March 1612.
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scrutiny from all sides: nothing but evil was there to be seen.57

The crown perhaps suspected malice and therefore at first responded

with attempts to allay the inhabitants' fears; it directed the con-

stable by proclamation, i.e. an open letter addressed to the inhabi-

tants, to safeguard the new enclosures but pointed out simultaneously

that these would abbreviate the common for only nine years. 58 This

was obviously both a certificate to prove that the crown itself had.

ordered the cutting and enclosing of grounds thus cleared and a

mollifying assurance to the people of the forest. If this had any

effect, it was too slight to be noticeable; the campaign against

Castle and Callowe continued unabated and, after four commissions and

five years, they were discharged with ignominy and confronted with

Star Chamber. Their general guilt does not appear to have been

established for all the mass of allegations; the peculation of wood

and timber, of which they were specifically accused, they excused

by a reckoning which showed their wages unpaid and the crown, in

consequence, still £40 in their debt.59

The replacement of Castle and Callowe, whether merited or no,

did nothing to alter popular attitudes to the concession. The

crown apparently regarded the system as satisfactory and its defects

as due to the weakness of its officers. While the Dean concession

57. E 178/3837, 11 Jas. I (1614), setting out their alleged misdeeds
at length.

58. SP 39/5/46, 20 July 1615.

59. S 178/3837, 15 Jas. I (1617) and St. Ch. Jas. I 8/25/14, May 1620.
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lasted, the fuel supply and the care of the woods continued to be

entrusted to the surveyor general of woods south of Trent and his

60
two or three local deputies. 	 The latter were regularly sub-

jected to the same treatment as Castle and Ca.11owe, although the

crown td not dismiss them as readily were they all rogues? The

complaints of the disgruntled populace and of the forest law officials

who felt slighted in their dignity suggested this monotonously.

Typical was the testimony of Richard Parsons, who felt all of his

eighty years when "he being imployde for the said Robert Treswell

as his deputie ... for the delluery of Cordwood ... when they came

to deliuer cordwood. to the farmers the said William Rolls L.7 the

woodward and thinhabitants the ffarniors Clarke & servants would weary

out and ouergoe this deponent eoe the he could not come neere them

to take notice of that was done •..". Likewise the village constable

of Ruardean, Henry Rudge, who brought along his two foot rule to

measure the cords and "Bowlea 	 e • b. Roll7 ... findinge faulte

with his stricktnes therein abused this deponente with diuers uncivill

and scandalous termes and speeches 	 Indeed plenty of grievances

Castle and Callowe were succeeded by William Rolls end Edward
Willis, at a salary of £50 yearly each (Lanadowne 166, fo.379;
E 178/3837, 19 Jas. I; LR 12/27/923). Willis was replaced by
Robert Tr4swell the younger, the eon of the surveyor general of
woods south of Trent. After his father's death, Treawell was
dismissed for peculation (E 178/5304, 6 Chas. I) and succeeded
by William Cowse (LR 6/40, 1631; E 112/180/66). In 1627 Richard
Constable was appointed to deliver timber to two coopers under
another grant (sP 39/20/7; E 178/5304, 4 Chas. I). In 1633
John Broughton was also appointed as deputy surveyor for Dean,
perhaps in preparation for the forest eyre (SP 16/256/82).

Both these quotations are taken from E 178/5304, 1 Cha. I.
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could be and were aired at enquiries; often they were repeated

later with embellishments, giving subsequent reports a cumulative

aspect.

The scrupulous honesty of the officials cannot be proved merely

by discrediting hostile witness. Would they alone have practised

that meticulous respect for public property which was shown neither

by the local population nor by the farmers and their employees?

Everyone inclined to treat the woods as any soldier will treat army

stores, as something intended for use by nature and custom. Even

today people make free with branches, logs or cudgels picked up in

open woodland and light fires with sticks from any woods the sudden

transformation of a wood, once allowed to run wild, into a valuable

economic asset, cannot have been easy to accept wholeheartedly. The

remedy might well have been found in a more liberal interpretation

of the laws concerning minor default combined with attempts to devise

a simpler and more rational and unified method of local administration.

The crown attempted however to deal with the difficulty by a

wearisome repetition of investigation and prosecution, all concerned

indiscriminately with the slightest as well as the gravest infringe-

ments. On closer exRmination moreover it generally appeared that

the scale of the more serious allegations had been vastly exaggerated,

partly by the magaifying effect of rumour, partly by steady agglomera-

tion over long periods of time. The forest eyre in Dean in 1634

provides an excellent example for all other proceedings, because

their defects were aggravated by it for the sake of a series of

convictions which the crown had consistently failed to obtain else-

where. These convictions however did not deter, because they were
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patently the product of doubtful deductions made from the exaggerated

testimony of prejudiced witness before a court determined to convict.62

The decision to hold the eyre may have been inspired by a variety of

motives. Some exchequer officials had long advocated the re-invigora-

tion of the forest laws as of benefit to the royal revenues and for

the preservation of timber.6 	 Others proposed the sale and abolition

of crown privileges in the forests as a measure of rationa].isation:

the eyre was the traditional method of determtnlng these rights and

privileges and their value. An eyre could render contribution to

both th. high ambitions and the penchant for minor court intrigue

of the chief justice of forests south of Trent, the ear]. of Holland.

Attorney general Noy was likely to welcome a project which would

permit him to exercise his fashionable interest in an±iquarian law.

The temper sharpened with Noy's death, shortly before the date

appointed for the Dean eyre, and his replacement as prosecutor by

sir John Finch, whose ambitions to the attorney generalship stimulated

his wits as a researcher and his vindictiveness as a prosecutor.

Finally the crown may have believed in the gravity of the offencea

which the accumulation of petitions, inquisitions and commissions

appeared to present. It may have hoped, by the more s11mmy procedures

62. These questions are discussed at greater length in my 'The
revival of the forest laws under Charles I', History, XLV
( 1960), pp. 85-102.

63. SP 12/243/73, Nov. ? 1592; SP 12/281/71, Aug. ? 1601; SP 14/
48/89, 20 Aug. 1609; SP 14/53/50, 30 March 1610; SP 14/120/34
& 35, March 1621; SP 14/189/12, 1623-5 undated.
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of the eyre, to extract from the hearsay, cumulative rumour and

exaggeration which had helped to arouse its apprehensions, more evi-

dence than that which had not sufficed to convict in the ordinary

courts of law. Finch's vigour in prosecution and the vast finea

which he obtained thereby, added the cu1mlting touch: by making

existence under the forest laws less comfortable than it had become

in the preceding 300 years, disafforestation might become more

profitable to the crown.

Altogether the fines imposed at the Gloucester eyre reached the

impressive total of at least £132,000. Some of the sentences indeed

recall the way in which Star Chamber marked its revulsion for some par-

ticularly heinous threat to the state. Four men, of whom three

were ironmasters and crown concessionaires, were liable for two-

thirds of the total fines, leaving the rest to face anything from

below £1 to above £1,000 each.6	 Fines of £20,000 and £50,000

should have deterred even ironmaaters. But, they bad been imposed

for offences against some of the more paltry technicalities of the

contracts and of the forest law: ludicrous severity to punish

insufficient circumspection. The crown stood on its dignity and

demanded verbal acknowledgement of the justice of its proceedings.

It then immediately admitted the substance of the complaints and

arguments against them by radically reducing the fines, thus demon-

strating their true nature as an arbitrary method of muicting the

industrialists of a bigger share of their profits. The result was

64. Harleian MB, 4850; Bodleian MB, Gough, Glos. I.
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neither to atop applications for a new concession nor even to

frighten the ironmasters into more acceptable behaviour. Sir BafthA1n

Throckmorton and partners who gained the new concession, paid more

and the forest officials were given regular part in the delivery

of cordwood. 65 As ir Bainham himself was the chief forester-in-fee

he may have expected little trouble from them. He and. his partners

also obtained more elaborate safeguards against sudden and arbitrary

breach of contract by the crown, which had been such a feature of

earlier leases. This proved a wise precantion, for disputes over

the size of cords and. over the quality of wood going into the

colliers' pits, like allegations of wood being taken illegally

without payment, continued with little change of tune. If witnesses

against their predecessors had. been credible, there was no reason to

think them less so when they attacked 3ir Ba1rihun; if the officials

had been at fault before, they still continued to supervise the

marking and cutting of the trees. The ironmasters had become more

careful in their stipulations but not in their practice. 66 On

the other hand the eyre which had re-inforced the forest laws had

thereby established more firmly the extensive legitimate claims

of the commoners without settling such debateable points as the

65. C 66/2740; E 101/141/5. The latter is the record of cordwood
deliveries in 1638, signed by the deputy surveyor, one of the
deputy constables of Dean, the bowbearer and some verderers,
woodwards, foresters and regarders.

66. of. pp. 164-6 above.
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right to fee trees, ploughboot or even the oommonig of sheep.6

The crown had used the forest law dishonestly, as an expedient; it

demonatrated this by authorising piecemeal disafforestation in Dean

soon after the eyre of 1634 and then by arranging for its total

disafforestation and sale to Winter from the end of 1638.68 	 ia

attempt to simplify and urii.fy the management of forest and woodland

owed. more to fiscal expediency than to rational policy; it was

nullified by local opposition and parliamentary reaction.

The withdrawal of Winter's grant and the disposal of the wood

and timber ready for sale by the parliamentary committee of the

forest of Dean and the committee of the treasury merely called for

extemporised. use of old. principles and the old. adi(ntstration.6

During the campaigns in the forest of Dean admini stration was

rudimentary and changed frequently. New developments accidentally

emerged from the restoration of control under Massey and the county

committee in the autumn of 1644.70 The treasury committee super-

posed its authority upon the improvisation with a commission,

charged to investigate and utilise Dean, by the middle of 1645.71

The commissioners were either land revenue officials or members

of the committee for Gloucester. They appointed four local free-

67. Hart, Commoners, p.30 for rights of common acknowledged in
1634 and passim for the continuation of 'illegal' practices,
e.g. sheep are still commoned in Dean.

68. Barikee )iS, 43/15; C 66/2843; cf. pp. 166-7 and 225	 above.

69. SP 16/489/35; S 178/5304, 12 Feb., 17 Chaa.I; 5 178/6080,
pt.i, membe. l7-18d, 21-21d.; SP 16/491/86.

70. cf. pp. 210-11 above.

71. L.R.R.0. 5/7A, final membrane; commission dated 5 June,
21 Cha5. I.
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holders under the surveyor of the forest of Dean, George Old.feild,

to see to the sale of wood to Kyrle and Braine; 72 in January 1646

the revenue committee added the sale of wood to Massey's ironworks.73

The surveyor was paid £50, the so-called preservatore £25 each a

year; 74 they administered the forest, accounted for its income,

directly received all official correspondence and. handled the sales.75

Two of the preservators as at first appointed were officials under

the forest laws, John Mean, a regarder and Henry Rudge, a woodward.

They were soon replaced, presumably because they obstructed rather

than helped. sales and from then on forest law officials were dis-

regarded. However a speech court was held in 1646 and the woodwards

and. keepers tried to make their presence fe1t.6

Improvisation then had produced some concentration of authority

and had shortened the chain of coinmd. Divided control at the

top though exposed the administration to flanking attacks. Failure

to abolish the authority of the forest law outright which left a

focus for the normal local opposition, ensured that such attacks

72. of. pp. 210-11 above; E 178/6080, pt.i. membs. 13d-].4, 8 Oct.l645.

73. of. p. 214 above; E 178/6080, pt.i., memba. 13-13d, 3 Jan.1646.

74. LR 7/55, 1647, noting payment for two years on authority of a
revenue committee warrant of 14 Nov. 1646.

75. E 178/6080, pt.i., membs. 15-l5d.; E 407/50; LR 7/55, 1647 and
1650; SP 25/94, pp. 216-7.

76. E 146/1/34; L.R.R.0. 5/7A which makes clear the changes in the
preserv-ators. As for the forest law cf. ibid. "when the keepers
and wo odwards had the keepinge of the said fforrest it was then
kept in good order, And since these preservators were put into
their office they threatened the keepers to send the Pu.rsivants
for them, And doe aoe over top them that they ecarse dare to
looks into the woods."
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would be tried. Simultaneously the new atlmin.4 stration was faced

with an unusually difficult task in ke.ping order amongst diverse

grants and amongst different sets of ironmasters; this in a popu-

lation which would have regarded any order as obnoxious after the

war and which disliked innovation. Local attacks were first

reflected in the large number of proceedings in the exchequer court,

intensified as the Bristol interests joined in and linked up with

the growing concern of the central government over timber reserves.77

The Bristol commission of 1649 had been as severe on the preservators

as on the ironmasters; it is its virtual beatification of traditional

practice and custom which, com1ii from senior Bristol merchants,

shows up either their ignorance or their bias:

"That the Windfall wood which should be for the woodwards

& Country ... is taken by the Preservators from them by

reason of which the Country outta downe more woods then

otherwise they would."

"& wee finde that they 5he preservatoril are more strict

vpon the Country and denying them theire priviledges, and

most Profuce to the Iron Masters for theire owne proffitt."

Thus their criticism, reflected in the final paragraph of their

proposals:

"That the true and Auncient priviledges of the Country

maybee Confirmed wherby they may bee kept in theire due

77. pp. 217-222 above; S.J. Madge, The domesday of crown lands,
(London, 1938), p.108; SP 25/94, pp. 52 and 216-7.
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bounds, and encouraged to care for the preservacion of

the 'whole."78

Parliament and council were happy enough to accept th.is line of

arguments in January 1650 they ordered the destruction of the

ironworks in Dean, the end of all sales of wood and the complete

replacement of the preservators. 79 Of the four new men appointed

John Barrow was a verderer, John Adean a regarder and Henry Rudge a

woodward, only major John Wade may not yet have been a verderer

but at least he had been on the jury of inquisition in 1649.80

The restoration of forest law officials to the immediate control

of Dean was symptomatic: they were subordinate to the revenue

committee which, guided by the council of state, now conducted an

entirely negative policy of pure preservation. 81 This signified

the victory of that party which had long regarded any income from

woods as a species of blood-money; new governments found it no

easier than the old had done to conceive of a mean between the com-

plete destruction of a wood by exploitation and its absolute

economic sterilisation. On a small scale the rational exploitation

of woodland accompanied by re-afforestation had already been found

78. L.R.R.O. 5/71., under "In relation to the Preservators" and
"Proposals mad.e by the commissioners".

79. SP 25/87, p.110, 1 Jan.l650.

80. SP 25/63, p.526, 16 Jan.1650. For the officof the new
preservators cf. L.R.R.O. 5/71. 'where Mean and Rudge as former
preservators gave evidence not, one would imagine, without all
partiality and E 146/1/54, where John Barrow appears as ver-
derer in 1646. The last, like Wade, had been on the jury.

81. SP 25/70, pp.26,28; SP 25/68, p.83.
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possible; given the complexities of local privileges and opposi-

tion, the translation of such practices into Dean seemed beyond

governments.

Either by accident or design the most reasonable solution to

this problem emerged when the council of state decided to utilise

Dean once more, under greater pressure than ever for money, timber

and even iron. 82 The substitution of admiralty for exchequer

control, if honestly administered, could be trusted to lead to a

balanced policy; certainly the navy was less open to attack for

acting contrary to its own best interests. Moreover this change,

in August 1653, also placed the authority in the forest itself,

first tentatively and then with increasing firmness, in the hands

of one man, major John Wade. Por seven years the forest of Dean

was to be administered thus and, having stumbled upon a good man

and a satisfactory method, the government was prepared to be

flexible. Wade could either assume the agreement of the admiralty

or at least their openness to rational expert argument: they

would know something concrete about the need for and the most likely

sources of naval timber; they would understand that even the best

timber would yield some wood fit only for fuel and that this was

more economically converted to charcoal than permitted to rot; they

would appreciate that a tree which appeared sound timber might dis-

appoint when felled; they recognised distinctions between naval

82. of. pp. 225-6 above; SP 25/70, pp.288, 289, 290; SP 25/70,
p.356; SP 18/40/61; Cal.S.P.D., 1653-4, p.152, Council of
State proceedings Nos. 8, 9.
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and building timber and coppice; above all they knew that good

timber was not grown by accident and neglect.

The gradual accumulation of authority over the forest in one

man's hands suggests the novelty of this phenomenon. At first

Wade was still ordered to let the woodwards check the cordwood before

83
it was coaled;	 when his accounts had been audited three years

later, his reliability was acknowledged by leaving him freely in

charge. 84 To his newly created office, somethi like n%nger of

woods and ironworks, Wade soon began to add. at least some of the

older authority of the forest laws. After an interlude of over

four years, general Desborough was appointed to the more or less

honorary office of constable of the forest of Dean in April 1654;85

In May Wade acquired the more practical offices of gaveller (the

formerly royal collector of iwtning royalties) riding forester

8
(forest police) and. ale cunner:	 some influence on both the work

and the sustenance of the forest. By the end of 1656 Wade was a

verderer87 but he may have been one in 1650, when he was first

appointed as one of the preservators. 88 At any rate he arranged

SP 25/70, 289-90, 27 Aug. 1653.

84. SP 25/77, 485-7, 11 Nov. 1656.

85. Bodleian, I Rawlinson A328, pp. 31-2.

86. Ibid.

87. SP 18/130/102, p.23.

88. At least his then colleague, John Berrow, had been a verderer
in 1646 (cf. n.80, p.300 above.)
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for the holding of a swanimote court in August 1656,69 presumably

in preparation for the eyre which was in all probability opened on

2 August.	 Certainly Wade regarded the eyre as of some values

in April 1659, the legal three years after the previous one, he

asked for another session in Dean to des]. with a local outbreak of

disorder, riot and destruction of woods. 91 If it were assumed that

the forest law was unpopular as well as an anachronism, Wade' $

or his employers' attempts to accumulate such offices in addition

to other power in the forest might be thought out of character.

But even for a revolutionary ancient institutions, especially if

they are harmless, may hold some attraction. It does not appear

as if Wade simply desired to render these offices innocuous for his

real function: that might have been their most revolutionary use.

If it be accepted though that swanimote and forest law remained

the only convenient guide to the rights of inhabitants, they might

be used discreetly to control excesses. Moreover it seems as if

89. SP 18/143/28 , 4 Aug. 1656.

90. All the evidence for this is indirect but it remains very
strong. The eyre was proposed for 26 August and William Ryley,
the keeper of the Tower records, obtained a warrant for £50
(from his arrears of salary) on 21 August 1656 to enable him
to carry the Dean records down to the forest (sP 18/129/3 and 4
and 61-3). of. Adin 2/1729, fos. 95, 103 of 19 July and 2 Aug.
1656 for other preparatory moves.

91. SP 18/202/70, 8 April 1659, Wade to Adm. Commissioners: "It
were well if a Justice in rre were resolved upon and empowered,
the time approaching for the keeping of it, according to law,
and never more needed ..."
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the forest law, shorn of its earlier connotation, retained some

popular favour amongst inhabitants. 92 Even the justice seat fines,

if inconvenient, had not struck so harshly at the majority of

4hbitants as to make common rights, free fuel and free timber

altogether unattractive in the balance.93 As an ati,Diistrative

device however the forest law still had little to commend it, even

in this limited field.. Its lower echelons survived the Restora-.

tion while Wade's close administration, which had made the forest

productive, withered away. With the abandonment of the royal iron-

works in 1674, the forest came wider the surveyor of woods and his

officials, to relapse during the subsequent hundred years increas-

ingly into a state of modified chaos. 94 No government could as

yet afford to husband this potential asset against the possibility

of future use; while foreign iron and foreign timber remained cheap

or at least convenient to handle, aiiirLiiistrative ability was employed

elsewhere.

The inhabitants of the forest of Dean have often been described

92. Cf. pp. 284-5 above. SP 18/42/96, 1653, Dec? and SP 18/
102/185, 1655? are two petitiotl5 from the inhabitants of Dean
for the appointment of a constable arid the holding of forest
courts. The second one is certainly misdated. because its wish
had been granted in April 1654; both may of course have been
arranged to facilitate the move.

93. History, XLV (1960), 99-100.
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as a race apart. It might be difficult to prove a special degree

of eccentricity for one out of many similarly eccentric localities.

Still Dean was difficult terrain, less accessible and hence perhaps

more of a conservative bastion. This need not imply that the

population of Dean was more homogeneous or more imnimous than

others. An area at moat ten miles by fifteen, of which the inner .-

most recesses could be reached in two hours of walking, could not

easily sea]. itself off from the rest of the country. The forest

included improving landlords like Winter who favoured enclosure

and disafforestation. A majority of the landowners with moat of

the freeholders and tenants may have preferred their familiar jog-

trot allowing some profit, without undue exertion or additional

investment. Many of them though could be persuaded to compromise

and to sacrifice some of their rights if they thought that more

important public interests might thereby be promoted. 95 The common

multitude, poorer tenants and freeholders, cottagers and. cabiners,

miners, colliers and labourers, assuredly regarded their own

customs as sacrosanct arid certainly preferred them and their assumed

rights to crown and protectorate, landlord and encloser. Discon-

tented members of other groups could find recruits amongst them

but equally the rationalisers here found their labour. Whether

the people acquiesced or broke into open riot depended perhaps

partly on the lead they were given and on the momentary strength

95. Hart, Commoners, pp. 59-60.
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of local law enforcement which in turn relied upon th. will and

energy of the local gentry. Above all their reaction varied with

the extent of the danger to which they f.lt themselves exposed..

ro's fuel was burned to "God save the ki" 6 but in 1631

and 1632, when at least 3,000 acres of Dean had been banded over

to enclosers and when one of the principal beneficiaries, lady

Villiers, employed air Giles Mompesson as her agent, the 1iihbitants

of Dean arose in their hundreds, threw down the fences and drove

the sheriff's men over the Severn. Their professional leader,

John Williams alias lady Skimmington, could not be captured until

one of the local officials helped to trap him, thereby incurring

much local opprobrium. Even a year after Skimmington'a arrest,

the forest still simmered. 97 In 1637 sir BairhRm Throokmorton

tried to restrain the freedom of the Dean miners; in 1641 sir John

Winter's purchase of the forest was felt to be oppressive and he

had lost his protection; in 1659 the collapse of the protectorate

deprived Wade of force adequate to keep order in Deans on each

occasion the inhabitants rose and destroyed enclosures. 98 At least

96. cf. p.146 s.bove.

97. D.G.C. Allan, 'The rising in the west', Ec.H.R., 2nd ser., V
(1952), 80-4; Cal.S.P.D., 1631-3, pp. 87,90 ,91 , 192 ; SP 16/
203/36 and Cal.S.P.D., 1633-4, pp. 151-2. William Cowse, one
of the officials concerned with delivery of wood, was rewarded
in 1636 for the capture of Sr4iirn(iton (sP 38/16, ii). John
Williams was released from Newgate after five years and bound
over in £2,000 to keep the peace (Bankes, 56/6, before 6 May
1637, his petition and ibid., 45/22, 10 Aug. 1637, his bond).

98. D.G.C. Allan, loc.cit.; $P 16/323, p.210-il, 12 Dec. 1637;
SP 18/202/70, SP 18/203/29, SP 18/220/79, 8 April and 30 May
1659, 13 April 1660.
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in 1631-3 th. risings wers too extensive and sustained for the work

of an uxiorganis.d mob led by a small group of agitators without

more substantial support; certainly the government suspected as

much, although it may have sought out the wrong people. 99 It would

be rnarkable if the other riots lacked all support from competitors

for ironworks or woods or if in Dean alone it was merely the mob

which demonstrated royalist leanings in 1659 in a typical fashion.

If then the population of Dean was not homogeneous, it was certainly

not sharply divided: in mineral cases the crown took proceedings

jointly against free miners and landowning gentry; the Throckmortons,

before they took over the oonoession, helped the miners to maintain

100their standing against the crown.	 In their litigation over

common rights, alleged intrusions and thefts of wood and. timber,

both crown and inhabitants lumped together gentry, landowners,

freeholders and tenants. The local gentry sued the crown to

dispute the legality of the Mailsoott enclosures:° 1 it must have

been difficult for them to pursue loyally and wholeheartedly the

99. SP 16/195/9, 26 June 1631. Sir Bainham Throckmorton and
Benedict Hall were wrongly accused by Robert Bridges, one
of lady Villiers' servants. The crown took the complaint
seriously enough to examine both. Although Bridges had been
wrong, attorney general Heath ordered him to be discharged,
because "the great fault in these cases is, that none will
appeare to complain ..."

100.B 112/83/411 , Pembroke's bill against the Dean miners, beginning
the list with William Hall gent and John Morgan gent; B 112/
181/155 attorney general Ban v. the Dean miners, begliining
with sir John Winter; B 134/22 Jas.I/East 8, Throckmorton v.
the crown, in support of the miners' rights.

101.B 112/179/28; SP 16/44/45, ff626!.7ore probably 163227.
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rioters who had broken them down. The forest then shaped a corn-

inunity, no more different from others than thess differed from each

other, stratified like others but perhaps, because of its material

community of interes1 prepared to face outside pressure with

rather more sustained solidarity. Even for this there may have

been many parallels, at least in the mining communities of the

Mendips, the Peak and the Stiinries if not in many of the more

compact areas of upland settlement.

Like most communities, the forest of Dean also had a communal

scapegoat. Cabiners or cottagers in the forest were not often

included in the general atmosphere of solidarity, except when it

was thought useful to plead for the number of poor people solely

dependent on the common or when they joined in outbreaks of violence.

Customarily all good enolosers of commons held forth about the

iniquity of squatters, their idleness and depravity: the worst of

them, they maintained, leeched on the forests. Unimproved forests,

claimed John Norden did "breede and bringe forth the spawne and frye

of Beggers and vagabondes ... oresta shall be foun7 ... the verye

nurceryes of Idlenes Athisme Beggerie perfidiousnee and meere dis-

obedience to godes and the lawes of the kingdom." 102 This was

clearly assumed to be a general rule, which could be applied to a

place like Dean as a matter of course. 103 But, at least if absence

102. Hatfield lAS, Cecil, 132/145, perhaps about 1610.

103. Lansdowne lAS, 166, fo. 354 La. i6ioi7.
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of evidence can be given any significance, no complaints about

squatters in Dean appear to have survived from the sixteenth century.

Perhaps this was simply because in Dean overstocking still seemed a

distant danger and because the population density was relatively

low, so that a few squatters would hardly be noticed. Certainly

the colliers must always have had their shacks close to the smoul-

dering charcoal; nevertheless they too may generally have lived in

the villages. 104 Neither miners nor bloomainiths had to live on

top of their discontinuous work.

During the second decade of the seventeenth century complaints

about the ravages and iniquities of squatters and cabiners in Dean

became more apecific; their idleness however was the least charge

against them. Objection was taken to squatters who were the labour

force of the expanding iron industry and they were resented doubly

because they intruded a new element into local society. It was

said that they burned vast quantities of firewood for their warmth,

bkiig and brewing and that " ... many lewd and disordered persons

are oftentimes harbered 
•••b05 

Alehouses multiplied in the

forest. 106 Herds of horses and other domestic cattle ravaged the

forest pastures; they belonged to numerous cabins "wherein ilueth

strange families being lewd and ill disposed people, which is verye

104. Some clue to the number of squatters might have been given by
John Smith, Men and armour for Gloucesterahire in 1608, ed. J.
Maclean, (London, 1902). But Smith probably tended to sort
men into villages and would have been less likely to find
muster-shy squatters in the wilderness.

105. B 178/3837, 13 Jaa. I (1615)

106. B 178/5304, 1 Chas. I (1625); SP 16/307/6, m.6, in Cal.S.T'.D.,
1635..6, p.23 dated L163517 but probably J)efore July 1634!J.
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preiudicall to his Ma'	 ... and the great• impoverishing. of the

poor Country.." 107 Worse still, their inhabitants "resist vs and

have often beaten and abused most of vs 	 l08 The tone of the

district was lowered, wages were depressed, the privileges of the

settled inhabitants undermined; as the local surveyor put it in a

bill drafted for presentation by sir Robert Heath: the farmers of

the concession "doe drawe Welahemen, vnknowen persons, and strangers,

from farr and remote places, and those of a very poore and meane

Condicion, to bee their ministers, Agents, and Instruments."109

The grouses do not sound altogether unfamiliar in the 1960s; the

combined effect of the invasion of industry and its train of atten-

dant 'foreigners' on rural society in the seventeenth century was

undoubtedly great. No wonder that these strangers were watched

closely and that activities, for natives either legitimate or

tacitly regarded as mere pecadilloes, were at once blown up into

major crimes of the foreigners'. However this concentrated

attention devoted to them permits some estimate of their number.

The greatest number of huts alleged before 1660 occurred in

Wade's boast, at an enquiry held in 1662, that he had cleared out

countless goats and almost 400 cabins in 1653.110 ThIs, with

cottages spread over bill, dale, mine bog and woodland would have

107. S 178/5304, 4 Chas. I (1628), the testimoiy of a local carpenter.

108. E 101/141/6, letter from the Dean preservators, 8 March 1647.

109. S 112/179/37, a bill introducing an exchequer case against
Brooke, Winter and others.

110. Harleian MS, 6839, fo. 337.
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turned Dean almost into a garden city. Perhaps Wade, who had never

added excessive modesty to his other virtues, felt a special need

to establish his reputation with the Restoration authorities. The

lower estimates of other neighbours who were unlikely to belittle

the magnitude of the pest, may be more reliable. In 1615 there

were said to be 79 cabIns inhabited by 346 men, women and children;m

this is appror1tely confirmed by the separate reports of woodwards

In 1628, giving 76 cabIns in the open forest and 38 in lady Villiers'

Mailsoott, which she had just begun to exploit intensively for its

coal and wood. 112 In the newly enlarged area of the forest of Dean,

the forest eyre discovered 190 occupied cottages and 10 houses built

in the preceding 300 years; of these, 121 cabins stood on the king's

own soil. 113 On an occasion when it was in his interest to be as

accurate as he could, sir Basil Brooke claimed that the farmers had

employed 127 men living in cabins in the forest for six years before

l634;114 three years later the tally was 140 cabins, of which

between 30 and 60 had been built recently. 115 One cannot hope for

greater precision but the outline seems convincing: the number of

111. E 178/3837, 13 Jas. I.
112. E 178/5304, 4 Chas. I.
113. Bodlelan MB, Gough, Glós. I; for the enlargement of Dean of.

C.E. Hart in Trans.Brist. & Glos..Arch.Soc., LXVI, 194-7.
114. SP 16/293/69. He was c1R.ii ng a reduction in his fine by the

cost of fuel legitimately used by his employees.

115. E 178/5304, 15 Chae.I.
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cabins approximately doublsd with the expansion of the iron industry

between 1615 and 1637 and did not much exceed 160 or so. That the

number of cabins should have doubled again in the next thirteen

years which spanned a period of intensive guerilla campaigns in the

forest, seems improbable. On the other hand. a hundred cabins might

well have housed approximately four hundred people, so that Wade

may have spoken of 400 'oabiners' to go with his countless goats.116

This floating population, barely sheltered by its hovels of sticks

and turves, employed intermittently by the local ironmasters,

especially on the crown works, formed a disturbed centre in the

forest, more by adding to other people's grievances than by positive

actions. No doubt when the squatters had just been paid and had

patronised the local alehouses they would have joined in any looal

riot: there would have been no fewer pay-day brawls here than

elsewhere. But their unpopularity makes it all the more remarkable

that they were never specifically accused of either starting or

prominently participating in a riot. Their role appears to have

been passiv, rather than active: paid for their labour and that of

their horses, if they had any, counted and accused, attracted and

driven away agan. They may have shared society's appraisal of

their position as rightless and insecure, not a frame of mind

conducive to rebellion. Only the squatters depended entirely on

116. In 1615 the average number of inhabitants per cabin was 4.4
(n.l]J); in 1628 one woodward reported 40 cabins with 143
1nh.bitants or 3.6 per cabin in Blakeney (n.l]2); in 1662
the average family appears to have varied between 3.8 and
4.8 members over the Dean region (P.:R.O., F 16/28).
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the woods for their livelihood; whereaa ordinary squatters supple-

mented their use of the common by employment on neighbouring farms,

Dean cabiners relied on wood and iron.

There is no dcubt that they used up a noticeable amount of fuel.

But it is unlikely that the addition of 200 to the more than 3,000

families who claimed fuel from the forest as a right 117 should have

produced a major effect on the woods; the quantity of fuel which can

be used up in a shack is necessarily limited. In relation to the

woods too their principal role lay on the passive side: they made

industrial exploitation possible. Others, with either land or

business or both near the forest, came to it for bark or timber.
118There were tanners, coopers, trencher- and cardboardinaicers,

wainsootters, joiners and carpenters; they stripped their trees or

shaped their timber at least roughly and then they 1sf t.wi-bk lh._.

While most of these trades were at times accused of damaging the

woods, the statements were rarely precise. Thus it was widely said

that the tanners were destroying young timber by stripping the

standing trees and by preferring a smooth bole for convenience.

But where the purchases of tanners were described in detail, they

remained on a small scale. Thus in two years Castle and Callow

apparently iisged to sell, something like 100 loads of tanbark

117. cf. pp. 282-3 and n. 35 above.
118. A cardboardmaker manufactured the wooden backs for wool cards,

preferably from beech.
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for approT1mte1y £35; their biggest customer took 40 loads and the

rest was divided between eleven people. 9 Robert Treswell in

seven years sold bark to thirteen tanners for £80 or £90.120 Thi.s

corresponds in order of size to the rent of £16 a year, which John

Duncoinbe, one of the royal grooms, paid for all the bark arising from

cordwood felled in Dean. 121 It does not sound at all weighty enough

to have ruined even a small wood: it might be surmised that the

tanners used no more than the bark of 500 young trees from Dean in

a year, which would probably have been available from trees casually

felled long before the regular sale of cordwood. Moreover the

tanners from Bristol, Gloucester and even Lydney and ew1and may

only have begun to frequent Dean when it seemed likely that bark

might be bought cheaply as a by-product: there must still have been

plenty available closer to their homes.

The impact of the trencher- and cardboardmakers was perhaps even

slighter. They might have used something of the order of £10 worth

of beech logs in two years, or may be 50 to 100 horse loads.122

119.E 178/3837, 15 Jas. I.

120.E 178/5304, 6 ChRLS.I. This may have amounted to about 200 loads.
v-idence about the sales was given by tanners, who sometimes said

only how much they had bought or alternatively only how much they
had paid. Rates indicated varied from 5s. to lOs. a load in
1616-17 and from 3s. to l4s. a load in 1623-30. The variation
depended to some degree on quality but mainly on whether the
bark was sold ready stripped or not. Stripping cost 4s. a
load in the earlier period and 6 g . in the later.

121.C 99/25, 10 June 1630.

122.E 178/3837, 15 Jas. I.
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Coopers on the other hand were generally attacked as the greatest

consumers of timber and wood, only inferior to the ironnaters.

Between 1612 and 1614 from 13,000 to 20,000 barrel boards may have

come from Dean, perhaps £30 to £50 worth of timber. 123 At a time

when cordwood Bales were running at their maximum, two coopers bad.

been granted all pieces of timber occurring in the trees cut down

for fuel;'24 they made - or at least paid for the timber that
125

went into-about 50,000 barrel boards a year. 	 Guessing on the

basis of the contractual dimensions that the boards might have been

cut from a block two inches thick and at most six inches wide would

123. B 178/3837, 11 Jas. I.

124.SP 59/20/7, March, 2 Chas. 1. The following dimensions were
laid down in the contracts

Unfortunately there is no indication about the width or
curvature of the boards.

125. B 401/1922 , 3 July 1635, payments by Anthony Eemne and Richard
Walker for barrel staves made in the one and a half years to
Lady Day 1635 £108. 18s. for 72,600 staves and boards. There
i no indication as to th. proportions of different kinds,
except that the payment works out at 30s. per thousand, which
would suggest barrels.
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give a consumption of less than 500 cubic feet r.er thousand staves,

i.e. under 25,000 cubic feet or something like the equivalent of

170 cords for 50,000 staves. This could have been taken from six

or seven acres; even this is exaggerated because in 1649 it was

claimed that a large oak could yield 1,000 to 2,000 staves.126

The scale of payment suggests the same order of quantity: it

would have paid f or about 200 cords of fuel or 150 tons of timber

in a year. It is clear then that the commercial uses of wood,

apart from smelting, were of neither economic nor physical signi-

ficance for the development of Dean: between them they would

have affected fewer than ten acres a year and produced an annual

income of less than £200.

The total fuel consumption of the Dean iron industry can no

more be ascertained exactly than its total production of iron. All

estimates were biased: prosecutors would plump for some quite

unreasonable maximum guess, based either on the counting of all tree

stumps in the region or on the hypothetical maximum capacity of

the works, continuously exploited; ironmasters would stick to the

minimum which might seem credible. Thus in 1634 sir John Finch

charged Brooke and Kynne with the use of 178,200 cords of wood

and Winter with 60,700 cords from Dean alone in the last six years.127

126. L.R.R.0. 5/7A.

127. Add. NZ, 25502, foe. 62 and 65; KB 29/283, Hil. 10 Chas. I,
me. 146 and 148.
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Brooke admitted to 94,000 cords, Winter to 48,500:128 not really

compatible sets of data. But the figures cited by the ironmasters

do not seem altogether implausible. If they used Dean fuel at the

rate of about 24,000 cords a year and if one makes some allowance

for the amounts quietly used by other irorimaeters, by the commoners

and all other users, one might arrive at an annual total of between

25,000 and 30,000 cords. Disregarding timber for the moment, Dean

may have carried thirty to fifty cords per acre of woodland in the

second decade of the seventeenth century on approximately 16,000

129acres, which were commonly taken to be the extent of its woodland.

In twenty to twenty-five years this crop would have been cleared

by that rate of consumption. It is true that by this time enclosed

coppice would have produced one and a half new crops. but, even at

the optimistic expectation of an annual increment of 100 cubIc feet,

this would have given less than twenty cords on an acre.' 30 In

fact it is clear that consumption did not run at such high levels

for very longs a careful survey in 1641 and 1642 found some parts

of Dean still almost undisturbed and estimated a content of 35 cords

per acre for one of the forest bailies. which had been frequently

128. SP 16/289/105 and. SP 16/293/69.

129.E 178/5837, 9 Jas.I and E 178/5304, 17 and 18 Chas.I. The first,
a somewhat impressionistic survey in 1611, estimated the crop at
80 cords per acre. The second was one of the most detailed and
careful surveys; counting a load of timber as equivalent to 1*
tons and. the ton equal to half a cord (K 178/5304, 13 Chas.I),
a virtually undisturbed piece of the forest contained 47 cords
per acre. (of. Appendix ii below).

130.W.L. Taylor, Forests and forestry- in Great Britain, (London,
1945), p.28.
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used for the ironworks; in other parts of the forest the wood was

rather thinner) 31 It is probable that only careful husbandry

would have achieved a rate of regrowth in the region of 100 cubic

feet per acre; this would have produced something like 10,000 cords

a year and allowed the additional use of 8,000 cords a year for a

hundred years. From this total allowance for all uses would have

to be made, if the woods were to survive. These of course are

theoretical speculations and extrapolations with only marginal

relevance to real conditions; they help to show nevertheless that

repeated anxiety regarding the future of Dean was not altogether

unreasonable, even if the proposed remedies were generally besides

the point.

The price paid for fuel could be one of the more accessible

measures of even a temporary decline in its supply. Unfortunately

there are good reasons, not always clearly appreciated in the past,

which invalidate conclusions drawn from price series for fuel,

quite apart from their rarity and from the difficulties of finding

genuinely comparable rates. 132 In Table ran attempt has been

made to summarise the more accessible rates paid for approximately

comparable quantities of fuel in the Dean region for given purposes.

It should be said at once that the only rigorously comparable prices

in this table concern long contracts for Dean fuel between 1611 and

1639; these, on the whole, moved steadily upwards, thus appearing

13].. E 178/5304, 17 and 18 Chas. I. Appx. ii below.

132. I have attempted to discuss some aspects of this problem in
Bulletin of the I.H.R., X], 154-7.

* p. 321.
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to bear out some relationship between decreases in fuel and increases

in price. But in the short term this relationship becomes lees

obvious: between 1611 and 1615 the contractual price of the fuel

rose by more than 120 per cent, while it is most unlikely that more

than half the fuel available in Dean had been used up by then.

For the next twelve years the price remained virtually constant,

while a lot of Dean went into the furnaces; then the price rose

15 per cent and remained there for six years of the most intensive

exploitation, after which it shot up again by 44 per cent. Clearly

then the price of wood fuel was not exceptional but determined by

demand as well as by supply: an increase in price could as readily

be the result of competition from other ironworks as of a reduction

in the amount of fuel available. Although the other figlareB cited

in Table V are not as precisely and clearly comparable, they show

large enough variations to permit some general conclusions. In

the first place, the whole of the series for Dean crown or public

lands reinforces the impression that the supply of fuel was relatively

trn(mportant as a determining factor for prices in Dean. The estimate

of 1611, according to which ironmasters would have paid more than

twice as much as domestic consumers for fuel, was immediately

falsified by an offer more than two and a half times the price of

domestic fuel and this in turn was bid up by another group of iron-

masters to nearly three and a half times, all in the same year,

before any wood had been cut or any charcoal burnt. Obviously much

of the subsequent increase in prices must be attributed to increased

competition from the growing number of ironworks in and near Dean.
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Just as atriHg was the continuation of the story after 1640:

between 1645 and 1647, wood of comparable quality fetched between

23 and 45 per cent less than the highest price obtained; the level

was rather similar to that paid between 1627 and 1634 or at moat

27 per cent higher than that of the period before 1627. The figures

cited for 1660, 1683 and 1691 agree in one point above all with the

preceding ones: they offer no clue to the amounts of fuel available.

In 1690 there was general agreement that the forest contained an

excess of uaeless lumber and that some of it must be Bold for the

benefit of its growth, yet in this year the crown received the

highest price recorded for Dean fuel in the seventeenth century.133

Another special factor must therefore have entered into the con-

siderations, because the number of ironworks had somewhat declined

by then, mainly with the final disappearance of the crown furnaces

in 1674,134 and most of them were now owned by the Foley partnership.

135who were therefore in a strong position as buyers. 	Certainly

conditions which allow a seller with ample supplies and without

tight monopoly to increase his price to a very strong purchaser

need some additional explanation.

ks indicated in column v of Table V, ironworks at some distance

from Dean tended to pay less for their fuel. Except for Bringewood

they all worked up Dean ore or Dean pig and all of them drew fuel

from woods in their neighbourhood which were inevitably smaller

133.Cal.T.B., 1689-92, IV, pt.ii, 586-7, Philip Ryley's report on
wood in Dean, 21 April 1690; C.J., XLIII, 595.

134.Ch. II, p.245 above.
135.ibid.	 , pp.248-25l above.
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than Dean. On the other hand a furnace on the Wye and. adjacent to

Dean obtained some fuel from a neighbouring landowner in 1649 at

9s. 4d. per cord, rather more than paid. for Dean fuel at the time.136

Between 1646 and 1649 a large batch of fue'. was bought from a slightly

more distant Monmouthshire estate, for works on either side of the

Wye but some little way from it, at 6s. per cord which was identical

with the lower range of current Dean prices. 137 But there was

never even the breath of a suggestion that Dean charcoal had some

premium quality. On the other hand the profits of iron manufacture

notoriously depended, apart from the cost of fuel, on the distance

of works from their market. But transport costs of raw materials

other than fuel also increased with. distance. Except for Brings-

wood the works here shown as outside Dean reckoned with higher costs

of raw material transport and with a more awkward and costly journey

down river for their products. Hence an ironinaster at PontrilaS

forge could afford to pay less for wood than someone at Goodrich or

Cary forge and none of them could be or was expected to pay as much

as concessionaires in Dean although the reserves in Dean remained

much higher.

136.Conning 1(5, acc. 331. The transaction relates to a relatively
small bulk of fuel bought for Coed Ithell furnace.

137.This concerns a large quantity of fuel sold from sequestered
lands in Moninouthahire to people who were simultaneously paying
from 6 to 8 shillings per cord for wood bought in Dean (E 407/50;
H.LC., 7th Rept., 117).
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The peculiar symbiosis between ironmaaters and. owners of wood-

land indeed tended to lead to arrangements, whether deliberate

between negotiating parties or incidentally arrived at by competition

between several groups, to share the profits of iron manufacture more

or less equitably between them. This share-out tended to vary

partly at least with the given situation: in general the woodowner

could not make much profit unless he sold to an industrialist but,

once someone had been induced to invest in something like an ironworks,

he was compelled to obtain continuous supplies of fuel, whereas the

woodowner could wait without fear of depreciation, because for some

time his coppice would continue to grow in value. Therefore the

crown with a woodland like Dean could often charge excessively,

because it could wait for other local sources of fuel to be used. up

temporarily: its turn would always come again. The relationship

between woodowner and industrialist then was a very special one:

the destruction of all ironworks within twenty miles of a wood

could turn the trees once more into weed which nobody wanted or

could use in quantity; on the other hand the woodowner could hold

an existing industry to ransom up to a point, which was determined

by the market price for iron less the cost of transport to and from

the works. But a general increase in the price of wood. fuel was

due to the inevitable growth of demand, not to a physical reduction

in the amount of fuel.

All complaints against the ironworks lamented their destruction

of timber, especially shiptimber. Almost everyone joined in paeans

of praise for Dean timber, so that in some accounts the forest almost
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became the cradle of the navy. At the Dean eyre of 1634, the

merchants and shipowners of Bristol "made a vigorous remonstrance

to Lord Holland" about the state of the forest, alleging that the

ironworks had made timber at Bristol so scarce and dear that only

one ship of 100 tons had been built in the last nine years, while

before then "ships of from 100 to 200 tons were yearly launched at

Bristol". 138 In the grand remonstrance a little more extravagance

seemed called for: "... destruction of the Kings timber, especially

that in the Forest of Deane, sold to Papists, which was the best

store-house of this kingdom for the maintenance of our shipping."139

Eleven years later this had become "the Forest of Dean, so famous

for Shiptimber (not to be parallel'd) ... the late decay thereof

our enemies did rejoyce in, as some can well remember, when those

notable Popish Politicians (Sir John Winter, Sir Bazill Brooks and

Mr. Mirm, Rome's Agents) had designed the destruction of those

140goodly woods ..." 	 Thus grew up the longlived tale which, in

136. 3. Latimer, The annals of Bristol in the seventeenth century,
(Bristol, 1900), pp. 128-9.

139.S.R. Gardiner (ed.), The constitutional documents of the puritan
revolution, 1625-f4, 3rd edn. (0xfori, 1956), p. 211.

140.Silvanus Taylor, Common good ..., (London, 1652), sect. viii,
pp. 32 and 33 (the copy I have consulted contains two pages num-
bered 33; the second. one is here referred to). The quotation
combines two separate passages but reproduces the material sense.
Taylor was a Herefordahire man and therefore familiar with local
tales which were not invariably true. George Mynne for instance
was not a catholic; government committees dealt with him only
as a royalist.
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its final version, spoke of special orders carried by the Armada for

the destruction of Dean, whence England supposedly drew her naval

strength. Fully fledged it first appears in John Evelyn's Sylva in

1664;141 thirty years later it had acquired additional authority by

inclusion amongst additions to a new edition of Camden's Britamiia)42

Fortunately there is no anticliimi.y: the story is both plausible

and completely false. Thus ships must have been built in and for

Bristol which could conveniently have used Dean timber, even if

Kingswood was nearer; also Bristol ships had dealings of any and

every kind with Spain. In 1629 though Bristol had. no more than 48

ships of 5,840 tons, of which 30 were of 100 tons or over. 143 It

seems equally improbable that one of these should have been com-

pletely replaced every year or that the whole fleet should have been

built up in the thirty years before 1625. Moreover at least a

load of timber went into each ton of ship: the annual cutting and

removal of a hundred loads of timber would have made quite a stir

in Dean. There exists no coherent series of accounts for the

sixteenth century, nevertheless then such items as the thirty tons

allocated for the repair of St. Briavel's castle and of the speech

court house can be found but not a trace of any warrant or alloca-

tion of any kind for shiptimber in the sixteenth century) 	 If

141.J. Evelyn, Sylva, (London, 1664), oh. rrrli, sect. 4, p.108.
142.W. Camden, Britannia, transi. & ed. E. Gibson, (London, 1695),

p.246, sub "Additions to Glo%oestershire". The earlier trans-
lation, with additions, by Philemon Holland, (London, 1637),
contains no mention of the story.

143.P.V. McGrath, Merchants and merchandise in seventeenth century
Bristol, Brlst.Rec.Soc.Pub., XIX, ( 1955), pp. 210-14.

144.LR 12/1126, 25-27 E]iz.I. A large enough selection of Land Revenue
papers, of which this is one bundle, has survived from the late
sixteenth century to offer a reasonable random sample for quite
a number of years.
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the timber was 8tolen, one must conclude that the men of Bristol - or

elsewhere - spirited away hundreds of tons of timber without trace at

a time, when lesser thieves were being prosecuted for tJcf'ig a few

branches, a little turf or a couple of bushes. 145 Thit perhaps the

Bristol merchants were thlnHng of the more recent past? From 1610,

not only are the records fairly complete but little escaped the

official eye. In 1615 about 80 tons of timber were allocated for

the speech house, a tree of 3 tons was sold to John Goiiniig - perhaps

for one of his ships? - and 30 tons allocated to William Hall to

repair his house) 6 In 1628 the ten or twelve tons for the

repair of Chepetow bridge were duly noted) 47 Indeed from 1615

there is also an occasional reference to shiptimber but almost all

of it was earmarked for the navy.

Apparently by 1617 some 500 trees had been felled for naval

timber; there is no evidence though that any of them were collected

or used for this purpose. Some of them may legitimately have been

incorporated in the ironworks, some of them were certainly used to

build a store for iron near Purton; the speech court may have

allocated a part to the commoners and the officials may have sold

145. E 407/168, a collection swnniarising proceedings which resulted
in fines for theft of woods in the exchequer bourt, 1566-1602,
to enable John and Roger Taverner to claim their half share of
these fines. cf. E 146/1/30, 31, 32, SwArlimote rolls for
Dean, 8-12 and 43-44 Eliz.I.

146.E 178/3837, 19 Jas.I. The above is a mere sample of an
extensive list of similar uses of ood noted here.

147. E 178/5304, 4 Cha.s.I.
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148
part on the side. Also good timber lying on the ground was

affected by a tendency to somrninbulism: few were prepared to buy

but many could use it. On the other hnt it is probable that local

people, amongst their other activities, sometimes built ships.

Such an occasional event would not have escaped unnoticed but the

notice might well have disappeared. The first explicit mention of

shipbuilding with Dean timber can be found in a general review of

the uses and abuses of the woods in 1628.149 By November 1633

three ships of altogether 250 tons had been completed or were

practically complete, with a fourth on the stocks; one or two of

these may well have been identical with those mentioned in 1628.150

After 1610 then the employment of timber for any purpose whatever

can be traced in some detail, although no doubt there remain many

lacunae. It seems improbable that local administration should have

improved in a revolutionary inrner between the death of Elizabeth

and. the second decade of the seventeenth century arid therefore

neither Drake's and Howard's ships nor the mercantile fleet of

Bristol can have used more than a few splinters of Dean timber.

148. B 176/3637, 10 Jas.I, 14 Jas.I., 19 Jas.I.

149.B 178/5304, 4 Chas.I. One ship was being built at Lydney
Pill, the other at Coon Pill.

150.SP 16/250/80; SP 16/228/122 a; SP 16/307/7. The last is
misdated: instead of "?1635, undated', it should be 1633-4
(Cal.S.P.D., 1635-6, p.23).
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The evidence indicates on the whole that historians may have

exaggerated the impact of a timber shortage in the eazr].y seventeenth

century) 51 This would explain why Dean was not used to any extent

as an important source, until it began to be opened up as a paying

concession. There may have been other reasons in additions local

people probably knew rather more about the quality and reserves of

Dean timber than experts at court and in the exchequer whose attitude

vacillated between casual neglect and exaggerated alarm. Good Dean

timber may have possessed the special quality claimed for it but

good. timber in Dean was rare and hard to bring to the waterside.

The combination of hill and mire formed a major obstacle to the

employment of heavy baulka of timber except on site. In 1642

parliament attempted to sell 5,604 tons of timber lying felled in

Dean by advertising it in Bristol, Gloucester and Tewkesbury.

When this proved ineffective, most of it was sold to John Browne

for charcoal.' 52 Some naval timber might indeed have found its

way from Dean to the yards after 1635 but offers for its future

transport appear as the sole evidence for the journey. 153 The

151. 'The crown woods an their exploitation in the sixteenth and
seventeenth centuries', Bulletinof the I.H.R., X0( (1957),
153-6.

152.E 178/6080, pt. i, m.20-21d; SP 16/487/77 and SP 16/491/50.
The former of these State Papers should be dated 27 May 1642,
not (1641) as in Ca]..S.P.D., 1641-3, p.233. 	 cf. L.LR.0.
5/7A passim and p. 206	 above.

/153. SP 16/277/77; SP 16/284/22; of. Cal.S.P.D., l6345, pp. 499,
502, for proposals in February 1635 to use Dean timber.
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activities of the naval purveyors, had there been any active in Dean,

would have formed a splendid line of defence for farmers, commoners

and others when they were accused of the theft of timber; there is

hardly a doubt either that sooner or later some of them would have

been blamed for the theft of timber which had in fact gone to the

yards. But time and again defendants blamed each other, officials

and storms - which occasionally helped by blowing down a few hundred

trees - never naval purveyors. Apart from the difficulties of

transport which were after all formidable everywhere, the quality

of Dean timber was not uniform: before the privy council in 1637,

the earl of Holland "affirmed to his Ma' tie and the Board ... that

the greatest parte of the trees of that fforrest 5.e. DeanJ made

showe of Timber, but were most of them hollow & dotard trees

This is a remarkable declaration in view of the fact that, only

three years earlier, many people had been sentenced by Holland for

the abuse of Dean timber for charcoal burning, on no more evidence

than the stumps left behind. But in any case, this belated show

of complete pessinasm was as unjustified as the earlier exaggerated

optimism.

The protectorate found the sensible answer to this problem too.

Perhaps its extensive shipbuilding programme stimulated a more

reasonable proach to the problem of timber supplies. The council

of state gave general directions about timber to John Wade; on his

154. PC 2/48, pp. 493-4, Privy Council Registers, 17 Dec. 1637.
I am obliged for the reference to the kindness of Professor
IL Ashton.
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advice it then sent a purveyor to Dean and began to make regular

arrangements to ship treenails and timber to Chathain, D.ptford and

Portsmouth. 155 Within a year Augustine A].dridge had extracted and

squared 700 loads of timber and 25,000 tr•enaile. Some of the

156treenails showed the case of the pessimists as well founded:

greater care in the selection of timber restored the balano• on the

side of a modified optimism. In July 1656 Wade's further suggestions

were adopted and orders went out to build a fifth rate frigate near

Dean so as to ndnimise costs, by using timber and iron on the spot.57

At first the ships' carpenter appointed as builder, Daniel Furzer,

mRnged to co-operate reasonably well with the purveyor, although

A].dridge himself had hoped to get the commission. 158 Presently

they found themselves short of workmen and bidding against each other,

155. SP 25/70, pp. 288-90, 27 Aug. 1653; SP 18/40/61, 10 Sept. 1653;
SP 18/90/125, 23 Nov. 1654; SP 18/91/8, 2 Dec. 1654, Peter Pett's
instructions for Aidridge. Wade estimated that it would cost
about 8s. per ton to square timber and bring it to the wateraide
from Dean, which would make it about lOs. per load; the price
of good oak timber on the ground might be estimated at £1 per
load (18s.9d. in l639 E 178/7369). The admiralty commissioners
estimated the cost of shaped timber - perhaps further prepared
than the squaring in the forest - from Dean as £3.5a. per load
in the Thsms ftrds, where it would be worth between £4.lOs. and
£5. Therefore between fifty and sixty per cent of the cost of
naval timber was due to transport, even if it could go by water.
cl. Ch.II,pp.234-5.

156.SP 18/117/154, 20 Nov. 1655, Aidridge's progress report and
request for payment; SP 18/143/72, 8 August 1656, C. Pett'a
complaint about 2,000 broken and useless treenails, made of
dotard timber and therefore liable to rot.

157.SP 25/77, p.242; SP 18/143/29, 123.

158.SP 18/145/65; SP 18/146/103; SP 8/l63/32.
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perhaps with a personal edge added to departmental rivalry. Wade

was called on to adjudicate and gave them both excellent testimonials.

He suggested however that one man could manage much better if the

selection, cutting and transport of timber were left to him and that

it would be inappropriate to change the ship-builder half way. The

unfortunate Augustine was recalled under protest, still unpaid;

Furzer was left in sole charge under Wade, who had all along supplied

moat of the cash for purveyance and building from the profits of the

ironworks. 159 Money though, which had presented the principal

difficulty for both A].dridge and Furzer, did not become more plentiful

with the former's departure. Drafts on the ironworks, as on any

other apparently steady source of revenue, soon multiplied to the

point where they could not all be met. Nevertheless the work

continued. A second frigate was ordered and laid down when the

first bad been completed;l60 the Lydney yard repaired ships and

161
timber continued to reach the major yards. 	 Altogether the

forest of Dean between December 1654 and April 1660 produced at

least 3,000 tons of naval, timber and 70,000 to 80,000 treenails.162

That was probably more than had gone into ships from Dean during the

preceding 100 years. It was indeed the sudden acceleration of naval

159.SP 18/166/70, 9 May 1657, and reply of the navy board, 22 May 1657,
Adm 2/1730, fo.10, i.e. the conflict developed nine months after
Furzer's appointment. SP 18/166/115; SP 18/167/6, 61, 94,
the last of which, dated 30 May 1657, was the order placing
Furzer in charge.

160.SP 25/78, p.741, 8 July 1658 ; SP 18/184/32, 17 Dec. 1658.
161.SP 18/209/55, 23 Feb. 1659, repair of the "Granth.am"; SP 18/201/

47i, delivery of timber iorth £1,900 between November 1656 and
November 1658.

162.SP 18/210/111 and SP 18/224/38 with SP 18/117/15. No statement
for the months between February and October 1656 has been discovered.
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building under commonwealth and protectorate which began to justify

the prominence given to the timber problem in the preceding decades:

if a large and still well stored forest could mobilise only 500 tons

a year, the total rate of supply might well cause some concern.

It is possible to compensate, in the case of Dean, for the con-

siderable defects of both, estimates of consumption and hypothetical

statements about the rate of growth. From 1565 untIl 63 at least

twelve surveys of the forest have survived (Table VI); ten of them

fell between 1611 and 1662 and they show more precision and detail

after 1628. They of course have defects of their own, foremost

amongst them the lack of uniformi in the information either demanded

or obtained; nevertheless they make possible some estimate of the

combined effects of ironworks, coopers and woodworkers, common,

squatters and natural disastersl63 on the woods as a whole. Even

their lack of uniformity has something to commend it, because it

prevented the otherwise inevitable trend towards the stereotyped

answer: the surveys were all the result of some ad hoc examination

of at least part of the forest. On the other hand no survey can

properly be compared with the next, because sometimes the surveys

163. Storms caused much diinage in woods growing wild without wind-
breaks, deliberate thinning or the cutting out of dead trees.
On 11 October 1634 1,000 trees were blown down in Dean (SP 16/
275/50) . cf. The diary of Samuel Pepys, ed. LB. 'Wheatley,
(London, 1904), II, 183, and The diary of John Evelyn, ed. E.S.
De Beer, (Oxford, 1955), V, 550 n.2. Surprisingly, In a forest
full Of ironworks which burned down fairly often, fire was never
blamed for any major destruction in Dean; perhaps the climate
of the Welsh borders bad something to do with this.
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included areas recently granted away by the crown, sometimes they

did not; isolated pieces of the forest, away from its mfi.ln body,

like the Hudnalls and Walmore, were included or omitted from time

to time; if the name of a woo dwardahip was omitted from the report

of a survey, it might either mean its physical omission or merely

a different division of the forest amongst the surveyors. Moreover

variations in the area attributed to named parts of the forest in

different surveys could be due to the employment of different

standards, such as forest or statute acres, to uncertainties about

boundaries, to genuine mistakes or merely to differences in purpose,

depending for instance on whether merely wooded grounds or all land.

were included. The reasons for any of these differences were

rarely indicated at the time and can only be imperfectly resolved

by guesswork. In spite of all these misgivings, the surveys

provide some useful and useable information.

The earliest survey merely described the area of woodgrounds

and their general state; it was conducted by Roger Taverner, the

surveyor general of woods south of Trent. It indicated, as might

be expected, that oak and beech predominat.d in Dean, interspersed

with holly, hazel and sallow. The trees had been much pollarded.16

It is perhaps some measure of the Elizabethan disdain for the economic

164. E 315/429, Los. 126-126b and LRRO 5/39 (a nineteenth century
copy), Roger Taverner's survey of the forest of Dean, 7 Eliz.I.
Taverner attempted to indicate the area predomiiitly occupied
by each species and gave the extent of woodwardships. These
latter cannot be reconciled with later surveys (cf. p.. 268).
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potentialities of woods that the next survey did not take place

until 1611, in preparation for the newly negotiated concession.

A manager of a:bcal ironworks and a number of woodcutters, directed

by Robert Treswell, the surveyor of woods south of Trent, with a

local commission amongst whom was sir Edward Winter, proceeded to

survey the forest by sampClng and inspection. "Which accordingly

he Lichard Tyler, the ironworks manager, whose statement this i7
with others did as carefully as they cold performe measuringe tenn

seuerall parts of the sayd forest ... twoe acres 5ac7 ... all

which beinge Computed together to contayne twenty acres wee found

by estiinacon to Contayne Sixteene hundred Cords of wood at the least

and the sayd parcelle of wood grounds were ... chosen out with as

greate ind.ifferency as they cold." The extent of woodland in the

forest they assumed to be 16,000, the total 20,000 acres, partly

relying on a recent survey, partly on the fact that Bishopswood

had been granted to the bishop as the tenth of the forest and con-

tained 2,000 acres. One and a quarter million cords for the whole

forest seems a little high: an almost contemporary and highly

expert survey of 500 acres of Dean coppice had estimated the stand

at approximately thirty cords per acre 	 thus indicating that the

density in some parts of the woods at least could fall much below

the alleged average of eighty cords. Perhaps sir Edward Winter,

who was still interested in the concession and Richard Tiler, the

manager to the earl of Shrewsbury who also hoped to take part in

165. Lansdowne MS. 166, fo. 348, 13 March 1611.
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the exploitation of Dean, helped to tint the surveyors' spectacles

a little)66

The survey of 1628 was more detailed but lees uniform: in some

woodwardships all the trees were counted, in some all the timber

trees and for some merely a number was given, without specific

indication as to the type. Thus in a later survey, in 1641, 13,000

oaks with a timber content of 21,000 loads were found in Ruardean:

in 1628 no more than 6,000 timber trees were counted. Thirteen

years seem too brief for a doubling in the number of big trees to

have occurred, especially against the concentrated assault which

Dean was to experience between the t'so terminal dates. The survey

of 1628 also omitted the two woodwardships of the Lea and Staunton,

which contained between 50,000 and 60,000 trees in 1633. Thus the

total given for 1628 may have been no more than a half or at most
.

two-thirds of the stand at the time.

In 1653 the trees were counted, probably with some care, by

the newly appointed deputy surveyor John Broughton and his assistants

in three weeks. They found 166,846 treesl6l and an estimated 40,000

166.Quotations from and discussions of these surveys are identifiable
by their dates from Table VI above. A summary of their findings
is provided in Table VII. An optimistic estimate would help the
prospective users of Dean at this point to pacify fears that the
woods might be destroyed by a concession.

167.Independent addition of the separate items making up this sum
gives a total of 165,848 trees. For this survey, the forest was
divided up in an entirely different manner from the usual wood-
wardships: perhaps Broughton arranged to have contiguous stretches
surveyed together. (sP 16/245/19). The condition of individual
woodwardahips cannot therefore be disentangled from it.
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MA OF	 FOflT OP DEAN AFTER 1668
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cords of underwoods; their total value, if used for ironemelting,

they assessed at £177,681 6g. 8d. - more than 530,000 cords at

prevailing prices. Until 1633 the crown had sold about 200,000

cords to the successive concessionaires of Dean and supposedly

these always took more than their basic grants. This rate of

consumption over twenty years does not seem excessive: if only a

third of the od was used up in that time, there was no need

either to burn the best timber or to worry about future supplies.

Even at this stage however it would have been better, had the

woods been reasonably well managed. The survey of 1633 is sup-

ported by the results of that of 1634, conducted by forest law

officials under sir Bainham Throckniorton. Both of them however

may have been rather too sanguine, proceeding as they did on the

assumption that every tree would produce about three cords of fuel

or two to three loads of timber; this seems more like the inimum

than an average. The number of trees is probably more reliable,

as it only involved errors in counting; guesses about quality

though still resulted in widely differing estimates of the useful

trees in the forest.

Thus over that part of the forest where in January 1 639 nearly

62,000 tons (or 50,000 loads) of timber had been found, local

gentlemen and forest officials under the supervision of the two

shipwrighta Peter Pett and John Thicie managed to discover less

than 16,000 loads of naval timber in July of the same year. Two

years later a conscientious survey of the same area discovered total
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timber resources of 88,000 loads of which no less than 32,000 loads

were regarded as od for naval timber. Yet Pett arid Dude at

least 8till worked on the assumption that one sound tree produced

approximately three tons of timber. Apart from the reasonable

scepticism of professional ahipwrights the peculiar pessimism of

their estimate might have been connected with the purpose of their

survey, which was to reserve to the crown the timber which was to

be exempted from sir John 	 purchase of the rest of the

trees and underwood in the forest of Dean. Probably the amount

of timber left to the crown was too low, whereas Winter was expected

to pay for rather more cordwood than he was likely to find: the

crown, whenever it had to decide, was more interested in money than

in timber. But the excessive differences between all estimates

must surely be explained by the absence of reasonable empirical

formulae for assessing the content and quality of a tree and by

the difficulty of examining a somewhat dispersed and irregular

woodland, spread over a considerable area, tree by tree.

Of all the surveys here discussed, that of 1641-2 probably

approximated most nearly to the meticulous ideal. Not only were

oak, beech and underwood classified separately but oak was divided

into five classes and beech into three. Thus it is likely that

each separate class was more homogeneous than any of the vague and

general groupings described in the other surveys. The detail which

appears seems plausible and the results reasonab1e; nevertheless

it remains improbable that much time was spent in drilling the large

number of people employed on the work of inspection until more than
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the crudest unformity within each class could be guaranteed. But

the relatively large number of classes, the careful measurement of

area, the distinction drawn between "cleare ground Lawne or Meene

where is floe wood", ground "fitt presently to be encoppiced" and

ground "full of great wood" together make this certainly the most

useful and probably the most accurate survey of Dean in the a even-

teenth century. Its occasion was the first serious attempt to

devise a comprehensive policy for the future use of Dean, based

on a realistic assessment of resources in and of genuine claims

on the forest, in which crown and inhabitants attempted to colla-

borate amicably. The intention may have been to compensate the

crown for the loss entailed in the withdrawal of Winter's purchase

without antagonising the inhabitants.

The survey of 1649 differed not only from its predecessor but

from almost all others. These had generally been entrusted with

two different and somewhat contradictory functions, to investigate

both past crime and. future economic potential. Both could be

exaggerated somewhat; indeed not all commissioners were conscious

of the fact that they were bewailing the utter destruction of the

forest with one aide of their faces while recommending it as a very

valuable and productive property with the other. Between the two

objectives a reasonably balanced impression can sometimes be

glimpsed. In 1649 the commissioners were not merely asked to do

nothing but ferret out all abuses of the woods: they took a vindictive

pleasure in enlarging upon them. For instance they referred in
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detail to the enquiry of 1641-2, but adopted their own less selective

definition of timber. This enabled theni to say that more than

18,000 of the timber trees designated in 1641 had disappeared and

a great many more, as newly defined, in addition. By their new

definition indeed they also discovered more timber trees standing

in some woodwardships than had been marked in 1641, despite all

losses. Therefore their total of 33,000 trees taken from Dean

between 1641 and. 1649 loses its plausibility although one would

expect severe losses in a period of civil war followed by chaotic

administration.

The surveys of 1660 and 1662 relapsed a little into casualness.

Furzer and his four ships' carpenters conducted the survey of 1660

and they ought to have known the forest. But they themselves

called it an estimate and it may have been too optimistic. They

found more fuel and only twenty-three per cent less timber in the

forest than in 1642, giving a total loss in terms of cords of only

12,000. Yet for much of the preceding eighteen years the woods

had been used intensively while they had been carefully cultivated

only for the last seven. Under Wade regrowth might have covered

the consumption of fuel and timber; between 1642 and. 1653 one

might have looked for a rather greater net loss than a thousand

cords a year. In 1662 only the report can be used so that the

methods of survey cannot be judged but even so it looks like the
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result of first hand investigation.168 It assumed a division of

the forest between crown and commoners as arranged between 1639

and 1641 and once again examined the potentialities of that part

of the forest which had then been regarded as negotiable. If the

Lea was excluded from this, as it should have been, the surveys

of 1660 and 1662 can be approximately reconciled with each other.

The Lea lay apart from the forest and its industrial sites; under

Wade it had been protected and used as the forest nursery and it

had never been much exploited. The estimate of 1660 had claimed

30,000 tons of timber and 20,000 cords of fuel for the Lea; this

would close the gap between the reports of 1660 and 1662 to manageable

proportions. Fortunately the suspiciously rounded figures cited.

for the Lea in 1641-2, the unexplained loss of 8,000 by 1649 and

their simple increase by 5,000 tons and 5,000 cords respectively

in 1660 need not affect the argument here. On the other hand an

effective reconciliation between the figures given for 1660 and.

1662 only helps to increase the doubts about both. Perhaps the

crown soon recoguised that they had been rather too sanguine;

such mi'givings would explain sir John Winter's later re-instate-

ment in the concession which had been suspended because he could

not account for the disappearance of some of the alleged 11,355

tons of naval timber.1

168.Earleian MB, 6839 is a legible copy of the report also found
in E 178/6080, pt.i, 14 Chas.II. There may be more detail in
the latter which is almost completely illegible.

169.pp. 244-5	 above.
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It is evident that too much detailed reliance cannot be placed

in the results of investigations compiled sometimes to provide

evidence for legal process against concessionaires and inhabitants,

sometimes to discover the real value of the whole or part of the

woods, sometimes to find naval timber. Xoreover the bias of the

surveyors too must be taken into account: it made a difference

whether the concessionaires were represented amongst the surveyors,

whether only their rivals took part in the inspection and whether

estimates were compiled by soone concerned either to pay no

more than a reasonable price or suspicious of the excessive sharpness

of prospective purchasers. Yet even the crudest comparison of

successive surveys without allow**e for often imponderable cor-

rections, demonstrates the gradual decline of Dean. Taking the

figures for 1641-2 as a base, because they give the appearance of

greatest reliability, it can be shown beyond doubt that the number

of trees found in the forest continued to decline. (Table VIii)*

This remains true even if some allowance be made for the tendency of

surveyors to become more cautious with time and if the unusually

large area of omissions in 1662 is taken into account. Indeed one

can illuminate the decline as strikingly from a different angle.

An acre of good woodland after thinning can bear as much as 1,400

oaks or beeches of an average height of 30 feet and 100 oaks or 200

170beeches of 70 feet average height.	 In Dean with its fairly

170. C.E. Hart, Practical forestr y for the agent and 3urve,
(London 1962), p.84. At 100 feet the density after thinning
should be 30 oaks or 60 beeches.

* p. 345.
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TABLE VIII

The State of the forest of Dean, 1633-92 (1641-2 = ioo)

No.	 Year	 Trees Cords	 Tons of Timber Total cubic content

IV	 1633	 189	 -	 -	 337*

V	 1634	 160	 227	 194	 216

VI	 1639	
145b	 159b	 70b	

121

VIII 1641-2	 100	 100	 100	 100

IX	 1649	 62	 -	 -	 -

X	 1660	 -	 101	 77	 93

XI	 1662	
51b	 b	 -	 -

XII	 1692	 -	 -	 -	 191

a. Where the survey gave only the quantity of naval timber available,
no figure has been included in this table. The information about
areas excluded from particular surveys is too uncertain and no
attempt has been made to compensate for them.

b. The number of trees in the Lea was estimated with some pretension
to reliability in 1633; other surveys appear to have adopted
this figure and. added attempts to guess the content of the trees.
But the Lea was so important a part of the forest that the
estimate made in 1641-2 has been used to supplement the figures
for 1639 and this and the additional estimate made in 1660 have
been used to supplement the figures given for 1662.

.	 crude estimate.

poor soil one piece of 590 acres carried something like 39 trees per

acre and Ruardean, which had been extensively cropped, had more than

15 trees on each of about 1,200 acres: the remaining 7,811 acres of

"great wood" raised in 1641 an average of fewer than seven trees

each. 171 Certainly Dean could not have been described as overstocked

in the 1660s. The loss on the other hand, whatever portion it was

171. E 178/5304, 17 & 18 Chas. I; cf. appx. iii below.
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of the original stand, amounted to no more than 136,000 trees

between 1633 and 1662, in 29 years. That was an average of 4,700

trees in a year, demanding the annual replanting of one tree on

every third acre of woodland in the forest, or using the highest

density occurring there, the complete rC'planting of 120 acres a

year at 40 trees to the acre. Thus excessive use of Dean could

be blamed for its decline only while woodland was regarded as a

gift of nature, to be used to the extent to which fortuitous

re-seeding and re-growth could compensate for all uses and abuses.

Deterioration was almost entirely due to combined Incompetence or

neglect and to determined sabotage by commoners with rights of use.

The proportion lost can of course be made to appear more

frightening by adding year to year; it would perhaps be more

relevant to discover how the renuant stood up to the demands made

on It. Between 1610 and. 1641 the crown woods in the forest were

exposed to most intensive exploitation; between 1642 and. 1653

the forest as a whole was the scene of unprecedented disorder,

warfare being followed by a proliferation of grants and sales.

For the next seven years, iron-production on a reduced but still

considerable scale continued while exceptional amounts of thip-

timber were taken from the forest simultaneously. Then the

commission of 1662 came to survey the balance left after all this,

it could point to the flourishing state of the Dean coppices which

had not yet reached maturity and had therefore not been counted as
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immediately available • 172 Winter and his nominees were granted

all the mature cordwood enumerated In the survey of 1662 with use

of the ironworks until July 1673.173 By 1669 however wood worth

more than £5,000 had been sold in addition. 174 The demolition

of the ironworks in 1674 did not interrupt sales of wood from the

forest, now to works outside Its boundaries. 175 Nevertheless a

survey of 1692, which may have been somewhat impressionistic, esti-

mated that there were some 300,000 cords of wood available on a

mere 9,000 acres of the orest.176 Evidently the intensive

exploitation of eighty years had. not yet turned the forest into

heath or barren wilderness.

This might be partly attributed to the effects of the Act 19

& 20 Chas. II, c.8 which made another attempt to reform the aim1istra-

tion of Dean at least on paper. Like many another statute, this one

perhaps sxaggerated its hoped for effect with a preamble, according

to which "... the Wood. and Timber of the Crowne which of late yeares

was of very great quantity and value within the Forest or late Forrest

of Deane ... is become totally destroyed excepting what is standing

within the Wood.wardship of the Lea-baily ..." The Act reafforgted

Dean within the perambulation accepted before the eyre of 1634, thus

172.Harleia.n MS, 6839, fos.333d-334.

173.C 66/3007.

174.HBrt, Commoners, p. 71.

175.e.g. LIt 1/18/269; LIt 1/19/40, 41, 78.

176.C.J., XLIII, 594-5.
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nullifying the dis-afforestation which had been part of Winter's

purchase in 1639-40. In addition it enabled the crown to enclose

11,000 acres of the waste and woodland of the forest and to exclude

from this all commoners and. all rights of common, a step for which

the agreement of the inhabitants had been obtained. Parts of the

enclosures could be thrown open at the discretion of the exchequer

when the timber was well established enough to resist damage from

commonable and other animals and a portion of equal size enclosed

instead. 12,000 acres of wood and waste, the remaining area of the

forest according to the Act, remained available for common of herbage

and pannage but estovers were apparently excluded from the "any other

Rights Fees Liberties or PriviledgesH otherwise allowed, the commoners.'77

In return, the lands held by inhabitants within the forest but apart

from the wood and wasteland which belonged to the crown, were in

effect freed from all restrictions imposed by the forest laws, so

that their use could. be changed, wood on them could be cleared and.

fences built up freely; even beasts of the forest could be killed

by private persons on their own land. In the unenclosed area of

the crown forest, the rights of free miners and. terminable leases

of coal mines and of quarries were exempt from the effects of the

Act. Otherwise the crown itself was debarred from making any grant

of wood, trees, mines or quarries from the area of its effective

177. Hart, Commoners, p. 59, n.2. The Act however does not appear
to state this explicitly.
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forest. If mere protection could ensure the prosperity of a

woodland, then the demolition of the ironworks in 1674 and the

provis ions of the Act of 1668 should have been entirely adequate.

Dean at any rate did not produce a major scandal. calling for

government action for more than a hundred years after. Whether

this should be credited entirely to the statute of 1668 is doubtful:

a few sticks of timber, a few thousand pounds and a few thousand

tons of iron formed a rapidly di.minishing proportion of naval needs,

government revenues and imports of bar iron. But the absence of

major scandals proves neither the absence of local disturbance nor

an improvement in the state of the forest. Evidence about disorder

and neglect in Dean can be accumulated as readily for the period

after 1674 as earlier.	 In spite of complaints, there always

appears to have been more wood to sell and even some timber to use,

while sales of fuel were fairly regular. By the third quarter

of the eighteenth century, the charcoal iron industry was in decline

and with it the market for fuel. Yet in the 1780s, after the moat

careful unprejudiced and intelligent examination, the expert corn-

mission st up by parliament to investigate the crown woods

179
concluded that Dean had deteriorated since the seventeenth century.

±t would seem obvious then that the iron industry cannot be

regarded as the principal menace to the woods during the period of

178.Hart, Commoners, pp. 74-7, Miners, pp. 217, 229.

179. C.J., XLIII, 559-632, 'The third report of the commissioners ...',
3 June 1788.
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the charcoal blast furnace. Its permanent effect on Dean was

slight and, on balance, beneficial. It did nothing to impede

long-term recovery, even if it sometimes outran the rate of natural

regeneration. It also becomes clear though that Dean was never a

very good woodland; this explains some of the exaggerated lamenta-

tion over even the slightest decline, which was regularly referred

to a mythical, past glory. There are indeed a number of reasons

which strongly suggest that the long survival of a piece of woodland

argues against its quality. Under some conditions, any humnn

intervention can kill a wood by promoting the erosion, waterlogging

or major deterioration of the soil. It is sometimes said that

all human interference with a woodland, especially if domestic

rriinala are imported, leads to some deterioration of the woods.

But apart from this wood can survive in a populous country only

against the pressure of cultivation, given the means to clear wood-

land for farming. Over many generations, even the protection of

the forest laws could not keep out assarts from fertile woodland

in England and unprotected woods went even sooner. Oak and beech

especially prefer fertile and well drained soils but in old woods

they were likely to be left with moderate to poor ground, subject

to some of the general effect of deterioration. Even before its

systematic exploitation Dean was probably rough, straggling and

under-stocked.: good trees blown down by gales interspersed indis-

criminately with rotten stumps sprouting a few leaves, sound timber,

struggling young wood and patches of dense undergrowth. The
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solid array of splendid fully grown oaks and beeohes sometimes

evoked by descriptions of a not too distant past turns out to be

one of those mirages which always retain their distance from the

observer. In truth the supply of timber and fuel from Dean could

always have been improved by systematic thinning, clearance and re-

planting.

As it was not affected by major erosion, Dean at the beginning

of the seventeenth century would have existed in a state of equilibrium

between growth and decay at a fairly low level, perhaps little changed

for many centuries. Because the level was low to begin with and

because this held down a considerable potential growth, exploitation

which attacked the visible stand of fuel and timber would have made

little change in the character of the woods. 18° Serious inroads into

any particular type or quality of tree would indeed be noticed

quickly and might have produced a temporary shortage, because the

original supply was small. But clearance of some older growth

would encourage the young which, by its speedier development, would

soon restore at least the original state. Moreover the inefficient

tangle probably formed a safeguard against erosion, because it kept

some sort of uniform covering permanently on the soil. It was

precisely the facility, with which woodlands tended to recover -

180. This is the condition which is reflected in such apparently
contradictory statements as Philip Ryley's general and pessi-.
mistic report on Dean in April 1690, (Cal. T.B., 1689-92,
IX, pt. ii, pp. 586-7) and the survey, only next year, which
demonstrated the amplitude of fuel supplies in the forest
and which was signed by Byley as surveyor general. (C.J.,
XLIII, 592-6.)
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and without which they would not have survived even to the sixteenth

century - which falsifies all talk of the 'exhaustion' of wood].ands

wood cannot decline permanently unless there is further deterioration

in the soil or its area is reduced or the young growth destroyed.

The best wood can produce only a limited amount of fuel but a poor

one can still supply its quota indefinitely, unlike even the best

coal mine. The slowest rate of use will in time exhaust a mine

but moderate exploitation can increase the rate of production from

a wood by clearing away obstacles to growth and by encouraging the

best growers.

The rational administration of a forest like Dean would have

demanded its enclosure. That would have permitted the conversion

of good. soil to more profitable agriculture and the management of

the remainder under coppice with standards. This however was not

only a policy which met with local hostility and obstruction but

which could produce only a limited additional return. Encroach-

ments for tillage in Dean had been relatively slight, so that there

was little urgent need to protect the woods from the plough. The

complete denudation of such extensive woods must have appeared

improbable to impartial observers and, however strident the complaints,

more fuel and timber could always be found at any time in the seven-

teenth century. Enclosure though in disputed territory like an old

forest required continuous maintenance and surveillance. This

implied an expenditure of money and the encouragement of energetic

and honest administration by a group of minor officials which

apparently taxed the resources of all seventeenth century governments.
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If Dean could produce some income without the special care needed

to improve this, there was after all little need. to press too

urgently for it. For a private landowner, the protection and

maintenance of profitable woodland, its extraction from the

debilitating effects of common rights and its improvement could add

substantially to income. Thus the iron industry may well have been

responsible for the defence of much privately owned woodland against

the plough and. against incidental deterioration, as !arranton claimed.181

But only a small proportion of all crown woods could. be  used indus-

trially and the additional income promised by its improved exploita-

tion would rnin a diminutive proportion of crown revenues.

Greater efficiency and honesty would yield a disproportionately

higher return in the administration of excise or customs than in

a minor branch of the land revenues. If the crown decided,

generally wider some temporary impetus, to re-organise its woodlands,

it would be tempted to concentrate on woods already enclosed instead

of tackling forests which were subject to rights of common.

Moreover it would have felt obliged to grow timber rather than

coppice, whenever it gave serious consideration to the more efficient

administration of Dean. If timber was the first consideration,

that would have reduced the production of fuel; thus in the short

rtm at least there was something to be said for leaving the forest

untouched, with the immense amounts of fuel and therefore the cash

181. A. Yarranton, Englands improvement, ( 1677), pp. 60-1.
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which seemed to accrue without much effort or expense.

A landowner who held some woodland as a remnt of the demesne

might well thinc it worth looking after. It permitted him, inter-

mittently unless it was extensive, to raise substantial sums in

cash with a small effort. L].ternatively some of it could be

cleared and sold as farmland, if suitable. It seems likely though

that, if there was any demand for it, private woodland was looked

after rather better than the crown forests. Therefore the fate

of a forest like Dean can serve as a significant example. True,

t1 pressure of ti].lage upon its woods was slight. But here was

a large wood, free to the commoners and attacked by the highest

concentration of large ironworks known in the British Isles, yet

it survived substantially without lasting damage. Lf the uncommon

severity of conditions to which Dean was subjected did not destroy

the woods, despite the futility of all measures allegedly designed

to save it, the charcoal iron industry must stand exonerated.

This does not imply that it was impossible to over-exploit the

fuel resources of a giv area or that temporary over-exploitation

was rare. Neither can it be said that the supply of fuel was

not a serious problem for the irorimaster: the charcoal blast-

furnace could always consume more fuel than could economically be

carried to it. These problems though were not con!ined to parti-

cular regions or countries, because they were inherent in the

nature of trees and woods with their relatively slow growth.

Moreover it seems probable that the fuel problem of the charcoal

iron industry became less acute as its true nature was more widely
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appreciated: ironBsters began to adjust their rate of consumption

and were compelled to seek their profit in greater technical

efficiency and long term planning rather than in the windfall

profits of hitherto unexploited woods.
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CHAPTER IV

Organisation, Technique, Profits
I Costs and Returns

The tal]. furnace, perversely called blast furnace in the

British Isles, designed to produce liquid iron continuously, was

the core of the indirect process. On the Continent it emerged as

a epecialised variant of similar types of large furnaces; its

principal employment was the casting of iron objects. As against

the primitive British techniques of smelting however the indirect

process could more than hold its own over the whole field, especially

with the relatively poor British ores. It therefore developed

more thoroughly and rapidly in Britain than elsewhere. The rapid

spread of the indirect process over much of the country would result

in often unintentional modifications in design and. technique, some

of which turned out to be improvements. Its adaptation to the

large scale production of wrought iron proved its greater flexibility,

primarily resulting from the need to employ two different types of

works to complete the conversion of ore into marketable iron.1

In Britain the adaption of the indirect process strikingly

changed the general character of the iron industry. It had been

based on small works, few needing waterpower, most of them cheap

enough to attract peasants and craftsmen. It had often made use

of fairly small pockets of ore and finite stores of fuel; the

works could be employed intermittently and were easily abandoned

1. Cf. Ch.I, passim and notes 7 & 15, pp. 14 & 23.
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or re-built elsewhere. Blast furnace and fjnlng forge needed the

power of a strong and reliable spring supplemented by artificial

ponds. Power had to be ample but controlled, hence forge and

furnace either had to lie on different springs or some distance

apart on the same one. For efficient operation both forge and

furnace had to run continuously for lengthy periods; indeed they

were too large, complex and expensive for merely casual employment.

In Britain the indirect process also much increased the output of

iron from a site. Thus it needed larger supplies and reserves

of ore and fuel to sustain the increased output over long periods

of time. The first introduction of the indirect process consequently

demanded a substantial backing in money and land. Inevitably major

landowners like the earls of Shrewsbury and. Essex, the Winters and

the Halls or well endowed merchants and tenants of the wireworks

like the Hanburys and Challoners were prominent in the introduction

of the indirect process in Dean before 1610.

Furnace and forge were complementary but dissimilar. The size

of a forge hearth was limited and, barring accidents, forges worked

all the year round. The size of furnaces varied in very wide

limits; their rate of production and the duration of campaigns

depended on climate, supplies, deliberate decisions and accident.

Most furnaces could in any case make more pig iron than most forges

could work up but whether a furnace normally supplied two forges

or one it could still exceed or lag behind their steadily continuing

demand. It was almost impossible to 8ynthronise exactly the

optimum performance of furnace and forge. Therefore any district
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in which the manufacture of bar iron had started could usually

supply independent forges with surplus pig. The excess however

was rarely very large and certainly not reliable. Independent

forges would therefore offer a market for unattached furnaces.

In Dean two independent forges were built in Bainham land at Lydbrook

before 1600, near furnaces but not linked to any. This was later

followed by the building of separate furnaces as at Bigsweir and

Rodmore. These works formed clusters around the mines but their

number was restricted by the need for fuel and water. The market

for bar and other iron fit for the smith was generally remote from

the minea. Distance from competition meant cheaper fuels if pig

iron could reach them and bar iron leave them without excessive

additional cost, forges could be set up some distance from the

centre of the industry. Many landowners could only hope to cash

in on their woods by turning them into bar iron: this accounts

for the building of several forges like Pontrilas and Carey between

1610 and 1630. The spread of forges helped to draw a few furnaces

away from the mines: St. Weonards, Elinbridge and Longhope, built

after the end of the 1630s, could interpose themselves between mines

and forges at some distance from either.

The introduction of the indirect process favoured men of sub-

stance and Its great productivity might have squeezed out smaller

works and masters. The unbalanced nature of the process though

promoted further expansion and this re-admitted smaller works. As

owners or partners John Broughton, Thomas Smart, Richard Tyler and

others like them could share in the prosperity of the Dean industry.
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Some of them had learnt their trade as employees in other ironworks:

it was not unusual for craftsmen to Bet up on their own in good

times. aenerally they pear to have had some means and some of

them were called gentlemen. This might suggest but does not prove

that they were more substantial than the old peasant bloomsmiths

whose obscurity may conceal substance as well as poverty. The

indirect process then first concentrated the iron industry on the

more important fields or mines and into a few hands. A second

phase simultaneously encouraged smaller concerns to fill inevitable

gaps and others to establish a penumbra of works some distance from

the mines. Finally a kind of leap-frogging interposed a set of

works between mines and penumbra and set up more remotely yet a

group of works, almost exclusively forges, close to the final markets,

partly to intercept pig iron from different fields. Concentration

and dispersal then could exist side by side, given the great span

of needs between the smallest and simplest forge and the largest

and most complex furnace or forge. Apart from the basic concen-

trations around the mines though ) all manner of ironworks, from the

blast furnace to forge, slitting mill and. wire mill, were obviously

clo8ely interdependent. Horizontal and vertical integration there-

fore always seemed desirable and feasible: the Hanburys and the

Challoners, Winter and Brooke and Mynne, were the direct predecessors

and contemporaries of the Foley empire. All this would suggest

that the dispersal of the iron industry was evidence of its prosperity,

not of its sufferings and that the many small works in the industry

promoted its greater efficiency although individually large works
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were more efficient.

The continuing prosperity of the industry in Dean is suggested

by the strength of its attraction for investors. Of course local

connections predominated in the industry between the 1560a and the

1670s and about half of the people taking an active part in it were

local landowners. 2 This still left about a quarter of the participants

without recognisable local connections and almost half without land:

for a remote field like Dean with an exceptionally strongly entrenched

local community this would seem some proof of its attractiveness.

Outsiders chose to invest in Dean because both the wireworks and

the crown concession were negotiated in London and attracted some

notoriety and. because their existence improved the general prospects

of the local industry. It remains to be seen how much any of these

people might have had to invest in the making of iron and what

return they could hope for.

Without a number of accounts, inventories and descriptions

covering the activities of several ironworks, some from the same

and some from different districts, for extended and preferably roughly

contnporary periods of time, the best that can be done may be to

suggest a range of possible answers. The e yiuninAtion of the most

detailed set of papers relating to one works or even one group of

works cannot help to distinguish temporary, local or exceptional

2. About 70 people were connected with the manufacture of iron in
Dean during this period. About 56 per cent were landowners and
about 74 per cent had recognisable local connections.
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features. Therefore comparison of intrinsically better data with

others iich may be isolated, haphazard and unreliable, may help

to set some limits to possibilities. There may even be some

advantage in the acknowledged crudity of such methods because in

reality conditions differed so widely that greater precision of

statement might well become misleading.

It would seem logical to begin with building costs. These can

be found more rarely than general statements about costs, hence

Table IX consists of only a random collection of figures including

a proportion of estimates. Their credibility may be increased a

little by the fact that the data fall into two distinct groups,

extremes for the Weald in the 1540s, Middleton in the 1590s and Dean

in the 1650s, with the remainder exhibiting some consistency. This

would imply that, from the late sixteenth to the early eighteenth

centuries, people would expect a furnace to cost between £100 and

£250, a forge between £150 and £300. It would fit in with the claim

that it had cost £3,000 to build, equip and stock four furnaces

and three forges in Dean about l6l3.	 It would also suggest that

building costs throughout the seventeenth century did not increase

much, if at all; this may well have been the result of improved

designs and more technical experience. On the other hand the

differences could be very large. Accident may have had some

responsibility for this as well as inadequate accountancy but

3. E 112/83/411. The total was likely to be stated with generosity;
an allowance of £150 per furnace and £200 per forge would leave
a narrow margin for fuel and ore.
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TABLE IX

Cost of ironworks installations, 15k5 - l7oki

Date	 Place	 Type of Works Cost(s)	 Source

15k]. Robertsbridge furnace & forgehi 25k Ec.H.R., 2nd s., XIX,2'i

15k2 Panningridge furnacehl	 66 mid.
l51c7 Worth	 double furnace1	 7k Arch. Journ.,LXIX, 30k

1582 Caanock 2 furnaces, 3 forgeshi].,kOo Courtesy Mr J.P.Cooper
(ante)

1590 ?4iddletoh 	 furnace & forgehi 168 Pen. & Mod.Stud.,XI,1OC

1602 Bringewood	 furnace & forgeil 500 E 178/387k, 1 Jaa.I
(ante)

160k Monmouthshire double forge 	 500 C2 Jaa.I/C22/69

1625 Mocollop

1625-6 Arglyn

1632 Carey ('z)

165k Dean

1655-6 Dean

1655-6 Dean

1683 Dean	 furnace,2 forges

170k Chapeltown	 furnace

205 Courtesy Prof. Ranger

loo sp 63/276/lko
300

100 Lismore, 1st s.,Ii,160

lOO mid., 162

3OO Add.MS, 11052, fo. 78.

SP 18/62/93

780 8? 18/130/102

73k-85O	 sp 18/130/102

1,000" Cal.T.B.1681-5,VII,963

185 Tr.Newc.S., XXIV, 115

i. Estimates usually omitted the cost of timber for building.
In 1613 a Dean furnace needed about 100 tons, a forge 300 to 14.00
tons E 178/3837, 11 Jas.I). The cost was at least 6s.8d. per ton

ii. Probably including waterworks.

iii.Probably excluding watervorks.

iv. Described in the MS as double forge and hammer which may merely
represent an attempt to describe an unfamiliar pattern of forge.

v. Estimate before construction.

vi. The lower figure occurs in the accounts as a single entry for the
cost of the forge; to this have been added various other items
in the account which are specifically attributed to the building
of the forge1 to obtain the higher figure.
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design and external conditions could easily explain the extremes.

Furnaces could be designed for less than one or more than three

tone of pig per day; a rudimentary forge needed one hearth and one

hmmner while a double forge employed four haarths and two hammers.

Materials and their transport could be expensive or be contributed

free from the estate. Costa increased from the mere reconstruction

of old ironworks through the replacement of a watermill to the

construction of dams, ponds and other elaborate and expensive works

required on a new site. Depending on site and climate, waterpower

alone could swallow much effort and money. In Dean in 1634 one

furnace had two dams, one of 300, the other of 720 feet, another

used two conduits, each half a mile long; one forge was equipped

with "a fludgate of 6 gates 37 foot longe 25 foot broad" and with

"2 sluces or hammer gates". 4 It was then not surprising that a

new forge pond in Dean in 1657-60 could cost £l44. 	 These were

all notable sums yet they were not vast. They were large enough,

on the face of it, to be taken into account when reckoning up costs

of smelting and fining but nevertheleas estimates, pretending to

precision down to sixpences and. even halfpences per ton, disregard

the original cost of structures.6

This neglect goes further: ironworks were commonly let,

agreements to build works or to manufacture iron were concluded,

4. C 66/2740.

5. E 178/6080, pt. i., in. 33d.

6. cf. the mostly businesslike estimates in appendix iii.
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without mentioning any explicit recompense for their installation.

This may have been imspired by a widespread custom which included

the rent of the much smaller bloomeries in the cost of fuel drawn

from their owner: a survey of Halesowen in 1602 gave no value to

the bloomery "because we haue aireadie valued the woods". 7 About

a year later the furnace - and. perhaps forge - at Bringewood were

surveyed. Their cost of building was estimated as £500; the

works were let with 2,000 cords of wood at £200 a year and others

were prepared to pay £300 if 500 cords annually could be added.8

The first farmers of the Dean concession built all the works,

receiving for their pains nothing except free timber cut and

prepared at their own expense; they handed them over at the end

and their successors paid a higher rent so-called, again exactly

pro rata for fuel received. In the lease of 1636, the highest

rent paid was combined with restrictions on the number of works to

be used at one time. 9 The rent for Whitchurch forge in 1632 was

reduced from £100 to £80 annually for the sake of a more acceptable

offer for fuel from the estate) 0 The matter is made explicit in an

agreement to build a forge and make iron, concluded in Herefordshire

in 1628: "if after thend of the twoe first yeares ... either of the

parties shalbe minded to leave ... the party giveinge over shall

require noe allowance for the buildinge of the said forge & howses

7. E 178/1900, 44 Eliz.I.

8. E 178/3874, 1 Jas.I.

9. Ch.II, pp. 144, 149, 152, 164-5 and appendix i.
10. Selden supra 113, foe. 4 and. 48-50.
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therewith used"; 11 this sort of attitude was widespread if not

general. 12 Detailed accounts of operations treated installations

in an equally cavalier manner by writing them off in the first

accounting period.13 In short, ironworks were not on the whole

treated as a normal negotiable asset.

In part this may be explained by the erratically ephemeral nature

of these imposing structures. They were built inMnly of stone,

rubble and woodwork, all of them susceptible to dninge by heat, fire

and climate. They could last for years with only rlirmir'g repairs or

they might need complete replacement in a matter of months; unused

they tended to deteriorate quickly. It would have been difficult

therefore to determine their reasonable expectation of life, even

if businessmen at the time had been more accustomed to taking amor-

tisation into account. In practice though few of the people

contemplating investment in the manufacture of iron were faced with

a decision between this and other similarly profitable uses of their

money. They might want to know either how much they would have to

spend on works and raw materials if they were to start from scratch

and how quickly they could hope to earn money, having recovered

their capital; hence the total of such investment was set off in

the first accounting period. Or they might want to know how much

they could hope to make using existing works, allowing for different

11. Add.MS 11052, fos. 6-7.
12. 112/182/188; Winter MS, D421/E9.

13. Appendices iii & iv.
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ranges of fuel costs and of course making some allowance for

inevitable repair and renewal. The owners of works too would be

more interested in the total return they could expect from their

woods and the works rather than in a careful analysis of costs and

profits into their proper component parts. Physically and

generally financially too the problem of organising a satisfactory

supply of raw materials was probably much greater than the difficulty

of building another forge or furnace.

Whatever the reason it was by almost unanimous agreement that

ironproducers until the last quarter of the seventeenth century

regarded the fixed costs as only a minor element in their calculations.

This would help to explain why for so long the manufacture of iron

continued to be organised in a considerable variety of arbitrary

patterns. Naturally the first introduction of the indirect process

or indeed the establishment of new ironworks often arose from the

need to exploit surplus woodland profitably. Hence the strong

representation of major landowners among the late sixteenth century

ironnasters. But even here no firm rule prevailed. The earls

of Shrewsbury operated their own ironworks at Shifnal in Shropshire

and at Goodrich in Herefordshire in the 1560s and 1570s; at Goodrich

they continued to do so into the second decade of the seventeenth

century but by 1628 they were let by their successors. The earl

of Essex's ironworks in Bishopswood may have been built by the

Challonera about 1590 and were let to them when they are first men-

tioned. Some time after 1606 the Challoners ceased to be tenants

and in 1617 two furnace sites with ruins were let to someone from
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London by the family. In 1633 one furnace and site with a sitting

tenant were sold to Benedict Hall. Winters and Halls operated their

own ironworks, rented others and bought up one or two for three genera-

tions) at least during the first three quarters of the seventeenth

century.

Three generations of Challoners hired works and bought themselves

into partnerships between the 1580s and the 1630s. Richard Hanbury

tended to buy, George Mynne and sir Basil Brooke hired and sometimes

built. There was no marked difference in principle between these

men, their degree of wealth or their scale of operations and the

different kinds of organisation existed more or less contemporaneously.

There is a parallel between this attitude to ironworks and the normal

attitude to craftsmen's tools: their existence and their design were

important but they possessed little intrinsic value except for their

product. Indeed there may be a further parallel: the market for

Iron was not as yet organised or regular. In this situation the

profits of making iron could be very high but they did not depend

on painstaking assessments of cost. The anticipated price of Iron

would determine the return which woodowners could expect from their

fuel and builders or owners from their works; wood and ore would be

valueless without works, works useless without raw materials, whatever

their notional value or coat. Large changes in the rate of profit

or the distribution of profit between the interested parties could

more easily be effected by adjustments made to the price of fuel.

The corollary of this can be seen towards the end of the seven-

teenth century, when markets had become fairly settled and lines of
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communication established. The demand for iron now became more

predictable and thus the demand for raw materials, hence there was

less scope for free bargaining or major adjuetments. Larger and

more comprehensive partnerships appeared and their accounting procedures

were regulated and. improved: they provided for repayment of capital

on their dissolution. 14 At the sane time the smaller variations in

the return to be expected could now more easily be expressed in the

rent for fixtures than in the price of raw materials. Thus between

1702 and 1710 the Hall family apparently sold wood, ore and cinders

at more or less constant prices while the rent for two Lydbrook forges

and Redbrook furnace rose simultaneously from £90 to £300 a year.15

Last but not least neither owner nor tenant could ever be sure how

much money they might not have to spend on repairs: the sums involved

16often do not differ materially from the cost of building from scratch.

Owners could therefore not make too much of their costs of building

and ironmasters were not unreasonable in treating expenditure on all

fixtures as rurn{ng costs.

14. B.L.C. Johnson, 'The Foley partnerships', Ec.H.R., 2nd ser., IV
322; R.L. Downes, 'The Stour partnership, 1726-36', ibid., III, 90.

15. Gage MSS, Miscellanea, Leases of Redbrook furnace and Lydbrook
Lower and Upper FDcges, 1702 , 1709, 1710.

16. LR 12/35/1271, Dean 1615, some outbuildings & repair of two
forges - £110. 8s. 6d..
E 112/83/393, Dean 1621, repair of 4 furnaces & 3 forges - £500.
SP 16/293/401 & 69, Dean 1628-34, general repairs and building
of two new forges, allegedly - £14,000.
C 66/2740, Dean 1635, estimate of repairs to sane works -
£502. 13s. 4d. (l3O for one furnace, £100 for one forge).
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Indeed the cost of keeping ironworks supplied and in operation

were formidable compared to the cost of building. Physical and

technical reasons combined to necessitate a long period of preparation

before production could begin, especially for blast furnaces which

processed raw material on a fairly large scale. Iron ore was

generally mined from irregular pockets; it often had to be broken

up into more regular sizes and was sometimes roed before smelting.

Hence a reasonable stock was needed to facilitate continuous operation.

Wood. for fuel had to be bargained for, cut, corded, left to dry and

then coaled before it was carried to the works: the operations

could not be accelerated. Ironworks stood in the wooded valley-

bottoms which could become impassable for heavy and bulky materials

in late autumn and winter) 7 Blast furnaces though worked better

in winter and their campaigns therefore generally started in the

autumn. It became common practice to accumulate stocks, some of

which had to be paid for at once, for six months beforehand in the

drier season) 8 The purchasers of iron also often expected credit

17. National Library of Ireland, MS 30, Original correspondence,
R. Grenewell to sir R. Clayton, 1660-1675, No.33, Enniscorthy,
23 April 1663: "Your ffurnace went WC11 till the 6th of this
moneth ... when Likewise (through the weaknesse of Carriage this
Extreame Winter) your Stocke of Coales & Mine was spent ..."

18. R.A. Pelbam, 'Establishment of the Willoughby ironworks ...',
Univ. of B'ham Hist.Journ., IV (1955), 22-3. The leases for the
Dean works too normally included permission to cut wood and to
start other preparations three to six months before the contractual
beginning of the lease.
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so that the iromnaster might have to tide over another three to six

months after the sale before receiving paynient. 19 As a minimum

then the owner of a single works might have to finance himself from

his own resources for three to six months, the owner of furnace and

forge might have to wait for nine months or longer. In ixractice

this was modified once the works had been going for some time because

sales could become regular enough to shorten the gap but only rarely

was their output absorbed without delay.

Available accounts do not give information of this kind directly

but make a crude estimate possible. Twenty weeks as the approximate

period which might have to be financed by the ironmaster would seem

to be a conservative guess. At that rate a small forge in the mid-

sixteenth century might have needed about £130, a furnace and forge

combined about £200 as a	 20 In Ireland in 1616 about £1,000

21
was needed for the forge and £1,400 for the combined works. 	 For

Pontrilas forge in the 1620s about £700 would have been needed, for

Carey about £850 in 1630, using the same method of calculation.22

19. Lismore Papers, 1st ser., II, 79-80 and pp. 313 & 320. These
are two contracts concerning regular sales of iron in the 1620s;
in one case payment le to be made quarterly in arrears, in the
other 40 days after delivery. SP 14/99/78, 1618, letter claiming
that a reasonable price for iron involved granting six
credit. At the state ironworks in Dean some credit was also
normally granted; at the end of the three accounts this came to
16 per cent, 22 per cent and 13 per cent of earnings respectively.

20. Appendix iii (1)

21. Appendix iii (4)
22. Appendix iii (6) & (7)
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For both of the* contemporary estimates of the capital required exist:

for the former this is given as at least £400, for the latter the

corresponding figure would be oo. 23 Allowing for the habitual

optimism in euch statements these would at least indicate fair

agreement on the order of size required. On the same principles

a working capital of about £1,500 would have been employed in the

state ironworks in Dean or nearly £2,500 if the cost of their raw

24
wood were to be assessed.	 Thus it is improbable that it ever cost

much less than £300 in building costs and operation to set a small

fining forge going; a forge and furnace in the middle of the

seventeenth century would have needed between £1,500 and £3,000

approximately. Admittedly some of this could be had on credit by

the ironmaster himself: rent and regular contracts for fuel sometimes

stipulated for payment in arrears; some of the skilled employees,

such as manager, founder and hammermen were partly paid by a salary

in arrears; a forge owner might get his pig iron on credit. But

wood. and rent and salaries were only a proportion of the totals

on balance the ironmaster might still have to find something between

four-fifths and five-sixths of the total required.

On the whole ironmasters until the second half of the seventeenth

century either raised the capital from their own resources or by

23. Appendices iii (6) n.3, (7) n.3.

24. Appendix iii (11).
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forming small partnerships. This was made easier because generally

the scale of an enterprise could be adjusted to available means;

perhaps it would have been difficult to borrow money for so risky

an undertaking as the establishment of new works. At any rate

ironmasters who were often compelled to plead their expenses in

mitigation of alleged offences, were not inclined to minimise them:

they included neither repayment of borrowed capita]. nor the service

of such a debt amongst them. Many like sir Richard Boyle financed

their works from landed income. 25 Sir Basil Brooke pleaded a debt

of £13,000 in arguments to reduce his fine in 1635 but did not attri-

26
bute it to investment in iron.	 Sir John Winter claimed that he

had to borrow money to finance the king, not to make iron.27

Boyle, Brooke and Winter were intelligent, businesslike and not

without personal credit: they would not have hesitated to borrow

for investment nor troubled to conceal this, had they done so.

Neither would they have failed to distinguish between the proper

return on their original investment and additional profits had that

been the general practice of the trade. The failure was probably

not the result of Ignorance or inability, as is shown by the inclusion

of an item for capital in the accounts for Pontrilas and Carey forges

25. Information owed to the kindness of Professor T. Ranger.

26. sP 16/293/69.

27. E 178/5304 including a most comprehensively detailed account
to substantiate Winter's claim for compensation for loss of
the Dean concession by the order of parliament.
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about 1630.28 The exercise was unusual enough to be conducted in

somewhat unrealistic terms: it reckoned with an interest rate of

ten per cent, perhaps for ease of calculation, when the official

maximum was eight. It took a long time before rational methods of

accountancy could make an impression upon an industry which had

developed as a sideline of landownership. In any event ironniasters

on balance provided credit rather than receiving it; on the other

hand landowners often supplied part of the investment in kind.

Contemporaries were more interested in the running costs of

making iron which they often set out in some detail. The cost of

fuel and its supply was necessarily one of the major concerns of

ironniastere. Historians proceeded from this to attribute paramount

importance to the fuel problem in the charcoal iron industry. They

claimed that in England and Wales the costs of fuel rose until they

drove English iron off the market. Somehow too fuel costs came to

be regarded as identical with the price of wood and increasing fuel

costs could therefore be taken as evidence of a declining supply of

wood, further proof of the alleged decimation of Welsh and English

woods by the iron industry. 29 Fuel costs though are not homogeneous.

The price of wood enters into them as does the price of labour to

fell, cut, sort and coal the wood and the cost of transport to the

works. Finally fuel costs do not depend solty on the price or costs

28. of. p. 372 and note 23 above.

29. ch. I, pp. 67-82 above.
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of their components but also on greater or less efficiency in its

production and use.

The cost of fuel may have been something like three-fifths of

the total costs of m.1cing bar iron from the ore although it could

vary from two-fifths to three-quarters.	 The price of wood itself

though was normally responsible for slightly less than half this and

may rarely have exceeded three-fifths of the cost of fuel: no more

than two-fifths of the cost of making pig or bar iron was due to the

price of wod. 31 The number of accounts on which these statements

are based is of course small for definite conclusions, especially

about price levels, as one or two of them are in fact crude estimates.

Nevertheless they would justify the general broad assumption that both

the price of wood and the cost of fuel rose during the seventeenth

century and became responsible for a rather higher proportion of the

total cost of making iron. But the nur1inal rise in the price of

wood was ninefold, whereas the costs of wood used to smelt iron rose

about six to sevenfold and its fuel costs, the operative factor, rose

32
five to sixfold, 	 The existence of extremes must be taken into

account yet they seem an unrealistic basis for arguments about normal

expectations: these would justify the estimate that fuel costs might

30. Appendix 111 (d).

31. Appendix iii (a), (b), (c), (d).

32. Table X below and Appendix iii (b), (c), (d).
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have risen between three and four times from the middle of the

sixteenth to the end of the seventeenth centuries. This would

not be wildly out of line with an overall increase in prices during

this period, generally said to be about threefold. 35 Admittedly in

the course of the seventeenth century itself genera]. prices appear

to have risen more slowly than the coBt of fuel but the figures here

used and general indications do not suggest that the discrepancy was

grave or that its results were fatal to the iron industry. Fuel

was crucial for the ironmaster but by no means his only concern and

the wood itself only a part of the problem.

Ore was the other chief raw material and the accounts make

evident its important share in the costs of manufacture. But the

mere cost of ore to produce a ton of iron is, in some respects, an

even more deceptive datum than the cost of fuel. The permissible

range of variation in the quality of charcoal used in the iron industry

was relatively alight and differed little from one region to another;

it is even possible that there was little regional difference in the

size of a load of charcoal. The quality of ores on the other hand

varied notoriously in every region and even more so from one region

to another. This meant not only that it is difficult to compare

prioes paid for any bushel of Wealden ore, for instance, with prices

for any bushel of Dean ore but that the price of one batch of ore

33. E.H. Phelps Brown and Sheila V. Hopkins, 'Seven centuries of
the prices of consumables', Essays in Economic History, ed.
E.M. Carus Wilson, II, (London, 1962), pp. 194-5.
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57d

66d

6od

73d

66d

67d

172d

126d

112d

l26d

108d

52

53

61

56

68

61

62

160

117

104

117

100
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TABLE X

Prices of wood and wage rates

As far as possible the probable size of the cord. in each
instance is shown and prices taken from appendix iii have been
converted into prices for a Dean cord of 15]. cubic feet. A
load of coal has been taken as an appror(mste1y standard quantity;
wages paid for its making and here listed would therefore be comparable.
(The basic data are taken from accounts summarised in appendix iii
and the numbers in the left hand column refer to the individual
accounts as there numbered.)

appx. Date & Region	 cub. price price
	

Wages %
lii,No.	 feet	 per per Dean of	 per	 of

(cord) cord cord
	

(1') load (17)

(2)

(4)
(6)

(7)

(8)

(9)

(10)

(11)

(12)

('3)

(14)

(17)

1580s, Staffs. 	 128

1616, Ireland	 128 ?

1620s, Herefords. 128/151

1630, Herefords.	 151

ca.1630,Eerefords.	 151

ca. 1630 ,Herefords. 128/151

ca.1617, Dean	 151

1650a, Dean	 151

1662, Dean	 151

1683, Dean	 151

1691 , Dean	 151

1704, Pontypool	 175

12d. 14.2d

9d 10.6d

23/ 27.2d

36d. 56 d

48d 48 d

48d/ 56.7d

80d 80 d

72d 72 d

69d 69 d

96d 96 d

90d 90 d

84d 72.3d

20

15

32/38

50

66

6 6/78

111

100

95

132

124

100

Note: the column marked 'cub. feet (cord)' indicates the probable
cubic content of the cord. used in that account, the column
marked 'price per cord' the amount actually stated in the
account used.
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might differ considerably from that of another batch delivered

simultaneously to the same works. It meant too that at different

times and in different orks as well as in different regions the

quantities of ore required at optimum efficiency to produce a ton

of iron might vary greatly and, with the quantity, costs of handling

varied too. To make matters worse the measures used. for ore differed

from place to place and often from time to times in Dean bushels of

ore were sometimes sold "struck", i.e. level with the rim of the

container, sometimes "heaped" and sometimes alternately struck and

heaped. Moreover the market for ore was even more specialised than

the market for wood and therefore it is almost imssible to guess

what proportion of the costs of ore was due to its price and what to

the labour used to dig and carry it. In Dean ore was sold at the

furnace and therefore its price included these components; even when

a payment purely for ore can be discovered it is difficult to say

whether this was a royalty, meant partly to compensate -the landlord

for the disturbance of his soil, or a payment meant to represent a

share of the value of the undug ore, although this distinction may

indeed be rather too fine. In any case the few examples of such

payments all seem to suggest that ore as such was of little value.

In the l640s for instance William Yaldwin paid the earl of Northumberland

and his tenants 2s. 6d. for each load of ore of eighteen bushels

taken from their land; its miniig and transport cost him 8s. 2d.34

34. Lord Leconfield, Petworth manor in the seventeenth century,
(Oxford, 1954), p.102.
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A Dean estate in 1702 received 6d.. per each dozen bushels of ore to

be mined in its grounds wh.ile a dozen bushels of cinders dug,

cleaned and taken to the f'u.rnace was worth. 535 Little can

therefore be deduced from the figures here given for costs of ore

except that normally they were expected to make up about a quarter

of the cost of making bar iron or just over a third of the cost

of pig; from this one must except the three Irish accounts which

calculated with considerable imports of ore from Egland and Wales.6

Significant may be a rough relationship between the costs of fuel

and of ore: together they varied little from about nine-tenths of

the costs of smelting and between about three-quarters and four-fifths

of the cost of making bar iron. Obviously dear ores needed cheap

fuel and vice versa. Again it may be more than accident that the

cost of ores in figures relating to Dean and South Wales with

better ores and bigger and. more efficient furnaces tended towards

the lower end of the scale.

In one sense ironworks were nodal points in a web of transport.

Building materials and raw materials flowed into them and pig or bar

iron out of them to distant markets. The cost of carrying different

materials to and from the works then could affect the accounts signi-

ficantly. The cost of carrying ore was never negligible and furnaces

35. Gage MSS, Miscellany (uxicatalogued), indentured, contract of
10 August 1702 between Hall, Vheeler and Avenant. Cinders may
have fetched a little more but ore was generally about 4s. a
dozen at the furnace.

36. Appendix iii, (a) and (b).
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were therefore generally built as near the mines as was practicable.

At the same time ore was generally paid for as delivered at the works,

hence Ihe cost of its transport cannot be isolated. In 1680 the

Dean miners tried to set a figure on the cost of ore transport at

about is. per ton per mile: 37 it looks rather like a conventional

figure but may have been crudely appropriate. The transport of

building materials and spares was almost always subsumed in their

price but such things as hides, stone for furnace lining8 and anvils

probably always came from the same source for a given works and,

relatively speaking, the expense of their carriage would have seemed

small. Forges could draw their pig iron from different furnaces

so that the cost of bringing it to the forge could vary and signi-

ficantly affect profits, hence it sometimes appeared in the accounts.38

To some extent indeed the development of forges more distant from the

furnaces must have been facilitated by the increasing efficiency in

the conversion of pig into bar: the smaller the loss in weight, the

less the difference 'between the costs of carrying pig or bar iron.

Given a fairly compact mining area and established sites however

there would not be too much variation in the costs of carrying ore,

building materials and. pig, at least in the short run. Charcoal

transport was different because wood grew more or less evenly dispersed

37. This approximation is based on a scale constructed by the miners
in an attempt to control the price of ore. (Hart, Miners, p.103)

38. Appendix iii (c).
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No.

Price per
load (pence) of (i7J

2
4
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
14

(17)

24
36
36
40
48
48
48
45
42
42
72

33
50
50
56
67
67
67
63
58
58

100
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over the countryside. With demand for iron growing throughout the

seventeenth century, a three or four-fold increase in the capacity

of blast furnaces and the ability to double or treble the output of

forges in the same peri.od,ironmasters might have gone further afield

for their fuel. The accessible amount would tend to increase with

the square of its distance but the cost of its carriage would grow

too, although only in proportion with the distance. Therefore

ironmasters had to strike a balance between the desirability of making

more iron, which also tended to make for greater efficiency, and the

increase in fuel costs which went with longer journeys. Consequently

the cost of fuel transport Is an item which appears in many ironworks

accounts. Even the price of bringing a load of charcoal to the

furnace or forge is often given but this of course might vary with

distance as well as in time (Table xi). Nevertheless the degree of

uniformity, even in these figures, seems much greater than in most

other rates connected with the iron industry: the biggest increase

ThBLE XI

Coal Transport
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is no more than three-fold and eight out of ten accounts show costs

per load between 3s. and 4s. Expressing the figures as a percentage

of the costs of making iron accentuates the impression of rigidity:

fuel transport absorbed from 8 to 12 per cent of the total cost of

bar iron manufacture and from 4 to 6 per cent of the cost of converting

bar into pig. 39 The variations appear to fall within the range of

temporary and local effects; such homogeneity maintained in the face

of all the possible variables would suggest deliberate striving towards

a rough norm. In fact the irorunasters refused to go too far afield

for their fuel but tried to collect their supplies from the immediate

environment of their works; if it is accepted that their total

production increased, this must mean greater economy and efficiency

in the use of wood and considerable success in maintaining their rate

of supply inviolate. To some extent their caution may have been

enforced by foreign competition which kept down prices. The increas-

ing reliance on cultivated coppice rather than on ampler virgin woods

may also have played its part: if it was necessary to plan for

fifteen years ahead there was little opportunity for sudden changes

of mind. Altogether this suggests -the absence of fierce competition

which might have been expected from thrusting capitalists but rather

an attitude related to that of the respectable master ertisau.

The cost of labour was of even greater importance than appears

from the figures here deployed. 40 Not only the cost of ore but also

39. Appendix iii, (a), (b), (c), (d).

40. Appendix iii, especially (e), (f), (g).
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that of transport contained a considerable element of labour, which

cannot be properly isolated. But disregarding these items,labour

costs still made up at least a third to half of the total costs of

mk1ig bar iron from the ore. 41 In smelting the proportion was

between a quarter and almost a half, 42 in fining, discounting the

cost of pig iron, it was between two and three-fifths. 43 In general

total labour costs tended to oscillate upwards more gently than semi-

skilled wage rates rose: 44 the biggest span in wage rates was about

threefold, the biggest meaningful span in costs of labour less than

two and. a half-fold. On a lower scale yet this increase in costs

was reflected in a somewhat higher share in total costs: labour's

share of these seems to have grown at most one and a half to two fold.

But the cost of labour was not a homogeneous item: it covered the

pay of semi-skilled woodcutters, charcoal burners, hewers and carriers,

of highly qualified founders and finers with their assistants and of

the clerks who could be mere storekeepers or virtually independent

mers. The rates of pay of the semi-skilled and unskilled workers

appear to have risen at first almost at the same speed as the prices

of wood although they levelled out somewhat below them. The increase

41. Appendix iii, (a).

42. Appendix iii, (b).

43. Appendix iii, (c), adjusted.

44. Table X above, p.377 and appendix iii, (e),
and the subsequent passage.

(r), (g), for this
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in wage rates, something like two and a half to three-fold, was not

fully reflected in the cost of semi-skilled labour, which rose very

little and not at all evenly. This in fact produced some increase

in the share of costs attributable to semi-skilled labour. The

pay, sometimes an important item, was not always clearly

distin,.zishable lxi the accounts; the few data available suggest

that it tended to grow substantially. It is after all to be expected

that, as the industry gained experience and stability, a capable

manager would be able to improve his position. But the founder and

his assistants not merely received a diminishing share of the total

costs of production but their rates of pay per ton actually tended

downwards; the pay of Liners and their assistants hardly varied

from £1 per ton for over a hundred years and its share of total costs

tended to decline although mostly it varied only by the odd one or

two per cent in ten. To some extent this quite extraordinary

rigidity was of course compensated for by increasing efficiency and

output: a three to fourfold increase in furnace output meant that

the annual income of the founders in fact increased. Forge production

could only expand more slowly so that the annual income of Liners

grew too: possibly both founders and Liners lagged to a similar

extent behind the general rise in prices and in unskilled earnings.

It may well be that, in the first period of rapid growth in the

indirect process which expressed itself in the foundation of numerous

new works, the scarcity of skilled men exaggerated their price.

when greater production came mainly from the enlargement and rationalisation
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of an approximately stable number of works, the number of skilled

trainees undoubtedly began to exceed the number of openings for

them: each skilled worker had a number of assistants. No doubt

it lay also in the nature of skilled work to engender a high degree

of craft consciousness with all its tendencies to respectable pride

and. refusal to haggle. While therefore it was largely increased

skill which kept down the cost of iron manufacture in England, this

skill itself was apparently less well rewarded in real. terms.

The composition d manufacturing costs in the iron industry

then was flexible and not dominated by any single factor. In one

sense costs of wood and costs of labour pressed almost equally upon

the total but much of this pressure was contained by economies in

working. Moreover flexibility was a proper feature of the charcoal

iron industry: dear ore or pig iron could produce a profit with

cheap fuel or cheap labour while richer ores for instance could pay

for dearer wood. Sometimes indeed cheap ores and cheap labour

could increase the price of fuel. Is there however any evidence

that English and Welsh iron priced itself off the market, as has

sometimes been alleged? One may reasonably assume that the total

costs derived from the statements here used. are marginally more

reliable than any of the details composing them: there must have

been numerous occasions when such accounts began with a total that

looked right which was then divided in proportions thought proper.

Taking the figures entirely at face value would tend to show a mimal

increase in costs between the l540s and the 1650s of barely more

than three and a half times followed by a drop which would have
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reduced the long term growth to about two and a half times.45

But there is some reason for regarding the lowest and the highest

figures as not altogether typical: the former was cetchy and gives

the impression of understating items to a very considerable extent;

the latter may still include some extraneous payments which may

have been skilfully planted in the account to cover otherwise

forgotten details of expenditure; also the estimate of wood prices

introduced into the Dean accounts for the 1650s has been deliberately

left on the high side. 6 Omitting these two extremes would leave

an increase of mr1mlly two to two and a half fold. In fact even

the next two lowest accounts are more doubtful than the rest. 47 The

remainder still relates to the period between 1580 and 1704 and. in

these nine statements the total costs of production vary by no more

than ten per cent plus or minus around £lO.lOs. or between £9.lOs.

and £ll.lOs. That allows for a fair degree of understatement as

well as considerable margin of error without showing excessive growth

in costs. Apparently between the l580s and the 1650s the prices of

a sample of industrial products increased by 42 per cent: 48 in the

same period the greatest meaningful span found. between costs at

Cannock and costs in Dean is 48 per cent. 49 The data are too crude

45. Appendix iii, (c). (b) would suggest that the cost of pig
iron production appro rl mately doubled.

46. Appendix iii, (1) and (11).

47. Appendix iii, (3) and (5).

48. E.H. Phelps Brown and Sheila V. Hopkins, 'Wage rates and prices ...'
Economica, N.S., XXIV (1957), p.306.

49. Appendix iii, (2) and (11).
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and too dispersed to give reliable indications of real movements

in the costs of manufacture. They remain the most reliable

indication of costs available and it seems impossible to reconcile

them with the suggestion that the costs of making iron in England

and Wales rose excessively.

Prices of course might have risen more slowly than costs and

first the profits of ironmasters and then their operations should

have declined with increasing speed if the industry suffered from

some special malady. Changes in prices remain elusive: the price

of iron varied with the specific quality of a particular consignment

and with the general grade into which it belonged, from one market

to another and in response to short term demand and supply. Even

iron sold from a single works in the same market could be sold at

prices ten per cent or more above the minimum: 50 this must qualify

any deductions based on a random collection of prices of iron which

is rarely described at all closely. Nevertheless the figures

collected in Table XII seem to suggest that prices of pig iron may

have risen between thirty and forty per cent from the l620s to

1700 and that prices of bar iron followed a roughly similar course.

Between the 1560s and 1700 the price of bar iron may have risen by

about fifty per cent, more or less in line with the general trend

in prices during this period. It may even be possible to see in

the trend after 1660 some reflection of the effect of growing imports

at somewhat lower prices.

50. cf. Table XII (iii), p. 390.
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TABLE XII

Some prices of iron, 1568 - 170k

Ci) Pig Iron

Date Description Price/ton 	 Market	 Source
£sd

1619	 Irish	 5. 0. O.'

1620	 Irish	 k. 5. 0.1

1620	 Dean	 k.].0. 0.1

1629('?) Dean	 k.io. O.
].630('i) Dean	 5. 0. 0.1

1630	 Dean	 6. 0. 0.1

1630(?) Dean	 6. 0. 0.1

163k	 Dean'	 :1g: g:
1653-5	 6.10.

1656	 6.17.11.1

(1653-6 Deakcredit) 7• 3, 
3,1

1656-7	 7. 3. 1.1

1657-60	 6.15 6.1

L661-2 Dean	 £6.5. - £6 .131

L662	 Dean	 6.10. 0.

L683	 Dean	 5.10.10.

L701f 	 Monmouthahire 6. 0. 0.

Bristol	 Prof. T.Ranger

Bristol	 Lismore, 2nd s.,II,21k

Bristol	 Ibid., pp. 2kk-6
at furnace	 Add.MS,11052, No.60

Whitchurch forge Selden supra 113,fo.9

Carey forge	 Add.MS,11052, No.67

Carey forge	 Ibid., No.65

E 112/182/163

Bristol	 SP 18/130/102
dealers

and
local	 8? 18/l57B

forges	 E 178/6080, pt.i

Bristol & local Gonnlng, 331/7/16

Harleian,6839,fos.33kd-5

Cal.T .B.l681-5,ii,962ff

Schubert, Iron,pp.k2k-6

one of the sources here used indicate the quality sold and the figures
nay be equally well msnp or minima: it might be possible to regard
them as within six per cent plus or minus of average. Only part(iii)
Df this table gives auj precise indication of range.
L. Picea either actually paid or offered or elicited in the course of

commercial enquiries.

ii. Prices cited in a lawsuit to demonstrate the allegedly disastrous
effects of closing down some of the Dean works.

Lli. Rea.l average of rates paid in the period; the line marked 'credit'
covers tteais not yet paid for at. the end of the accounting pe*iod.



Source

SP 12/k8/k3

Mr J.P.Cooper

E 13k/2 Jas.I/Hil.12
S 101/632/36, I
E 13k/39 Eliz.I/Ri]..23
Univ.B'ham E.J, IV, 23
E 112/29/32
Add.MS, 12k97, fo.3LfOd
E 13k/2 Jas.I/Hil.12
Prof. T.Ranger

s., II, 36

a. ,II,21k-20

389.
TABLE XII

(ii) Bar Iron
Date Description Price /ton Market

Lad
1568	 Oamund	 10. 0. O. Tintern(?)
1568	 10. 6. 0.
1575	 11.19. O•
1577	 Cannock	 12.10. 0.. Midlands
L582	 11.12. 0.
1583	 11.16. 0.
L585(?) Osmund	 10. 0. O• Tintern(?)
L587	 Oamund	 12.10. O• Tintern(?)
1590('i) Osmund	 13. 6 8.. Tintern(?)
L590(?) Bar	 £10.10.- L13. Midlands
L592(?) Osmund	 11.13. 0. TinternYl)
1.59k	 Osmund	 12. 6. 8.. Tintern(?)
1603-k Osmund £13.6.8.- £1k. Tintern(?)
1609	 Irish	 gg 1	:iBri6to1
1616(2) Irish	 13.10. 0.	 -
L618	 Dean	 12.10. 0. 4	-

Lismore, 2nd
SP lk/99/78

1620	 Irish	 12. 0. 0. Bristol	 Lisxnore,2nd
1f21	 12... fl.. CL' Rv1+ri1	 --
1622	 Irish	 £11.- j1j	 :j 3	

Prof. T.Ranger

L622	 Irish	 12. 0. O. Bristol	 Lismore, 1st a., II, k3
L622	 Irish	 1k. 0. O. Am$t.rdam 	 Ibid., p.52
1622	 Irish	 12. 0. 0. London	 Ibid., p.55
L622	 Irish	 £12. - £134 Dublin

L623	 Irish	 9.10. 0. Bristol 	 Prof. T.Ranger
L623	 Irish	 12.10. 0. Dub1in,Drogheda

L623	 Irish	 11.10. O. Bideford
L623	 Dean	 11. 0. o) Bristol
L623	 Irish	 11.10. o4 ioughal,aboard Lismore, let a., II, 80
L629	 Irish	 13. 0. 0. Yougha]., quay Ibid., p.313

L629(?)0	 12.0. 0. id1ands 	 SP 16/321/92Tough	 1k. 0. 0.5
L629(?) Merchant	 13.10. 0. Bristol	 Add.MS, 11052, No.60
L630('?) Dean	 13. 5. o4 *Ihitchurch,local Selden supra 113,f o.9
L630('Z) Dean	 13.10. 0. Carey, local Add.MS, 11052, No.65

iil3 0. 0.	 -L63k DeanMerchant iB . 0..	 -
L63k Dean,Osmund	 16. 0. 0. Tintern	

E 112/182/163

L636	 Colshire	 16. 0. 0. iid1ands(?)	 SI' 16/321/92Tough	 18. 0.
L6kk	 Bar	 18. 0. 0. Dudley Castle Add. MS, 5752, fo.k02
L6k5	 Bar	 18. 0. O• Royal Army 	 Cal.S.P.D.,16k5-7, p.k
L.655	 16.13. 44.	

sP 18/130/10266	 iii	 17.18. iBristo1 & local5 18/l57B.656-7 
Dean	

17.17. 8.
.657-603	 17. 5. k.uj	 5 178/6080, pt.i
.662	 Dean	 16.10. 0.	 -	 Harleiau MS,6839,fo.33fd
.683	 Dean	 15.10. 0.	 -	 Cal.T.B.1681-5,ii,p.962
.70k	 Mon.	 15. 0. 0.	 -	 Schubert,Iron, pp.k2k-6

-, ii, iii, cf.p.388; 'Tintern' means the wireworks.
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TABLE XII

(iii) Particulars of prices, state ironworks 1653-60

A. Pig iron

No.of_____	 TonsDate	 sales

1653-5	 11
	

390

to Aug.'56 14
	

400

'53-6(credi.t) 6
	

122

1656-7	 14
	

662

1657-60	 24 1093

Prices per ton
Minimum Maximum - Retail Average
Lad Lad LsdLsd
6. 0. 0. 6.15. 0.	 -	 6.11. 1.

6.13. 4. 7. 4. 0.	 -	 6.19. 3.

6.16. 0. 8. 0. 0.	 -	 7. 1.10.

6.16. 6. 7. 7 . 6.	 -	 7. 3. 8.

6.10. 0. 7. 5. 0.	 -	 6.14.11.

B. Bar Iron

1655

to Aug.'56

1656-7

1657-60

6iy 
66

8v

vi
8-	 169

35

16.10. 0. 17. 0. 0. 18. 0. 0. 16.13. 0.

17.10. 0. 18. 0. 0. 18. 0. 0. 17.17. 5.

17. 10. 0. 18. 0. 0. 18.13. 4 . 17. 17 . 4.

15.15. 0. 17.12. 0. 18.13. 4. 17. 8. 9.

iv. The number of sales of bar iron in this vertical column reflects
wholesale transactions only. Retail sales were, in these
accounts, aiiinmi.rised in a single comprehensive statement. It
has been assumed that the one statement of retail sales appearing
in accounts 1653-6 covers transactions for the whole period.
The 66 tons sold in 1655 (identifiably) were all sold in the
6 transactions appearing here. Amounts sold ranged from 6 to
15 tons a time.

V. Just over 48 tons in lots of from 2 to 15 tons; rest retail.
vi. Just under 126 tons in lots of from 2 to 45 tons; rest retail.
vii. Just over 304 tons in lots of from 1 to 50 tons; rest retail.
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Again it must be stressed that such apparent correlation

between the trends of a crude price series and of an equally crude

series of coats cannot bear any great weight except negatively:

it will require a very much larger number of more reliable figures

to prove an insupportable contraction in profits in spite of them.

The summary accounts here need would seem to suggest that ironinasters

from the end of the sixteenth to the end of the seventeenth century

reckoned with a profit of between 20 and 25 per cent on cost;51

improved techniques, favourable circumstances or the assumption that

fuel cost nothing could all produce profits in the region of 50 per

cent or more in the manu.facture of bar iron from the ore. There are

too few data to indicate the rate of profit expected on smelting

alone; the fairly reliable data for Dean in the 1650s and for Mon-

mouthshire in 1704 would suggest that it might be ten per cent or so

higher than the rate on the combined operation. Altogether this

set of figures does not suggest that the rate of profit was declining

towards the end of the seventeenth century. The impression about

the order of size of profits can be re-inforced with the help of

other material. Sir Richard Boyle had two furnaces and two very

large forges in Ireland in the 1620s. He made from them £1,500

in 1623, about £2,850 a year between 1626 and 1629 and, with an

52
exceptionally good bargain, £3,450 a year in 1629 to 1631.	 One

51. Appendix iii, using the costs there given and the price of bar
iron cited at the foot of the accounts,

52. Figures owed to the kindness of Professor T. Ranger who permitted
me to consult and use part of his S thesis on the wealth of the
first earl of Cork. cf. Lisinore, 1st ser., II, pp.79,80,313,320.
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forge and one furnace then produced between £1,000 and £1,500 a year

with cheap wood and dear transport. A similar assumption underlay

negotiations and claims relating to the Dean works and concession

between 1633 and 1635. Sir John Winter twice tried to buy George

Mynne's half share; he would not pay the £12,000 asked in 1633 but

jumped at £8,000 in the following year, then the threat of the

justice seat had reduced it to that figure. 53 The fact that sir

Basil Brooke estimated his profits for fourteen years as £24,000

would support the idea that seven years' purchase may have been the

normal price. 54 The expectation then was that two furnaces and two

or possibly three forges would produce a certain profit of £1,700

a year and the hope that this would be a good deal higher, i.e.

more than £1,000 a year from furnace and forge. Their successors,

Throckmorton, Crowe and partners, demonstrated similar expectations.

Sir Sackville Crowe in 1638 settled a debt of £7,200 by assigning

to the creditor his quarter of the profits in the Dean concession

for nine years. 55 As he and his partners were not permitted to use

all the works at once, his share amounted to less than a forge and

a furnace. Sir Bainham Throckmorton obtained au advance of £450

53. E112/182/163 and E 133/137/55 & 56. The purchase price was
increased by over £2,000 to pay for Mynn's tools and stock of
raw materials; profits were reduced by%oligation to deliver
Osmund to Mynne at £3 a ton below market price. cf.Ch.II,
p.l92 above.

54. SP 16/293/40.

55. SP 18/75/il, ii; C.J., VII, 336-.7.
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secured on his similar share for half a year from the remaining two

partnera. 6 This sort of profit would suggest a return on capital

of between 30 and 50 per cent per annum, tRk(ng the previous estimate

of total investment needed as a base. 57 The absolute amounts and

the rate of return might not have excited a great financier but

were tempting enough for a substantial landowner or merchant.

At first Bight the detailed accounts of the Dean ironworks

between 1653 and 1660 should permit much greater precision of

statement than the unsupported summaries mainly used above. The

Dean accounts are undoubtedly interesting but they are so partly

because they illuminate an exceptional case: if it were to be

discussed in isolation it would suggest impermissible imferences

about the state of the iron industry in general. The Commonwealth

was not the only landowner with control over, if not ownership of,

both fuel and ores but both the scale of the reserves and the value

of the ores were unique. The state too could use its power for

greater efficiency; this was modified by its genuine concern for

public policy. It was a more economical use of natural resources

to build ships with forest timber and to restore and re-plant the

forest but not the most economical way of making iron. It was much

more efficient to entrust the administration of the forest to one

56. Gonning MS, 331/5, 331/7/7 & 8.

57. cf.pp . 37l-372 above.
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man and to leave him the responsibility for woods, iron and ships

but this did not make for clarity in accounts covering all or some

of all these operations. This difficulty was enhR.1ced by the nature

of the accounts which were primarily intended to establish that

funds had not been misappropriated that is, spent without due receipt

or some material return. It is an advantage to know that the

accounts were compiled by conscientious government auditors who

checked the details before they entered them but they themselves

pointed out that, much of the time, they had to take statements

on trust. Even where illuminating detail had been available to

them however they sometimes compressed this into a form which can

no longer be analysed: they produced a charge and discharge account,

not designed to display profit and loss on trade and manufacture

or to measure industrial efficiency. They themselves provided an

eloquent description of their methods and their difficulties:58

'Wee Linde," they wrote, "That the said Maior employed vnder

him, one Mr. John .&Deane to keepe an accompt of all Materialls,

delivered in at a Price for the vee of the Iron workes; and of

all Workemens dayes workes, & their wages, in building a Lfurnace;

and or all workes done by Taske as Cutting and Cording of Wood.

And in like inirner to keepe an Acci of the number of Loades of Coales

made, and brought to the ffurnace. And of the quantitie of Synders,

and Oare, recd. for the makeinge of Iron; of the Tunns of Iron cast

by the Founder, and of all other Contingents belonging to the said

Workes."

58. SP1/l3O/lO2,pp.26-8, copy of the report of Richard Kingdom
and Thomas Hayter.
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"Wee find that the aforesaid John ADeane acted therein from the

13? Sept 1653 to the 200 Aug5t 1655. when dying, one Mr. Jn Roades

succeeded in the said Imployment."

"Wee finde that Mr. Jn? ADeane dyed, leaving noe Receipts, but

severall entryes in diverse Bookes in his owne hand writing as the

only Vouchers for his Icc?. (as is affirmed to vs, by the said Major

and other imployed about the said Iron workea) And that his Successor

in like manner tooke noe receipts, only kept an entry of money

disbursed ... A more particular Icc0 of which, is as followeth.

let To vouch for the ii11;i68:6d paid to severall Masons the

i14l9s21d paid to severall Carpenters and Sawyers And the

104110s8d paid to severall labourers for their days worke about

building the ffurnaoe. Wee find noe exact loot of each mans name,

N4r of dayes he wrought and what a day, only an Entry in a Wast

Booke, by them called a Ledger of the grosse Stunmes paid every

Weeke to each of the workemen aforesaid; Which said Sommes being

by vs collected and Cast; doe really make the aforesaid Sunmes ..."

Added to these difficulties was plain ignorance which led the iron-

works officials to assume and the auditors to accept in 1656 that

a ton of pig iron would make a ton of bar iron: they did not weigh

the stocks until the following year to find that apparently 61 tons

and 11 hundredweight had been used in conversion. 59 It is clear

59. SP 18/l57B, p.7; the rest of their second report largely
repeated the complaints of which part has been reproduced
above (p. 236 ).
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then that even this, the most carefully checked account of an iron-

works, can be no more than a rough guide to costs, profits and

working practice. But this does something to promote the validity

of the summary estimates elsewhere used: when it came to the point,

everyone had to rely on contemporary industrial lore.

If the accounts in their original state have to be treated

with caution they are nonetheless illuminating. They provide direct

answers to such questions as total output, pay of skilled workmen

and even, with some juggling, cost of raw materials and income from

sales of different kinds of produce. Indeed they are detailed and

comprehensive enough to suggest that an attempt to produce from

them a statement of profit and loss may be worthwhile, however

crude an approximation the result might turn out to be. Crude the

result must be because some of the essential details have to be

inferred, deduced, emended and interpolated.. In the first place

the Dean ironworks were re-founded by the state to supply shot for

the navy. Direct casting was ordinarily the most profitable operation

an ironworks could engage In. 701 tons of shot were cast in Dean

approximately between February 1654 and July 1655; this represented

most of the furnace output for that period. Its quality was

certified by the shipyards as uniformly deplorable. 6° It would

be rash to assume that the shot was not used and unrealistic to

write of f so high a proportion of the output of the Dean works for

60. SP 18/111/71, 16 July 1655; Ch.II,pp.232-3 above.
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this period, especially as its manufacture was absolutely more

expensive than the mere casting of pig iron. In 1653 the navy had

tried to buy shot elsewhere at £12 a ton but had had. to pay £13.6.8s61

hence the anxiety to produce shot in Dean. Is £12 only to be regarded

as the price for good shot or did it at least present the saving in

money which the navy would have spent elsewhere without the Dean

supplies? 701 tons of shot at £12 makes the profit of Dean operations

54 per cent on cost over the first three years; valuation as pig

iron merely would have reduced this to 25 per cent.62 Apart from

this there is also the problem of valuing an assortment of hoops,

spikes, bolts and other ironwork as well as iron delivered to the

yards and used up in the ships builI at Lydney. A fair assessment

of costs on the other hand requires that the wood made into charcoal

should be given a value, although it was legitimate for the state to

treat it as a free gift. Bere all wood has been given a price based

on the valuation of stocks of cordwood in 1660.65 The cost of carrying

charcoal had to be derived by unjustifiable extrapolation from the

single entry which refers to a specific quantity; the consumption

of ore and fuel during the first two accounting periods had to be

reconstructed on the basis of average costs and average consumption.

61. Cal.S.P.D.,1653-4, p.505, 12 Oct. 1653.

62. Appendix iv.

63. E 178/6080, pt.i, fo. 37d-38. This attempt to value stocks at
the end of Wade's accounts uses 5s. per half cord of wood. In
1649 an ironmaster was paying 9s.6d. to lOs.6d. for a long cord
(Gonning MS, acc.351, 8.9.1649 & 21.9.1649). But the ironworks
also sold loads of charcoal at a price yielding less than ls.6d.
per half cord.
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The accounts for the state works in Dean as set out in appendix

iv are based upon the char and discharge accounts presented by the

exchequer auditors in 1656 and 1657 and by commissioners appointed

for the purpose in 1660. They represent an attempt to value, in

the light of general knowledge of the iron industry and of conditions

in Dean as well as of the specific data of the accounts, every factor

which must have contributed to the costs of making iron. Almost all

the other estimates here used for comparison, excepting only Eanbury's

for 1704,64 tend in varying degrees towards the excessive optimism

of the prospectus. It may therefore not be surprising that costs

in Dean were the highest here used but a total between 40 and 50 per

cent above Hanbury's and between 20 and 30 per cent above the next

highest may still require some more specific expianation.6 	 Part

of it lies in the high price of wood here adopted, rather as if the

state were still trying to squeeze the ini-'rimurn out of a commercial

tenant. This is certainly not entirely justified: the state iron-

works deliberately coaled all wood which was not used for timber and

much of this would have had to be sold more cheaply, because it

yielded less charcoal per cord and because the charcoal was of

poorer quality which increased consumption. But wage rates and

wage costs too were exceptionally high in Dean in the 1650866 and

these were derived directly from statements in the accounts.

64. Monmouth Co.L0., !Hanbury Memorandum Book; Schubert, Iron,pp.423-30.

65. Appendix iii, (a), (b), (c).

66. Appendix iii, (e), (r), (g) and Table X p.377 above.
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It may be tempting to explain a high wage bill with the

inexperience of the management and the reluctance of men to work

for the state or their determination to exploit it. - But some

more specific reasons suggest themselves although they are still

based on fairly general conjecture. The state ironworks cast much

shot during their first three years and founders were paid more for

this special skill. They also produced a proportion of specialised

forgings and, if the auditors are to be trusted, used poor quality

charcoal in the fining forge 6 which would increase the difficulty

of fining and hence the finers' rates of pay. The mmger too was

exceptionally well paid, partly at least because he combined this

post with the general administration ol' the forest of Dean. Thi5

leads directly to what may be the most important factor: in May

1657 all the official work in Dean as well as its athnii1stration

68
were placed in Wade's charge. 	 This had been done largely to

end the rivalry for labour between the purveyor of naval timber for

the dockyards and the shipsoarpenter constructing a frigate at

Lydney. Wade was concerned to preserve all the timber, whoever

might have cut it, for construction and to use all the other wood

coming from any tree felled in Dean for charcoal. It is highly

probable then that his woodcutters and corders were paid for felling

a proportion of naval timber and for sorting timber from fuel; it

is possible that some of the transport paid for by the ironworks

went into dragging timber to the water. The accounts themselves

67. SP 18/l57B , p.7.

68. cf. Ch.II,pp.228,235 above.
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are consietent with an increase in the cost of woodcutting as

between 1653-6 and 1656-7 which would agree with this suggestion.6

In general Wade himself in his previous capacity may have helped to

inflate local wage rates. In 1662 he claimed that he had ejected

the inhabitants of something like 400 cabins from Dean in 1653.70

Whatever the number, he had evidently either diminished or entirely

dispersed the settlements of squatters who battened on the forest

but who also formed a convenient supply of unattached labour. If

Wade left himself only with the surplus labour of the settled local

population he presumably had. to pay so as to attract them away from

their normal faming, even at times when this might have been

inconvenient for the farmers. This problem would have been

aggravated by the normal structure of the labour force, at least

in Dean and. probably elsewhere too. Only a small nucleus of

essential technical employees was kept on the permanent pay roll;

others, however regi1arly they worked for the industry or even the

particular enterprise, were paid by the piece and behaved either as

casual labour or as independent contractors, according to taste or

69. The total quantity of wood cut under the aegis of the state
ironworks for charcoal has had. to be inferred. If the
inferences are correct - and they are based upon the same
assumptions for the whole seven years - then it cost about
ls.5d. to make up a cord in 1653-6, about 3s.2d. In 1656-7
and 2s.2-d. in 1657-60. (cf. appendix iv, note 12.)

70. Ch. III, p. 310	 above.
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opportunity. Finally an imponderable element was introduced into

the nIRmgement of the Dean works by the claims of the state on its

reserves of cash and by the much disturbed conditions prevailing

in 1659-60. In each of the three accounting periods cash drawn

from the works depleted them of proper working capital; at the

end indeed they were left with a deficit. 71 There is some sign

too that, perhaps partly as a result of this and partly because

of general uncertainties, iron was being sold off cheaply in the

final accounting period. 
72 

At any rate the inhabitants of Dean

would have had to be uncommonly indulgent to an interfering

officialdom and to a barely tolerated ironworks if they had not

taken advantage of any weakness in their situation.

With all the possible errors and the many local peculiarities

the general agreement between the shape of these Dean accounts and.

the others here used becomes all the more remarkable. Labour,

especially unskilled labour, consistently absorbed a higher proportion

of costs in the state works than elsewhere and this was partly

compensated for by the lower share of costs due to the ores.73

Perhaps the most important conclusion to be derived from these accounts

however concerns the general prosperity of the Iron industry. It

is of course true that the state works were favoured in some respects:

71. Ch.II, pp. 238-9	 above.

72. Table XII (iii), p. 390 above.

73. Appendix iii, (a) - (g), line 11.
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the reduction in the number of possible rivals gave them a reasonably

assured market and undisputed access to virtually unlimited Bupplies

of fuel and. ore. As Dean iron always sold well, their privileged

position was doubly re-in.forced. Moreover they sold or delivered

some of their most profitable and valuable output to a tied and

virtually insatiable customer in the naval yards: it seems at least

possible that they could not have sold 700 tons of defective shot

on the open market. At the same time concentration on purely

commercial En'oduction might have made for a lower level of costs

and. for a steadier flow of operations. But the general conclusion

is quite clear: allowing for a reasonably high cost of wood. and the

complete ainortisation of all buildings and equipment in seven years

produced a profit of 26 per cent on cost. 74 Disregarding the cost

of wood which contemporary landowners did normally, gave a profit of

over £20,100 or just over 100 per cent on cost. Or, to translate

it into the terms used earlier, 75 one forge and. one furnace operated

honestly but not always very efficiently and under special handicaps

which balanced some of their special advantages still produced a

clear profit of about £1,250 a year for six years and seven months.

Whichever way one looks at this, either as a return for the £3,864

cash paid in by the state or as a return on the very high total costs

of building the works, that must be regarded as a reasonable return.

In detail the rate of profit responded to the changes in costs,

74. Appendix iv, Accounts IV.

75. pp. 391 ff. above.
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in the type of product and in general conditions discussed above.6

A very high proportion of income in the first accounting period

consisted of highiy priced deliveries, including shot and a large

consignment of pig iron. This and as yet moderate costs contributed

to a profit of 50 per cent on complete cost. In the following year

deliveries became insignificant arid costs rose to bring the rate of

profit down to a more sober 19 per cent; the last three years produced

no more than 9 per cent on costs. The account for this last period

contains a greater number of portmanteau entries than the two which

were taken by exchequer auditors. It is hard to say whether the

commissioners were just more casual or whether they were tacitly

helping Wade to dress up payments made to assist in the suppression

of royalist risings in 1659 which would have looked ill in the

Restoration exchequer. It also looks as if some of the iron was

sold in haste towards the end., perhaps to raise urgently needed spot

cash, at something below the market price. For a difficult period

then this is an understandable result, especially if one remembers

that at the time this would have presented itself as a profit of

96 per cent on cost, disregarding the cost of the wood. In the

1650s as earlier the manufacture of iron remained an attractive

method of converting unsold wood into cash.

The accounts also help to illuminate the relationship between

furnace and forge. In Dean at least the additional profit made by

76. pp. 396-401 above.
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fining the pig iron 1rather than Belling itdisappeared if the cost

of wood was taken into account; without this 1 fining added about

50 per cent to profits. Even more to the point perhaps, the

average profit on smelting was in the region of 40 per cent counting

wood and of 120 per cent without it; fining reduced this to

20 per cent including wood and 80 per cent excluding it. There

were reasons which probably exaggerated this effect for Dean,

apart from the exceptionally high quality of Dean pig. Ton for

ton the forge needed more skilled and other labour and more fuel

than the furnace and these two factors were at a premium in Dean

during the 1650s while ore was relatively cheap. More could be

done at the time in design and operation to improve the performance

of furances than of forges and the Dean furnace was very good.

But some of these factors operated everywhere: under more favourable

conditions Hanbury in 1704 still expected a higher rate of return

from smelting alone than from the combined results of smelting

and fining. Consequently not all landowners with ores felt com-

pelled to build a forge as well as a furnace and forge owners

often tried to acquire at least a share in a furnace. Nevertheless

a forge performed a vital operation: it widened the market for

pig iron. In the first place some pig was used up in fining and

the lighter and more expensive bar could travel further afield.

Secondly the market for pig was confined to wholesalers and to

forges whereas bar iron could be sold to smiths, wiredrawers and

other ironworkers and to retailers as well as wholesalers. In
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fact the Dean forge was the best customer of the Dean furnace:

it took one-fifth of the total output and more than twice as much

as the next best.

The accounts also illuminate the role of castings in the

business of the ordinary ironmaster. Blast furnaces had first

been developed to produce large castings directly and these remained

by far the most profitable product of the industry. Casting though

was a highly specialised skill and probably slightly impure ores

made better castings by promoting a freer flow of the molten iron.

Wealden ores may have had some suitable impurities and a highly

developed tradition of local skill in casting. Guns and cannon

balls were the castings with the most regular and extensive market

but spherical and cylindrical and hollow castings need not only

skilled founders but also skilled pattern makers, still one of

the most highly regarded skills. For all these reasons casting

may have remained an important feature of the Wealden industry.

It has sometimes been suggested though that the genera]. run of

household castings, stoves, grates, firebacks, plates, pans and

so forth must have formed a considerable share of the production

of the iron industry and hence contributed to its growth. These

things were not normally exposed to mechanical strain nor did they

have to be as accurate as guns and shot neither did the pressing

of patterns in a flat sand bed present any major problems in

technique. Thus1 even if Dean cannon balls were little use there

was no reason 'ny the run of civilian castings from Dean should not

be successful. However the normal run of cast ware was large and
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relatively expensive and, excepting perhaps hmimiers and anvils,

neither broke nor perished easily. Therefore the demand for

castings was limited: once shot founding had been abandoned the

output of castings from the Dean furnace fell to negligible pro-

portions. Some were sold in each accounting period but firebacks,

fire or furnace plates, a cast grate, a few stoves, smoothing irons,

scalebeams and weights altogether earned no more than one per cent

of the income from the furnace although their price was much higher

than that of pig iron. The indirect process operated to produce

commercial fined iron; this is borne out in almost every surviving

account.

Finally the accounts contain one seeming eccentricity.

During the period of the accounts an average of 122 loads of

charcoal a year were sold, endrngh for enother 54 tons of pig or

more than 19 tons of bar iron from the ore in a year. At least

half of this was the less valuable small stuff and it may be safely

assumed that the forge, which alone needed quantities of breeze,

was working to capacity.	 Nevertheless the stock account in 1660

estimated charcoal as worth £2 a load and "small coals" as worth

£1 a load and the preparation of charcoal alone cost on average

18s.ld. per load. It was sold at an average price of 22s.11d. and

the highest price obtained for it was 25s. Most of it went to

forge owners who also bought pig iron and credit played as large

a part in the sales of charcoal as in the sales of iron. It rather

looks as If the charcoal was an inducement to buy pig iron, although

it must be remembered that charcoal tends to deteriorate if stocked

in the open. Nevertheless this would tend to suggest that in Dean
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at least there was no acute shortage of fuel for smelting in the

1650s and that the total production of pig iron cannot have been

far short of the demand if cheap charcoal was offered for sale

with it.

The accounts of the Dean industry then, if they have here

been properly examined, show the iron industry in a fairly fortunate

position. Without a standard formula for prosperity the market for

iron yet remained buoyant enough to permit a wide range of variation.

Without being able to prove this indeedone might suspect that

people had some rough idea of the rate, at which prices in general

were moving and that, in a highly imperfect market, this general

idea did as much to determine the price of iron as demand, supply

and costs. If this were true then the necessarily crude apprecia-

tion of economic conditions by all concerned in the industry would

help to explain the inchoate movements in costs of items entering

into manufacture. But this does not eXplain how, in the final

result, ironmasters managed to absorb such irregular increases in

costs as they experienced while continuing to make substantial

profits. To some extent, it will be suggested, the answer must

be sought in the technical development of the industry.
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ii. Technical Change

The basic principles underlying the indirect process have

already been described. 77 They changed hardly at all in the

sixteenth and seventeen centuries and any founder or finer could

have learned the new tricks of the trade without much difficulty

until well into the eighteenth century. Nevertheless the improve-

nient in seventeenth century blast furnaces and fining forges was

little less than phenomenal; they were much more efficient and

productive compared to the sixteenth century indirect process than

this had been compared to the bigger bloomer±e 	 So striking a

77. cf. Ch. I, pp. 15-25 above.

78. Annual output of some English ironworks, 1409-1659

Year	 Place

1409	 Durham
1541	 Rievaulx

WeaN:
1532	 Robertsbridge
1546	 Sheffield

Production	 Product
(tons/year)

30	 Bloom
45	 Bloom

130	 Pig
150	 Pig

Source

E.H.R., XIV, p.509
Schubert, Iron, p.346

Straker, Weald, p.214
Arch.Journ., LXIX, p.283

Dean:
1621-5 Lydbrook	 712	 Pig	 S 178/5304, 1 Chas.I.
1659	 Prkend	 950	 Pig	 E 178/6060, pt. i.

Blooma should of course properly be compared to fined iron.
But 150 tons from Sheffield in 1546 were the equivalent of
about 100 tons of bar; 950 tons from Parkend. in 1659 corres-
ponded to about 700 tons of bar. This would accentuate the
contrast.
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change should have been easily traced especially as serious technical

and above all metallurgical books began to appear in print in the

sixteenth century. 79 Perhaps because iron was too cheap and common

however, references to it are rarely illuminating but vague, out of

date and, if explicit, entirely local. It would have been impossible

for anyone to construct a blast furnace and forge from information

in published treatises, never mind, the tracing of minor technical

changes. Tracts with rather more precise and detailed descriptions

began to appear in Britain and elsewhere during the second half of

the seventeenth century but these still omitted. much significant

detail and did not facilitate proper comparisons between different

designs and different modes of operation. 80 In consequence most

writers have been content to deal somewhat vaguely with the techniques

of the early charcoal blast furnace and to treat the indirect process

as though it had remained unaltered from the late fifteenth to the

early eighteenth centuries. Dr. Schubert in his History of the

British Iron and Steel Industry made some attempt to penetrate this

blanket obscurity but, in spite of his wealth of manuscript material,

79. V. Biringuccio, rotechnica, (Venice, 1540); G. .&gricola, De re
metallica, (Basel,1556); L. Ercker, Beschreibung ... Ertzt uxid
Berckwercksarten..., (Prag, 1574), (Frankfurt a.M., 1629); J.
Pettus, Fleta, (London,1683). Neither the second edition of
Ercker here cited nor Fleta expands on the information on iron
appearing in the first edition. In the latter 52 folios deal
with gold, 42 with silver, 24 with copper, 6 with lead, ifr with
tin and with iron (inter alla).

80. G. Boate, Irelands natvrall history, (London, 1652), J. Ray,
A collection of English words, (London, 1674); PhilPrans. of
Royal Society, XII (1677/8), No.137, 931-5, by H. Powle and
ibid. XVII (1693), No.199, 695-9, by M. Lister; Plot,
Staffordshire, (1686), pp. 152-164.
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he too hasfrom time to time ,had to lace with eighteenth century

data information drawn from the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries.8'

There are on the other hand many hints, sometimes difficult to

interpret, that a large amount of detailed, sophisticated and

often accurate lore about the construction of works and the manu-

facture of iron had accumulated by the end of the seventeenth

century. Like all craft instruction this knowledge was apparently

transmitted orally and by example. The hints themselves sometimes

give a clue to minor innovation but improvements in technique have

to be deduced from their results and generally only speculation can

suggest the nature of the technical change or the cause of the

innovation.

The most striking changes in the indirect process were the

growth in output and economies in the conversion of pig iron and

in the production and use of charcoal. These factors between them

helped to keep down costs with the better exploitation of fixtures,

labour and fuel. 82 Some of the improvements may have been the

result of greater skill resulting from the accumulation and pooling

of experience. More important perhaps were changes in the design

of works, especially of the blast furnace.

Two basic features controlled the output of a blast furnace,

81. e.g. Schubert, Irofl, pp. 234, Notes 1 & 3, 235 notes 1 & 3

and. passim.

82. Ch.I, pp. 69-71	 and pp. 385-6	 above.
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its cubic capacity and the time, for which it could operate without

interruption. The blast furnace differed from all direct process

hearths by working with a continuous flow of materials, ore filled

at the top and iron drawn out at the bottom. Operations did not

have to be stopped at any time, as was necessary in the direct

process, apart from wear and tear or breakdown. A stoppage indeed

meant a waste of skilled manpower which had to be paid or diverted

to other work for fear it might drift away. The furnace was also

designed to operate at an approximately steady temperature so that

its structure was likely to be damaged both by cooling and. by re-

heating. Moreover the end of a run as well as the blowing in of

the furnace tended to produce poorer pig iron, in the latter case

with a greater expense of fuel. The length of a campaign or blast

depended on the general soundness of the structure, a continuous

supply of raw materials, an uninterrupted flow of water to drive

the bellows and above all on the durability of the furnace lining.

When the Wealden industry began to expand in the 1540s, furnaces

83were apparently run continuously for between ten and fifteen weeks.

Until the l620s about twenty weeks remained the normal time of a

campaign although one could occasionally stretch to thirty-six

83. M.S. Giuseppi, 'The accounts of the ironworks at Sheffield and
Worth in Sussex, 1546-9', Arch.Journ., LXIX, pp. 293-4 and 301.
Sheffield furnace operated for 541 days in just over two years
and its hearth was replaced ten times at 4s. a time. Worth
double furnace worked for 529 days and the sir to ten renewals
cost £l.l8s. Campaigns at Robertsbridge furnace in 1541-6
lasted an average of 14-fr weeks (Schubert, Iron, p.243).
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weeks from the late ].540s. 84 Some time in the middle of the

seventeenth century this former exception apparently became the

norm on the Weald where thirty to thirty-five weeks henceforth remained

the standard. 85 The Weald of course, exceptionally for Britain,

experienced summers of drought. That streams should have dried

up SO regularly and thoroughly as to stop smelting for four to

five months in most years seems unlikely. The Wealden industry

was old and well sheltered:86 there may have been reluctance

to disturb a rhythm of operations adapted to earlier conditions.

Perhaps local materials for hearth and furnace linings wore rapidly

under heat and use. In any event the short campaigns were bound

to reduce efficiency on the Weald.

Evidence about the duration of campaigns is fairly rare but,

for what this may be worth, the first sign of their considerable

and. regular prolongation comes from Dean in the 1620s (Table XIII).

The figures are likely to be exact rather than boastful and they

show campaigns of an average duration of 30 weeks over a period of

84. H.M.C., De l'Isle & Dudley, I, 307: 14 weeks in Glamorgan,
1568; H.M.C., Middleton, p.196: 18 weeks at Codnor, Ca. 1590;
Schubert, Iron, p.243, n4.: Paimingridge, 1546-56 (including
the 36 weeks); Teddesley with 11 campaigns in 2 years; Oakmoor,
1583-1608 with campaigns of up to 22 weeks; ibid., p.349,
Rievaulx in 1603, 1605 and 1610 to 1624.

85. Ray, A collection of English words, p. 127.

86. Sheltered by its proximity to London and its virtual monopoly
of gun and shot founding.
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TABLE XIII

Production of Dean furnaces,

June 1621 to January 1626.87

Parkend	 Soudley	 Lydbrook
Duration Output Duration Output Duration Output
(weeks)	 (tons)	 (weeks)	 (tons)	 (weeks)	 (tons)

20
26-27	 13

36	
per week

49	 712
5-	 40	 36-

Cannop
Duration Output
(weeks)	 (tons)

20	 253

19	 247

165-5 ca. 2.100	 5	 40	 167-8 ca. 2,200	 39	 500

four and a half years and a routine capacity to keep going for a year

or more. This is accentuated by the fact that no furnace had worked

for more than three-quarters of the available time, that one furnace

had worked only very occasionally and that another of the four had

only just been started up. Partly the spasmodic nature of their

operation may have been the result of the deliberate distribution

of works to utilise alternative sources of ore and. fuel: the latter

came from different zones in the woods which matured at different

times. The present tenants were also receiving only half the

allocation of fuel for which the total number of works bad been

87. E 178/5304, 1 Chas.I, the depositions of Stephen Hagge, founder
at Parkend and Soudley and of William Browne, founder for
Iydbrook and Cannop. As the crown was collecting evidence
about the alleged consumption of too much fuel their testimony
was not likely to exaggerate. Details in the table simply
reproduce the founders' statements; the totals extrapolate
from them. Campaigns still in progress are indicated by
placing - after the number of weeks. The employment of two
founders for four furnaces might indicate that they were to
be used alternatively.
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planned and in the early 1620s a period of bad trade did not spare

the iron industry. 88 A].1 this suggests the merely normal use of

a design which had probably remained unaltered since 1613: a

pattern of furnace and a material for linings which endured half

as long again as anything used hitherto. Indeed the builders of

the Dean furnaces had invented a principle which could be further

developed. When comparable evidence became available again in

1654,89 the newly completed Parkend furnace operated normally for

periods which had been maxima thirty years before: two out of

five campaigns lasted for less than forty weeks but the other three

lasted for 46, 66 and 73 weeks (Table XIV). The technique too

could be reproduced elsewhere, at any rate in the neighbourhood:

in the 1670s Tintern furnace operated twice at least for more than

60 weeks9° and between 1692 and 1709 the average duration of campaigns

at E].mbrldge furnace in 1oucestershire was 52 weeks. 91 The actual

gain in efficiency was presumably not as great as the crude increase

in the duration of campaigns but, as a purely technical improvement,

the doubling or trebling of this in a mere fifty years represents

a notable achievement.

88. Lismore Papers, 2nd ser., II, pp. 244-6, 263-7. In Dean this
was the period of the Challoner concession (Ch.II, pp. 154-6 above).

89. Schubert, Iron, pp. 243-4 gives the average duration of some campaigns
but, without further detail, these cannot be used for fruitful
comparisons.

90. B.L.C. Johnson, 'The Foley partnerships', Ec.H.R., 2nd ser.,
IV (1952), p.338.

91. Schubert, Iron, p.243.
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28 . 2 .54.-28, 7.55.

13.9.55.- 2. 8•56•b
2. 8. 56.-15.12. 56

22.4.57.-15. 9.57.c
15.9 . 57.-30. 12. 57.

21. 9 . 58 .- 6. 8.59

19 .8. 59 . -17. 1.60

TABLE XIV

560 ) 1,261 2t 9cwt

1,210 2tl3cwt) 2tl3cwt2tl2cwt)

2tl6cwt)
:	 725 2tl9cwt)2tl8C

792	 2tlOcwt

462	 3t lcwt

Estimated output
er year -

Year tons
) 1654 740
) 1655 810

1656 920

1657 730

1658 250

1659 950

Production at Parkend furnace, 1654_60.92

OUTPUT

Total
Dates	 tons tons	 Daily average

1654 - 1660	 4,450	 2tl2cwt

92. SP 18/130/102; SP 18/157B; E 178/6080, pt.i, ma. 25-38d..
The first day in each campaign has been omitted in the reckoning
of daily averages: the first and last day between them involved
a loss of more than 24 hours' output. Daily averages are
reckoned to the nearest hundredweight; annual output estimated
to the nearest ten tons.

a. This is the figure for shot cast. Shotfound.ing was more
laborious which may have depressed the average production.

QP Q/1Zn/1A, /	 7.	 ,	 ,, ,	 .-'-I -I'-'I	 L_l:'•'-./ •	 • .	 .i.ujv	 day the
ffurna.ce ended blowing." SP 18/157B , 5.7: "Cast 2. August
1656 ..." The furnace could not have been let out, repaired
and restarted all in one day; the simplest explanation, here
adopted, is that the first account used a form of words to
indicate the day to which that account was taken, without
any interruption to the work of the furnace.

c. SP 18/157B, [p.57 speaks merely of "the determination of
this accompt"; obviously the campaign continued.
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The indirect process in Europe developed partly from attempts

to increase the output from a single furnace. 93 At first the

furnaces were of a type which could make either castings or blooms

at need. This implied a fairly close similarity in size: if too

small they could not liquefy iron, if too large they could do nothing

else. Even furnaces built only to make cast iron were at first

intended primarily for the production of castings and. this too

restricted their useful size, for the casting floors could only

accommodate a limited number of large castings for the considerable

time they needed to cool. In England the indirect process turned

out to facilitate the more efficient production of bar iron and

this in time became its principal function. That in turn meant a

resumption of attempts to increase output from a single furnace

further. Bigger blast furnaces were more efficient: they wasted

lees heat, reduced the ores more completely, permitted more accurate

control of the smelting process and produced a more uniform pig iron.

Their size was limited only by the power of bellows to supply

enough draught, the rate at which supplies could be delivered into

the furnace and by the friability of charcoal. 94 Therefore the

93. cf. Ch.I, pp. 15-1 above.

94. With highly sophisticated modern mathods of smelting and of
preparing the fuel and with much heavier, denser and harder
charcoal a normal daily capacity of 68 tons per furnace has
been sustained for long periods of time. (A.Constantine,
'Charcoal blast furnaces operations: Wundowie, Western

cyclostyled paper read to a U.N. symposium on
the application of modern technical practices in the iron and
steel industry to developing countries, Nov. 1963. I owe the
sight of this to my colleague, Professor M. Flinn.
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development of the indirect process for the principal purpose of

making commercial iron should have been followed rapidly by the

development of larger and hence more efficient blast furnaces.

In fact the development was delayed. For the whole of the

sixteenth century, for more than a hundred years, the daily output

which must serve as a crude measure of average capacity of English

blast furnaces, remained about one ton; this produced annually

about 200 tons of pig iron. 95 The indirect process had been first

introduced on the Weald and its potential to make commercial iron

had probably first been fully developed here. The size of Wealden

furnaces changed little even in the seventeenth century. In the

1630s Waldron furnace cast no more than 250 tons a year with a daily

capacity of less than one and a half tons. 6 John Fuller's list of

furnaces in England and Wales in 1717 gives a figure for the output

of most of them: for the Weald his data should perhaps be more

reliable than for other regions. 97 At least his figures must have

appeared plausible; they record the output of ten furnaces on the

Weald as averaging 179 tons a year with one furnace producing only

95, Sc'hubert, Iron, p.347.

96. Add.MS, 33154, fo.2; Schubert, Iron, p.349.

97. E. Wrn1hm Hu].me, Statistical history of the iron trade of
England and Wales 1717-1750 ', Prans.Newc.Soc., IX, pp. 21-2.
In spite of Mr. Hulme's statement his facsimile of the list
makes clear that Bay merely commented on but did not compile
the list.
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100 tons and the biggest no more than 350 tons. Change on the

Weald then was slow and uncommon. To some extent that may have

been the penalty for early outstanding success with a new process:

not an unfamiliar phenomenon. The spread of the indirect process

over the Weald had. proceeded fairly slowly too. It would have

been based on the activities of a relatively small number of builders

and founders with a thorough experience of the older works. Such

men would have been inclined to copy familiar patterns of building

and operation. The indirect process on the Weald then could develop

a firm craft tradition.98

In any case the first clear sign of change now known comes from

elsewhere. At Rievaulx in Yorkshire the furnace managed a daily

average output of 1 ton 16 hundredweight to produce 230 tons of

pig a year in the first decade of the seventeenth century and 2 tons

a day with 280 tons a year in the next. 99 The furnaces which had

been built in the forest of Dean in 1613 were about the same order

of size, making between 1 ton 16 hundredweight and 2 tons 1 hundred-

weight a day for much longer periods, producing up to 712 tons in a

year. 100 These were already then a good deal larger than Waldron

101
furnace was to be in the l630s,	 and had up to twice the capacity

of the normal Wealden furnace before then. The tot&]. output claimed

by sir Basil Brooke and sir John Winter respectively for their separate

98. cf. Ch.I, pp. 92-96 above.

99. Schubert, Iron, p.49.

100.see Table XIII and n.87, p . 413 above.

101.p. 417, no. 96 above.
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ironworks in 1634, when they were only interested in iiln{inising

the amount of charcoal they had consumed, show that the new design

used for the crown works could easily be copied by neighbouring

builders: their seven furnaces averaged at least 500 tons a year

102each over the preceding six years or so. 	 None of these works

could have operated continuously for six years; their daily capacity

was probably at least two tons and may well have tended towards

two and a half tons. For Lydbrook in 1649 the forge clerk claimed

an. output varying between 14 and 24 tons per week, a minimum of two

103and an optimum of almost three and a half tons per day; 	 in

the same period Rodinore averaged 15 tons per week)04	 By 1653 a

re-built Parkend furnace had a normal capacity of somewhere near

2 tons and for a period of four months it sustained an output of

over 3 tons a day)	 Tintern furnace in the 1670s made 2- tons or

more per day for well over a year. 106 It was a common assumption

in the Becond half of the seventeenth century that there was nothing

extraordinary in a western or northern furnace capable of making

15, 20 or even 25 tons of iron in a week. On the other hand

102. of. Ch.Ii, pp. 190-2	 above. If their figures related only
to the production of pig iron,	 yearly average per
furnace would have been just below 800 tons, Brooks's just
above 900 tons. Between them they had five single and three
double forges and possibly Winter used another two for some of
the time.

l0 .LRRO 5/7A.

104 .Conning MS, acc. 331.

105.Table XIV, p.415 above.

106.Johnson, 'Foley partnerships', Ec.H.R., 2nd ser., IV, p.338.
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Jobn Ray in the 1670a thought an average of 8 or at most 9 . tons a

107
week common for the Weald.	 That meant Wealden capacity increased

by about a third when elsewhere it had grown two and a half to three

times.

The differences in size of furnace and life of linings were

so great as to be responsible for major differences in the scale

of annual production, despite the frequently enormous annual

variations in the output of individual works. Therefore sained

differences in average annual output per furnace as between

reasonably extensive regions should suggest some inferences about

their relative technical development. Fu].lers list of 1717 which

shows an average of 179 tons a year for ten Wealden furnaces also

indicates an average of 450 tons a year for 22 works in a western

belt of country from Monmouthshire and Dean to Lancashire and an

average of 283 tons for 23 works in the rest of the country.108

At least for the western belt this may well understate the case:

the average production of Foley furnaces in the years between

107. Ray, A collection of English words, p.126. The doubt about
the exact output arises because Ray gives a production of 8
tuw per fuLwda,y azid define8 the "fouuds.y' as six dys but,
on the following page (127) equates 40 foundays with 40 weeks.

10$. Hulme, 'The iron trade', Trans.Newc.Soc, IX, 21-2. Weald -
Sussex, Kent; Western - Glos., ion., Herefords., Sal., Cheshire,
Lancs.
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the 1670s and 1751, for which figures exi8t, was about 550 tons and

for a third of them it was above 700 tons a year. 109 The inter-

mediate position of the Midlands and perhaps of the rest of the

country seems to have been of long standing too: in 1636, for once

without reason for understatement, it was alleged that the normal

charcoal quota of a Midlands furnace was 800 loads which lasted for

110
forty weeks.	 That could not have smelted more than 400 tons and

possibly accounted for less than 300, a daily rate of 1 ton 2 cwt

to 1 ton 8 cwt; this combined the smaller capacity of Waldron

with the greater durability of Dean. The relations then between

the output of the Weald, the rest and the north and west may be

crudely expressed as 2 : 3 : 5 ; possibly this may understate the

real contrast.

If this difference in output represented an advance in technique

there should have been some outward sign of it. Improvements in

hearth and furnace linings must continue to be deduced from their

probable effects unless a major series of archaeological or documentary

discoveries should allow concrete comparisons. More can be discovered

about the size of the furnaces. In Britain and elsewhere the normal

blast furnace in the sixteenth century was about sixteen foot high

with a few that may have reached eighteen foot.m Judging by their

109. Johnson, 'Foley partnerships', Ec.H.R., 2nd ser., IV, 338.

110. SP 16/321/42. This was evidence given for the crown to establish
the alleged waste of timber in Foley's ironworks in the 1630s.

111. V. Liewellin, 'Sussex ironmasters in Glamorgan', Archaeologia
Catnbrensis, 3rd ser., IX, 87 and Schubert, Iron, pp. 195 and 199.
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performance the Dean furnaces remained substantially unaltered

between 1613 and 1635 when the works were described explicitly and

with some accuracy. 112 Lydbrook furnace was then found to be 23

foot square at the base, its waterwheel bad a diameter of 23 foot

and it was described as 23 foot "deepe". Cannop was 22 foot square

at the bottom and had a wheel 22 foot in diameter, like Parkend

furnace. Soudley had a base of 28 foot side and a wheel the same

size as Cannop. It does not seem unreasonable to assume that

"deepe" would refer to internal depth and that a foot or two must

be added to obtain the external height; it seems unlikely too that

the base of a furnace should have been enlarged merely to increase

the thickness of masonry at the bottom by two or three feet. The

date would suggest that Dean furnaces were from six to ten foot

taller than anything built hitherto. Greater height implied larger

hearthe, unless they were to be run off more frequently than other

furnaces; this was improbable as the quality of pig was, inter alia,

controlled by the length of time which the fused iron spent in the

hearth. It may of course be mere accident that the only attempt

to measure larger furnaces was made in Dean: the improvements may

have originated elsewhere. But the Lamberhurst furnace, the

biggest furnace known on the Weald in the late seventeenth century,

appears to have been called a "Gloucester" furnace by Swedenborg:113

112. C 66/2740, inventory of the Dean ironworks, attached to their
lease to sir Bairtham Throckmorton and partners.

113. Straker, Weald, p.78, quoting Svedenborg's De Perro.
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that adds a little substance to the accidents of survival. At any

rate the efficient large furnace was adopted earlier and more rapidly

in the forest of Dean and its immediate environment in the first

half of the seventeenth century than appears to have happened

elsewhere in the British Isles and at the end. of the century the

Dean region still had an uncommon concentration of these very large

works. This may further strengthen the case for Dean as its place

of origin; the general distribution of larger and more efficient

furnaces would suggest that the expanding market of the Midland

iron industry had some effect on this but that the quality of

ores available and the presence of reliable and fairly powerful

streams may have been other contributory factors.

It is at least possible to suggest the way in which these

and. other changes and improvements may have come about. There

existed no theoretical knowledge of the processes involved in

the smelting of iron, consequently the significance of detailed

features in the design of blast furnaces could be empirically

learned but not precisely or in general terms justified. For

a relatively new process such as ironfounding, originally developed

for only one speoialised purpose, large castings,and still being

adapted for the genera]. manufacture of 'wrought iron as a final

product, the range of possible variations was consequently wide.

If it was possible to construct fairly accurate copies on the Weald,

this must have become more difficult with the rapid spread of the

new process over England and Wales. Other types of building materials
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had to be employed and the lore of design and operations, perforce

often obtained at second or third hand, was bound to become rather

dilute. Hence the extent and range of modifications, at least in

features rightly or wrongly regarded as less essential, were bound

to increase with time and distant dispersal. Some of these acci-.

dental modifications were no doubt deleterious, others may have

proved favourable. As far as can be discovered, links between

the builders of the crown works in Dean and the Wealden industry

either did not exist or were extremely tenuous. On the other

hand the crown works were built in direct association with the

Tintern wireworks and wider the control of their manager. 114 The

wireworks had been built up as the result of successful collaboration

between foreign and British technicians and the direct confrontation

and mutual assimilation of different technologies and craft traditions

could produce new ideas and new approaches and facilitate the

recognition of the more essential features of designs and operations.

Indeed it was probably rare for blast furnaces arid forges to be

constructed mainly wider technical direction; more often they were

built by landowners or their officers 1advised or directed by one

self-styled expert. It is likely then that growth and improvement

in the indirect process in general would occur more readily away

from the Weald than on it. It seems demonstrable too that the

construction of the crown iron works in Dean took place wider peculiarly

favourable conditions promoting the adoption of the latest known

114. Ch. II, pp. 140-1	 above.
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practices and the introduction of new ideas, such as the use of

better linings. Given the fact that Dean furnaces produced more

consistently at a higher rate than others known at the time and that

they were notably bigger than the hitherto well established design,

would seem to make assertions about the primacy of Dean in technique

rather more plausible.

In general it should be borne in mind that such striking changes

were perhaps made possible by the relative novelty of a hitherto

only half-tried process. It was moreover a process which employed

a revolutionary principle, however little this may have been recognised

at the time. Two more or less constant currents, of raw materials

on the one hand and heat and compressed air on the other, flowed

more or less smoothly in opposing directions. The direct process

could be likened to skilled cookery: materials were placed into a

container and subjected to different stages of the process by varying

conditions externally at the appropriate intervals; when the iron

was done the process stopped and. the pot was emptied. The blast

furnace, which developed from the older process at the critical

temperature and size, approximated to sophisticated modern constant

flow and temperature methods. All the stages of smelting were

contained in it at different levels and, in the ideal design, con-

ditions in each level or zone of the furnace would be maintained

at a constant optimum corresponding to the proper stage of smelting.

One of the incidental advantages of this arrangement was greater

and more delicate control which permitted the quality to be determined

within fairly wide limits. All this allowed great scope for improve-
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ment because the real extent of possible change was concealed by

the apparent similarity between direct and indirect process and

by the fact that raw materials and end product had not changed their

character very markedly. In truth the change from bloomery to blast

furnace anticipated significantly the kind, of change which led to

a vast growth of industrial productivity in the nineteenth century,

not merely in the iron industry, where known basic principles were

merely further refined. On the other hand it is clear that the

technical changes made possible during the first development of the

blast furnace were not confined to the size, lining and design of

the furnaces. Experience in the operation of the process itself

must have contributed to greater efficiency, so that at would be

mistaken to attribute longer runs, larger output and cheaper iron

to the design of bigger and longer lasting furnaces alone. On the

other hand much of the improved efficiency in operation must count

as technical improvement too: experience in the deliberate setting

of the furnace to make one quality of pig or another, to use more

fuel or less, to reduce or retain the impurities in the iron, even

if many of them entailed only the observation of the colour and

consistency of iron as it trickled past the tuyeres, were the first

steps on the road. to the chemical and crystallographic analysis of

iron and. their correlation with manufacturing processes. Together

these were the technical changes which reduced fuel consumption from

over 5 loads of coal per ton of pig in most of the sixteenth century

to something like 3 loads in the early seventeenth century to
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2 loads for Parkend in the 1650s and to ifr loads at Pontypool

in l7O4)	 This too explained how wage rates could increase

fivefold while costs of labour increased only threefold and why,

in short, the cost of making iron increased less rapidly than the

price of the various factors contributing to it. 116 It may well

be that the next major development in the blast furnace, the change

from a square to a circular cross section late in the seventeenth

century, contributed to the greatly increased efficiency of

117
Hanbury's furnaces in 1704.

The revolutionary principle of the blast furnace offered much

scope for improvement. In contrast the operation of the fitthig

forge employed no basically new principle. Its processes were

really an adaptation of smelting in a small bloomery or a reversal

of the process there practised. Instead of carbonising or reducing

the oxygen content of the ore, fining oxid.ised the carbon content

of the pig. In smelting, the blast serves to raise the temperature

of combustion but has to be so controlled as to create an atmosphere

relatively rich in carbon and poor in atmospheric oxygen. In a

finery there has to be an excess of atmospheric oxygen, hence the

iron to be fined is repeatedly exposed directly to the stream of

air emerging from the nozzle. To assist oxygenation of the carbon

115. Appendix iii; of. Ch.I, p.69 above.

1l. pp. 371-387 and. especially 383, 386 above.

1].?. Schubert, Iron, pp. 205-6 and 424, 427.
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the surface exposed must be great in proportion to the depth of the

charge; the mixture of fused iron and slag was stirred by hand,

partly to ensure a uniform consistency and partly again to introduce

more air. The melting point of iron rises as its carbon content

is d{minished, hence the finery process results in a pasty lump of

purified iron which can be collected in the bottom of the hearth.

This was re-worked until its refinment was judged adequate; it was

then formed into a ball by pushing together small lumps and pieces

of iron and this lifted out for further treatment. The lump of iron

at this stage was loose and spongy and contained slag as adhesions

and enclosures. It was first beaten with sledges to consolidate

it and to knock off some slag; then it was treated under a power

hammer, with repeated re-heating, to squeeze out the remaining slag,

to weld it together and to give it a homogeneous structure.

This process then was not continuous and the stages themselves

as well as change from one stage to the next required detailed

handling of the iron. Weight then governed an extreme limit to

increase in production. Moreover efficiency was greatest if each

charge could be treated and finished without stopping the process

at any point because this would conserve heat and time. Therefore

an improvement in any part of the process would not become effective

until all stages had been correspondingly adjusted. Thus historians

may have been somewhat blinded to the other advantages of the first

great improvement in fining, the puddling process, by their obsession

with the cost of fuel. It is true that fining forges used a high

proportion of fuel but their total output was limited by the technique,
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not by lack of fuel or by its cost. The use of coal cheapened

fining and made large scale production easier but the chief progress

lay in the use of more efficient reverberatory furnaces instead of

open fining hearths, in the separation of oxidisation and purification

into two furnaces operating at different temperatures, in the use of

better blowing machinery and first of rollers and then of steam

118
hammers to cope with larger quantities of Iron. 	 The principle

of turning pig into wrought iron remained the same from the finery to

the Bessemer bulb, in which a powerful blast of air burned out the

carbon without the need for more fuel and in which the stirring

action of finer or puddler was replaced by the mechanical rocking

of the bulb. Major improvements in fining though had to await a

whole range of technical developments which did not arise from the

logic of the fining forge itself. Until these evolved and were

fitted together, fining still partook of the aura of highly skilled

cookery which could be conducted in a number of suitable pots all

differing slightly, produce slightly different flavours, econom.ise

in some of the materials used but did not produce an improvement

comparable to those attained by the blast furnace.

In any case it is difficult to distinguish what may have been

considerable advances in output and productivity from the effects

of merely using better pig iron or even pig iron conforming to some

extent to a known set of specifications. There is no indication

that finers were less inventive than founders or that they more

118. J. Percy, Metallurgy-, II, pp. 637 if.
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slavishly followed the same set of operations through identical

hearths and forges. By the early nineteenth century a very large

number of variants of the fining forge and fin{tg process were

known, even if many of the variations were too minute to make a

great deal of difference. 9 In the British Isles however, even

though it will be seen that different types of forges existed and

even that certain types prevailed in different regions, there is

not enough difference in their achievements to permit the same type

of rough classification into more and less efficient that was

possible for the blast furnaces. This may have been partly because

the differences between one type and another were too slight to

stand out but certainly it is also true that the vital cen±re of

the forge, the fining hearth, can only be described by backwards

inference from eighteenth century inormation.' 2	We do not really

know if it changed much or at all before then, whether differences

between different types of hearth, if any, affected economy in the

use of materials or productivity or even crude output. At the

lowest level it is clear that lack of success, if such it was, does

not signify lack of desire to improve, fear of innovation or anything

else except greater difficulty in discovering the right method.

Fining certainly improved in some directions although it has

not proved possible to identify the nature of the responsible agent

119. J. Percy, Metallurgy-, II, pp. 80-1.

]20. Schubert, Iron, p. 272 if.
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or even to suggest possible correlations between improvement and

agent. Between the middle of the sixteenth century aud the early

seventeenth century fuel consumption fell from about five loads

of coal per ton of bar iron made to three loads; occasionally, as

at Ponty-pool in 1704, it could fall as low as two loads. 121 Again

the rapid growth of wages and fuel prices was largely damped down by

higher efficiency: disregarding the cost of pig iron from the

calculation shows refining costs increasing by only two and a quarter

times between 1580 and the 16508.122 However some at least of this

improvement was either the effect of or occurred side by side with

the increase in the yield of bar from pig iron: a loss of 10

hundredweight of pig per ton of bar in the 1580s became 7 hundred-

weight in the l630s and sometimes it could fall to below 6 hundred-

weight later on. (Table xv). In 1657 in Dean a loss of seven

hundredweight per ton had to be justified by pointing to the deliberate

use of inferior charcoal as its cause. 123 Of course these advances

cannot be taken as exact indications of the rate of progress. If

better pig helped to make them possible, poor pig still sometimes

came to the finery even in the eighteenth century to cut down

productivity. If scrap were used or even the pig coming from the

furnace at beginning or end of a campaign, it made harder and longer

work for the finer, used more fuel and wasted more raw iron.

Nailers' rod would be less thoroughly fined and therefore less

121. Appendix iii; cf. 011.1, p. 69 above.

122. Appendix iii (c), adapted.

123. SP 18/157B, p.7.
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wasteful all round, osmund, the most ductile and hence most highly

purified iron would use a higher proportion of high class pig and

need more elaborate treatment, hence reducing output. 124 For all

we know most of these improvements indeed may have been merely the

result of greater dexterity and accumulated experience in the handling

of the process: again it may be a matter for argument where exactly

dexterity can be said to end and. technique to begin.

TABLE XV

Pig iron needed per ton of bar, ca. 1549-1704

Date	 Place
	

Pig iron
	

Source
cwt

40
33
30
30
50
30
30
27
26
27
31
27.2
27
26.8
26.3
26.5

26.6
27

1539
1546
1580s
1607-8
1616
L162Osfl
ZI6l5-].8z7
Z1627-927
1-30
L1628-3il
16 58-9
1655-6
1656-7
1657-60
1655-60
1662
•1
.S ¼flJ J

1704
1704

Newbridge, Weald
Robertsbridge
Cannock, Staffs
Lismore, Ireland
ibid.
Ireland (estimate)
ieanJ (estimate)

Pontrilas, Herefds.
Carey, Berefds.
Goodrich, Herefds.
Brightling, Sussex
Whitecroft, Dean
ibid.
ibid.
ibid. (contemp. expert)
Dean (estimate)
Dean (sthwite)
Pontypool, Mon.
Laneithy, Mon.

Ec,H.R. .2nd a.,XIX, 280.
ibid.
Lanadowne MB, 56,fo.100.
Lismore Papers,2nd. s.,I,l22-
ibid.	 11,35-7
SP 65/276/140
SP 14/157/44
Add. MB, 11052, No.60
ibid., Nos. 64 and 67
Selden supra 113, fo.9
Add. MB, 33155, fo.ld.
SP 18/130/102
SP 18/157B
B 178/6080,pt.i,fos.25-50d
ibid.)	fo. 50
Harleian MB, 6839, fo.335
Cal.T.B. ,1681-5,VII,pt.ii,96:
Schubert, Iron, p.426
Schubert, Iron, p.428

124. Schubert, Iron, p. 297 ff.; B 134/39 Eliz.I/Hi1 23.
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The fining hearth, we may assume, could not be made much more

capacious if it was to function properly. Nevertheless some forges

were capable of a much greater annual production than others, without

however showing any striking gain in efficiency. By the beginning of the

seventeenth century three major types of forge can be recognised.

The oldest British type was itself a fairly complex workshop. It

contained a fining hearth in which the pig was decarburised. It was then

lifted out and. hammered, first manually and then under the power hammer,

to knock off slag and to compress and shape it into a rough block.

This was re-heated in the finery hearth to sweat out some more impurities

and. then re-hammered to shape the central portion. The iron was then

taken to the chafery, a second hearth working at a higher temperature,

in which in turn each of the remaining thicker ends was heated to

remove the last remnant of carbon and as much slag as possible;

alternating re-hmmnering and heating finally purified, consolidated

and shaped the bar.'25 Fining and first heating took at least an

hour each; one heating in the chafery took perhaps a quarter of an

hour. The hammer then stood unoccupied most of the time, the chafery

more than half the time. Prolonged fining could upgrade poor pig

or produce special qualities of bar but this would also enforce

prolonged idleness upon other equipment. Bay for instance explained

that in such a forge two people could make two tons of iron per week

at the finery whereas the chafery could have coped with five to six

l2. Ch.I, p. 23	 above.
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tons.	 At some time early in the sixteenth century forges began

therefore to be built with a second finery; its existence can be

inferred from the employment of two finers, each with an assistant.'2

The arrangement became widespread; it would however not occupy the

chafery fully and it presumably caused some congestion around the

hammer, not because the hammer was now necessarily continuously occupied

but because it must have been almost impossible to organise the timing

of the various journeys back and. forth between heartha and hmnmer

smoothly. The theoretically ideal solution to the conundrum was the

d.ouble forge' with three fineries, two hammers and. one chafery. One

of the hammers was designed to treat the decarburised iron, the second

to shape and consolidate the bar to a finish. The arrangement was

logical and the increase in output considerable: the forge with two

fineries made approximately 150 tons of bar in a year, the double forge

could make 300 to 350 tons)2 	 Probably this saved a little fuel

at the chafery and rationalised the use of skilled labour: half as

many finers again and perhaps twice the number of hRnmlermen produced

twice as much iron. Still the proportion of hands to !nPnhRndle twice

the amount of iron cannot have been much reduced so that it seems

doubtful if the double forge represented more than a marginal increase

in efficiency.

126.Ray, A collection of English words, p.129; 2. Plot, The natural
history of Staffordshire, p.163; E.R. Schubert, 'Early refining
of pig iron in England', Trans.Newc.Soc., XXVIII, 59ff.

127.Straker, Weald, pp. 249-50, 413, 462-3; M.S. Giuseppi, 'The
accounts of the iron-works at Sheffield and Worth in Sussex,
l546-49', Arch. Journal, LXIX, 295 and 302.

128.Liario'e Papers, 1st ser., II, 56; Trans.Newc.Soc., IX, 21;
Ec.H.R., 2nd ser., IV, 339.
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All forges were fairly complex; a general outline of their

layout can be reconstructed. The standard forge consisted of

two fineries, one hnmer and one chafery. Three pairs of bellows

and one bRmmer were all driven by water and all needed independent

means of regulation. Without effective methods of multiple trans-

mission and without a clutch four waterwbeels, with independent

channels and their own sluicegates, had to activate them. Double

forges with one more finery and. another hammer needed six wheels.

A single forge in 1655 fitted into 42 feet of building; the double

129
forges requd 70 feet. 	 No doubt the buildings were more like

sheds or barns than like solid workshops but there had to be enough

substance to carry shafts with and for heavy equipment and. to

support chimney stacks over roaring hearths; with their necessary

array of ropes and levers to control the power supply these were

large and complicated structures which would only be set up where less

would not do. Indeed these complications must have created a major

problem in the proper timing and organisation to promote smooth

operation.

If it Is true th.t these double forges were expensive, difficult

to organise and not always much more efficient it would explain their

comparative rarity. The place and time of their invention has not

been established. The first sign of their existence comes again

from Rievaulx and. from Dean in the second decade of the seventeenth

century and this was closely followed by another amongst Boyle's

129. C 66/2740, inventory attached to the lease of the concession
to Throckmorton and partners.
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works near LisBlore) 30 However all the references were casual

enough to make believe that the idea was no longer new. At

least seven of them had been built by 1630, four in and near Dean,131

two near Lismore and Rievaulx. But in Dean for instance they did

not drive out or supersede smaller forges: I1ydbrook Middle forge

for instance had only one finer. 132 Parkend in Dean may have been

built as a double forge in 1613 but Soudley, built at the same time,

was an ordinary forge. In 1628 or 1629 Whitecroft arid Bradley were

built as double forges but Soudley remained an ordinary forge,

although it was completely overhauled in 1633.133 In 1717

Fuller's list shows only five forges with a capacity which amounts

to proof that they were double forges. In the whole of England

and Wales only 24 forges are shown with a capacity greater than

150 tons as against 88 smaller ones. But perhaps the most striking

point to emerge from the list is the existence of 43 forges in 1717

making less than 100 tons of bar iron a year each. 134 This does

seem to imply that for a hundred years or more the smaller forges

had proved capable of competing with the bigger ones and certainly

10. Schubert, Iron, p.274 for Rievaulx; E 178/5304, 1 Cnas.I, where
it is said that Parkend double forge has been used since 1621,
which implies that it was built thus in 1612-13; Lismore Papers,
1st ser., II, 4, for the two Irish forges.

131.Parkend, Whitecroft, Bradley and Lydney Pill forges.

132.SP 16/282/127 and SP l6/307/6list Dean forges.

133.C 66/2740.

134.Trans.Newc.Soc., IX, 21-2.
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suggests that the double forges were only used to serve some

special demand. In Dean this can be established easily enough.

The ironworks were built in conjunction with the wireworks and

presumably to serve them. They supplied the wireworks with so-

called osmund, which was probably iron very highly refined in the

ordinary fineries, between 1627 and 1634.135 It is therefore

improbable that they should not have done so either under the

niger of the wireworks between 1612 and 1615 or during the tenancy

of their shareholders, the Challoners between 1621 and l628.l

This would explain why it was said in 1625 that Parkend double

forge had produced only 140 tons of iron a year since 1621,137

because the high degree of purity required to make iron suitable

- for the drawing of iron wire could only be obtained by prolonged

treatment in a finery hearth. The other possible use of large forge

capacity lay at the other end of the scale; slitting mills could

process very large quantities of nailers' iron and the proximity

of such a market would explain the size of Bringavood and of a few

other west-Midland. forges in the late seventeenth and. early eighteenth

centuries. 1	The double forge then was not a generally applicable

improvement in the manufacture of bar iron but a highly specialised

implement. Its creation and survival suggest an advance in a

slightly different direction, towards specialisation and sophistication

135.E 112/182/163.

136.Ch.II, pp. 140-2 and 155-6 above.

137.E 178/5304, 1 Chas.I.

138.Trans.Newc.Soc., IX, 21; Ec.H.R., 2nd ser., IV, 339.
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in the employment of iron In manufacture.

The use of different sorts of iron for different purposes was

not new; smiths had long preferred Staffordshi.re to Dean iron for

nails, Spanish iron for anchors and some Swedish iron for good

steel. Within fairly narrow limits the properties of these types

of iron had been determined by their ores. With the direct process

steel or wrought iron could be made from suitable ore, most of the

quality of either depending on the ore and a little on the type of

hearth and the skill of the workmen. The differences remained

accidental rather than deliberate, at least 'within a fairly narrow

margin. Failure and mistakes could be ininmised and often repaired

either during a later stage or by a repetition of part of the process.

Granted reasonable efficiency there was little variation In the

exprod.uct. Possible variations in the indirect process were

much greater: variants of pig iron from grey to mottled and white

could be made at will in the blast furnace, probably before the

beginning of the seventeenth century) 39 Hardness increased from

grey to white and fining became more difficult at the same time:

at the least ir-oii could deliberetely be made more suitable for

either casting or fining. It Wê8 the separation of smelting and

fining though which gave to the Indirect process its truly great

flexibility and it most valuable range of controls by permitting

highly detailed adjustment.

139. Dud Dudley, Metallum Martis, (London, 1665), p.31. Taken at the
lowest level of credibility this describes the production of
distinct qualities of iron at furnace and forge and there is
no reason to suspect ante-dating even though the book discusses
a state of affairs forty years earlier,
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Pining alone could further modify but not obliterate the native

characteristics of the ores: Swedish, Spanish, Irish, Dean, Sussex

and other types of iron retained their regional names. Alongside

them though there appeared a new classification, descriptive not

of origin but of artifice used in manufacture. Starting with the

most expensive, most highly purified and most ductile, the major

classes in descending order were osmund, tough or best merchant,

blend and cold.short iron. Each of these qualities had an established

140market by the last quarter of the seventeenth century. 	 But

already in the 1630s "good and merchantable tough iron and Coishire

iron" were regarded as equally useful but distinct commodities.141

Indeed it seems to have been accepted before the 1590s that cheaper

iron, useless for wire drawing, was acceptable for the nailer.142

This context lends credibility to Dud Dudley's account of how, in

the second decade of the seventeenth century, a forge could be

adjusted to make iron. of different specifications.14 	 In short

iron was increasingly classified no longer merely as good, indifferent

and bad but divided into crudely standardised ranges of quality,

each allodng euitb1y wide safety margins for a specific ralige of

performance. This meant that many iron goods could be made more

140.A. Tarranton, England's improvement, p.58; Plot, Staffordshire,
pp. 161-2; B.L.C. Johnson, 'Foley partnerships', Ec.H.R., 2nd
ser., IV, 331-2.

141.C 66/2765, 12 Dec. 1637, letters patent to Vernatti and Whitinore.

142.E 134/39 Eliz.I/Hil 23.

143.Dud Dudley, Metallum Martla, pp. 41-2.
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cheaply with material of some recognisable uniformity. Birmingham

owed some of its prominence as the foremost manufacturing district

to its position: it could draw upon an unusually varied range of

ores in its wider surroundings. Coldshort (or colshire) iron was

cheap and somewhat brittle when heated but hard and fairly rigid when

cold: it made excellent nails. Best merchant could be worked into

intricate shapes wider heat but was too soft for hard wear. Best

merchant or tough iron came mainly from Dean and from Cumberland. and

the Purness, coldahort mainly from Staffordshire, Shropshire and.

the immediate environment of Birmingham. The two qualities could

be mixed in the forge in varying proportions to give intermediate

qualities and properties; "blend" was an approximately equal mixture

regularly sold. The fining forge then did not merely convert pig

into bar iron but controlled its quality making a number of approxi-

mately standard specifications. 144 This allowed the forge either to

become more sensitive to local demand, varying the specification of

Its product accordingly, or to specialise in one particular range.

It could do this more easily with access to different kinds of pig

iron, for prefcrence near nodal. point for a number of routes,

Indeed the separation of forge and furnace can now be seen as one

of the major advances developing with the intensified exploitation

of the indirect process in Britain. Separation in any case meant

144. Johnson, 'Foley partnerships', Ec.H.R., 2nd ser., IV, 331-2;
L-G. Hildebrand, 'Foreign markets for Swedish iron in the
eighteenth century', Scandinavian Ec.E.R., VI (1958), 23.
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reduced fuel bills: each forge could lie more or less in the

centre of the small area of wood needed to supply it. It made

available too the additional power which forges needed. In Britain

it also helped to make the manufacture of iron articles cheaper,

to give the industry greater flexibility and to introduce a crude

form of standard.isation, thus permitting greater specialisation.

The indirect process then, however inelegant chnioally,

emerged in its perfected form with a great many advantages over

the tireot process. This had been the result of the long develop-

ment of a device first of all favoured as the source of a new

material, cast iron. Bar iron began only as a by-product of this.

The indirect process permitted the effective exploitation of

relatively lowgrade ores on a large scale and, for a wide assort-

ment of everyday products, bar iron was a completely satisfactory

raw material. Hence waterpower, supplies of labour and coal made

possible the rapid growth of an iron finishing industry in Lie

and Britain in the sixteenth century when the indirect process began

to prove its worth on their ores. The principal distinction

between them my have been that Liege owed its importance primarily

to the manufacture of armaments) 4 Perhaps because the arms industry

in Britain was no more than a sideline, the technical lead was

beginning to move from Lige to Britain by the beginning of the

145. J. Leeime, La formation duecapitalisme moderne dans la
principaut de Li'ge au XVI sicle, (Lid'ge, 1939); '' e
Yernaux, La mtal1urgie li(goise et son expansion au XVII
si6cle, (Liege, 1939), pp. 25-31 and passim.
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seventeenth century. The diversity of iron manufactures in the

expanding Midlands industry permitted the further and possibly

unique refinement of bar iron made to manufacturers' specifications.

This refinement could arrive only as the culmination of a large

number of small improvements and following the demands of the market

for iron.

iii Sales

Ironworks made three kinds of ods, castings, pig iron and

bar iron. Castings had been the typical product of early blast

furnaces and their main attraction; they still employed best the

special capacities of the furnace and called upon the highest pro-

portion of special skills. The only extensive market for castings

though was offered by the speoialised demand for armaments. Guns

were solid, inaccurate and hence durable; even shot was only used

up in any quantity in time of war. Other castings were gierally

still solid and expensive and much less exposed to forcible wear.

Hence castings in Britain constituted only a small proportion of

furnace output. Because of thAir size, complexity and cost)castings

moreover tended to be made specifically to customers' orders, not

unlike suits made to measure. The most sophisticated product of

the indirect process was sold. in the most archaic manner.

Pig iron was produced in large quantities for large scale

consumption. But special circumstances made its sale a rather

disjointed operation. The customer for virtually all pig iron was

the fining forge and, as a rule, it needed more than one forge to
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cope with the output of one furnace. As there were also several

excellent reasons for the dispersal of forges and as these reasons

were often so balanced as to approximate the result to a random

distribution, pig from each furnace might in principle be sold

piecemeal at different rates in about three different major zones

as well as to a number of intermediate forges. There was often a

forge in close association with a furnace; several more surrounded

a group of fu±naces. A forge within easy reach of the furnace had

the benefit of buying the pig iron at the furnace and negotiating

its own supply. This excluded dealers and differed from ordinary

retail trade mainly because it involved tons rather than pounds.

The more distant forges, above all those close to their own market,

would often buy from intermediaries, especially if they wanted to

use different kinds of pig to vary their product. This encouraged

some wholesale dealing in pig iron. On the other hand for the furnace

owners this was the market open to the severest competition and

therefore the least comfortable or profitable. This may well be the

explanation for some of the great success of the Foley partnerships

and for the enerai popularity of partnerships and alliances in

the industry towards the end of the seventeenth oenturys 146 a truly

balanced combination of works, including the proper proportions of

different kinds of capacity and different types of iron would seem

to offer the brighte prospect. But the underlying factor was of

146. Johnson, 'Foley partnerships', Ec.H.R., 2nd ser., IV, (1952),322.
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course the relatively small scale on which furnaces and forges

still produced: no forge needed as much as ten tons of pig in a

week, no furnace made much more than twenty-five tons in the same

time and the organisation of their purchase or disposal did not

seem to require overmuch forethought.

Pig iron was used in relatively substantial quantities by a

small number of manufacturers but bar iron was used in small

amounts by a large number of craftsmen. There were some notable

exceptions to this general condition: a slitting mill could absorb

the output of several forges and wireworks like Tintern and White-

brook could take the osmund produced by two or three very large

forges. But even after the Crowleys had organised their manufacture

of iron wares on a large scale, forges worked mainly for the small

men. The middleman was therefore an essential link. On the

other hand with forges dispersed and producing only small quantities

in the short runfew dealers could concentrate solely on the iron

trade or engage in it on a large scale. Understandably the trade

does not appear to have attracted many prominent merchants: it may not

be chance alone that dealers in iron are generally difficult to trace

further and that no connected record of their business activities

during the sixteenth and seventeenth centuries has yet come to light.

Therefore it must be inferred from occasional hints, filled in mainly

from the accounts of producers, where and how iron was sold.

Most of the iron from Dean should have been shipped on Severn

and Wye and therefore much of it ought to be recorded in the surviving

port books for Gloucester, Chepstow and Bristol. But there are only
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a few port books for Gloucester and Chepstow for the late sixteenth

and early seventeenth centuries and they have only a few entries for

quite unimportant amounts of iron. The books were badly and

irregularly kept in any case and the crown concession exempted the

farmers from dues for interna]. shipment. There is no question but

that most of the iron from Dean, whether destined for Bristol or Bewdley,

must have passed through one of these two ports. But if a mere 36

tons of iron appear in the Chepstow port book for 1632 and 1,372

tons are shown in 1683 this only proves the greater reliability of

the later book.147

Bristol port books offer a little more hope and Bristol was

the natural market for any iron coming from the Dean region. In

the late sixteenth century some Spanish iron is shown every now

and then although not in large amounts; it was distributed along

the coast. 148 By the second. decade of the seventeenth century

Bristol was shipping a great deal more iron to English ports: 620

tons in 1614, 360 tons in 1615 and 273 tons in 1617.149 The origin

of this iron cannot be determined from the port books but can be

inferred from other evidence. Sir Richard Boyle sold part of his

141. T.S. Willan, 'The river navigation and trade of the Severn
valley, 1600-1750', Eo.H.R., VIII (1937-8) and The English
coasting trades 1600-1750, (Manchester, 1938), pp. 69-70.

14. E 190/1129/11, 1575-6, 64 tons of Spanish iron imported;
B 190/1130/2, 1579-80, 46 tons of iron sent up the Severn,
31 tons to South Wales.

149. B 190/1134/5, 6, 9. In 1614 the origin of only 21 tons can be
ascertained as coming from other Welsh and English ports. The
bulk of the 620 tons going out almost certainly came from Dean.
London, the principal destination then as latei, took 377 tons.
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Irish iron in Bristol, some of it at least to the Challoners, al].

of it in competition with Dean iron.° The Challoners from 1616

to 1618 received 96 tons of iron a year from Dean and also bought the

unsold rent iron accumulated by November 1616.151 From 1621 to 1628

the Challoners themselves held the concession. Their successors,

Brooke and Mynne probably both used Bristol as their staple for iron

152and wire.	 The forges along the Wye and its tributaries referred

their prices to Bristol and probably sold all their iron there, barring

a few local retail sales. Altogether then the iron shipped from

Bristol had come principally from Ireland and Dean; one may safely

assume that some of the iron made in Monmouthahire and elsewhere in

South Wales also found its way there. From Bristol much went south

along	 coasts and as far as London but some surely also travelled up

the Severn to Bewdley.

In the second half of the seventeenth century Bewdley was the

river port where iron left the Severn for the Birmingham region.

When Yarranton mentioned this in the l670s it was as a matter of

course, not as a remarkable innovation. 153 Bewdley apparently owed

]50. Lismore Papers, 2nd ser., II, pp. 162, 185-7, 214-22.

151.C 66/2091, 11 Nov. 1616; LR 12/27/923.

152.SP 19/90/57 and 63 and Cal. of Cttee. for Adv. of Money, pt.i,
pp. 200-5. George Mynne claimed that he had, inter alia,
£8,000 worth of iron and wire in Bristol.

153.A. Yarranton, England's improvement, (1677), p.57.
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its importance in the sixteenth century to the transshipment of coal

there: 154 it would thus offer some convenience for the handling of

iron in bulk. By 1619 it was well enough established as a centre

of the iron trade for Boyle to direct his agent to enquire about

the price of sow iron from the dealers in Bewd].ey.15 	 The town

lay roughly half-way between Dean and Coalbrookdale: perhaps it was

not pure accident that sir Basil Brooke tried to link the two areas;

certainly it was more than chance that he was followed by the Poleys

who took over his interest in the wireworks and leased his iron, coal

and steel works in Coalbrookdale when he had been sequestered as a

recusant and confined to the King's Bench prison.156 About 1647

George Mynne, Brooke's former partner, claimed that he had stored some

157
of his goods at Bewd.ley 	 and while he had a iriger in many pies it

seems likely that these were iron and wire. Probably then by about

the beginning of the seventeenth century a fair amount of Dean iron

was carried north on the Severn for landing at Bewdley. How much

pig or bar iron though was sent further than the immediate neighbour-

hood of Dean?

154. LH.B. Court, The rise of the Midland industries, p.6.

155.Lismore papers, 2nd ser., II, 162-5.

156.SP 23/105/199; Mm. & Bat., II, fo.94. The Foleys had a store-
house in Bewdley in 1692; it would seem probable that they had
connections there much earlier. (Johnson, Fo1ey partnerships',
Ec.H.R., 2nd ser., IV, 326-7.)

151. SP 19/90/64.
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A crude total count of forges and furnaces based on those

listed above as belonging to the Dean region 158 would suggest that

there need have been little discrepancy between the total production

of furnaces and the consumption of forges in the Dean region. But

this would accept assumptions about the crude maintenance of equili-

brium between numbers during the period here described as well as

about their average production which cannot be substantiated.

Still one may suggest that it was at least conceivable that there

was never much pig iron to go far beyond the region and that most

of the iron locally produced could have been fined within twenty or

thirty miles of the furnace. Apart from the existence of distant

and. unattached forges toothere is hardly any casual reference to or

evidence for a reg.1ar large scale trade in pig iron. Therefore the

information which can be gleaned from the detailed account of the

sale of pig iron by the Dean state furnace becomes more valuable

even if it cannot be made altogether conclusive. This is so partly

because a single works cannot necessarily be regarded as typical

of a larger group, especially if it lay near the centre of the

forest , whereas many other works were nearer the Wye or the Severn

and therefore closer to a wider market. The position was also

distorted by the reduction in the number of ironworks in the forest

and by Wade' s careful husbandry of fuel from it: this may have Ulade

'It easier for the reTnidn(ng works to sell their iron locally and

hence rather more profitably. On the other hand there is no reason

158. pp ' 265-6	 above.
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to think that forge capacity had been less radically reduced than

furnace capacity so that there may have been little change in the

distribution of pig Iron. In detail there is also the difficulty

of identifying some of the customers and of distinguishing between

those who bought for their own forges and the dealers: it is no

more than probaU. e that anyone who bought charcoal as well as pig

Iron must have done so for a forge and, possible that people of the

saa name may have been related or that people once described as acting

for another may have stayed in their employment for seven years.

3,668 tons of pig iron were sold in the whole period of the

accounts.159 The forge was the most important customer, takIng 1,001

tons or about 27 per cent, more than twice as much as any cash

customer. In each separate accounting period too the forge took

between a quarter and a third of the total, always more than any

buyer. Depending on their proper identification, between 39 and

46 per cent of the pig iron sold went to local forges and between

19 and 38 per cent to local dealers. The remainder went either

in small lots or to unidentified purchasers. Over the whole

period 22 people bought pig iron, ranging from 3 tone to 312 tons

in one accounting period. Only two dealers and one forge master

bought pig in every accounting period; if one were to assume that

every associationsuggested by somewhat doubtful indications such

as name or employe did In fact exist, the number of customers

159. of. Appendix v below for a summary account of purchases of
pig and bar iron, 1655-1660.
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falls to thirteen of whom five bought in every accounting period.

This too would make the Winters, buying 29 per cent of the total

sold, partly directly but mostly through agents, the biggest cash

customers. It would also mean that 61 per cent of the total sold

went to the three biggest customers, two probably dealers and one

a forge owner.

2,667 tons of pig were sold in 69 separate transactions, an

average of 39 tons per sale but some of the bigger entries may

lump together a series of smaller transactions. Less than a

third of the iron was sold in five lots of 100 tons or above,

nearly half was sold in 54 lots of under 50 tons. Moreover each

parcel tended to be sold in a separate transaction: in 1656-7 a

man might buy 6 tons at £7 and 23 tons at £7.5e., another 129 tons

at £7.3s.6d. and 88 tons at £7.7s.6d. The changes seem quite

unpredictable and. one cannot even distinguish between variations

due to differences in quality and those resulting from short term

changes in demand and supply. Certainly the number of different

rates at which the iron was sold and the irregularity of the changes

would seem to suggest individual bargaining rather than established

market conditions. For all that it remains clear that some Dean

pig iron was at least available for shipment elsewhere; the nearer

forges bought their own supplies but the more distant ones had to

compete, perhaps at Bristol and Gloucester or even at Bewdley, to

buy from the dealers who had taken a fifth to a third of the saleable

pig. Presumably the two-thirds or four-fifths sold locally were more

important to the furnace owner who might well look upon the dealers

as part cf his local customers.
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Bar iron was made in smaller quantities for consumption in

very small packets. Therefore it was in the end bought by a very

large number of customers in circumstances favouring competition but,

for the same reason, it would be more conveniently bought at the

forge by middlemen for distribution. Between 10 March 1655 when

160
apparently the forge began to operate	 and 26 April 1660, when

Wade s accounts conclude, 634 tons of bar iron had been sold.

Retail trade to local customers was a profitable part of forge

162
sales:	 over fourteen per cent for the whole of this period

was sold in diminutive lots ito often anonymous ox unidentifiable

people; adding named persons who bought fairly small amounts in

only one accounting period gives a total of sixteen per cent of

retail sales or 103 tons of bar. The remainder was sold to nine

people in 33 transactions ranging from 2 tons to 50 tons a time.

458 tons was sold in 20 transactions of 10 tons and over, the rest

in smaller lots. But there was really only one major buyer who took

mainly these small amounts; the others appear to have taken them if

that was the most they could get. Two customers bought in every

accounting period and took 45 per cent of the total sold and both

were from Bristol; over the five years Bristol took 65 per cent

and in each accounting period the four biggest customers bought between

160. SP 18/130/102, p.20. This was more than a year after the
furnace had begun to work.

161. Appendix v below.

162. cf. H.C.B. Mynors, 	 manufacture under Charles	 Woolhope
Naturalists' Field Club Trans. ,Xixiv ( 1952), 5.
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three-quarters and four-fifths of the iron sold. The rate of

production was about three tons a week and the final demand from

manufacturers of iron wares was generally a mere fraction of a

ton: 163 the purchase of consignments of ten to fifty tons of

bar iron then was in every way a proper wholesale transaction and

would tend to indicate the existence of a wide market.

Very crudely the difference between the market for pig iron

and that for bar iron seems to be con.flrmed by the behaviour of

prices realised for them until April 1660. Pig iron prices arranged

in order of size fall into a series of rates at each of which a

relatively small number of parcels was sold: there are thirteen

different rates between £6.6.8. and £8.0.0.; the highest number of

lots sold was 13 at £7.O.0.; one rate recurs six times, two five

times, the rest four, three or two times and there are even some

intermediate rates between these. The rates are separated by steps

of 4d, 6d, is, 2s, 3s6d and some others, all small. Some of the

major differences may have been the result of differences in quality

and in the place of delivery but overall the progression appears so

gradual that it would sug0est the result of bargaining around some

notional figure. Bar iron prices on the other hand suggest a series

of fairly distinct steps between different rates: 12 lots were sold

at £17. 10 . , 9 at £l8.0.0., 5 at £17.O.0. and 5 at £16.10; there were

163. A nailer apparently used a ton of iron in a year (W.H.B. Court,
The rise of the Midland industries, 2nd edn., pp. 196-7).
A blacksmith might preswibly sometimes need quite large amounts
of iron but it is difficult to imagine his forge as capable of
dealing with more than half a ton or so a week as a matter of
routine and normal sales.
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also three lots sold at £17.15 and five intermediate rates. These

look much more like market rates for different well recognised qualities

of bar iron with only exceptional haggling and agreed terms of delivery.

The great but isolated technical advance which the blast furnace

represented did little to change the traditional pattern of trade in

iron except to enlarge it. To some extent this may have been the

result of the technical obstacle to major improvements in fining.

Relations between smelters and finers were of a peculiar and cir-

cuinscribed nature with each group depending exclusively upon the other

and neither group being very large. The forges stepped the output

of the furnaces down to something nearer accustomed quantities and

they catered for t1e proper market for raw iron, the manufacturers.

It is at least possible that even correspondingly great advances

in the techniques of converting pig iron to wrought Iron could have

done little to alter the pattern of marketing unless there had been

similar changes in the making of iron objects for the consumer. Few

items then made used up large quantities of wrought iron: such things

as gates and anchors were as durable as large castings and even more

expensive. Most bar iron was destined for manufacture into nails,

wire, cutlery, tools and horseshoes which used iron by the pound

and were made by small craftsmen. These were sold to individual

customers who were, on the whole, widely and thinly dispersed. Hence

labour and distribution contributed a very high share to their final

cost. In the sixteenth century a pound of bar iron would have cost

)ust over a penny; the highest retail price in the seventeenth

century would have raised that to two pence. The manufacture of

iron wire from Lhe most expensive kind of fined iron may be regarded
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as an extreme case; here the price paid for the iron accounted

for about half the costs or between 25 and 35 per cent of the

price of wire made at Tintern about 1590.164 Much if not most

of the wire was made into wool cards by setting it into a wooden

backing the iron accounted for 5 per cent of the cost or four

165
per cent of the price of a pair.	 Profits were more than 40

per cent on cost; doubling the price of iron would have reduced

this to 35 per cent, not disastrous by any means. Moreover 23

per cent of this most expensive iron was lost in the drawing of

wire from the iron rods. The organisation of the manufacture of

iron goods on a large scale as practised by the Crowleys in the

second half of the seventeenth century helped to cut all kinds of

marginal costs but did little to alter the essential aspect of the

166
market for iron.	 In the first place the total demand of a mass

164. E 101/632/36 and Add.MS, 12497, foe. 340d-l. The first of
these two ex parte statements is designed to justify a m-inim.l
rent for the wireworks and hence to exaggerate costs; the
second is an attempt to demonstrate the excessive profits of
the farmers so that truth should lie somewhere between the
two statements.

165. Add. MS, 12497, Los. 356-7. The data here given are not
altogether consistent with indications drawn from elsewhere.
The dearest wire sold from Tintern in the 1590s was 6d a pound;
here it is said that wire was bought at 15d or 16d a pound for
drawing out into cardwire. But even if this figure is too high
the ls6d attributed to wood, nails and wages to make three pairs
of cards looks reasonable; using this figure with the price of
wire at 6d per pound would still leave the proportion of the
cost of iron in the costs of the finished card at less than
6 per cent.

166. M.W. Flinn, Men of iron, (Edinburgh, 1962), esp. pp. 106-7.
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of small craftsmen at any time would have exceeded the consumption

of a large firm and even on the Crowleys the effect of changes in

the price of bar iron would have remained relatively slight. As

for the public which bought the finished articles piecemeal, very

large changes in the cost of raw material would have produced only

an infinitesimally small residual effect on prices and almost none on

their demand for things like knives, nails horseshoes, stirrups,

ploughahares and mousetraps.

If the market for such iron articles was in the short run

highly inelastic, as seems probable, that would fit in with the

more or less arbitrary variations in the prices obtained for pig

and bar iron. Radical improvements in the technique of making

iron at any point in the process, by increasing the supply of iron

and making it cheaper, could promote the substitution of iron for

ot1r materials, such as nails for wooden pegs. Mere improvements

in smelting however were not enough to stimulate cumulative technical

and economic advance throughout the whole industry, to say nothing

of sales and markets. The inertia of the whole system proved more

powerful than the forces of change. But if it be true that the

revolutionary changes in the industry took place in the smelting

of iron and that the rate of change decreased between the furnaces

and the manufacturer and seller of iron goods it is unlikely that

the market for iron in seventeenth century Britain expanded faster

than its smelting so that imports had to be called in to fill the

gap between the supply of native iron and the demands of manufacturing
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industry. It is of course true that there was general expansion

in the British iron industry during the seventeenth century but, as

far as can be judged, some reasonable balance between supply of and

demand for iron seems to have been maintained throughout. This can

be shown from Boyle's attempts to break into the English market for

iron between 1615 and. 1631: when the Dean concession was suspended,

but not otherwise, he could sell pig iron in Bristol; when it was

revived he could only hope for another suspension) 6	He could

sell his bar iron more profitably to the Dutch than to the British

and when he did sell to a British company they were not anxious to

renew their contract because his quality was too iow.	 When the

exchequer in 1615 agreed to accept rent from the Dean concession in

bar iron it soon found its stocks mounting up: it sold it eventually

but not on excessively favourable terms.169 On the other hand it

could be claimed in the 1630s that an order suspending some production

from Dean or the establishment of a partial monopoly by Richard Foley

in the West Midlands could drive up prices by thirty or forty per

cent. 17° Conversely it was said. in 1662 that a mere fifty tons of

bar and a hundred tons of pig iron thrown rashly on the market had

171
quite disorganised prices for Dean iron. 	 If these isolated. and.

167. Lismore papers, 1st ser., I, 189; 2nd ser., II, 210-4, 244-6.

l6. Lismore papers, 1st ser., II, 35,43,52,79,80,313,320. This
information also agrees with data kindly supplied to me by
Professor T. Ranger.

169. C 66/2075; C 66/2091; LR 12/35/1 271 & /27/743 & 923; SP l4/99/78

170. E 112/182/163 for Dean; SP 16/321/92 for Foley.

171. Harleian MS, 6859, fos. 534d - 335.
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local phenomena are not proof, at least they- do not suggest that

the market for iron was invariably ebulliently expanding and vora-

ciously insatiable. Indeed one might now ask for similar proof

on the other side before discarding the data here used: where are

the complaints of craftsmen held to ransom by the exceedingly rapid

inflation of bar iron prices or forced to starve because they could

not buy all the bar iron they wanted? Where are the dealers scouring

the country for the last ton of iron and laying siege to the ironworks?

None of the information yet available contradicts the suggestion that

production and demand were balanced rather than diverging, that

expansion was gradual rather than revolutionary and that price was

more likely to be determined by changes in supply rather than in

demand.

Under such conditions it was perhaps not very likely that

wholesale trade in iron should attract a large body of powerful

specialists. In the l580s in Birmingham bar iron was bought in

parcels of five tons or less; 172 in the 1650s Bristol appears to

have bought three-fifths of Its iron in lots of eleven tons or more.

Indeed a single dealer could now sometimes buy more in one lot than

anyone in the 1580s had bought in a whole year. For all that the

difference made In annual transactions by seventy years was one of

degree rather than of kind. Indeed the contrast between the manu-

facturing town Birmingham and the trading town Bristol may well be

172. R.A. Pelham, 'Migration of the iron industry ••,t, B'ham Arch.
Soc. Trans., LXVI (1950), 145.
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more significant than the chronological gap. London traded on a

much larger scale: London port books turn up a number of men accus-

tomed to handling iron in hundreds of tons and three London iron-

mongers agreed to take Boyle's 400 tons of iron a year for seven

years in 1629. 173 Undoubtedly there is more evidence of regular

trade in considerable quantities of bar iron widely dispersed over

the country by the second quarter of the seventeenth century than

had existed in the last quarter of the sixteenth century. Some

aspects of iron manufacture had concentrated on certain regions not

necessarily contiguous with the major centres of smelting and the

links between them were becoming more regular, organised and sophis-

ticated. Here too the advance was steady rather than spectacular.

iv. Labour

In many ways the new iron industry of the seventeenth century

suggests strong parallels to nineteenth century industry. Technical

developments dominated the scale ath rhythm of operations. Its

highly skilled workmen could not hope to depart for independence

in good times,merely equipped with the tools of their tradebecauae

their principal tool needed much capital. The technique required

both a highly specialised and qualified core and a then uncommon

degree of discipline in the whole labour force. All this should

have given a strong impulse to the emergence of pure wage labour

173. Lismore papers, 1st ser., II, 313, 320.
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in the industry.

The novel features, however strongly they may strike historians,

were concealed for contemporaries by the slow and gradual development

of an old and widespread industry. Greater quantities of raw

materials and of finished produce had to be handled in a more regular

flc but the increase was not at first so great nor its further growth

so spectacular as to suggest the need for major changes in their

organisation. The fuel remained for some time yet a crop harvested

as a by-product of landownership and favouring something not un].ike

the rhythm of a farming year. Mining was still largely a matter

of exploiting superficial pockets and veins of ore, larger than

formerly but still to all appearances manageable by part-time labour.

Last but not least the rural isolation of the major mining districts

and the extended participation of local landowners in the industry

combined to suggest the employment of reserves of local labour in

the first place, not a matter of giving work to men otherwise alto-

gether unemployed but of filling their long periods of under-

employment gainfully. Gradual emergence and a rural environment

then everywhere formed an impediment to the rapid development of

pure wage labour.

If the countryside was everywhere conservative it was no less

so in the forest of Dean. Not only its seclusion and its virtual

autonoiy under the forest law but more specifically the age and

importance of its iron industry had provided it with an unusually

well developed and tenacious set of traditions. 174 Extensive

1.74. Ch.III, pp. 305-8	 above & passim.
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claims to common rights in Dean were supplemented by claims of the

free miners to extract and appropriate base minerals found anywhere

under the soil of the biggest known perambulation of the forest of

Dean. 175 In practice the minerals concerned were iron ore, coal

and quarries of stone and the rights claimed included the right to

take some timber and fuel needed in mining. Elsewhere the iron-

master had to buy his ore from the landowner; in Dean he had to

agree with the landowner who was entitled to a royalty, however

nominal, for mineral taken from his soil but he had also to deal

with the miners in order to get regular and undisputed deliveries

of ore. Of course this helped in one way because, given the right

approach, landowners could not obstruct the supply of ore as long

as any could be found in Dean. But it also presented a major

obstacle for any attempt to control ore supply directly or to

organise it by a regular timetable. The free miners were all

local inhabitants and therefore frequently part-time miners with

some land. Moreover the miners were also commoners and commoners

on the whole tended to uphold the miners' rights because they or

some member of their families could always qualify as miners.

Therefore any conflict or friction arising from the introduction

of this new large scale process into the forest was likely to involve

both fuel and ore and, to complicate matters further, to be conducted

in the traditional terms of commoner versus despoiler and enoloser,

resident against intruder, conserver against innovator. The most

175. Hart, Miners.
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urgent and explicit pressure for rationalisation could have prevailed

against such social cohesion only with difficulty.

Quaintness, antiquity and tenacious survival have combined to

draw much attention upon the 'Free Miners of the Forest of Deans. .76

There were only a few other privileged mining districts in the

British Isles and only in Dean was the digging of the cheap and

common minerals coal and iron covered by a pr].vilege. 177 Apart

from a few random hints in medieval documents,, however, regarding

mining in Dean and Its organisation, 17 our knowledge of their

procedures and their claims to privilege is based on material of

seventeenth century origin or provenance. First and most extensive

was "The Miners Laws and Privileges", an attempt to set down a formal

statement which may have originated in the fourteenth century but

of which the earliest evidence is a transcript made in or before

1610.179 A series of legal and fipancial disputes and enquiries,

begun about that time, provides parallel and sometimes supplementary

17. H.G. Nicholls, The forest of Dean, (London, 1858) and Iron
making in the olden times, (London, 1866); Rhys Jenkins,
'Ironinaicing in the forest of Deant, Trans,Newc.Soc., VI (1925-6),
pp. 42-65; Hart, Miners; Schubert, Iron, p.183.

177. The others were the lead mining districts of the Peak and of
Mendip and the tin mining districts of Devon and Cornwall.

17. Hart, Miners, p. 12 ff.

179. Saokville MSS, Cranfield papers, 1444; of. H.M.C., Sackville,
I, 312. This transcript agrees substantially with other copies
made, presumably of the same document, In the 1670s, which
have been known In print since 1687. (or. Hart, Miners, pp.
34-45).
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evidence.	 Finally the proceedings of the mine law courts appear

to have been first recorded. in 1656 and, with increasing regularity

as so-called 'orders from 1668. 	 The enthusiasm of local

antiquaries and the then legitimate belief in a universal permeation

of medieval society by gilds and closed corporations led people to

extrapolate the sum of all that could be learnt about the Dean

miners in the seventeenth century into an ancient golden age. Here

a presumably large and organised group with clearly acknowledged

rights controlled the mining of ore and, by imPlication )Prices and

supply. From this extrapolation historians have argued with

some unanimity that the free miners obstructed the modernisation

of the industry in the sixteenth century 182 and. that the conflicts

between miners, crown and various types of concessionaires in the

seventennth century correspond to the determined rearguard actions

of an obsolete gild which is forced to surrender its privileges and

degenerates step by step.

180. Most of these may be found in the Bills and Answers (E 112)
and the depositions (E 134) in the Court of Exchequer in the
P.R.O. Many of them have been printed in Hart, Miners, ch.V.

181. Hart, Miners, p. 77 ff.

182. Schubert, Iron, p. 183; he merely snnnarises the views of
others or their proper implications.
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'The miners' laws and privileges' is perhaps the most

comprehensive and formal statement of their claims. It is however

no more than an ex parte statement and there is no sign that it had

ever in its entirety been presented to any authority before the

seventeenth centatry. This is what the miners did or thought they

were entitled to do. In general terms their claim to mine freely

in any land within the hundred of St. Briavels or in one of the

large perainbulations of the forest was recognised: they paid a

royalty which was collected by a crown official, the gaveller, at

least in the fifteenth century and, perhaps by some other official,

very much earlier than that. 183 But before 1668 all born and

living in the hundred of St. Briavels could exercise this - and almost

certainly any other - right of the miners. 184 Indeed this is emphasised

by the claim in the miners' laws that the Bhare of any miner in a mine

might be freely bequeathed, qualified only by restricting entry to any

mine to native born inhabitants. In practice it may have remained

improbable that a man without all training or lore should have found.

a worth while seam or deposit, that he should have been accepted by

more experienced men as an equal, never mind a leading partner or

that he should have succeeded by himself in the necessary digging,

propping up and the effective sorting out of ore from dirt. For

all that the notion of a substantial and firmly organised regular

183. liart, Miners, pp. 52-3 & p. 12 ff.

184. Hart, Miners, p. 81; for the earlier position ibid.,
pp. 34-5; B 112/83/411 and B 112/179/45.
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body of professional coal and iron miners in Dean during the

middle ages smacks of the study without reference to concrete pos-

sibilities. There is no evidence that iron ore or coal were

produced for a consistent large scale market in the medieval period;

the small quantities which could be sold. or used rather irregularly

might have supplemented other sources of income but would probably

not have kept many men alive as their sole employment. At its

height the Dean iron industry in the middle ages may have used

185
rather less than 1,500 tons of iron ore in a year.	 At a guess

50 miners working for thirty weeks in a year would have been hard

put to it to keep their production down to that level. Perhaps

there was some reason why the crown, when it needed sappers from

Dean, appears to have asked for only thirty or forty men:186 it

is difficult to imagine that mining in Dean gave regular part-time

employment to much more than 100 to 150. But this does not imply

that regularity was one of the features of mining there; it would

seem far more probable that many of the native inhabitants had

enough of the skills of the miner to find and exploit a seam with

a form of opencast mining when opportunity and time served.

The rules embodied in the miners' laws were well adapted for

such a casual part-time occupation: registration and limitation

of claims, the period for whi a claimant could safely leave his mine

185. Schubert, Iron, pp. 139-141 & 99-102.

186. Hart, Miners, pp. 21-4.
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unworked, technical needs and the settlement of obvious oases of

conflict. This required neither formal charter nor established

corporation; indeed t is not at all certain that all the customary

rules followed by the miners were embodied in their statement of

their laws. But if the free miners' privileges were tantamount

to a technical extension of the common rights of inhabitants that

did not imply that all native inhabitants either exercised them or

operated them in person. It was no more to be expected that every

commoner would do his own mining than that he would fell, trim and

square his own allocation of building timber or fence stakes. In

short it does not seem probable that the miners were always bound to

regard competition amongst themselves or from outsiders as a serious

threat to their welfare.

The market for ore began to grow with the introduction of the

blast furnace; by 1610 Dean miners were shipping 1,400 tons of ore

187
to Ireland under contract	 and supplying a proportion of the needs

of five local blast furnaces needing something like 3,000 to 4,000

188
tons of ore per year.	 The four furnaces built by the concessio-

189
naires could, by 1613, have used up 6,000 tons a year or more;

by the 1630s the local consumption of ore and cinders may have

190
been in the region of 20,000 tons. 	 Moreover these much greater

187. C 66/1705 and. S 112/83/411.

188. Cli. II, p. 119 above. Both here and immediately below a
crude but conservative guess at output has been used
multiplied by three to give the figure for ore.

189. Cli. II, p. 148	 above.

190. Cli. II,pp.26l-4 above.
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quantities of ore were needed year after year with some certainty.

So marked and sustained an expansion must have strained customary

casual and tacit arrangements severely; its effect was aggravated by

the authorised and massive intrusion of the crown concessionaires

into the hitherto virtually closed forest. It became important

first of all to recover and reproduce whatever written information

about the customs was available: hence the miners' laws and privileges

were disinterred as a first line of defence.19	 Hence too the

numerous attempts, by miners as well as concessionaires, to probe

the legal limits of the privileges claimed arid to occupy advanced

positions where possible. 192 Hence also the increased attention

paid to records in the mine law court: it is conceivable that no

systematio record, or even none at all, was kept before the beginning

195of the seventeenth century.	 Finally one can observe, with a

191. E 112/83/411 and Cranfield MS, 1444 (1613 and 1610 respectively)
agree tolerably well on the rights and duties of the miners.

19Z. E 112/83/411 re general rights of miners, E 112/83/351
quarrying of grindstone, E 112/179/45 	 rights of miners in
grounds newly granted to private persons, E 112/81/155	 rights
of miners via-a-via a concession to mine coal and grindstones,
E 112/300/10 re mining for ochre. of. Hart, Miners, passim for
extensive transcripts of the depositions of witnesses interrogated
in these and similar causes, taken from E 134, the corresponding
series of Exchequer interrogatories and depositions.

19's. E 134/22 Jas.I/East 8, April 1624, contains a fair description
of the mine law court and its functions without once referring
to written records; the first mention of a continuous record
of the court occurs in 1637 and the statement there made does
not seem inconsistent with the possibility that this may have
been its begirning. (Hart, Miners, p.70).
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reasonably unprejudiced eye, the growth of a corporate spirit.

In 1656 the mine law court still dealt only with the common run

194
of disputes between miners;	 by 1668 it made a determined attempt

to restrict entrance to the trade and to lay down a period of training

as a conditionas well as sketching the outlines of a corporate

195
organisation for the miners;	 by 1680 it had reached the point

of trying to lay down minimum prices for ore.'96 This sequence

would seem a plausible reaction to unprecedented and powerful pres-

sures. The absence of older recrds may not be proof that they

had never existed but at least it proves nothing else either: an

attempt to explain later developments without reference to hypothetical

losses may have some virtues.

Local customs and traditions then were defended with enough

tenacity to promote a search for some accommodation with them. The

lawyers were reluctant to uphold the miners' claims in principle

while not denying them all force "as a matter of favour & grace &

not of right"197 and also questioned their right to any but the mines

already opened. 19	But no authoritative legal. decision on any of

the debateable points has ever been brought to the attention of

194. Gloucester Public Library lAS, LF 1.1.

195.Hart, Miners, pp. 81-3.

196.Hart, Miners, pp. 102-3.

197.E 126/1/270, Exchequer (.R., Decrees and Orders, Ser. IV,
injunction of 28 Jan., Hilary 10 Jas. I; cf. Ch.II, p. 148 above.

19. SP 16/307/8 & 81.
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later official investigations: presumably there were none. Perhaps

this was as well for the self-respect of the law because the miners

were not easily impressed by authority. Statute reiterated the

refusal of the chief justice of forests to allow the miners the free

it timber they claimed by custom and took without leave for another

hundred years after) 99 In this mute defiance the miners were

sustained by a degree of unanimous support from the whole community.

In 1637 their number was estimated as "above a hundred families";2

in the second half of the eighteenth century there were fewer than

659 men involved: 201 not enough to disregard the law in complete

isolation. On the other hand. a hundred poor families which could

cause much trouble if disregarded by concessionaires would be more

likely to fight for their livelihood than to oppose powerful men on

points of principle. Neither were the profits from mere mining in

Dean great enough to encourage the crown or its concessionaires to

insist: it was easy enough to employ the miners, to buy their ore

and even to accept merely symbolic control over them, as long as they

did not obstruct the operations in other ways. Thus Edward Tyrringhaan

employed outsiders as well as free miners to get his coal, despite

the latterts opposition to his royal grant and to the intrusion

of outside labour.2	 Similarly the Winters, the Halls and other

199. Harleian biB, 6839, fo. 336; Statute 19 & 20 Chas. II, c.8;
Third Report of the (omndssion, appx. x (regarding free pit
timber in 1788).

200. Hart, Miners, p. 193.

201. Hart, Miners, p. 238.

202. Hart, Miners, pp. 193, 238; Nef, Coal, I, 279-80.
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local landowners did not meet serious opposition when they exploited

their local coal and iron mines and sold their ore and cinders to

ironmasters.203 Indeed the miners may well have looked upon exclusive-

ness as the least important privilege. Demand for coal as well as

iron expanded throughout the seventeenth century204 and it is

improbable that the proportion of native born inhabitants willing

to give more of their time to mining can have grown as quickly.

The miners did not want to be squeezed out and wanted, if possible,

preference in employment and. acknowledgement of their property in

minerals dug by them.

The miners then were not negligible yet, compared to conces-

sionaires and ironmasters armed with money and royal authority they

were affective only occasionally and under provocation. The

crown on the whole encouraged the ironmasters to take ore from the

miners; 205 the ironmasters were more often concerned to stop the

miners from supplying their competitors than to refuse their ore.206

Given that the part-time labour of the free miners was not likely

to satisfy the growing demand but that it was essential for good

203.B 112/181/155 for Winter; Gonning MS, 331/7/30 for Hall.

204.Nef, Coal, I, 20 and passim; p. 465 above.

205.C 66/2060 & 2075; C 66/2258 were two grants directly ordering
the concessionaires to buy from the miners; after 1621 grants
apparently assumed that this would be done on the whole.

206.C 66/2740, grant to Throckmorton et al. gave them an explicit
monopoly; SP 16/317/79 and. SP 16/323, pp. 210-11.
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local relations to employ them 1 the simplest solution to the problem

was to draw in additional free labour and to employ everyone on a

contract basis. Similarly it was obviously expedient to offer a

chance of employment to local woodcutters, colliers and carriers

before supplementing them with outside labour and here too It was

easier to treat the necessary transactions as contractual pieceerk.

Nevertheless the disparity between workers and employers remained

notorious and both sides were inclined to regard the payments for

ore, for coaling and for carriage as wages: the independence of the

207
worker was nominal rather than real.	 Presumably this necessary

compromise was responsible for much inefficiency; inasmuch as some

of that was due to the climatic conditions which imported a seasonal

instead of a regular and even rhythm into the work, it is difficult

to blame solely the conditions of employment.

At least some part-time semi-independent labour was probably

employed everywhere; this makes it hard to estimate the number

required throughout the year. Surviving accounts often leave a

quite incoherent picture of the numbers employed: in 1546 Panningridge

apparently had 53 woodcutters to supply two colliers and one "ore carrier"

to supply seven pig iron carriers. In 1549 the more productive

furnace at Worth needed only six miners instead of the seven of

208
Panningridge but two and a half times as many colliers.	 Hence

207. E 112/179/37; I 178/5304, 13 Chas. I and 1 112/181/159, complaint
that the farmers were paying the miners in truck.

2c8. Straker, Weald, pp. 196 and 462.
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it may be more expedient to rely on.the rougher estimates which

seemed plausible to contemporaries. A scheme to set up a large

forge and furnace in Ireland, perhaps in the l620s, reckoned that

77 men would be needed to operate them. 209 In Dean a furnace and

forge may have needed between 50 and 90 men; employees named in the

accounts of the state ironworks as receiving pay or advances come

to at least 53 but something like 80 in a].]. would seem more probable.21°

The number needed around the furnace and forge directly may have

211been between 20 and 30,	 leaving 50 to 60 for mining, felling,

coaling and transport. On the face of It this count would seem

to be inconsistent with sir Basil Brooke's statement that the farmers

of the four crown furnaces and five forges between 1628 and 1634

212had employed 127 men living in cabins in the forest. 	 But this

was an occasion when he statement was likely to be as literal and

conservative as possible: one can safely assume that this was in

fact no more than a count of heads of households living in cabins

In the forest and regularly employed by the farmers, presumably

the core of their 'outside' workforce. Probably then it needed

altogether something of the order of 50 to 100 people to serve a

furnace and forge.

209.SP 63/276/140, State Papers Ireland, Additional, Undated.

210.SP 18/130/102 and E 178/6080, pt.i.

211.Combining data taken from SP 63/276/140 and C 66/2740, the latter
giving the allocation of housing around the works in Dean in 1634,
the former enumerating the different kinds of worker.

212.Oh. III, p. 311 above.
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Only one section of these employees was always paid with a

regular salary, the clerks so called. This was, as might be

expected, the term applied to all employees whose function would

require some literacy although their status and importance could

differ as widely as did their salaries. Indeed some of them were

paid so little that either one person must have been paid for corn-

bluing the several lowly jobs involved or that their perquisites,

apart from housing, fuel and plots of land, must have included fees

from workmen and customers of winch no record has survived. The

mn.ger of several or of one works was called a clerk, as were the

undermuugers, accountants, bookkeepers, cashiers and salesmen

or the keepers of supplies and stores. For the state works in

Dean some estimate of their relative positions and functions can

be attempted. Wade was the manager and his position, as indicated

by his annual salary of £200, was more important than mere manager

of a furnace and a forge. He had been responsible for their

plrn(ng and construction; he administered and re-planted the

crown forest, initiated and supervised the supply of timber for

the nay and finally also the local construction of a man of war.213

The position of the furnace clerk in Dean corresponded more nearly

to that of the ordinary managing clerk elsewhere, although his

responsibility and authority were rather smaller: for £50 a year

213. SP 25/77, p. 487, details Wade's powers and instructions; it
becomes clear from his correspondence and accounts that he was
actually doing the work for which he was paid.
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he acted as general works mrniger, bookkeeper, accountant,

cashier and salesman. The forge clerk often occupied this kind

of position e1sewhere here he simply performed siniilar duties

in a narrower field for £25 a year. The chief woodclerk was

paid £15 and the second woodclerk and. the stocktaker £5 each,

presumably as retainers rather than a living wage. 214 One may

safely assume that all clerks with their salaries regarded them-

selves as superior to the common workmen; a managing clerk's

position was acceptable for someone who considered himself a

gentleman. 215.

In their pay and. probably also in esteem the key workers,

founders, finers and hiunmermen were not far below the managing

clerks. But the exact rewards of the skilled workmen cannot be

isolated because in both furnace and forge the skilled technical

operations were performed by a team while the pay is always shown

as if founders, finers and hammermen were the only people receiving

anything for the work. There exist occasional hints that the

chief workmen were paid a small retainer, "standing wages" at about

£10 a year, in which figure was included a notional reckoning for

accommodation and. fuel. 236 Apart from the highly skilled and

ultimately responsible founder a furnace usually needed a filler

214.SP 18/130/102, p. 23.

215.E 178/3837, 9 Jas.I, Feb. 14 Jas.I, June 14 Jas.I.; E 112/
180/66; E 178/5304, 1 Chas.I.

216.SP 63/276/140; Add.MS 11052, No.65.
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to maintain the proper level and to adjust the composition of the

charge, a bridge server who kept up the filler's store of coal, ore

and flux and a furnace keeper to watch over the hearth and perhaps

to tap the slag from time to time. All of them must have had

assistants if only to help in keeping shifts; in the state works

in Dean, these had to be paid by the founder from his annual average

takings of £150. Shifts were not needed at the forge but each

skilled worker here too had at least one assistant and. the £140 a

year paid on average for fining had to be divided between two finers,

one hanierman and three other workmen. 21	This adaptation of work

in the new iron industry to a craft patterh would in fact seem to

fit the technical and organisational needs of the industry reasonably

well; it would also require only a simple extension of the arrange-

ments prevailing in the older and smaller ironworks. The need

for teemwork may incidentally help to explain what seems a remarkable

rigidity in skilled wages: in a trade without formal organisation

or apprenticeship there can have been little difficulty in the way

of promoting assistants. On the other hand technical improvements

may have meant some reduction in the size of the teams. As their

pay was related to output they all benefited to some extent by

its notable increase.

Twelve to fifteen skilled workmen around the works left about

forty to aghty to supply and carry raw material or finished produce.

Something can be learned about a few when they were identified as

217. Appendix iv and the original accounts on which this is based.
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witnesses or jurymen to enquiries and lawsuits or when they

borrowed money from the works or were paid individually.

Payments however could indiscriminately reward the supply of

goods or merely the labour expended to procure them and most

of them simply indicate totals paid out either for certain services

or stated amounts of wood cut or coal either charred or carried;

never do they say how long a period the payment for these items

referred to or how many men had been employed in their production.

They do not show daily wages and they say little or nothing

about the terms on which the men were employed. There is no

doubt that some at least must have been wage labour, people hired

to go and. cut, coal and carry the ironmasters' wood; some of the

miners or at least some of their helpers may similarly have been

hired, perhaps sometimes circumventing the mining laws of Dean.

Payment in virtually every instance was by the piece, alike for

independent contractor, regular and permanent or casual and part-

time labour. Men could and did slip into and out of semi-dependent

employment: one week they might cut the firm's wood, next coal

some which had been mysteriously acquired to be sold on their own

account or, with a horse, they might do a little carrying. The

impression is one of a pool of casual labour rather than of a force

of regularly employed workmen. This flexibility was promoted by

the nature of this semi-skilled work, all of which was likely to

be familiar to people living in and near woods. There were too

all sorts of by-employment, most of it open alike to local men and
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squatters. Jobs and employers could therefore be changed with

equal facility but, given the casual nature of most alternative

employments, ample labour for the ironworks would usually remain.

The employment of casual labour and the presence of a con-

siderable group of people engaged on similar work in roughly the

same area for other employers would suggest the need for close

supervision. However the work itself was slow and dealt with

heavy and bulky materials so that its control would have required

only few men. Probably the lronmasters did not worry too much

about ii: control was often slack; they may have been content with

simply paying by results. Symptomatic of their attitude was the

job of the only kind of foreman or gauger ever mentioned, the

master corder. His principal function appears to have been care

in packing the cubic space of a cord as tightly as possible with

wood. 
2	

One may safely assume that his was a regular job carrying

a wage as well; there is little to show the degree of nominal

dependence of the other workers. Indeed there can have been little

if anything to distinguish the established employee of an ironinaster

from his independent neighbour. All the Dean concessions entitled

the farmers to build houses for their employees in the forest, to

enclose a garden plot around it and to collect free firewood for

218. E 178/3837, 11 Jas.I. The master corder here mentioned was
paid 2s.6d for each 20 cords 'set up' and lOd for each cord
saved after drying and re-stacking.
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it. 219 But this or something like it was done by unlicensed

squatters anrway and it could equally attract them to the works

to legalise their mode of living or enable the farmers to settle

their own imported men. The farmers probably did not spend much

energy on building shacks and hovels throughout the forest but

left that to the workers themselves. These outside workers were

in fact of &istinctly lower status than people employed close to

the works. Here the employers provided accommodation or were at

least more directly responsible for it. 22° If the clerkts house

was substantial, the tail end of their provision consisted of

"three poore thatched cottages"; this may well have been something

better than the best of the outside workers could call home.

Other signs too help, somewhat generally and indirectly, to

illuminate the difference between inside and outside workers.

Whatever the pattern of organisation, the inside workers approximated

most closely to proper wage labour while the cast. outside workers

veered towards independence. It was the outside workers who could

most easily change employers and jobs and who could do most to

supplement their wages yet it was they who complained against truck,

unsatisfactory working conditions and excessive restrictions; they

221
showed greater self-consciousness and fighting spirit.	 The

219. Appendix i.

220. C 66/2740. The inventory of the Dean crown ironworks includes an
incomplete list of domestic buildings associated with the nine
works. There are 35, headed by a "house for the clarke, built
of tymber 2 storeys highe 24 foot longe and 15 foot broad, with
three dormers."

221. E 178/3837 passim and. S 178/5304, 13 Chas.I and passim; 5 112/
83/411, 5 112/179/37 and 5 112/181/159.
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inside workers of course may have identified themselves more

readily with the management or indeed have been better treated

with less cause for complaint. At any rate they could not so

easily find comparable work outside the industry and, as each

highly skilled man had at least one auxiliary worker, they could

be replaced without too much difficulty. The forest, from the

point of view of many surely a desirable kind of common for squat-

ting, was not the only common in England and. Wales: if more

unskilled workers came easily they left as easily too. This

might help to explain why the rates of pay of woodcutters, colliers

and perhapB miners rose relatively quickly while those of the skilled

workmen remained fairly stable. 222 Of course the skilled workers

were to some extent compensated, as the outside workers were not,

by their share in the benefits of increased efficiency. For both

skilled and unskilled workers however it was, predictably, general

as well as special social conditions which influenced their conditions

of employment more decisively than the needs of this novel type of

industry.

Labour appears to have been organised in a manner reminiscent

of the contemporary putting out system or of modern subcontracting,

with craftsmen and domestic workers retaining some independence.

If in some ways it also reminds of the organisation of farm labour

this is explicable in an industry tied to rates of natural plant

growth, remaining in some ways a subtle arid complex extension of

222. Table X, p. 377 above and appendix iii (e) - (g).
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farming. Perhaps after all it was not an excessive strain to

assimilate its organisation to the prevailing mode. It is true

that this created difficulties, because the smelting of iron and

its refining in large and technically complex establishments

differed radically from industries employing little machinery

and less refinement in its construction; unquestioned too that

it differed fundamentally from any form of agriculture or agricul-

tural industry, even brewing arid milling. It was not unreasonable

nevertheless to adopt the flexible system of employment to which

people were accustomed when it came to dealing with large numbers:

the workers would take it for granted, the managers could tackle

problems for which precedents, solutions and. tranquillisers were

to hand. The workers responded in traditional riot rather than

negotiation, strike and riot. In general they do not appear

excessively dissatisfied with their existence or at least they were

remarkably inarticulate about their grievances. The work may well

have contained the right mixture of the accustomed with the novel,

both at reasonable rates of pay, to create contentment. Outside

workers had a number of other reeources, including the common, to

fall back upon; inside workers were generally kept togetIer because

they were a small enough group to be on terms of familiarity with

each other and the managers. So well established was this tradition

that the butty system in the iron industry survived momentous changes,

affecting all other industries, until it was almost the last survival

223
of this old practice.

223. J.H. Clapham, An economic history of Modern Britain,(Cainbridge,
1932), II, 128.
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Detailed analysis and description then can make the task of

organising the manufacture of iron, of mastering its technical

advances and of synchronising the complex factors needed for its

success, appear far more formidable than it was in fact. Enter-

prise, effective salesmanship, technical accomplishment, the

employment of a stable, skilled and loyal force of workers, a

good supply of capital and careful accounting could all help to

maximise profits, as could cheap fuel and abundant rich pure ores.

It was so rare however to find all these combined with pro4mity

to a large narket for iron that great refinement was rarely rewarded

to its full extent. Moderate achievnent and. even one or two

notable deficiencies would still offer a fair return: profits could.

be made with a bloomery, with the employment of much casual labour,

without careful accounting, with dear wDod, poor ores and haphazard

management. Technique and management were bound to be conducted

by rule of thumb rather than with any detailed rational system and

a great variety of such rules might produce a favourable result,

given a certain amount of luck and energy. The latent power for

change concealed in the development of the industry remaix d hidden

for most of the seventeenth century. Foreign, especially Swedish

competition, favoured by natural conditions and unemployed resources

on a scale no longer available in Britain, forced amalgamation and

the growth of larger associations of ironworks upon the English industry.

The first conscious adaptation to change therefore occurred in

accounting: a large group involving numerous investors and employ-
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ing capital on a greater scale, could only be held together by

careful assessment and distribution of profits. Perhaps it was

this which began to stimulate the slow search fcr more rational

procedures in detailed organisation.
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CUAPTER V

Summary and Cone lus ions

4. "Und gleiohwol faehrst du/EErr/stets fort/

Und fuellest alle Staed.t und Ort

Mit unzahlbaren Liebe-Gaben/

Womit sich alt und Junge laben.

S.....

der tausend nicht bedenckt

Das tausende/was GOtt uris schenckt.

5. Nur em Exempel zum Beweis:

Ich setz/von imserm Danck-Unfleisz/

Wo hoert man doch fuer die Metallen

Dem Schoepfer sein Danckopffer sohallen?

Fuernehmlich fuer das nu.etzliche Eisen

Rab ich noch nie GOtt hoeren preisen/

Und doch auch keinen je gesehn/

Der dessen Nohtdurfft moecht unibgehn.

6. 0 wie bestuenden wIr so kahl/

So GOtt niclit Elsen gaeb und Stahl/

Dann dainit musz man Holtz abhauen/

Damit man koenne Eaeuser bauen/

Man brauchts zu schmieden/fahren/reiten

Zu pfluegen/8chiffen/hauen/streiten/

Und was man je von Werck erdicht/

1Ohn Eisen kans gesohehen nicht.

Johannes Hi skins Cardalinius.

1. L. Eroker, Beschreibung allerfuernehmsten ..., (Frankfurt, 1684),
Extract from prefatory poem.
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The proper celebration of iron in a moderate paean: a song

of praise rather than of triumph. Concentration on their subject

and the volume of material forming the remai(ng mrdfestations of

the iron industry over two hundred years or more, have helped to

leave historians with an exaggerated impression of its importance

in the life of the country arid for its economy. But the evidence

replaced in its context or the impact of the industry compared with

those of agriculture, clothing, food processing and building, give

a better indication of its scale although its products were useful

enough in all of them. It would after all be possible to describe

iron merely as the by-product of a few hundred farms.

Such thoughts are prompted by the supposed consecjuences of

the iron industry in this period. Probably the British charcoal

iron industry never produced more than 25,000 tons of pig and 19,000

tons of bar in any one year: at the most lavish consumption that

could have been sustained for ever on the regular cropping of

700,000 acres of woodland, less than two per cent of the area of

England and Wales. Many people at the time were vexed by some

reduction in their local abundance of wood but throughout the

seventeenth century many farms, villages and. market towns in England

and Wales, to say nothing of Scotland and Ireland, remained small

islands in an ocean of heath, waste and woodland. People,

especially farmers, complained: they looked back to a golden age

under 'Good King Hal' or, later, under 'Good Queen Bess' or maybe to

a better and. freer Saxon past, when everyone took what fuel and
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timber he wanted and supplemented his diet with ample game. But

that was nothing out of the ordinary.

Oddly enough, the woods had really had a golden past, well

beyond the legal memory of man. The first touch of human foot or

hand, we are told, begins a fatal disturbance of woodland ecology

and deer, sheep and rabbits further pu].l it down. If British

woodlands in the sixteenth and. seventeenth centuries however were

no longer virgin, they had. achieved a new balance which absorbed

moderate disturbance. It was, no doubt, a low level of adaptation,

not up to the standards of a modern well-tended wood. The iron

industry upset that balance but did not necessarily depress the level

further. The systematic use of compact areas of woodland was the

prelude to the start of systematic forestry. Growth rates, yields,

rates of natural re-generation as compared to seeding or planting,

rates of recovery of coppice, seasonal changes in the wood of living

trees, the uses of different species of wood, the best combinations

of high wood and low: some landowners and ironmasters began to con-

sider such problems as they exploited woodland more intensively.

Useless woods became an asset and. this helped to n.intain some

woodland in more densely populated regions; probably it also stimu-

lated a more rational investigation of the value of all accessible

woodlard.

Between 1540 and the early years of the seventeenth century

the output of iron may have risen from more than 1,000 to about

18,000 tons a year. The maximum of course represents less than

a month's production for a modern blast furnace but the rate of
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growth looks impressive, something between four and five per cent

per annum compound. In more concrete terms however this needed no

more than one new furnace and. two or three new forges a year, at

a guess involving about 400 principals in two generations. Perhaps

it would not be easy at any time to find a general explanation for

the rational or enterprising behaviour of an average of seven people

per year in the whole of England, Wales and Ireland: some of the

arguments occasionally adduced to explain this phenomenal rate of

growth may complicate the issue unduly. But even proper deflation

of the story of iron in this period leaves some elements of out-

standing interest. The industry apparently expanded faster in

Britain than anywhere else in Europe and, at least temporarily,

it produced more iron. Expansion too was accompanied by very

rapid technical progress.

If one may properly speak of any precursor of the industrial

revolution in the seventeenth century, the charcoal burning iron

industry anticipated later developments most closely. The indirect

process must rank as a fundamental innovation when introduced into

the British context. Like many fundamental innovations or inven-

tions it long remained inefficient and inferior to the older process

except in the production of castings. But bar iron, a mere by-product

of cast guns, improved with experience to create its own market.

Blast furnaces could use relatively poor ores and improved fineries

could turn their pig iron into crudely standardised varieties of bar

or osmund. The greater degree of control which ca with experience,
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the variety of furnace and forge designs which developed as the

indirect process spread over the country, could help to enlarge the

market for iron: domestic as well as military castings, iron fit

for nails IEr the blacksmith, for steel or for wire could all be

produced In distinct and useful qualities and relatively large

quantity. The increasing productivity, the greater economy in raw

materials and the growing sophistication of the product all indicate

the extent to which innovation had entered into the development of

the once primitive indirect process since the end of the fifteenth

century. In addition to this considerable achievement in metallurr

the indirect process needed more waterpower than hitherto generally

employed and thus presumably contributed much to the growing use of

inorganic power; this was important enough in pumps and. corn mills

but now became widely and effectively adopted in manufacturing.

Slitting mills, wire mills and rolling mills were of particular

importance in the working up of iron. Finally the greater flexi-

bility of the indirect process, facilitated by the separation of the

two stages of primary manufacture, helped to promote the concentration

of metal trades at some distance from the smelters. This considerably

advanced the division of labour, helped to reduce costs and thus

again enlarged the market for iron.

Technical superiority had briefly given the Weald a domi T'J-flt

position in the British iron industry; as the new techniques were

applied elsewhere in the country to better ores with more reliable

streams, the Weald relapsed into stagnation. On the European scale
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too the technical improvement restored the competitive advantage

of mioher ores. The Swedish industry could rely on additional

economic advantages to compete successfully in the newly developed

British market for iron. Thus the competition of good and cheap

Swedish iron restricted the market for the British industry. The

Weald with its poor ores was directly exposed to seaborne competition

from the east: Dean, with better ores and more reliable streams,

found relatively sheltered inland markets in the west. The decline

of Sussex and the rise of Dean too measured technical progress.

Natural advantages arid the proximity of the wireworks with

their foreign technicians helped to make Dean a focus of innovation.

Better furnaces and a greater variety of forges, the making of

Osmund and. of steel either originated here or were soon concentrated

around Dean. The backwardness of a iainly extensive local economy

presumably helped at first with lower costs. However the undoubted

temptations of new wealth and new employment were, from time to time,

overshadowed by vigorous resistance from the older society. This

resistance linked together cooners of the forest and the older

peasant industry, often in the same person: they gained support

from rival ironmasters, unfortunate enough to be excluded from the

new privileges. As the crown was involved, both as landlord and

in its forest franchiser court intrigue aggravated local dissensions.

Perhaps this aura of tension stimulated development but it was also

responnible for a wild exaggeration of defects and disrupted operations.

Certainly all was overshadowed by the attractions of the Dean industry
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which led, at tiines,lo its over-intensive exploitation. This

first wildcat phase of the Dean industry was succeeded by a period

of public enterprise which combined the manufacture of iron most

successfully with care for the woods of Dean. Even this neither

mollified the inhabitants nor did it satisfy those who wished to

protect all woods from exploitation at any price. The Restoration

government was not strong enough to resist first the pressures for

a renewed distribution of courtly rewards and favours so that it

handed back the state industry to private ownership. When this

re-inforced the opposition of the traditionalists it gave way again

and virtually discarded responsibility for Dean in favour of its

inhabitants while leaving the iron industry, around the margins of

the crown forest, to private exploitation.

The history of the Dean iron industry in the long run disproves

the common allegations regarding the destruction of woods by iron-

works. After two generations of intensive exploitation the Dean

woods could continue to supply fuel for Foley and other ironworks

for at least as long again: finally the Dean industry fell to the

competition of coke smelting, not to a shortage of fuel. On the

other hand the surrender of the crown ironworks in 1674 and the

banishment of furnaces and forges into the periphery of the forest

produced no major recovery in the woods either. These remained

largely as they had been in the early sixteenth century, unkenp,

straggling, broken by open heath and much abused by commoners and

miners, yet still a recognisable woodland and a rich source of fuel

and. of some timber. The efforts of the Protectorate management to
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organise the woods for systematic use and re-afforestation were

forgotten. Indeed. until the 1780s little was done to ameliorate

the condition of public British woodlands. Perhaps common law and

custom combined were too great a barrier to reform; perhaps even

in their neglected state they still supplied most of the ordinary

needs of a still small population; perhaps cheap imports were too

easily obtainable to make systematic aboriculture worthwhile. On

balance the iron industry probably improved the woods a little rather

than harm or destroy them.

The emergence of the great partnerships in the British iron

industry, headed by the Foleys, makes the abandonmeni of its iron-

works by the crown seem rather more rational. It had done little

to improve the Dean woods and. they and the works had been a source

of constant trouble for sixty years. The iron industry had,

by the last quarter of the seventeenth century, perfected most of

the accessible techniques and Swedish competition forced it into

a period of ratlonalisation, combination and careful insmigement.

In many ways the industrial situation anticipated the larger scale

developments of the late nineteenth century in Britain. Under such

conditions the Foleys were clearly better able to make a profit than

individual ironmastera. 1oreover they were well enough organised

and dominated their region to a point, where they could operate

without direct control of the supply of wood while large wood-owners,

like the crown, could rely on their custom at any time. This

arrangement spared the crown much local opprobrium and saved it

from bouts of remorse about the timber supply.
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Stability, if on a smaller scale, had been one of the features

of the British iron industry from the beginning of the seventeenth

century. On any reckoning and at any possible level of local

production it had. to adapt itself not only to fuel which grew at

a stable rate but to the natural rhythm of an agricultural society

which supplied most of its workers. Foreign competition, Swedish

or Russian, therefore fitted into the normal pattern of the industry,

altering its extent but not affecting its basic structure. It

presented not an active challenge or a stimulus but merely a passive

opportunity. Only if some general framework of this kind is

accepted can we make sense of the otherwise strange story of the

adoption of coke in the smelting and refining of iron. There was

nothing new about the idea of using coal in some form in the blast

furnace when Abraham Darby perfected coke smelting in 1709 but it

took another forty years for his process to spread with any speed.

Again it took about thirty years to perfect the employment of coke

in fining. Two explanations are generally offered: repeated

attempts to use some form of coal are said to show the urgent need

for a cheaper or ampler fuel; the delay shows the extent of tech-

nical difficulties involved. But at least from the end of the

seventeenth century contemporaries never said that coal could not

be used in smelting, merely that it was not very satisfactory.

Coke was not an eccentric novelty in 1700: a Hoechstetter had used.

it for copper smelting in ICeswiok in the 162082 and eighty years

2. MSS of the duke of Northumberland at A].nwick Castle, Y 117,
Hoechatetter Notebook, L?o. 547. Cf. my forthcoming 'Technique
or economy? The rise and decline of the early English copper
industry'.
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later it would have been familiar enough to any ironmaster who felt

pressed to experiment. Neither had the size or ehTape of furnaces

been so firmly and uniformly established that only a determined

genius would think of variations • Cort' $ puddling process was not

the first attempt to use coke or a reverberatory furnace in smelting

and again the principles underlying it were no different from those

employed in the finery. If reverberatory furnaces were used for

lead and. copper before the end of the seventeenth century they

would surely have been tried again and yet again in different variants,

had there been any urgency behind the fuel problems of the iron

industry.

Indeed there was no fuel problem of a kind, which British iron-

masters would feel with special acuteness. In the long run the use

of coal restored, temporarily, the dominance of the British iron

industry. But the charcoal iron industry was doing perfectly well

before 1709 as well as after. Coke smelting was less convenient,

coke bar harder to fine and less satisfactory for some customers

even after fining. Darby wanted to cast fine iron pots and this

he could do better with coke smelted iron. The market for cast

iron pots was limited, hence few people bothered to copy his process.

At the same time curiosity and the lust for experiment did not dis-

appear and experiments in the fining of coke pig and in better methods

of fining continued, as they had gone on before. In time and without

great urgency they were solved: the new material, coke iron differing

from charcoal iron as much as charcoal bar had differed from direct
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process blooms, could be made more cheaply and on a larger scale.

An ironworks was no longer restricted in its output by the economic

radius from which it could draw its living fuel: it could stand.

on top of a coal mine. Coke castings, it became clear, could be

used. much more widely than the heavier, less accurate and dearer

charcoal castings had ever been and. coke bar could undersell

foreign bar iron, which had only benefited from marginal advantages

over the British charcoal bar. Darby and Cort did much more for

the British iron industry than they or anyone at the time knew;

they did nothing much out of the ordinary but - and here lies their

genius - they did it better than anyone else. The disappearance

of the British wodlands plays no essential part in the story.

Few great inventions can be judged properly except in retrospect.

The pains of practical development, the ingenuity required in its

course, are often as great and sometimes more effective than the

basic invention. Inventions cannot be predicted and therefore

probably not hastened by need: an Abraham Darby could have invented

coke smelting at any time in the seventeenth century. But it does

seem reasonable to assume that diffusion and development of a new

process can be hastened under pressure of necessity, given access

to the lcnowledge and materials required. It remains easier on all

counts to accept the stable strength of the British charcoal iron

industry well into the eighteenth century than its enfeebled demise

in the seventeenth.
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APPENDIX I

Grants of Forest of Dean Concessions, 1611-1674
(In summary form)

1.
14 June 1611, C 66/1904; Lansdowne 1B, 166, fo. 388

Grants to (a) Giles Brydges and Thomas Culpepper and
(b) the earls of Shrewsbury and Clanricard

( (a) in a contract concluded on 11 May 1611).

30,000 cords of wood a year at 3s per cord.

2,000 tons of oak timber a year at 8s per ton.

10 years as from Michae]inas 1611; with six months' grace at the

end to use up the cordwood.

Payment annually in arrears as from MIchaelmas 1612, with 28 days'

grace.

Marked oak timber trees to be exempt from cutting.

Cordwood can be freely used for any puxpose.

Any kind of works can be built, changed and demolished, except

wireworka.

Ore and cinders, coal and marl can be freely taken and used.

Compensation to be given for losses incurred due to failure to

enjoy "anything graunted".

Grant abortive; compensation given - LR 6/38, 14 Jaa.I; LR 12/35/1271.
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2.

17 February 1612, C 54/2103; C 99/34

Grant to William Herbert, earl of Pembroke.

12,000 cords of wood a year at 4s per cord plus £33.6.8d a year.

Timber for buildings and repairs free, on assignment by officials,

or to be taken six days after notice of need given.

21 years as from Michaelmas 1612; with one year's grace at end.

Payment annually in arrears as from Michae].mas 1613, with 60 days'

grace.

Marked oak timber trees only exempt from cutting.

Cordwood can be freely used anywhere for any purpose. It can

be cut anywhere in the forest but in compact areas to

facilitate enclosure. The wood to be cut and stacked

by Pembroke's employees, cords to be Bft 4 inches long,

4ft 3 inches high with sticks 4ft 3 inches long and at least

2- inches in circumference. Three officials of whom one

to be the royal surveyor of woods were to deliver the cords

within fourteen days of a request to do so, otherwise the

stacks could be taken.

Any kind of works, apart from wire works, can be built in the forest

in any number on any aite and altered.

Ore, cinders, coal, earth, sand, stone and marl etc. can be taken

freely and used at discretion.

Houses may be built for all employees with free timber, fireboot,

hedgeboot and an enclosure of half an acre; enclosure for

each ironworks twelve acres. All houses, cabins and
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enclosures to be demolished when no longer in use or after

22 years.

Compensation to be given if any legal obstacle at any time obstructs

any benefit due under the grant.

Nobody else to be pernitted ironworks in the forest or to have wood,

timber, ore or cinders from it without Pembroke's permission.

All fuel wood arising from timber intended for shipping to be

offered to Pembroke at 4e per cord.

Grant surrendered officially, 29 May 1615 - LR 1/15, fo.].82.
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Note: only differences from No. 2 noted.

3.

31 May 1615, C 66/2060, for (a) C 66/2075, for (b)

Grants to (a) Richard Tomlins and George Moore.

(b) Sir Basil Brooke and Robert Chaldecott.

12,000 rds of wood a year, equally divided, for 320 tons of bar

iron a year (half each) £12.lOs per ton (or 6s8d per cord).

Timber for repairs only free.

15 years as from 4 June 1615.

Payment in 20 tons of iron a month each in the months September to

April inclusive, no more than 40 tons in arrears; shortfalls

due to frost, drought, flood etc.to be made up by June.

No oak timber to be felled except "for theire necessary busines";

no marked trees: marking to be done in beginning of June,

September, December and March annually; lOs forfeit for

felling marked tree.

Cordwood to be taken from the half of the forest, decided after

survey, nearest to each group's works.

Works and housing for workmen to be handed over to them and by them

in good repair; no new ones to be built.

Ore and cinders only as needed to use up the mod; none for other

employment and both to be bought from the miners.

Grantees called "Clarks and Overseers of iron works".

(a) to have three forges and two furnaces in or near Lydbrook.

(b) to have Parkend. furnace and forge and Soudley furnace and forge.
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Power to stamp bar iron with rose and crown; shipment of iron free

of cocketts and customs dues.

Grant abandoned in 1619, subsequent to a stop in their cutting of

more wood - LR 1/12, fo. 286; LR 12/743.
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Note: Differences from former grants only.

4.

6 April 1621. C 66/22w

Grant to Phillip Harris and Richard Challoner.

6,000 cords of wood. a year for £12,000 down and. £300 a year

(Ca. 6s8d per cord).

No part of any tree which is timber to be used j except when authorised

for repairs.

7 years as from 24 June 1621 with either six months' grace or pay-

ment for unused stocks at the end.

Payment of £12,000 in advance (of which £9,150 was owed by the

crown from nxzey lent five years earlier) and of £150 each

at Christmas and Midsummer, the latter with 40 days' grace.

Marked t;rees exempt and all unmarked trees to be cut.

Cordwood to be delivered six weeks after cording; no wood to be

coaled before it had been delivered by officials. All the

wood from blown down branches and trees and from the clean-

ing up of timber to be sold to them; they are obliged to	 -

buy any additional wood the crown might wish to sell.

No official name for grantees.

To have all the works in the forest; permission to start repairs

at once and obligation to hand them back in good repair.

Lease completed.
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Note: Differences from former grants only.

5.

7 December 1627.	 (a) C 66/2416

7 July 1629 (a revision of (a)). 	 (b) C 99/21

17 July 1629 (sub-lease of (a) & (b)).(bl) C 99/22

18 July 1629 (similar tol). 	 (b2) C 99/36

Grant to William Herbert, earl of Pembroke.

(a)lO,000 cords of wood a year at 6s 8d per cord; (b) 12,500 cords

of wood at same price yearly plus 2,400 cords in two years.

(a) & (b)

Timber for repairs and new buildings free on assiment or to be

taken fourteen days after notice given.

21 years from Michaelmas 1628; if former tenants are compensated,

preparations may begin on 24 June 1628; six months' grace at

end to use up stocks.

Payment half yearly in arrears, Lady Day and Michaelmas, first

payment Michaelmas 1629.

(b)

Advances already paid; £800 for the 2,400 cords; £3,333.6.8.,

a year's rent, on 2 Sept. 1628; £3,000, most of the second

year's rent, on 1 February 1629.
(a) & (b)

Cordwood to be taken from any convenient part of the forest from

fellets set out by royal officers on request or freely if the

request hn.s not been met within a fortnight. (No condition

to clear-fell or delimiting period in which cords may settle).
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Rough and awkward wood could be cut in ha].fcorda with 2ft 2 ins.

length of billet. Trimmings, windfalls and any wood arising

accidentally to be sold at 3s4d the cord in addition to con-

tractual total. Wood can be used at discretion.

More works may be built; all works received at beginning to be

handed over at end in good repair.

Ore and cinders may be taken without restriction.

Grant may not be suspended without giving a hearing to Pembroke.

b.

1. Grant to sir Basil Brooke, George Mynne and Thomas Hackett.

10,000 cords of wood a year, plus 2,400 cords as a single purchase,

at 6s8d per cord to the crown and is per cord to Pembroke.

Everything granted to the earl of Pembroke by the crown except for

items mentioned below; in addition that part of the fee-

farm of the forest, held by Pembroke, which is essential

to their full enjoyment of all else granted to them.

Payment as above; they have made the advances totalling L7,133.6.8.

and are to pay dues after that as they arise; Pembroke is to

be paid at the same time; his first half yearts payment is

due at Lady Day 1631 5.e. he has had an advance of £].,000J.

2. Grant to sir John Winter.

2,500 cords of wood a year.

Conditions and payments identical, in proportion, to 1.

Right to timber for building and repairs, right to ore, cinders and

all other things granted, only in proportion sufficient for
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the employment of the wood.

Advances: £1,500 LLes for two years and. some of the next half yearJ

and to Pembroke until Michaelmas 1634 inclusive 750J.

All grants include a clause reducing payments in proportion to

failure to deliver the total amount of wood.

All grants terminated in 1635 as the result of the Justice Seat of

1634.
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Note: Differences from former grants only.

6.

8 July 1636, C 66/2740

Grant to sir Bainham Throckmorton, sir Sackville Crowe,

John Taylor and John Gonning the younger.

12,000 cords a year, 8,000 of this from trees cut for the purpose,

4,000 from windfalls, trimmings etc., at lie per cord for

1 3k- years and lOs per cord for the remainder of the lease

plus all wood of less than 4 inches circumference at £250

a year.

Timber can be taken for repairs or new building either by official

assignment or after 14 days' notice if left on the ground

for seven days after cutting and a note of the full amount

is left with an official and if it is presented at the next

forest court.

21 years from Midsummer 1636.

Payment in arrears at Christmas and Midsummer including £25 a year

for mining rights; the £250 to be paid. directly to the

surveyor general for enclosing, at Midsummer from 1637 on.

First other payment at Christmas 1636; advance paid £3,125

Øust below a quarter's paymeng.

Cordwood fellets to be set out by 1 November each year for the

contractual amount and cords to be delivered within at most

three months but on request within six weeks or every six

weeks; demarcation, marking of timber and delivery to be
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effected by four men, including two of constable or deputy

constable, surveyor general of woods or deputy, one verderer;

the others may be these or other forest law officials. Crown

to pay fine of £100 for failure to set out fellets by 20

November or to deliver wood at most fourteen days after due

date. Trees cut can be inspected for timber but cost of

felling timber to be repaid for any taken over. Trees to

be out one foot above the spreading of the roots; roots may

be taken, at 4s6d a cord, in addition. All cordwood to be

removed from fellet before 25 March following demarcation

of it.

::ore works may be built but no more than 2 furnaces and 4 forges

or 3 furnaces and 2 forges to be used simultaneously

without official permission. All wiauthorised Ironworks in

the old perambulation of the forest to be demolished. Former

tenants to be paid for two new forges they had built.

Ore and cinders only for their works in the forest and for one

other furnace 5erhaps sir John winter'sg; noone to sell

or obtain any ore and. cinders from the forest without their

assent.

Common for 100 horses.

Tenants to be heard before any interference with or interruption of

their operations on any pretext.

Lease surrendered before 1 April 1640 - SP 38/18.
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7.

20 February 1640. C 66/2843;

31 March 1640. C 66/2876 and LR 1/i, fos. 279-284

Sale of most of the concession and lease in fee-farm of most

of the soil of the forest of Dean to sir John Winter.

18,000 acres of royal property within the old perambulation of the

forest, excepting eight items given in detail and including

six items formerly let to other individuals.

The most important single exception was 4,000 acres of land,

to be disafforested and used as common for the forest

villages, about a quarter to be left to the poor in per-

petuity; the second was the Lea Baily.

The woodland contained 153,209 cords of wood and 61,928 tons of

timber of which 14,350 loads were naval timber, later

revised to 15,319 loads. Excepting 15,000 tons of naval

timber the remainder was sold.

Including all the ironworks.

All mineral rights included, neither excepting privately owned lands

nor the lands now granted in common, excepting mines royal.

All the land passed in the grant to be disafforested at royal expense

by letters patent as also the land of all commoners agreeing

to the partition and enclosure; the land of dissenter.s from

the scheme to remain subject to forest law at Winter's full

discretion.

Numerous other privileges were included; lands and privileges were
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to be held in free and common socage of the manor of

St. Briavels.

Throckmorton and partners, as compensation for loss of their grant,

were to have a lease of Park and Soudley furnaces with

Soudley, Bradley, Park and Whitecroft forges and l,500

cords of mixed wood a year with iron ore and cinders at lOs

a cord of wood for six years from Lady Day 1640.

Payment (xoluding some minor deductionØ: £10,000 before the

letters patent are passed; £16,000 a year for six years,

half each at Michaelmas and Lady Day begidiing at Michaelmas

1640; a perpetual fee-farm of £l,950.l2.8. payable in the

same fashion at the same time. A loan of £8,000 at eight

per cent per annum to the crown from Winter was to be re-paid

by defalcations of £750 plus interest from each half-yearly

payment, the last two instalments being of £250 each plus

interest, ending at Lady Day 1646.

Terminated by resolution of the house of commons, 21 March 1642 -

C.J., II, 489.
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8.

E 178/6080, pt.i, ms. 20-21d; SP 16/489/35

Grant to Throckniorton and par1ers (in continuation of

sub-lease wider 7.)
cf. pp. 169, 206	 above. There was no clear formal grant

but the agreement was based on the sub-lease granted by

Winter, though Winter's purchase had been nullified.

Replaced by 10.

9.

E 178/6080, pt.i, m. 20d; SP 16/491/50; L.R.R.0. 517A

Grant to John Browne. (cf. pp. 169, 206-7	 above)

5,604 tons of timber at lOs the ton for fuel.

Cannop furnace, Howbrook furnace and Howbrook forge for 2 years

and three months from 6 July 1642, with the fuel as from

1 September 1642.

Replaced by 10.

10.

L.R.R.0. 5/7A; pp . 207-10 above

Assignment of Browne's and Throckmorton's grants to Thomas

Dunning and Richard Skinner ossib1y as agents for Winter

and Throckmorton/Gonnin7.

In 1642; ended apparently in 1644; no formal grant.
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ha.

L.R.L0. 5/7.&; LR 7/55, enclosures in accounts for 1646

and 1647; E 407/50; E 178/6080, pt.i., ma. 13d-14, 23;

E 1121300/30L m.6.

Grant to Robert Kyrle and John Braine; Thomas Pury junior and

Griffantins Phihhipps.

3,000 cords of *od a j ear at 8s per cord plus roots and trinunings

at 3s6d per cord, perhaps from 25 June 1645 - Kyrle and Braine.

Bradley forge and a Lydbrook forge at £50 a year - Kyrle and Braine.

6,000 cords of wood a year at same prices, perhaps from end of 1645,

jointly to Braine, Kyrle, Pury and Phihhipps. (The latter two

did not have former crown works).

lib.

C.J., IV, 128, 250, 293, 315, 322; E 178/6080, pt.i, ma. 14d-15d

Grant to Edward Massey and sub-lease to John Gifford.

6,000 cords of wood at 7s - 8s per cord, plus trimmings at 6s a

cordP1us roots at 3s6d a cord.

Four furnaces and four forges, formerly employed by sir John Winter,

i.e. presumably the remainder of the crown works and possibly

one or two of Winter's own, from 27 October 1645.

On 24 June 1647 Massey transferred the grant to his partner Gifford.

for £2,000 down and a rent of £220 a year.

Both ha, and hib. were terminated by the demolition of works in

the forest in January and March 1650.
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12.

27 Aug18t 1653. Cal.S.P.D. - 1653-LI, p.107

Authority for major John Wade to set up works and make iron.

good to be cut for tharcoal but no timber to be used for coal.

Timber for the building of two furnaces to be taken from the forest.

Two furnaces to be built; later modified to one furnace and a

forge.

Wade is to use the cinders but not to allow any to be removed

otherwise than by special pernisaion of parliament or

council. He is to work under the council of state.

He is given an assignment on £1,000 to start the works.

Prom 16 September 1653 the final authority for the forest of Dean

and the ironworks was delegated to the admiralty committee.

This arrangement, with some alterations, lasted until 13. took over.
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13.

30 July 1662; C 66/30pJ

Grant to sir John Winter, Francis Finch and Robert Clayton.

60,787 cords of wood, contained in 25,929 oaks and 4,204 beeches,

standing on 16,000 acres of Dean formerly granted to Winter

plus Whitemead Park plus the 4,000 acres granted as common

plus all the wood from trees blown down in the Lea Baily,

excepting timber from the last.

Exempt also 11,334 tons of naval timber; Winter to pay 15s for

evexy ton of timber missing from this, the crown the same

for every ton of timber in excess of this.

11 yeais from 30 July 1662.

Granted in compensation to Winter for his surrender of his grant

of April 1640 (7.) by deed of 28 July 1662 (and by Winter

transferred to Finch and Clayton in payment of his debts

to Clayton).

Use of crown ironworks and their equipment and permission to build

one or more new ironworks.

The grant lasted its full period.
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14.

17 June 1673, Cal. Treas. Bks., l672-5, p.175

Reversion to viscount Grandison and Edward Villiers.

All the royal ironworks and their equipment for 21 years after

expiry of the present lease of 30 July 1662 to Pinch

and Clayton.

15.

11 March 1674. Cal. Treas. Bks., 1672-5, p.489

Sale to Paul Foley.

Howbrook and Parkend furnaces and Parkend and Whitecroft forges,

all the ironworks in the forest of Dean, all their

materials and all the stocks at the works, for demolition

and removal.

Price £500.

THE END
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APPENDIX ii

Surveys of Wood and Irea in the Forest of Dean,
Ca. 1565 - 1660

Walks or bailywicks or woodwardships were generally the sub-

divisions of the forest surveyed by one group of persons. Possibly

these descriptions, under identical proper names, concealed slight

differences in boundaries; certainly different surveys employed

different sizes of acre which could not be identified. Therefore

all attempts to compare the results of different surveys must produce

crude approximations but the retention of the original subdivisions

may in fact improve matters a little. At least it may help to

avoid the fortuitous maximisation or miniTnisation of differences

by addition.

The named portions have been numbered in the first survey and

in all others the numbers in the left hand. margin of the tables

represent the same name.

The cords were probably all Dean cords of 151 cubic feet.

It is not quite certain whether loads or tons of timber were similarly

standardised but certain that all methods of estimating cubic content

were fairly haphazard. Even the quality was debateable: statute

defined timber as one foot square at the stub and coinmensense added

that it must be sound. But some surveyors counted only oak as

timber, others would count beech or sometimes all large trees and

no two agreed on which of the trees inspected were indeed timber.
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Baily/Naine

	253	 underwood, chestnut & oak
	

'I

	330	 underwood of oak, beech, holly,
hazel & sallow with oak standards	 t1

	

85	 10 acres wasted, rest 10 year old
beech, holly and old oak.
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APPENDIX ii (1)

R. Taverner's Survey, 7 Eliz.

Acres Description

1. Abenhall	 2414	 half waste, rest old. oak & beech, shredded

2. Badcooks	 30	 old oak & beech

3. Bearse	 500	 " "

4. Bicknor	 995	 beech, oak, rest old oak

5. Blai.ze	 400	 old oak & beech

6. Blakeney	 1000	 " "	 "	 U

7. Lea	 640	 "

8. M.icheldean	 995	 U	 ft	 ii

9. Ruardean	 1100	 " "

10. Staunton	 1240	 " "

11. Abbot's Wood

12. Bishop's Wood

13. Cannop
a. Mirey Stock
b. Beechexthurst
c. Buckholt

14. Chestnuts

15. Colleta
a. Great Bradley
b. Little Bradley
c. Buckholtmore
d. Pigelade
e. Stoneygrove

16. Hudnalls

17. Mailecot

l8a. Snead &
b, Kidnalls

l9a. Staunton's Mine
b. Nockhold
c. Ridges
d. Losed.ge

20 Whitemead Park	 -

Total area	 9980 acres

1.	 J 315/429, foe. l26-126d; LRRO 5/39.



Cabins Inhabitants

30	 -

44	 -

1628

1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
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APPENDIX ii (2)

Woodwards with Assistance,1
30 August - 3 September 1628

Acres	 Number of Trees

-	 40,400 (& 47 cut)

-	 1,000 timber

-	 300 timber & 40 hollow oaks,
3,500 timber & 100 hollow beeches

6. -	 10,000 oak, 90,000 beech	 40	 143,
18 horses, 2 pigs

7. -	 -	 -	 -

8. -	 19,800 timber	 -	 -

9. -	 6,000	 -	 -

10. -	 -	 -	 -

11. -	 -	 -	 -

12. 2000	 -	 -	 -
(in 1611)

13. -	 -	 -	 -

14. -	 -	 -	 -

15. 520 (with the Coppice/Copes?; 30 cords per acre plus stands.rds)

16. 4454	 -	 -	 -

17. -	 160 timber	 38	 -

18. -	 -	 -	 -

19. -	 -	 -	 -

20. 12006	-	 -	 -

Total Number of Trees (timber?) 171,300

E 178/5304, 4 Chas.I.
E 178/2837, 9 Jas.I.
Lanadowne MS, 166, fo.348.
5? 38/10, 16 May 1611.
Part of the cabins shown under Bicknor above.
LR 7/55, 1 Chas.I.

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
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APPENDIX Ii (3)
1633

John Broughton, with Assitance,
18 June - 23 AUustt

Area	 Number of Trees

1. (part of)	 -	 21,603

2. -	 101

5. -	 1,502

6. (part of)	 -	 9,069

7. 1000	 23,347

8. (part of)	 -	 4,498

9. (part of)	 -	 25,900

10.(part of)	 -	 32,552

1. & 8. (parts)	 -	 5,758
1, 4, 9 (parts)	 -	 9,435
1 & 6. (parts)	 -	 12,451
1, 6, 10. (parts) 	 -	 9,807

6 & 10, (parts)	 -	 9,173

15d.	 652	 -

17.	 453	 -

iSa.	 i53	 -
b.	 127	 -

20.	 652	 -

Total	 165,848 trees plus 40,000 cords, worth £177,681

1. SP 16/245/19.
2. SP 16/257/94, 1633? 5erhaps l634!7.
3. E 112/179/45, 15 Jan., 6 Chas. I, 1631.
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APPENDIX ii (4)

1639	 Forest Officials (continued)

Total No. of trees: 105,557

nci. Lea	 128,777.7

Note: 'clear acre' here means without wood.

1. E 178/7369, 17 January 1639.

2. The Lea Baily was not surveyed in 1639 but the figure here
given, taken presumably from ii (3), was noted in the MS.

3. The estimated values of the mere soil are sometimes qualified
by indicating a range of values for different portions.
Where given, these run from is per acre to 5s6d per acre.
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APPENDIX ii (5)

1639 (July)

Peter Pett and J.Ducie, with Assistance:
Shiptimber1

To be felled:	 To be left to grow:
Acres	 Trees (of) Loads	 Trees (of) Loads & Cords

1.	 -	 2,520	 4,085	 320	 268	 233

4. -	 480	 760	 -	 -	 -

5. -	 112	 63	 174	 47	 28

6. -	 617	 1,035	 57	 29	 23

8. -	 935	 1,306	 10	 5	 3

9. -	 2,072	 2,993	 -	 -	 -

l0.	
2,863	 5,077	 424	 300	 2l2

-	 138	 180
(felled already)

	

15 . 1 ,070	 with wood, let in fee farm2

14. 330	 with wood, let until 20 April l643

15. 322	 with wood, let until Miohaelmas l670

c. 72
d. 64

l8a.	 with wood, let for three lives from 15 rch 1626

-	 9,737	 15,499	 985	 649	 499k

1. E 178/5504, 3 July, 15 Chas. I.
2. Bankes, 60/22, 3 February 1636.
3. Bankes, 73/10, 15 November 1639.
4. LR 1/1, fo.280; C 66/2876; both 51 March 1640. The acreagee

from 15a. to e. make up the total area of the Colletts and are taken
from this source.
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APPENDIX ii (6)
1641 & 1642

Complete Survey, Woodwards and Local Irthabitants'

(Part 1, area and underwood)

Area (in acres)
	

Underwood & Stubs

Total With big Fit for Without
	

Cords	 Value
trees	 coppice trees	 No.	 £	 a d

1. 5,049	 3,000	 849	 1,200	 3,800 1,366.13. 4.

2. (area included n i.)	 2	 16. 0.

3. 180	 -	 57	 123	 None

4. 1,031	 633	 240	 158	 20	 ' 0. 0.

5. 187	 -	 187	 -	 6 [1. 10.
6. 4,297	 881	 1,739	 1,677	 1,620	 k59 • 0. 0.

7. 998	 590	 100	 508	 Not included

8. 1,794	 508	 388k	 1,286	 41 [10. 5. oj
9. 1,936	 1,172	 167	 597	 10	 2. 16. 8.

10. 6,096	 2,990	 1,353	 1,755	 1,030 233. 5. 0.

11. 945 (privately owned but conimonable)

13. 1,000 (1,1oo)

14. 400

16. 1,010	 -	 710	 300

17.
75

18a:	 267 (o)5

20.	 159

1-10 & 16:22,5788 9,774	 5,790	 7,402	 6,529 £2,079. 6. 0. approx.

1-20 less
12, 19': 26,369 acres

1. B 178/5304, 17 & 18 Cbas.I. The area was surveyed on 15 July
1641 or before then, the underwood on or before 25 April 1642.

2. Not given in the MS but here inserted at the lowest rate, 5s a cord.

3. Described as "young wood. fit presently to bee encoppiced".

(continued p.519)
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AppE!IX ii (6)

(part i area and underwood) - continued

4. Part of the 508 acres described as presently "full of wood".
5. Not from the inquest of July 1641 but from a statement by

aggrieved inhabitants signed on 14 April 1642 and attached.
6. SP 18/154/35, 19 March 1657, a report with a view to re-purchasing.
7. SP 18/32/6, 3 January 1653, survey prior to sale.
8. The MS makes the corresponding total 22,311 acres. That may

well be the result of defective addition.

9. No approximately reliable areas for Bishopawood and the four
enclosures under 19 have been discovered, Even without their
up to 3,000 acres the area of the remaining enclosures is
uncertain, perhaps by as muc1 as 200 - 300 acres.
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1.

2.

3.

4.

5.
6.

7.
8.

9.
10.

Fuelwood
Cords

24,555
20

0
1,954

270

6,307

15, 000)
4,961

26,440
25,985

Timber
Loads.ft

17,439.49

5
0

813.10

202.45

2,69.34
20,000

5, 783. 25

22,172.30
18,929.46

Trees
No.

15,293
36
0

3,802

731
5,275

(23,000
4,880

17,956

17,403

522.

APPENDIX ii (61
164]. & 16k2

Complete Survey, Woodwards etc.

(Part iv, Unclassified Totals)

88,376	 88,043.39	 105,490
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.APPEMDIX ii (7)
1649

Bristol Commission and Local Jury

Tiber Trees:	 Decaying

	

Mixed	 Oak Beech	 Trees	 Short	 Cut
No.	 No.	 No.	 No.	 Cords Timber

1.	 9,435	 -	 -	 2,624	 187	 -

2 .&5.	 1	 -	 -	 8	 -	 -

3. Omitted

4. -	 547 2 ,873	 -	 -	 -

5. mci. under 2.

6. 1,530	 -	 -	 1,326	 -	 19 tons

7. 15,024	 -	 -	 63	 -	 -

8. 4,113	 -	 -	 193	 139k	 -

9. 7,936	 -	 -	 500	 2,069	 -

10. -	 7,384 1,376	 8	 -	 57 logs

Totals	 38,039 7,931 4,249	 4,722	 2,395

Total Timber Trees: 5O,219
Including Decaying: 54,941

1. LRRO 5/7A. This was an enquiry conducted by a 'hanging'
commission.

2. The trees here counted as timber were oak and beech allegedly
fit for shipping, building and "other vses of timber". Hence
the two kinds were counted together in most of the bailys.

3. In 1641/2 (ii, (6)) there had been almost 60,000 timber trees.
Hence the loss of timber was proportionately much less severe
than the loss of 21,000 out of 25,734 over age trees, but
perhaps that is less surprising than the increase, of more than
1,000, in the number of oak and beech timber in Micheldean since
1642.
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APPENDIX ii. (6)
1660	

D. Purzer and four Shipscarpenters 1 (Estimate)

	

Tons of	 Cords of

	

Timber	 Wood (arising from the timbei

1. 10,000	 20,000

2. -	 -

3. -	 -

4. 500	 1,500

5. -	 -

6. 1,500	 2,000

7. 30,000	 20,000

8. 2,600	 3,000

9. 20,000	 30,000

10. 20,000	 30,000

84,600	 tons	 106,500

Also much young wood

1. E 178/6080, pt.iii, 12 Chas. I. This is obviously a crude
approximation but produced by men who had been professionally
tk(ng timber out of the forest for some years. Certainly
it suggests a miraculous recovery in eleven years.
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APPENDIX iii

Summary statements of ironworks costs,
ca. 1540 - 1704

This is an attempt to reduce to approximately comparable terms

all readily accessible statements of ironworks costs during this

time. They are all intended to give costs for a ton of pig or a

ton of bar iron respectively. In general the statements or sets

of accounts on which they are based were of two kinds. No. (1),

(2),(5), (10), (12), (13), (14) and (15) were probably all produced

to support an attitude in a more or less public debate about the

profitability of existing or proposed ironworks. This does not

make them objective statements but would tend to limit their exag-

gerations, on either side, to what the compiler thought might be

acceptable to possible expert scrutiny. Most of them, perhaps all

except (15), were inclined to understate costs and difficulties.

(3),(4), (17) and the forge accounts (6), (7), (8) and (9) all

give fairly convincing indications either of having been taken from

actual working conditions or from intimate working experience and

of attempting to analyse costs honestly. They can be regarded as

equivalent to estimates by informed and expert accountants. Nos.

(11) and (16) represent ny own attempts to reduce to a similar form

two sets of charge and dispharge accounts for works in Dean.'

Wherever some additional data can be used to criticise details

and totals in these statements, they can generally be shown to be

crude appro-imitions. Moreover measures used for raw materials and

even the ton of iron could vary and there is often no certainty as

to the precise$easure used at any time. Granted all possible
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reservations about their comparability, these accounts do show some

regularities and enough similarities to limit more closely the range

within which general statements about the manufacture of iron in

England and Wales during this period may be made. 	 They also permit

some deductions about differences between expectations which were

thought plausible at the time and their realisation in practice.

Above all they tend to demonstrate the absence of profound concern

for efficiency or for precise reckoning of profitability.

1. One set of similar statements has been omitted on purpose.
R.S. Smith in Renaissance and Modern Studies, XI ( 1967), pp.
134, 135. They are very brief and uninformative and use
such oddly rounded and standardised quantities and prices that
they look even more amateurish than any of the othehere used.
This is especially true of the estimates for Hints and Okmnoor
furnaces, less so for the forges. But one would like to know
in more detail why for instance the founder at Oakaaoor should
get twenty per cent more, the clerk twenty-five per cent less
than at Hints.
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APPENDIX iii (1)

Newbridge, Sussex, 1548_9/15391

Furnace

Quantity	 Cost
Lad

Wood, (cords)
Cutting
Cording
Coaling (loads)
Coal transport

Ore
Cinders

Expendable stores
Repairs

Founder and team
Clerk
Woo dolerks
Stocktaker
Carpenter

Total
	

2.12. 0.

Weekly output: ca. 6t 3 ; cost: ca.

Forge
Wood (cords)
Cutting
Cording
Coaling (loads)
Coal transport

Pig iron (tons)
Pig transport

Expendable stores
Repairs
Rent

Finers
gmmermen

Clerk
Stocktaker
Carpenter
Labourers

Total	 4. 1. 8.

Weekly outputs ca. ltllcwt 3; costs Ca. £6. 6. ; furnace & forge: ca. £10

Price of bar iron:	 £5-L6.

Notes cf. p. 528
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APPENDIX lii (1) - notes

1. D.W. Crossley in BcJ.R., 2nd ser., XIX (1966), 280, note 1. Straker,
Weald, pp. 195 and 249-50; Schubert, Iron, p. 244, n.5. This
estimate is internally inconsistent; it has been transcribed
twice by Straker and the two identical versions assume that two
tons of pig iron are needed to make one ton of bar; the account
however speaks of the casting of only one ton of pig while using
the cost of this operation as the basis of the estimate for the
coat of one ton of bar. It would seem more probable that a mis-
take bad been made in the text of the account and then repeated
than that the figures should be seriously mistaken, of. 2. below.

2. The quantities here given, unless they should use measures excep-
tionally different from all others known, would suggest enough
fuel and ore for two tons of pig iron on a very lavish and
inefficient scale.

3. Output in the account is given as 80 tons a year; it has been
assumed that this must be bar iron and that the furnace would
therefore make at least 160 tons in a year; 16 to 17 owt per
day seems to have been normal in Sussex at the time and furnace
activity in Sussex appears to have lasted around 0 weeks a year
for more than two centuries (cf.pp. 47, 4lLabove).

4. Assuming that £2. 12s. is meant to be the cost of casting two tons.

5. Reckoning the cost of pig iron once only.
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LPPJ2iDIX iii (2)

Cannock, Staffs., 158051

Furnace

CostQuantity	
£ a d

Wood (cords)	 l6 0 is.	 16. 4.
Cutting	 )	 @d	 610Cording	 )	

1

Coaling (loads)	 4* @2s.7d. 2	12. 2*.2
Coal transport	 @ 2s.	 9. 4.
Ore	 3 load 0 9s.	 1.10. O.
Cinders

Expendable stores )	 2 6Repairs	 )
Founder and tea3n 	 0 £1 "le foundey" 	 5. O.
Clerk	 6Woodolerks	 0 £10 a year	 2. 0.
Stocktaker
Carpenter

Total	 4. 3.1O.

Weekly output: ca. 4t]4cwt 8 ; cost: ca. £20

Forge

Wood (cords)	 i7fr	 17. 6.
Cutting
Cording	 7

Coaling (loads)	 5 0 2s.6d. 9	12. 6.
Coal transport	 0	 10. 2d.

Pig iron (tons)	 6. 5. 9.
Pig transport	 3. 0.

Expendable stores 	 1. 0.Repairs
Rent

Finers	 16. 8.11imnermen

Clerk
Stocktaker	 0 lOOs. a year	 1. 0.

Carpenter	 2. 6.11
Labourers

12
Total	 9.17. 5.
Weekly output: 2t 7cwt appr.; 13 cost: ca. £22; furnace & forge: ca. £28.

Price of bar iron: £11.12 - £l2.l0.
Notes of pp. 530-1
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J!J)IX iii (2) - notes

1. Lanedowne MS, 56, fo. 100. This estimate bears signs of hasty
and hence rather muddled compilation in the text. The first part
begins by setting out figures referring to the smalting of one
and a half tons of pig iron, using seven loads of coal. This
is an approrinlR.tion anyway, because it then turns to the cost
of coaling five loads of coal, which is clearly the quantity
estimated for one ton. But five loads may in fact be a crude
figure, used here schematically but mistakenly for the unit
charcoal consumption of a ton of either pig or bar iron. Similarly
there is an item in the furnace account "Colliers wagej at Cs per
annum" for which there is no equivalent in the forge account,
although it is unlikely that separately paid colliers were employed
for the two halves of the work. The attempt to cope with these
difficulties has been annotated in each case.

2. This combines three items: "ffor Colinge ... at ijs the lode",
"Colliers wages at Cs per annum - xijd" - which has been halved,
one half being reckoned in the forge account - and "ffor carriage
of the cordes into the pits at ob the corde ...". The last item
again has been omitted in the forge section of the account but
there the item "Carrienge to the heape at ob the lode ..." appears,
without equivalent in the furnace section. It seemed beet to
leave that arrangement undisturbed.

3. This item in the MS appears at the end of the furnace account.
With the exception of the first two items in this, concerning
wood and its cutting, where quantities are explicitly given,
other entrie a have been. taken as referring to the manufacture
of one ton only. But five loads of ore at 45s, as given in
the MS, seems excessive for one ton of iron on Cannock Chase.
Mr. J.P. Cooper, who kindly permitted me to make use of a paper
which he read but did not print, reckons that ca. 540 tons of
pig used up about 2,000 loads of ore on Cannook. The figure
of pig iron production is a sheer estimate and probably on the
low side, hence it would seem as though five loads were meant
for 1* tons. But the estimate prefers the figure five on most
occasions.

4. "repairinge the ffurnee be]lowe lethers & such like" (taken to
be per 1 ton).

5. Taken as meant for 1 ton. If the founday was six days that
would imply an output of 4t per founday; if meant for ].* tons,
the output per founday would be in the region of 6t. The
smaller figure would tend. to be confirmed by Mr. Cooper's
findings about the annual length of the blast and his estimate
of output.
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6. This would suggest an annual output of 100 tons, which cannot
be made to agree with Mr. Cooper's estimates. In fact the
compiler was rather more schematic in his figures than seems
convenient and the simple division by a hundred was probably
preferred for the sake of arithmetic, as in the division of
colliers' wages above.

7. The MS finds a total, accurate on its figures, of £5.10.l0.
It then treats this as the true cost of 1* tons of pig iron,
to be incorporated into the cost of bar iron. Whatever the
bases of the different items used in the MS, the total is not
the true total cost of i-fr tons; as here derived, the whole
account can be jitified more easily but is not necessarily
any more closely related to fact.

8. This figure for weekly production can be reconciled with the
weekly figures which can be calculated from Mr. Coopers
estimate of total output and his figures for the number of
days worked; given a six day founday they also fit in with
a payment of 5s per ton to founder and filler. (cf. n. 5).

9. 2s for coaling plus 6d per load for the colliers' wages (cf. n.2).

10. d for carriage "to the heape" added to ordinary transport costs;
2s for ordinary transport; nothing allowed for transport of wood
into the coal-pit.

11. "Labourers & extraordinary charges."

12. In the MS this is given as "IX ii ob".

13. Average derived from figures for the annual output of the three
forges given by Mr. Cooper.

14. Kindness of Mr. J.P. Cooper.
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AP±'JNIx in (3)

Lismore, Ireland, l607_81

Furnace

Quantity	 Cost
Lad

Wood, (cords)
Cutting
Cording

Coaling (loads)	 5	 1. 1. 0.
Coal transport

Ore	 2frt	 1. 6. 3.
Cinders

Expendable stores
Repairs

Founder and team	 5 42
Clerk
Woodolerks
Stooktaker
Carpenter

Total	 2.12. 7.

Weekly output: Ca. 6t3; cost: Ca. £16

Forge

Wood (cords)
Cutting
Cording

Coaling (loads)	 4	 1. 8. 8.
Coal transport

Pig iron (tons)	 l-	 3.18.10.
Pig transport

Expendable stores
Repairs
Rent

Finers	 )	 4
H'nn rmen )	

1. 0 0.

Clerk
Stocktaker
Carpenter
La urers

Total	 6. 7. 6.

Weekly output: ca. 2tlOcwt3; cost: Ca. £16; furnace & forges ca. £22.

Price of bar iron; £10 - £l1.
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Ap±'iauIX iii (3) - notes

1. Lismore, 2nd ser., I, 122-5.

2. This may be intended as the compound charge for all other costs.
The entry reads: "pd the ffounder for the Castinge of 1 ton
with the washinge of small myne and Cynders". There are no
separate items for labour, repairs etc. (Chatsworth, Lismore
Papers, II, 100).

5. Lismore, 2nd ser., I, l20has: iron cast from Christmas to
13 March 1607 i.e. l6o7 64 tons 11 cwt 3 lb. I have assumed
that this was a period of unbroken operation; the weekly average
seems plausible. A stoppage of two weeks would increase the
average per week by just over 1 ton. Iron fined in the same
period amounted to 24 tons 15 cwt 2 ib; here unbroken operation
seems much the most probable assumption to make.

4. I owe this figure to the kindness of Professor T. Ranger, who
lent me a draft of his typescript thesis on the wealth of
Robert Boyle, first earl of Cork.



Forge
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i. io .
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APPENDIX iii (ii)

Lismore, Ireland, 16161

Furnace

Quantity	 Cost
Lad

9	 6.9.

6. 9.

3	 7.6.
9. 0.

Ore	 22-i bushe1
Cinders	 3]. bushel 4*tons

Expendable stores	 cf. below, 'Clerk' - 'Carpenter'Repairs

Founder and team	 4. 0.
Clerk	 )
Woodclerks )	 4 o.2
Stocktaker )
Carpenter )

Total	 4.19. 6.

Weekly output: Ca. lit3; cost: Ca. £55

Wood, (cords)
Cutting )
Cording )

Coaling (loads)
Coal transport

Wood (cords)
Cutting
Cording

Coaling (loads)
Coal transport

Pig iron (tons)
Pig transport

Expendable stores
Repairs
Rent

of. below 7 'Clerk' - 'Labourers'

Piners	 )
HFunmerinen )	

1. 0. 0.

Clerk
Stocktaker	 5. 9.
Carpenter
Labourers

Total	 10.10. 0.

Wek1y output: 4t l2cwt 3 ; cost: Ca. £49; furnace & forge: ca. £69

Price	 bar iron: £12.10. - £13.iO.4

Notes cf.p. 535
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APPENDIX iii (4) - notes

1. Lismore, 2nd ser., II, 35-7; Chatsworth, Lismore Papers, VII,
124.

2. This and the corresponding figure below are derived from the
arbitrary division of the following entry in the 1!S: "Item in
regard of all extraordinarie chardges in the mainetaininge the
woroks & watercourse, Clerks wadges Carpenters laborers sinithes,
haye makers & other necessaries to rate one euery tonn of barre
Iron - 0 - 11 - 9". 6s of this per 30 hundredweight has been
allocated to the furnace, 5s 9d. to the forge. The contribution
of hayinakers to the process remains obscure.

3. A guess based on the production for 1619, details of which I
owe to the kindness of Professor Ranger. It would have needed
360 tons of pig iron to make the 240 tons of bar iron here esti-
mated for; at one point the compiler of the estimate assumed
apparently that 240 tons of pig would be cast. The forge pre-
sumably worked the year round but no period of operation is
anywhere indicated.

4. The MS assumes a price of £13.10; according to Professor
Ranger's information, £12.10 was the normal average cleared.
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APPENDIX iii (5)

Ireland, proposed for Lough Nea,ff62Os'

Furnace

Quantity	 • Cost
Led

Wood. (cords)
Cutting
Cording

Coaling (loads)
	

3
	

1. 0. 0.
Coal traiport

Ore	 3 tons	 1. 0. 0.
Cinders

Expendable stores 	 £20 year2	1. 1.
Repairs	 £15 year	 10.

Pounder and team 	 5 men md. labourers	 5. 6.
Clerk	 £30 a year	 1. 8.
Woodolerks
Stooktaker	

4Carpenter	 £12 a year	 8.

Total	 2. 9. 9.
Weekly output: ca. lot(?); cost: ca. L25(?)

Forge

Wood. (cords)
Cutting
Cording . .
Coaling (loads	 3	 1 0 0.
Coal transport

Pig iron (tons)	 1	 5.14. 7.
Pig transport

Expendable stores
Repairs	 £15	 2

	

a year	 1. 3.
Rent

Finers	 6 men )
Kammermen	 3 

men ) £270 a year5	1. 2. 6.
Clerk	 £40 a year	 3. 4.
Stocktaker
Carpenter	 £14.l5.4. a year 1. 2.
Labourers

Total	 6. 2.10.

Weekly output: ca. 4t l2cw-t; cost: Ca. £29; furnace & forge: Ca. £37

Price of bar iror	 £10

Notes cf. p. 537.
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APPEI'TDIX iii. (5) - notes

1. SP 63/276/140, State Papers, Ireland, Additional, undated. The
P.R.O. endorsement suggests, temp. Chas.I; the similarity to
Boyle's more realistic figures of 1616 including the figure of
annual bar iron production, would point to the l620s. It
seems particularly striking that, in a slightly different
context, the slip about the amount of cast iron required crops
up in this statement too (ef. n.3, p.535 above). In any case,
this estimate is rather wildly optimistic in its pricing of materials
and estimates of quantity, while more reliable on wages, salaries
and numbers employed.

2. A single entry for furnace and forge:" Charges extraordinarie
as for repairing of bancks and watercourses as alsoe for bellowes
& the like - 030 - 00 - 00". This has been arbitrarily divided
into half each for forge and furnace.

3. "Wages ... for euery ton of Sowes ffiue shillings"
"The founders standinge wages yeerlie his house and fewell
- 010 - 00 - 00".

4. "Carpenters and Smithes wages for attendinge and their works
yeerlie wilbe	 026 - 13 - 4". This sum has been arbit-
rarily divided, on the assumption that the forge would need
their work in repairs etc. rather more.

5. ".. to the ffiners and hmmermen theire ordinarie wages for
euery tonne made, XXs".
"Theire houserometh fewell and standinge wages wilbe at least

030 - 00 - 00".



Wood (cords)
Cutting
Cording

Coaling (loads)
Coal transport

Pig iron (tons)
Pig transport

quantity

3; cost £2. 2. 9.

it 7cwt 0 £4.10.
0 l2s.

Cost
Lad
[17. 3J2

r .°j2

7. 6.
L 9.0j

6. 1. 6.
16. 2-d.
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'jrIX iii (6)

Accounts for separate forges

Pontrilas, Herefordahire, yT627-9?71

Expendable stores ) 	 ("all other pettie
Repairs	 )	 charges")
Rent	 £80 yearly

7. 6.

10. 0.

Finers	 )	 ("to the Forgeinen for 	 18 0Hammermen )	 makinge the tunn")
Clerk	 £20 yearly	 2. 6.
Btocktaker
Carpenter
Labourers

Total	 10.18.

Weekly output: Ca. 3t 2 cwt; cost: Ca. £35
Price of bar iron: £13. 10.

1. Add. MB, 11052, No.60. It can be approximately dated by a
reference to sir John Kyrle's furnace and by the date, 4 March
1628, on which the agreement for the building of Carey forge
was drawn up. The present account was clearly connected with
either preparatory investigations or an early comparison of
costs.

2. These particulars have been inserted from the next two items
in this collection, Nos. 61 and. 62, which are also connected
with the sale of Scudamore wood to Pontrilas forge.

3. Two interesting items have been omitted for the sake of uniformity
with the other accounts. 1. "... the stocke that must bee layde
out & imployed ... can bee no lease than 400 ii the use whereof
being 40 ii valued by the tunne comes to 00 - 05 - 00". 2. "...
cariage of the tunn of barr Iron from the forge to Monmoth - 8a -
& from thence to Bristol by water - 5s ..". That would corres-
pond very roughly to a rate of 4d per mile overland and 2d per
mile by water.
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APPENDIX in (7)

Accounts for separate forges

Carey, December 16301

Quantity
	

Cost
Led

6@3s.	 1. 0. 7•.
@ is.	 6. io.

21 © 2s.4d.
	 6. 5.

© 3s.4d.	 9. 2.

lt 6cwt @ £6
	

7 .16. 0.

Wood. (cords)
Cutting
Cording

Coaling (loads)
Coal transport

Pig iron (tons)
Pig transport

Expendable stores
Repairs
Rent

Fillers	 19. 0.Hnm rmen
Clerk
Stocktaker

6. 8.2Carpenter
Labourers

Total	 11. 4. 9.

Weekly outputi ca.1 4; coat: ca. £43.
Price of bar iron:

1. Add. 1S. 11052, No. 67; these look like data taken from operation.

2. "Clarke wages & other petty charges", inc1udig presumably
repairs and expendable stores.

3. Additional information in MS: "Carriage to Bristol 	 0 - 13 - 0"
"Stock" ff.e. interest on capitaiJ 	 0 - 8 - 0"

Both per ton.

4. No. 65, ibid. gives the annual output of Carey as 200 tons.

5. No. 60, ibid., more or less contnporaneous.
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APPENDIX iii (8)

Accounts for separate forges

Carey, etween 1628 and 1632f1

Quantity
	

Cost
£sd

Wood (cords)
Cutting
Cording

Coaling (loads)
Coal transport

Pig iron (tons)
Pig transport
Expendable stores
Repairs
Rent

9 @ 48.
@
© 48. the score

(3) @ 2s.6d.
© 4s.

it 6cwt © £6

1.16. 0.
9. 0.
1. 9.

7. 6.
12. 0.

7.16. 0.

3. 6.

Finers	 )	 4
Rammermen
Clerk
Stocktaker	 @ £40 year	 4. 0.
Carpenter
Labourers

Total	 12. 9. 9,5

Weekly output: Ca. 3t l7cwt; cost: Ca. £48.
Price of bar iron: Ca. £13.13.

1. LC.B. Nynors, in Woolhope Naturalists' Field Club Transactions,
XXXIV (1952). I am obliged to Mr. Nynors for an offprint of his
paper and for his great kindness in allowing me to use his trans-
cripts of Add. MS, 11052.

2. I have followed the MS in omitting the odd half penny.

3. This combines two entries: "Reparacon & Implements of all sorts
0 - 2 - 0" and "Reparacon of wear & other day labourers hire
0 - 1-6".

4. "Makeing ton of Iron	 0 - 18 - 0"; Standing wages to Iron
men and allowance of firewood to them	 0 - 2 - 0".

5. Omitted: "Cockett money paid to the Kinge the earle of Worster
& cyty of Monmouth	 0 - 1 - 0" and "Carriage of a ton to
Bristol	 0 - 12 - 0".
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APPEIThIX iii (9)

Accounts for separate forges

Goodrich/Thitchurch, /etween 1628 and 163271

Wood (cords)
Cutting
Cording
Coaling (loads)
Coal transport
Pig iron (tons)
Pig transport
Expendable stores
Repairs
Rent
Finers
Hazimiermen
Clerk
Stocktaker
Carpenter
Labourers

Quantity

7* 0 4s.
0 3s./2 cords

3 @ 2s.6d.
0 4s.

it 7cwt @ £5

Cost
Lad
1.10. 0.

9. 0.

7. 6.
12. 0.

6.15. 0.

11. 6.2

1. 0. 0.

10.

Total
	

11.15. 0.

Weekly output: Ca. 3t l7cwt; cost: Ca. £45.
Price of bar iron: £13. 5.

1. Selden supra 113, fo. 9. The years cover the term of sir John
Kyrle's tenure, when this account was probably compiled.

2. "Aliowe lls-6d for Caasualityes	 "

3. "The Clerks Wages & particular payments estimated at lOs per Ton."



Cost
Led

1.10. 0.

4. 6.
6. 8. 0. 5. 0.
8. 0. 0. 6. 0.)

13. 4. (i. 0. o.)3

Wood (cords)
Cutting
Cording

Coaling (toads)
Coal transport

Ore
Cinders

Expendable stores
Repairs

542.

APPENDIX iii. (10)

l6l5_l871

Furnace

Quantity

L.72 6s.8d.

is.

Li72 @ 3s .4d. ç2s.6.)3
© 4s.	 (3s.)

cf. below, n.4

Founder and. team	 10. 0.
Clerk
Woodclerks	 A 4
Stocktaicer	 '. 'Ij.

Carpenter

Total	 5.15.10.	 (3.i8.1O.)

Weekly output: No. of works wiknown

Wood (cords)
Cutting
Cording

Coaling (Loads)
Coal transport

Pig iron (tons)
Pig transport

Expendable sres )
Repairs
Rent

Forge

6s.8d.

@ is.

3s.4d. ç2s.6.)3
@ 4s.	 (435.)

cf. n.4

1.15. 0.

5. 3.

7. 9. çO.5.lo.)3
9. 4. (0. 7. o.)

5.13. 9. (5.18. 3•)3

Piners
HanmerinenClerk1.0.0.

Stocktaker
5.Carpenter

Labourers

Total	 9.16. 1. (9.16. 4•)3

Weekly output: No. of works xilcnown
Price of bar iron: 	 £16

Notee Cf. p. 5k3
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APPENDIX iii (10) - notes

1. SP 14/157/44. In Cal.S.P.D. Jas. I, 1623-5, p. 141 under "1623?"
without indicating the possible location. The combination of
12,000 cords a year with the price of 6s.8d. per cord was not
common in the iron Industry; the amount of fuel here treated
in bulk was probably unique. This must therefore have been
some estimate in connection with the Dean concession; even
here the particular combination of quantity and price only
existed between 1615 and 1618, when the concession was divided
between sir Basil Brooke and George Moore with their respective
partners. The estimate, especially regarding fuel consumption,
is rather too optimistic; hence one might guess that this was
the reckoning on which the crown based its demand for rent and
that it was compiled in or before 1615.

2. The MS is based on 12,000
that this will make 5,000
cords will make a load of
The division between forge
generally the fining used
than smelting and here the

cords of wood; in one place it says
loads of coal, in another that 2*
coal, which would give 5,333 loads.
and furnace is not indicated;
rather more fuel per ton of product
fuel has been divided between them

in the most p.LausiO.Le manner.

3. Beneath the main account in the MS there is a briefer one In
smaller writing which uses - or results in - the alternative
figures here shown in ( ).

4. The account gives "Clarkes wages and other Casualties - 500 if.
As this is a very wide sweep, £250 has been allocated to each
part of the process and divided by the total alleged output.

5. This may be excessive for 1615-18.
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APPENDIX iii (II)

Parkend, Dean, 1654_601

Furnace

Qjantity	 Cost
Lad

Vood (cords)	 6 3/162	 6s.	 1.17.11j
Cutting
Cording	 @ 4s.	 1. 4. 9.

Coaling (Loads) )	 2*2	 © 7s.ld.	 15.11.Coal transport )

Ore	 ca.l doz. fr bush6@4s.ld.4	 5. 3,
Cinder	 ca.lt 5cwt' @ 3s.	 3. 9.
Expendable stores	 2.Repairs

Founder and team	 2s.6d. to 5s.lOd.. 8	4. 2.
Clerk	 4. O.

Stocktaker	 3. 4,
Woodclerks

Carpenter

Total	 3. 3. 2.5. 0. 3j10

Weekly output: let 4cwt; cost: £57

Forge

Wood (cords)	 8 15/162 L6s. 3	2.13. 8J
Cutting ')	

@4s.	 1.15. 9.Cording 5

Coaling (loads) )	 2	 ©sld	 1. 3. 0.Coal transport )

Pig iron (tons) 	 1 ton 6 cwt	 4. 3.
Pig transport	 2. 6 .-

Expendable stores	
3 97Repairs

Rent

Piners	 )	 12
1 6. 8.Haimnermen )	 '	 9Clerk	 4. 0

Stocktaker
Carpenter	 9. o.
Labourers )

Total	 9. 7. 8.Li4.9.1Oj'°
Weekly output: 2t 14 cwt; coats £27 L3. 10 ; furnace & forge: £75
Price of bar iron : 	 £16.10. - £18.13.

Notes cf. pp. 5k5-6.
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APPENDIX iii (ii) - notes

1. SP 18/130/102, 1653-6; SP l8/157B, 1656-7; E 178/6080, pt.i, ma.
25-50d, the working accounts of the state ironworks in Dean for
seven years. The nature of the accounts makes it probable that
this summary may be less reliable for every detail than for the
approximate relationships between theni and for the overall picture.

2. The quantities of fuel paid for only appear occasionally and no
indication of the eventual use of any fuel is ever given. Hence
the pro rata consumption of wood and charcoal by furnace and
forge were taken from the estimate attached to the last account
which appears to have been based either on the accounts for
1657-60 or on general experience during those years (E 178/6080,
pt.i,flL5O).

3. The accounts of course disregard the cost of raw wood. In 1660
though the stock of wood was valued at 5s. for the half cord.
If the cost of cutting and cording a whole cord at 4e. is deducted,
that would leave a price of 6s. for the whole Dean cord which
seems plausible.

4. Amounts of ore bought and their prices are given in the accounts
for 1656-7 and 1657-60. There is no ore stock account until
1660. Payments for ore appear in all three accounts. If it
is assumed that all the ore bought until 1657 was used within
the accounting period, then the average consumption per ton made
was 15 bushels: fair agreement with the 15 bushels per ton
quoted in the estimate at E 178/6080, pt.i,m.50.

5. This (and the average price) are a matter of guesswork. The
first account, from 1653 to 1656 gives the cost but no amount
of cinders. The other two accounts assume that one ton of
cinders is used per ton of iron cast said prices paid vary from
2s.4d. to 5s.6d. for the ton of cinders. The final account
contains an Item for 300 tons of cinders which had not yet been
paid for - but presumably received and, as there was no stock
of cinders left over - used up. Finally the summary account
a4rrio of the account claims that 1 dozen 10 bushels cinders
were used per ton of pig in 1657-60. 22 bushels per ton would
make a very light bushels one might reasonably expect it to be
between 1 and 1* cwt. Also at that rate the ton of pig should
have been made from about 37 bushels ore in all or from it l4cwt
to 2 t of ore which is improbable. Including the 300 tons in
the calculation for the last two accounts gives the figures
here used: if 22 bushels were about 25 cwt it would still take
less than 2 tons of ore to make a ton of pig.

6. cf. n.5. The average price paid for the last four years of the
account was approximately 3s. too.
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7. The accounts record payments described as either for the
furnace or the forge and. no further. For the furnace they
come to 5s.4d. per ton, for the forge to 12s.9d. These
totals have been arbitrarily divided between stores, repairs
and employees not specifically mentioned.

8. The highest rate may represent the payment for casting finished
wares, e.g. bullets.

9. Estimated portion of the pay of John Wade, the manager, at £200
a year.

10. Including the estimated cost of the raw wood.

11. Estimate, based on the approximate distance between furnace
and forge.

12. Genuine average, possibly including high payments for the manu-
facture of some special forgings for the navy. Normal fining
was apparently paid for at a rate of 19 - 21 shillings per ton.



Cost
£sd

1. 3.

14. 0.

7. 0.
7. 0.

5. 0.
3. 0.

Wood (cords)
Cutting )
Cording )

Coaling (loads)
Coal transport

Ore
Cinder
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APPENDIX iii (12)

Parkend, Dean, 16621

Furnace

Quantity

4 Li 5s.9d.

2 © 3s.6th

Expendable stores 	 £20 yearly	 4.
Repairs	 £12	 2*.

Founder and team	 2. 6.
Clerk	 £45	 "	 8-.
Woodolerks	 £20 "	 4.
Stocktaker	 £16 "	 3.
Carpenter	 £6.13.4. yearly	 1.

Total	 2. 0. 5. 5. 3•5J3
Weekly output: 26t;

Wood (cords)
Cutting
Cording

Coaling (loads)
Coal transport

Pig iron (tons)
Pig transport

cost: £53 L8i73

Forge

6 Li 5s.9d.	 1.14. 6

1. 1. 0.

3	 10.6.
10. 6.

it 6cwt	 2.13. 6rj. /.4.oJ3

Expendable stores
Repairs
Rent

£20 yearly 2. 8.

Finers	 ) 1.0.0.
Hammermen )
Clerk	 £25 yearly	 3. 4.
Stocktaker	 £16 yearly	 2. 1*.
Carpenter	 £6.l3.4. yearly	 11.
Labourers

Total	 6. 4. 7.(9.9.67

Weekly output: 2t l8cwt; cost: £18 3g3 ; furnace & forge: C63 L9JJ3

Price of bar iron : 	 t16.1O.

Notes cf. p. 5k8.
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APPENDIX 111 (12) - notes

1. Harlelan, 6839, Los. 334d-335d. This is the report of an
exchequer commis8ion on the forest of Dean; Wade was invited
to testify before it and therefore the figures here used have
some authenticity. They look like a too optimistic view of
the experience in the state ironworks.

2. Estimated value of wood.

3. Including cost of wood.



Wood (cords)
Cutting
Cording

Coaling (Loads)
Coal transport

Ore
Cinder

Expendable stores
Repairs
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APPENDIX iii (13)

Dean, 16831

Furnace

Quantity

4• © 8s.

L7

Cost
£sd

1.16. 0.

12. 0.

6. 8.
8. 0.

18. 8.

4. 0.

Founder and. team 	 2. 6.
Clerk
Woodolerks	 2. 0.
tocktakr

CarDenter

Total	 4. 9.10.

Weekly output: 24t; cost: £108

Forge

Wood (cords)	 2Cutting	 3.12. 6.
Cording

Coaling (loads)
Coal transport	 [10. 7.TJ3

Pig iron (tons) 	 it 6cwt	 5.16. 9•4
Pig transport	 2. 0.

Expendable stores 	 2 6Repairs	 )
Rent

Finers	 )
1iiimermen )	

1. 0. 0.

Clerk
Stocktaker	 2.

Carpenter
Labourers

Total	 11. 6.10.

Weekly output: ca. 3t 9cwt; cost: Ca. £40; forge & furnace: ca. £137

Price of bar iron :	 £15.10.

Notes cf. p. 550.
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APPENDIX iii (13) - notes

1. Cal.P.B., 1661-5, VII, pt.ii, 963. This is an estimate of the
returns to be expected from building and running two forges and
a furnace in Dean for the crown. Many of the figures have
either suffered in transit between the expert who provided theni
and the exchequer or they have been compiled by bad guesses
but some of the infox,nation remains of value.

2. This figure is either a mistake or represents an improbably
precise estimate of 2 13/20 of a load per ton of bar.

3. The Calendar and the MS from which it is taken read here
£6.8.0. Quite apart from the fact that this Is evident nonsense
the result of the original addition of the column makes clear
that this should have read 8s. If this were true, it may just
be possible that £3.12.6. above it is a mistake for £3.2.8., the
total cost of coal and transport in the furnace account. In
this case the separate entry for coal transport is supererogatory.

4. The Calendar and MS give here £7.3.0., the cost of a ton and
almost - but not quite - twelve huMredweight.



Cost
Led
1.10. oj

14. 0.

7. 0.
7. 0.

5. 0.
3. 0.

Forge

6	 7s.6d.

0 3s.6d.

3 © 3s.6d.
0 3s.6d.

it 6cwt 501b

Wood (cords)
Cutting
Cording

Coaling (loads)
Coal transport

Pig iron (tons)
Pig transport

2. 5. o..72

1. 1. 0.

10. 6.
10. 6.

4.12. 5+.4L.14.0iJ
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APPENDIX iii (14)

1Dean. Ca. 1691

Wood (cords)
Cutting
Cording

Coaling (loads)
Coal transport

Ore
Cinder

Expendable stores
Repairs

Furnace

Quanti t

4 L 7s.6d.

L 3s.6dj

2	 3s.6d.
L 3s.6cij

sacks & hurdles, £20 p.a.
£12 p.a.

Founder and team	 2. 0.
Clerk	 £40 p.a. & £5 travel exp. 	 8j.s.2J3
Woodclerks	 £20 p.a.	 3j.Ld'
Stocktaker	 £16 p.a.	 3. .dj,'
Carpenter	 £6.13.4. p.a.	 i+.L2dj3

Total	 3.

Weekly output: 26t .L19t 5 cw .73 ; cost: £91

Expendable stores 	 £20 p.a.Repairs
Rent

2. 8.

Finers	 )
Haminermen )	

1. 0. 0.

Clerk	 £25 p.a.	 3. 4.
Stocktaker	 £16 p.a.	 2. 1k.
Carpenter	 £6.l3.4. p.a.	 10-.
Labourers

Total	 10. 8.
Weekly output: ca. 2t l8cwt; cost: ca. £30 3; furnace & orge:

Price of bar iron: £16.10. (?) 	 £108 L.e7

Notes cf. p. 552.
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APPENDIX iii (14) - notes

1. (hR. Morton, 'The reconstruction of an industry, Journal of
he Lichfield & South Staffs. Archaeological & History Society,
VI (1966), p.38. This is a crude and optimistic estimate.

tie
2. The estimate 'That advantage will yearly accrue to his Ma

by a Furnace and a Forge...' was apparently a suggestion made
to the government by Paul Foley's son. The crown did not
have to pay cash for its wood in Dean, hence the estimate
omitted any costs of wood; John Wheeler was evidently anxious
to discourage possible competition - cf. (15) - and suggested
that it should be valued at 7s.6d. the long cord and, for the
sake of comparability, this has here been adopted.

3. This estimate reckons with an annual furnace output of 1,248
tons. This is possihLe but was not ofteh sustained over several
years. Hence the figures here shown fJuse	 suggestion
of ca. 770 tons a year made in 40 weeks.

4. The MS reckons the cost of pig as its alleged market price of
£6.10. per ton. The figure here taken is the mere cost of
production at the furnace; it understates because it omits
the cost of transport to the forge.
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APPENDIX iii (15)

1Dean, Ca. 1691

Furnace

Quantity	 Cost
Led

Wood (cords)	 6 @ 7s.6d.	 2. 5. 0.
Cutting )	 3.6dj	 1. 1. .
Cording )

Coal (loads)	 2 loads 23- sacks © 3s.6d.	 7. 8+.
Coal transport	 © 48.	 8.10.

Ore	 5. 0.
Cinder	 8. 0.

Expendable stores	 and sundries l8O	 4. 8.Repairs	 interest on £4,000 : £200 	 5. 2+.
Founder and team	 3. 4.
Clerk	 £100 p.a.	 2. 7.
Woodclerks
Stocktaker )	 "Carriage to Severn 4s per ton" 	 4. 0.
Carpenter

Total	 5.15. 4.

Weekly output: 19t 5cwt; cost: £111

Forge
Wood (cords)
Cutting
Cording

Coaling (loads)
Coal transport

Pig iron (tons)
Pig transport

Expendable stores
Repairs
Rent

Finers
Hammermen
Clerk
Stocktaker
Carpenter
Labourers

Total "charges ... at least £200 ... more ..."	 13. 7. 8.

Weekly output: ca. 2t l8cwt; cost: £39; furnace & forge: Ca. £135

Price of bar iron: £15.

Notes cf. p. 554.
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APPENDIX iii (15) - notes

1. G.R. Morton, 'The reconstruction of an industry', Journ. of
Lich!. & S.Staffs. Arch. & Hist. Soc., VI (1966), PP . 37-8.
This is an almost equally crudely pessimistic criticism of
(14).

2. This is an extravagant figure: one-third or perhaps half of
that would seem sufficient.

3. This figure is suspect: it is one of the highest amounts
recorded in these accounts. If it is intended as an estimate
of what the crown might have to provide or how little it would
gain by setting up ironworks in Dean, it should perhaps have
omitted the cost of wood altogether, except for its preparation;
it would also seem possible that it could have organised its
fuel supply rather closer to the works, thus reducing the cost
of transport for fuel.



Wood (cords)
Cutting
Cording

Coaling (loads)
Coal transport
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APPENDIX iii (16)

Lyd.ney, Dean, 1699_17001

Thrnace

Quantity

2 loads 2 sacks

Cost
Lad

3.16. i2

Ore
Cinder	 4(Hammerscale)

Expendable stores
Repairs (& other workers)

9j bushel, load c 3s.2d.	 2. 5*.
2 doz. 2 bushels, @ 7s.2d.	 15. 6.
l- bushel, load © ls.l1d.	 2*.

2
_1.	 4•
1. 2.

Founder and team	 3. 0.
Clerk	 £20 p.a.	 7.
Woodelerks
Stocktaker	 6s. per week	 6.
Carpenter

Total	 5. 2. 9-.
Weekly output: l7t 12 cvrt; cost: ca. £88.

Forge

Wood (cords)	 No Data
Cutting
Cording

Coaling (loads)
Coal transport

Pig iron (tons)
Pig transport

Expendable stores
Repairs
Rent

Finers
Hamniermen
Clerk
Stocktaker
Carpenter
Labourers

Total	 No Data

Weekly output:
	

Cost:	 furnace & forge:

Prioe of bar iron :

Notes cf. p . 556.
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APPENDIX iii (16) - notes

1. Winter pers, D 421/B 9, "The rnace accot That began the Blast
Sept. 11 1699 and Ended the 6 of May 1700". (I am obliged to
the kindness of Dr. Cyril Hart who lent me his photographic copies
of the MSs). This statement sunimarises a genuine working account.
However it has some peculiarities: this furnace was evidently
operated deliberately to supply pig iron for conversion by the
associated forge; it is highly probable that there was only one
forge in use. Therefore the furnace operated with long intermis-
sions: the previous campaign had. evidently ended on 24 December
1697 (D 42l/E 9, fo .4) and the last 23 tons of the 374 tons of pig
then left in stock were sent to the forge on 29 September 1699.
By 24 June 1700,426 tons of pig iron were in stock again, i.e.
approximately another two years' supply for the forge.

It would have been possible to compile from the interesting and
detailed account an itemised statement of expenditure on the lines
of appendix iv. None of the produce however was sold for cash so
that income could only be estimated with the use of a general
statement of stock values. Moreover the practice of deducting
the value of unsold stocks from costs for the purpose of stating
profit, in this case would produce an unjustifiably distorted
result - no less than 116 per cent profit on cost. If all the
pig had. been sold at stock prices, the profit would have become
a still useful 20 per cent on cost. But the whole operation is
really excessively unrealistic.

2. The charcoal bought that year arid used for smelting cost, on average,
£l.13.l].fr. per load. (D 421/B 9, fo . 3) . On fo.7 there appears the
following slightly cryptic item: "To 122 loads of Brayes 5reeze,
i.e. small coa being the due allowance of one Sack to each load
f 12 sack7 of the said Coales spent as aforesaid, therefore what

the said 122 loads cost above the price of Brayes is Charged to this
Blast at 14s. per load more n the account the average price of
charcoal used is reckoned at 34s. and a parcel of "brayes" is sold
at 20s. the loadj"

I have interpreted this statement as meaning that an extra sack,
the thirteenth, of breeze was supplied with each load of coal and
charged at charcoal prices. 1,337 loads 8 sacks of charcoal were
used in smelting. This would in fact mean 112 sacks of breeze and
the 122 may be an accidental (or deliberate) slip of the pen. For
the present summary account the extra cost of l3s.1l-d. for each of
112 sacks of breeze has been reckoned as the price paid for the coal.

3. 7s.2d. is the true average price per load paid for cinders bought
during operations. The account itself uses an average price of
6s.11d., compounded of the price assessed on the opening stock and
the amount paid out for additional supplies. Opening stocks were
almost two-fifths of the total acquired but only about two-thirds
of this was used.

4. D 421/B 9, fo.6., "Hamslaw C?n)" is probably Hammerelough or Hammer-
scale, used as a flux. This might have contributed a little iron
to the total.
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APPENDIX iii (17)

Pontypool, Mon., ca. 1703_51

Furnace

Qu?ntity 	Cost
Lad

Wood (cords) 2 	3 @ 7s.	 1. 1. 0.
Cutting	 3s.	 9. 0.Cording

Coaling (loads)	 ].fr © 3s.	 4. 6.
Coal transport	 © 6s.	 9. 0.

Ore	 28-32 bushels 3 4)	 1 0 0Cinder	 up to 36 bushels )

Expendable stores 	 1. 0.5
Repairs	 3. 9.
Pounder and. team
Clerk
Woodclerks	 6
Stocktaker	 6
Carpenter	 1. 2*.

Total	 3.11. 3.

Weekly output: l8t 13 cwt; cost: L67

Forge

Wood (cords) 2 	 4 @ 7s.	 1. 8. 0.
Cutting )	 12 0
Cording )

Coaling (loads)	 2 © 3s.	 6. 0.
Coal transport	 @ 5a.6d.	 11. 0.

Pig iron (tons) 	 1*	 4.15. o.8
Pig transport	 @ ls .3d.	 1. 8.

Expendable stores 	 2. 0.
Repairs	 4. 8.
Rent

Piners	 )
Haimnermen )	

1. 0. 0.

Clerk	 8. 8.
Stocktaker ) "& rents"	 o. 8.
Carpenter /
Labourers	 1. 4.

10
Total	 9.17. 0.

Weekly output: ca. 5t 15 cwt; cost: ca. £57; furnace & forge: £95

Price of bar Iron 	 £15.

Notes cf. p. 558.
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APPENDIX iii (17) - notes

1. Monniouth Co.R.O., "Hanbury Memorandum Book", p.5 (cf. Schubert,
Iron, pp. 424-6). This is an estimate compiled, probably by an
ironmaster, with detailed working knowledge; it is cautious and
clearly served as a check on performance as well as a record for
future use. Probably it is the most reliable statement here used.

2. The Monmouthehire long cord of 175.5 cubic feet - Hanbury Memo.
Book, p.69.

3. Depending on the amount of cinder used, more cinder, less ore.

4. This was forge cinder, principally acting as a basic flux but also
containing some iron. Dean cinder came from the old bloomeries
and was richer in iron than much ore.

5. Made up of "Limestone l2d & sand 12d" as well as hearth, bellows and
labour - £35. An output of 400 tons has been assumed, as indicated.

6. The account states merely "Workemens wages att 38 per ton";
Memorandum Book, p.8, gives the weekly expenditure on keepers,
fillers, stocktaker and workmen. The 3s. has therefore here
been divided into roughly equivalent portions.

7. The weekly production is nowhere stated. If "The usual chae att
Furnace", Memo. Bk., p.8, between the "Charge of making 400 of
cast Iron yearly att Pontpoole" on p.5. and "Pontpoole Forges" on
p.16, flanked by various general particulars of smelting, refers
to P. furnace and 400 tons a year and if the assumptions in n.6.
above are also correct, then the weekly production and its cost
are approximately as given here.

8. The account uses as basis £6 per ton, the supposed market price of
pig iron.

9. The clerk's salary seems high but he was perhaps managing the
furnace and the forge.

10. Memo. Bk., p.16 speaks of "the forges". That might simply have
referred to the existence of several heartha in the one building;
in 1717 only one forge appeared in Fuller's list for Pontypool
(Trans.Newc.Soc., IX (1928-9), 21). Perhaps the existence of more
than one forge would have made little difference to this calcula-
tion In any case.
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APPENDIX iii

Part 2, (a) - (g)

Costs of making iron compared

Individual Items in the preceding swnmPry statements of costs

have been grouped under more general headings to minimise the effect

of discrepancies between the more detailed items. Because the data

summarised under 'Expendable stores', 'Repairs' and ?ent vary more

than the others, no attempt has been made to include them in the com-

parisons: their omission explains the failure of most of the horizontal

percentages to add up to 100. Figures of cost are rounded off to the

nearest whole shilling, percentages to the nearest whole per cent.

But the percentages are calculated from the unrounded figures so that

there are occasional discrepancies.

The summary of each account runs in a horizontal line; the

number In the left hand margin indicates the account summarised.

Each item appears in three vertical columns; the first is its cost

in shillings, the second its percentage of the total cost and the

third gives it as a percentage of the cost in account No.17.

Account No.13 contains too large a number of inexplicable

inconsistencies and has been omitted.

In general of course the comparisons possible with the aid of

these tables are merely crude approximations, of more negative

than positive value: they often indicate what sort of conclusions

can not legitimately be drawn from similar sets of data.
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Receipts

Sales	 £ s d
Pig iron	 6,209. 8. 2.
Bar iron	 2,067.17. -.
CaStings	 105. 3. 5.
Charcoal	 291.11. 1O.
Timber,bark,sacks	 68. 2. 8.

Deliveries	 2
Shot	 8,412. 0. 0.
Forgings & Bar	 220. 0. 0.

Total	 17,374. 3. 2.

Of which Debts & Book Credits
In paymt. for gins3	 720. 0. 0.
Delivered to yards	 8,632. 0. 0.
Sundry debtors	 1,319.16. 4-.

Total	 10,671.16. 41.
Less cash advance4	 3,863.13. 7-.

t or'o	 '	 a.U,Q'.JU.	 . U4.

Cash for sales	 10,566. 0. 5-.
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Summary Accounts of the State Ironworks in Dean, 1653 - 1660
Account I a, 13 September 1653 - 2 August 16561

Expenditure

Working costs	 £ s d
Manager	 500. 0. 0.
Founders	 614.17. 0.
Fining etc.	 316. 8. 5.
Clerks	 165. 3.10.
Furnace, sundry	 108. 4 . 7.
Forge, sundry	 44.16. 7.
Labourers 70.15.11.
Transport (produce) 421. 9 . 0.
Cutting & cording 3,014. 4. 0.
Coaling & transpt. 1,851.17. 3.
Cinders	 443. 1. 7.
Ore	 580.18. 3.
Coppicing	 214. 4. 5.
Forest admin.	 136. 5. 3.

Total	 8,482. 6. 1.

Less overpayment	 249. 7.10.

8,232.18. 3.

Building costs
Furnace
Wages	 330.16. 3.
Materials	 324.13. 0.
Haulage	 124.17. 0.

Total	 780. 6. 3.

Forge
General	 754.17.11.
Materials	 79.16. 0.

834. 13. 11.

Forge & Furnace	 1,615. 0. 2.

Total internal	 9,847.18. 5.
ExternalS	 388. 8. 0.

Total paid out	 10,236. 6. 5.
Balance	 329.14. *.

10,566. 0. 5.

For Notes cf p. 77 ff.
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Account I b, Stocks, 1653-6

Pig Iron	 ton.cwt.	 Bar Iron	 ton.cwt.qr.

Made	 1,417	 Made	 189. 18. 1.

Sold	 921. l6.	 Sold	 119. 19.	 8Fined	 258. 11.	 Used at works	 7. 2. 3.

	

Stock, at ftirnace 178. 4.	 Maa.e into forgings 	 32. 10. 2.
"	 at forge	 58. 9.	 Deliveries & Stock	 30. 6.

1,417
	

189. 18. 1.

Shot
	

(IU.veries & Stock)

Made	 701. 10.	 Forgings & bar to Yards 12 tons
___________________________	 Porgings & bar to Stock 49t 6cwt

Sent to Yards	 701.
Stock	 10.

Valuation of Stocks

236t 13 cwt pig iron © £6 	 £1,420

	

49t 6cwtbar&forgirgs@l8	
9

	

lplus)	 £ 900 (approx.)

£2,320
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Account I c, Profits, 1653_610

Costs

Less	 £ a d
Coppicea	 214. 4. 5.
Forest	 136. 5. 3.
Cutting & cording	 3,014. 4. 0.

3,364.13. 8.
Less overpayment	 249. 7.10.

3,115. 5.10.

£ 8,232 .18. 3.

£ 5,117.12. 5.
Add

cost of furnace	 468. 0. 0.
2/5 cost of forge 	 334. 0. 0.
32,000 cords'2	8,000. 0. 0.

8,802. 0. 0.

Adjusted costs	 £13,919.12. 5.

Less unsold stock
Pig iron	 1,420. 0. 0.
Bar iron	 900. 0. 0.

2,320. 0. 0.

Net Cost

Income	 £ 17,374
Net Cost £ 11,600

Profit £ 5,774

Equal to 50 per cent on cost in three years.

(159 per cent with free wood).

£11,599.12. 5.
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Account II a, 3 August 1656 - 15 September 165713

Expenditure	 Receipts

Working costs	 £ s d	 Sales	 £ s d
Manager	 200. 0. °•14 Pig iron	 4,755.10.10.
Founders	 114. 9. 0.	 Bar iron	 3,040.16. 0.
Furnace, sundry	 579. 8. 3.	 Castings	 33. 4.l1-.
Forge, sundry	 277.19. 7j. Charcoal	 140.10. 7.
Scrap purchase	 20. 9. 0. Timber, bark, sacks 	 13.19. 0.
Cutting & cording	 1,960. 5. 6.
Coaling & tpt.	 722. 8. l.i Deliveries
Cinders	 118.14. 0 5Bar iron, forgings 	 450. 0. 0.16

Ore	 198.14. 6.
Coppices	 96.11. 9.	 Total	 8,434. 1. 4-.

Total	 4,288.19.	 • Of which Debts & Book Credits
_________________________________ Delivered to Yards 	 450. 0. 0.

Sundry debtors 	 1,761.17. 4.
Buildingcosts	 _____________________________________
Gener	 83. '	 ' Total	 2,211.17. 4.
Trow, timber	 53. 9. 7. ___________________________________
Laths	 7. 0. 0.
__________________________________ Cash for sales 	 6,222. 4. -.

Total	 143.16. 7-i.___________________________________ Balance 1653-6 	329.14. 0.
Debts ].653-6,paid. 	 1,319.16. 4-h-.Total inrnal	 4,432.16. 4*.

External	 3,113.16.	 Total cash	 7,871.14. 5*.

Total paid out	 7,546.12. 7.

Balance	 325. 1.10.

7, 871.14 . 5*.

Account II b, Stocks 1656-7

ig Iron	 ton.cwt.qr.

Brought forward	 236. 13. 0.
Made	 765.
Scrap bought	 16. 4. 0.

Total	 1,017. 17. 0.

Sold	 662. 0. o.20
Fined	 198. 7. 0.
Stock, at forge	 49. 0. 0.22

"	 elsewhere	 118. 10. 0.

Total	 1,027. 17. 0.

Bar Iron	 ton. cwt.qr.

Brought forward	 49. 6. o.19
Made	 147. 1. 0.

Total	 196.	 7. 0.

Sold	 169. 9. 1.
Used up	 1. 1 7 . 0.21
Sent to Yards	 25. 0. 0.
Stock	 0. 0. 3.

Total	 196. 7. 0.
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Account II c, Profits, 1656-7

£ 4,288.19. 8.Cos'ts

Less	 £ s d
Coppices	 96.11.9.'
Cutting & cording	 1,960. 5. 6.

2 ,056.17 . 3.

£ 2,232. 2. 5-.

Add
i7 cost buildings	 351.15. 4.
13,000 cords 1- 2	 3,250. 0. 0.
Opening stock	 2,320. 0. 0.

5,921.15. 4.

Adjusted costs	 £ 8,153.17. 9.

Less unsold stock2
Pig iron @ £6.10.	 1,088.15. 0.
Bar iron	 13. 6.

1,089. 8. 6.

£ 7,064. 9. 3.Net cost

Income	 £ 8,434
Net cost £ 7,064

Profit	 £ 1,370

Equal to 19 per cent on cost in one year.

(44 per cent on cost with free wood).
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Account III a, 16 September 1657 - 26 Apri1 166024

Expenditure

Working costs	 £ s d
Manager	 500. 0. 0.
Founders	 203.14. 0.
Fining	 368.17.	 2Furnace, sundry	 1,032.14. 4*.
Furnace, repairs	 30.19. 1.
Scrap purchase	 23. 9. 4-.
Labourers (forge) 	 382.17. 2.
Labourers (general)	 8. 7. 6*.
Cutting & cording	 3,091. 5.112
Coaling & Transport 2,522. 4. 3.
Cinders	 233. 2. 7.
Ore	 423.14. 4-.
Coppices	 165.15. 2.
Forest	 168.15. 0.

Total	 9,155.16. 1.

Creditors
Cinders	 35. 0. 0.
Labourers	 450. 0. 0.

Total working cost 	 9,640.16. 1.

Buildings
Forge pond	 144.12. 0.

Total internal cost 9,785. 8. l. 28
External expenditure 5,805. 4. 2j-.

Total expenditure	 15,590.12. 3.

Liabilities	 485. 0; 0.

Total cash paid. 	 15,105.12. 5.

Receipts

£ sd
Pig iron	 7,374. 3. 7.
Bar iron	 6,032. 5. 5.
Castings	 87.12. 3.
Charcoal	 492.12. 6.
Timber,bark,sacks	 214.11. 6k-.

Deliveries	 26
Bar iron,local yard	 228.13. 0.

Total	 14,429.18. 4.

Of which Debts & Book Credits
Deliveries	 228.13. 0.
Sundry debtors	 928. 3. 2.
Advances to workers 	 469.12. 4.

Total	 1,626. 8. 6.

Cash received	 12,803. 9.10.

Balance 1656-7	 325. 1.10.
Debts 1656-7,paid	 1,761.17. 4.

Total received 	 14,890. 9. 0.

Deficit	 215. 3. 3r.

15, 105 .12. 3-.
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Account Ilib, Stocks 1657-60

Pig Iron	 ton.cwt.

Brought forward	 167.10.
Made	 1,567. 0.
Scrap bought	 14. 0.

Total	 1,748.10.

Sold.	 1,098.10.
Fined	 515. 0.

Stock
at furnace	 69. 0.30
at forge	 29. 0.31
at Lydne 2store	 27. 0.
Coffins, -) scrap 	 10. 0.

Total	 1,748.10.

Bar Iron	 ton. cwt. qr.

Brought forward 	 3.
Made	 385.15. 0.

Total	 385.15. 3.

Sold	 344. 2.
Used up	 4.13. 0.
Delivered local yard 13. 9 . 0.

Stock	 29.15. 0.

Total	 391.19. i.32

Forgings

Bought	 22.19. 0.

Delivered to yards 	 7.13. 2.
at Lydney store	 15. 5 . 2.

22.19. 0.

Other Stocks

8,000 short cords of wood.	 340 loads of coal.
26,550 laths.	 150 dozen ore.
3,400 coppers' st€ives.

Stocks valued	 £ s d

Pig iron at forge & furnace @ £6.10. 	 637. 0. 0.
Coffins, shot 0 £6.10. 	 65. 0. 0.	 1
Pig iron in Lydney store © £6.15. 	 182. 5. 0.3
Bar iron 0 £16.	 476. 0. 0.
Wood. 0 5. the short cord. 	 2,000. 0. 0.
240 loads charcoal at furnace & forge 0 £2. 	 480. 0. 0.
100 loads "small coals" at forge 0 £1. 	 100. 0. 0.
145 dozen ore © 4s.	 29. 0. 0.
5 dozen ore 0 3s.6d.	 17. 6.
Coopers' timber 0 £3.15. per 1,000 	 12.15. 0.
Laths © lOs. per 1,000	 13. 5 . 6.

Total stocks	 £3,996. 3. 0.

Supernumerary stocks

8t 8cwt 2 qr 141b forginga © £28.	 £236. 1. 6.
6t l6cwt 3qr 25lb forgings © £25.l3.4. 	 £175.15. 7-.

£411 ,l7. ]-L
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Account III c, Profits 1657-60

£ 9,640.16. 1.Costs

Less	 £ s d
Coppices	 165.15. 2.
Forest	 168.15. 0.
Cutting & cording	 3,091. 5.11.

3,425.16. ].--.

£ 6,214.19.11.

Add
I7 cost furna.ce	 156. 1. 3.
2/5 cost forge	 334. 0. 0.
- cost other1 ui1dings 144. 4 . 3-.

37,000 cords	 9,250. 0. 0.
Opening stock	 1,089. 8. 6.

10,973. 14. O-.

Adjusted costs	 £17,188.14. O.

Less unsold stock	 3,996. 3. 0.

Net cost	 £13,192.11. O.

Income	 £ 14,430
Net cost £ 13,193

Profit	 £ 1,237

Equal to 9 per cent on cost in two and a half years.

(96 per cent on cost with free wood).
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Accounts iv

Summary account of profits with free wood, 1653 - 1660

Expenditure, building & working
£ ad

1653-6	 9,847.18. 5.
1656-7	 4,432.16. 4*.
1657-60	 9,785. 8. 1.

Expenditure	 24,066. 2.l0.
Less closing stock 3,996. 3. 0.

Net cost	 £20,069.19.10*.

Income, sale and delivery
£ ad

17,374. 3. 2.
0 AA 1	 A3'

14,429.18. 4.

Income	 40,238. 2.l0.
Net cost	 20,069.19.101.

Profit	 £20,168. 2. 0k-.

Equal to 100 per cent on cost

Summary account of profits, estimating costs ol' wood

Total expenditure, less closing stock 	 £20,069.19.l01.

Deduct cutting, cording, coppices & forest

	

1653-6	 £3,115. 5.10.

	

1656-7	 2,056.17. 3.

	

1657-60	 3,425.16. 1.

£8,597. 19 . 2-.

£11,472. 0. 7.
Add estimated cost of wood

	

1653-6	 £8,000. 0. 0.

	

1656-7	 3,250. 0. 0.

	

1657-60	 9,250. 0. 0.

£20,500. 0. 0.

Net cost	 £31,972. 0. 7.

Total Income £ 40,258.
Net cost	 £ 31,972.

Profit	 £ 8,266.

Equal to 26 per cent on cost over six years and seven months.
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General Note

These ejinimaries are based on three charge and discharge accounts,

two compiled by exchequer auditors, the third by local commissioners.

All present some difficulties and none are completely reliable.

Therefore especially the attempt to analyse working costs is to some

extent based on guesswork the only entries which can be allocated

with reasonable certainty are the pay of manager, founders, finers

and the money paid out for cutting, cording, coaling, ore and cinders.

Receipts from sales were given in enough detail to make them fairly

reliable.

The value of materials delivered presents a difficulty and only

tolerable guesses have been used here, though sometimes values are

stated in the accounts. In the first account no values are given

for either the cast shot or the forgings and bar iron delivered to

the yards. Presumably then they were all equally made in the works.

In the second account though some forgings were shown as credited in

the accounts and all were so shown in the third account. This

suggests that they had been bought, especially as It would be difficult

to find the equivalent of the bar iron which must have been used to

make them. The assumption here adopted is that the works themselves

forged up the iron in the first three years but that the remainder

of that work was farmed out in some form. Thus the	 entries

for forgings in the last two accounts have been shown as outside

expenditure.

Overall the totals, especially of expenditure, are more reliable
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General Note (contdj

than the details; in turn therefore the more or less synthetic

estimates of profits here provided may represent as reliable a picture

of the true state of affairs as the income and expenditure accounts.

Similarly 'Accounts iv 'may come nearest of all to some sort of true

state of affairs because the final stocks are valued in the MS, an

attempt is made to cost the various kinds of benefits derived from the

ironworks and. some of the many guesses about detail can be eliminated

or are ironed out.

Notes and References

1. SP 18/130/102.

2. An arbitrary decision to value shot at £12 per ton (of.pp. 396-7 above).

3. Thomas Foley took 100 tons of pig from Dean in payment of £720
owed to him for guns.

4. Money paid over to the works on the authority of the council of
state, some of it to equip the works, most of it while shot was
being cast. It would seem equally pedantic to treat it or part
of it as the state's investment or purely as payment for work done.

5. £300 paid for the preparation and shipment of naval timber and
£88.8. to stock the forest with deer for the lord protector.

6. A small quantity of caings, such as firebacks, is included in
this total.

7. This item has been increased in the light of a later account: the
first account assumed that one ton of pig iron made one ton of bar.

8. The MS stock account shows sales of 118 tons 2 hundredweight;
addition of the amounts shown as sold in the body of the account
gives the total here shown as sold. The MS stock account shows
8t l9cwt 3qr as having been used at the works: the figure here
shown is adjusted to balance the total (as had probably been done
in the first place).
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Notes and References (contd.)

9. This is a crude guess: there is no indication as to what part
of the 31 tons of forgings was sent to the yards and what taken
into stock. Neither are the forgings priced, except in later
accounts when the works paid £25 to £28 per ton for them. The
present figure is Uerefore conservative.

10. There is no stock account of wood and coal or smaller items.
The amount of wood used has been estimated by trying to average
out costs over the seven years and by estimating pro rata consump-
tion. However a third of the furnace output in this period con-
sisted of shot which may have needed more fuel than mere pig iron.

11. The period here allowed for depreciation has been chosen to
spread the costs over most of the accounting period while writing
off most of the building at its end.

12. This account indicates neither amounts of wood nor amounts of coal.
Average prices of cutting, cording and coaling derived from the
other two accounts differ by more than a quarter. The total
quantity of wood used has therefore been estimated from the average
working consumption given in the third account (E 178/6080, pt.i,
ma. 50-50d) applied to the total amount of iron made. Taking
stocks and charcoal sales into account, totals for each accounting
period were calculated and rounded off upwards to the nearest 1,000
short cords. Certainly this calculation gives only the crudest
approximation to quantities actually used. The price per short
cord has also been taken from the final stock account, drawn up in
i66cat 5s. per short cord.

13. SP 18/157B.

14. £9.6. of this was shown in the next accounting period as due for
work done in this one.

15. £13.11. of this was shown as paid in the next accounting period,
as in 14.

16. This account shows two parcels of iron crowes, hoops and spikes.
In the stock account there appear 25 tons 20 pounds of forgings
sent to London: that may have been the remainder of the 31 tons
made in the first accounting period. Reckoned at £18 as before
(note 9. above) gives the present item. The main body of the
account shows, on the discharge side, £488.17. for 17 tons 9
hundredweight 20 pounds of forgings. Possibly this was a payment
made from the works for the manufacture of these forgings, now
farmed out. That would fit and would agree with the entry made
at the end of the incomplete account for the period between
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Notes arid References (contd.)

Wade's resignation and 3 October 1660. To this is attached a
list of "Debts smndmge out by seuerall emithes for Iron delivered
to them ... to Make Hoopea speekes &c for the vse of the Navey."
I have thus interpreted the item arid ehown the money amongst the
external payments.

17. Trow was the local name for a light river barge; this one was
built to deliver iron to ships lying in the Severn.

18. £l,668.3.l. towards the building of the frigate at Lydney; £475
for the preparation and dispatch of naval timber, £350 towards
the redemption of Whitemead Park; £488.17. for the manufacture
of forgings; £131.16.2. invested in a coalinine.

19. Perhaps 25 tons and 20 pounds of forgings and. only the rest bar
iron.

20. Including a few castings.

21. Perhaps taken from last year's stock (cf.16. & 19. above).

22. There is a discrepancy of 10 tons between the closing stock shown
in this MS account and the opening stock shown in the next one.
Stocks in the third account appear to have been checked with
unusual thoroughness; the root of the difficulty may have been
the failure to check stocks at the end of the first account. The
figure here used for the stock elsewhere is the one given in 1660;
if the error had indeed occurred in the stocks left in August 1656,
that would explain the difference between the total made available
and. the total accounted for.

23. Valued at the lowest rate realised during the period.

24. E 178/6080, pt.i, ms. 25-50d.

25. The MS entry reads "for the vse of the ffurnace arid fforest"
£1 , 369 .l. 4*. At the end of the account three payments are shown as
"profits" which do not appear elsewhere in the account and these
have been deducted from that figure. They are a payment to the
keepers of the forest at £156.7.; rent for the park of Whitemead
at £140; the purchase price of Snead and. Kidnalls of £40.

26. Reckoned at £17 per ton.

27. Including £492.4.6. paid for 233 loads arid 5 sacks of coal.
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Notes and References (oontd.)

28. The major items in this total are:

Lydney shipyards, costs	 £3,067.16. 5.
Purchase of Cannop Vellet	 1,500. 0. 0.
Purchase of forgings	 622. 6. 4.
Coal mining	 435. 1. 5•.
Rent for Whitemead	 140. 0. 0.
Purchase of Snead & Kidnalls 	 40. 0. 0.

£5,805. 4. 2.

29. As in the MS stock account. Plain addition of amounts sold, accord-
ing to the body of the account, gives over 15 hundredweight more.
Just over 4 hundredweight of "old iron" may be legitimately omitted.
A payment of £21.19. 2. by various smiths and a debt of £43.8.3. by
others, all for bar iron, could be payments for about three and a
half tons not shown elsewhere. But in any case more iron had been
shown as disposed of in the stock account than had been made
available (cf. note 32. below) and therefore it would have added
further complications if these items had been added.

30. In the MS it is noted that this alone remained of 58 tons, the
rest having been "vsed about the fforge ... for necessary vses".

31. The stock account in the MS gives 27 tons, the valuation of stocks
on the following page deals with only 23 tons. I have used 27
throughout.

32. The unvalued MS stock account has "Barr Iron advanced", 5 tons
8 hundredweight 2 quarters 15 pounds. This is less than the
difference between iron made available and iron disposed of. It
is also difficult to think from where the advance might have
come, unless it was sold from production which was to be accounted
for subsequently. But there can be no certainty that this is the
right explanation.

33. Coffins' is a term of art for spoiled pig iron, very hard to fine.

34. In the MS: £474 which may be an error in multiplication.

35. In the MB: £13.5. which may deliberately omit the final sixpence.
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Sales, 1653-1660

Bar Iron

1655-6	 1656-7	 1657-60	 Total

t %	 t %	 t

Edw. Bovy, Bristol (D)	 29 24	 10 6	 132 38	 171 27
G. Hellyer, Bristol' (D)	 21 18	 56 33	 38 11	 115 18
Sam. Bellyer, Bristol? (D)	 5 4	 -	 -	 -	 -	 5 1

Ld.w. Launder, Bristol (D)	 -	 -	 -	 -	 73 21	 73 12
Rob. Longdon, Gut. (D)	 -	 -	 28 17	 5	 2	 33 5
Alderm.Pickeridge, Brist. 	 -	 -	 -	 -	 20	 6	 20 3

Mrs. Mary Prince (D?) 	 38 32	 30 18	 -	 -	 68 11

Hy. Roe, Brsto1 (D?) 	 -	 -	 -	 -	 25	 7	 25 4

Mr. Singleton, Cbs. (D)	 21 18	 -	 -	 -	 -	 21 3

Sundry	 -	 -	 2 i	 ,o2 3	 122

Retail	 6 5	 44 26	 41 12	 91 14

Total	 120 ton	 170 ton	 344 ton	 634 ton

1. Also bought pig iron.

2. Mr. Stephens, 6 ton; J. Smyth, 2 ton 17 cwt; Mr. Bowen, 1 ton 6 cwt.

3. This may be inflated by repetition of an item in the accounts.

D - Dealer.
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Sales, 1653_16601

Pig Iron

	

1653-6	 1656-7	 1657-60	 Total

t	 %	 t	 %	 t

Jas. Barrow, Bristol? (D?) 	 18 2	 29 4	 -	 -	 47 2

	

J. Braine, Little Dean (F,C) 101 11 	 73 11	 17	 2	 191 7

Abr. Clarke, Flaxley 	 -	 -	 -	 -	 154 14	 154 6
Th. Clark, Plailey (,c) 	 62 7	 109 17	 -	 -	 171 6

Rich. Coales 2 (c)	 140 15	 -	 -	 -	 -	 140 5
R.C. & Th. Dtuming2	227 25	 -	 -	 -	 -	 227 9
R.C. & 3. Coster2 (C)	 35 4	 -	 -	 -	 -	 35 1

J. Coster2 (,c)	 -	 -	 87 13	 114 10	 201 8

Sir Hy. Delves	 -	 -	 50 8	 -	 -	 50 2
T. Foley (F)	 100 11	 -	 -	 -	 -	 100 4
Wm.Hall(P)	 -	 -	 -	 -	 51	 5	 51 2

Mr. Hancocke (r)	 35 4	 -	 -	 -	 -	 35 1
G. Hellyer, Bristol (D) 3	48 5	 -	 -	 -	 -	 48 2

T. James, Lydney?	 -	 -	 -	 -	 100	 9	 100 4
Wm. Rawlins (D?)	 -	 -	 -	 -	 52	 5	 52 2

Win. Rutland (D)	 105 12	 217 33	 82	 8	 404 15
Walt. Sandy, Bristol (D) 	 41 5	 97 15	 312 29	 450 17
Chas. Winter, Lydney (P,c)	 -	 -	 -	 -	 173 16	 173 7
Sundry4	-	 -	 -	 -	 38	 4	 38 1

Total	 912 ton	 662 ton	 1,093 ton 2,667 ton
Iron fined at forge 	 259 ton	 198 ton	 515 ton	 972 ton

1. SP 18/130/102; SP 18/l57B; B 178/6080, pt.i, fos. 25-50d.
2. John Coster by himself bought , Winter t s agent; Dunning had

acted for or 'iith Winter before: it is conceivable that they
and Coales were all buying for Winter4 tpC. Richard Coales.

3. He also bought some bar iron.
4. Thomas Nurse, 20 ton; Win. Dunning, lOt; J. Mills 5t; J. Walter, 3t.

- owner/manager of forge; C - purcn.sed charcoal from the state
ironworks; D - a dealer.
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